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Abstract 
'l'he thesis has a number of general aims, which range arouna 
conceptuali.sing the Loyal Orange Institution [LOI) and laying it open 
for a fruitful theoretical approach. 'lhere is tirst in &ection One, 
a aemarcation of the object of stuay, arawing a rigorous line bet~een 
the LOI ana a much more inaefinite boay of militant Protestant ana 
anti-Catholi.c sentiment. Ii'ollowing on from this, the causal regress 
is shiftea beyona a commonsense attribution of 'sectarianisnl', ana the 
conspiratorial or functionalist emphases ~hich tena to aominate the 
existing literature. 
Generally more appropriate, in analysing Orangeism's progress in 
l~th century scotlana, is a conception of iaeology which is structural 
and objective. ~et care is also taken here not to erase all 
instances of social control in the !llovenlent' s history. 'l'hese, it is 
suggested, can be viewea as arising from basic inequalities ot power 
in capitalism, in turn the result of economic inequalities ana control 
of the state apparatus. 
A further aitficulty with the more 'sophisticatea' ~ar~ist 
approach is also raisea. For, it this is a better tit with 
Orangeism's political and iaeological content; in its embracing ot 
enaemic tractionalisation ot the proletariat, it aoes seem to abanaon 
a characteristic l"larxist class analysis in tavour ot a neo-\'feberian 
one. 
It is agreed that this inaicateo the neea tor a ~ Marxist 
approach to sectionalism. The construction of such an approach, 
ho~ever, requires concrete historical work rather than more 
speculative theorising. Accoraingly it is the tormer which is the 
concern of this thesis, though it does raise a number ot themes which 
are important for further theoretical consumption. Section 'l:wo, for 
example, suggests the necessity of rethinking the relation between 
sectarianism ana sectionalism in the workplace. Relateo to this must 
also be a reconsideration of the 'labour aristocracy' concept, ana the 
explanatory value of 'marginal privilege' in connection with 
orangeism. 'I'he Section further emphasises the neeo for a 
phenomenological aimension in any new theory of working class 
sectionalism, a sensitivity to self-perceptions being particularly 
crucial in unaerstanaing the sources of motivation tor Orangeism ana 
the internal aivisions which characterisea it. 
An important substantiVe problem also structures this, ana Section 
'lhree oealing with Orange political practice - namely how to account 
tor the LOI's absolute strength, yet relative weakness in scotlana. 
'lhe predicates tor the tormer, i.t is arguea, are founa in a 
sympathetic ioeological climate, ana in the impact of successive home 
Rule ana Disestablishment crises. Above all, though, it is suggestea 
that the real backbone of LOI support in l~th century Scot lana was 
formea by Ulster Protestant migrants. In Orange relations with the 
churches ana political parties, however, this 'Ulster tactor' coulo 
l x) 
prove a double-eagea swora. E'or while the migrants themselves were 
largely integratea into Scottish society, Orangeism itselt was wiaely 
perceived as an extension ot Irish 'party' quarrels. 
Couplea with a reputation for violence and arunkenness, this 
factor interactea in turn with broaaer cultural ana political, as well 
as economiC, features of l~th century Scotlana. t.otably these 
incluaed schisms in the Scottish church~s, the pre~a~ious position ot 
the Cons~rvative party here, and the focus ot political 
aecision-mak ing outside the country. 'l'hese points indicate, tina lly, 
the importance ot an awareness ot the sp~citicity of social tormations 
in any new approach to sectionalism. 
(xi) 
SECTION 1 
THEORETICAL AND HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVES 
1 
CHAPTER 1 
WHAT IS ORANGE ISM? 
The Orange Institution has been a major form of working class 
mobilisation in the 19th century, yet has been marginalised in most 
accounts of class relations here. This is unfortunate since it 
provides an excellent basis for intervening in certain pivotal debates 
in sociology. Notably then, this thesis is concerned with competing 
theories of ideology, and approaches to working class sectionalism. 
However, before any discussion can take place on these lines, the 
first task in this work must be to conceptualise Orangeism precisely, 
marking an analytic distinction between the Loyal Orange Institution 
(L.O.I.) and associated bodies such as the Royal Black Preceptory 
(R.B.P.), and more diftuse manifestations of militant Protestantism to 
which an 'Orange- epithet is often confusingly applied. To this end 
the former's structures and ideology in 19th century Scotland will be 
examined and a typological presentation offerea, drawing on some 
perspectives from the sociology of religion. 
Organisational and Degree Structures 
At the outset one must be unequivocal on the relation between 
orangeism and Freemasonry, one which is frequently misconceived in 
'commonsense' ana anecdotal accounts. Freemasonry does represent one 
of the most important precursors of Orangeism in terms of organisation 
and symbolism. 'Borrowings' from the older body, as Sibbet 
indicates, were notably employed in the Order's formative years. 1 
This seems particularly probable in Scotland given the strength of 
2 
operative masonry there in the 18th century, a form which has 
certainly maae a large contribution to the practices of moaern 
1 . 2 specu at1ve masonry. 
There was, however, no organisational link whatever between the 
two bodies in Scotland and the limited overlap of personnel will be 
indicated subsequently. Rather, one more fruitful point of reference 
with the Masonic Society is the hierarchical system of loages 
characterising the Scottish L.O.I. from its reconstitution in the mia 
1830's. There were, for example, four types of Orange Loage: the 
Local, sometimes referred to as the Private or Primary Loage; the 
District, covering an area like Bridgeton or paisley; the county ~rand 
Lodge, such as Ayrshire; and the Grand Orange Lodge of Scotland. 3 
Again like Freemasonry a certain democratic input was present in 
this structure. Thus every Orangeman joined firstly his local lodge 
whose officebearers, Worthy Master (w.M.), Secretary etc., were open 
to annual election. In turn the members of the District Lodge were 
drawn from the private Lodges in the area, and the Grand Lodge 
consisted of officers drawn from the Districts and Counties. Meeting 
twice yearly, this latter bOdy provided policy direction for the 
movement, organised and co-ordinated the major 12th of July 
demonstration and November soiree each year and actea as a final court 
of appeal on aisciplinary matters. As in the local lodges its 
officers, including that of Most worshipful Grand Master (M.w.G.M.) 
were open to annual election, though often this coula become a 
formality. George McLeod was M.w.G.M. for five years and C.I. Paton 
from IB74 till his death in 1889. 4 
3 
Fig. 1: L.O.I Administrative structure 
Grand Orange Lodge of Scotland 
county Grand Lodges 
District Lodges 
Local, Private or primary Lodges 
In the basic structure of the Local lodges, which had an average 
of 30-40 members, the majority of business seems to have been 
dominated by scripture readings and routine administrative work, 
minutes and correspondence, and with the applications of new members. 
Indeed three accounts from very different stages of Orange history 
aescribe meetings which follow this familiar format. 5 
As well as its fairly straightforward organisational structure 
though, the L.O.I, again similar to Freemasonry, also had a structure 
of 'degrees', and 'aegree work' which played a vital part in the 
regular lodge meeting. In this way the new entrant was first 
initiated into the ritual of the Orange degree and the scriptural 
knowledge and biblical allegory and symbolism associatea with this 
rank. After six months good conduct he would move into the purple 
Marksman's degree, having been initiated into the meaning of another 
set of signs and allegories. This was originally introduced around 
the 1798 Rebellion in Ireland when the persecution of the republican 
United Irishmen drove many former members and associates into the 
orange Order for protection, and a means of excluding those of dubious 
4 
political affiliations from Orangeism's inner secrets seemed 
indispensable. 
Basea on 'Gideon's Chosen Few' in the Ola ~estament, the initiation 
rituals associated with these degrees, though possibly involving some 
test of courage in the past, were more usually pedestrian versions of 
.. b 
original masonlC degrees. 
such then are the basic structural characteristics of the l~th 
century L.O.I. however, also to be consiaered are the associated 
institutions which unlike Free Masonry ~ decisively linked by 
membership and ideology to the L.O.I ana thus can be groupea unaer the 
term Orangeism. Of these, most central to our 19th century Scottish 
theme is the Imperial Black Chapter of the British Commonwealth or the 
Royal Black Preceptory. Orders like the Royal Arch purple and the 
Apprentice Boys of Derry were still mainly confined to Ulster at this 
7 time and Juvenile ana Ladies Lodges had not significantly aeveloped. 
Known colloquially as 'the sedate order' as opposea to the 
'rag-tag' rank and file Orange Institution, the R.B.P. appealed to a 
more discerning interest in ceremony and ritual rather than public 
procession. For although sharing the same roots as the purple degree, 
it displayed much more of an esoteric and allegorical emphasis -
& describea by Roberts as a 'system of Byzantine splendour'. Though 
technically a separate body with its headquarters in Belfast, one coula 
not become a member of a Black Preceptory (lodge) without first being 
an Orangeman. Again this organisation included a complex degree and 
rank system, and on joining every member was able to go through a 
series of ten degrees based on an elaborate interpretation of the 
scriptures. (The function of this in helping to construct an identity 
5 
for the average Orangeman is discussed in Chapter 5). 
Fig. 2: Degree structure of L.O.I. and R.B.P. 
Royal Black perceptory 'I'en Degrees 
Loyal Orange Institution 'Iwo Degrees 
Ideology 
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Orange. 
~o complement this aescription of Orangeism's organisational 
features, there should be a brief account of the aistinctive iaeology -
in the simple sense of a system of ideas - which sustainea it, along 
with some initial thoughts on how this was successtully transmittea. 
~o single authoritative source exists for the orange world view ana 
as well as Orange public utterances of the period, four key texts have 
been employed: one of the L.O.I's first chaplains Rev. Robert Gault's 
-popery, the Man of Sin and the Son of Inquity- (1853); -Mariolatry •• -
(1864) by the Grand Secretary of the Order, Thomas Macklin; -'lhe 
Protestant- magazine lij73-4 published by Orangeman h.A. Long; and -A 
Catechism of the principles of Protestantism- (lb79) written by 
M.w.G.M., Chalmers I. Paton. These texts ~ available to the 
average Orangemen. Familiarity with the 'Catechism', in tact, became 
a prerequisite for passing to the purple degree. 
one useful way to approach a clearer codification of the material 
containea here is to follow Roberts in assessing in turn the positive 
and negative moments in the L.O.l.s ideology - militant Protestantism 
and anti-Roman catholicism. 
AS regaras the tormer, the traaitional Reformation concepts of 
Biblical authority and the sole mediatorship of Christ were central, 
with particular importance being attached to a fundamentalist 
interpretation of the scriptures. Thus, reasoned Paton, Protestantism 
is 'pure scriptural Christianity ••• the very religion brought by Our 
Lord Jesus Christ and by his Apostles •••• 'l'he Bible alone is the 
protestant rule of faith from which nothing can be taken away and 
nothing added. Absolute and supreme authority belongs to the Bible 
because it is the Word of God. The whole hora of ~od is containea in 
the Scriptures ••• which are the very word of God and nothing else and we 
have no other revelation of the Truth or the word of God.' 9 
Co-existing with these traditional evangelical sentiments was also 
an awareness of the liberating potential of Protestantism. 'lhus one 
of this religion's first principles was describea in lb54 in an aadress 
to the Greenock Orangemen as, -The right of private Judgement- with 
10 
-God alone as Lord of conscience-. 'l'he pOint was given 
particular emphasis by Paton: -Protestants hold that every man is 
entitled - nay bound - to think for himself in matters ot religion, to 
enquire for himself into the meaning of scriptures, the doctrines to be 
believed-. 11 
Although at this point there may seem little to distinguish 
orangeism from wider evangelical tendencies, in fact the L.O.l.s 
framework of belief contains a very specific combination of both 
Lutheran and Calvinist strains, emphasising respectively, faith, the 
scriptures and an Apostolic church, and individual acceptance of the 
7 
work ethic and salvation by divine grace. Crucially this in turn gave 
the Order a basis for claiming a superior ecumenical stance, as George 
McLeod explainea, -we have in our ranks episcopalians and presbyterians 
of various denominations and we never allow the little schisms between 
12 these parties to be an obstacle in our way-. 
whereas in the contemporary Order, as Bruce notes, this 
'ecumenicalism' has produced a highly generalised and non-controversial 
position on ecclesiastical issues, in the l~th century it was 
accompanied by very definite views on church government ana the 
church/state relationship, with the Order holaing that -the 
establishment of the Church of Scotland was consistent with the 
~ational religion of Goa and the Church of God ana the religion taught 
in the Holy Scriptures and that its disestablishment woula be a great 
national sin and national calamity-. 13 
In addition the ability to appeal to all Protestants set the L.O.I, 
it believed, above the various competing denominations with its own 
members -aaoring the Gospel, walking by faith, fighting the gooo tight 
ot faith ana rejoicing in hope: not mere controversialists but humble 
and devout followers of Christa. In contrast with the supineness of 
'nominal protestants' and assaults from within the fortress of 
evangelical Christianity, indicted by Gault, the Order was quite simply 
-the foremost organisation tor protestantism- or -protestantism in 
action-. 14 Indeed the language and symbolism ot Orangeism here was 
frequently drawn from the 010 Testament books of ~xoaus, the prophets 
and Ruth and were quite coherent with casting the Orangemen in the role 
l~ 
of 'the chosen few' or even, 'the Chiloren of Israel'. (For the 
effects of such striaent claims on relations with the Scottish churches 
8 
see Chapter 7). 
The religious and ecclesiastical principles of Orangeism also 
brought it, however, into the political arena, for the primary 
safeguards for 'the Protestant Religion' in Britain were seen as lying 
precisely in 'the Protestant crown and Constitution', as establishea in 
the Revolutionary settlement of Ibij9. In practice, in the 19th 
century this promoted Orange support for the Conservative party as the 
best guaraians of these institutions. ·They go in for a ~ational 
church, national creed ••• as well as indiviaual Christianity ••••• 16 
Again it is important to note that in this alliance the L.O.l. was 
viewed by its members as the superior organisation, for its 'true 
Christianity' set it above political as well as ecclesiastical party. 
A following section, moreover, will examine in aetail how 'loyal' 
support for the Conservatives was also basically conditional on the 
party retaining its 'Protestant' reputation in Orange eyes. In this 
chapter though, the subVersive potential of this 'protestants First' 
principle can also be illustratea by the rather surprising instance ot 
orange monarchism. 
In this way although the monarch receivea extremes of veneration 
and loyalty, this was largely dependent on his or her retaining the 
'true faith' ana a proper respect for Civil and Religious Liberty. 
For implicit here, as Roberts suggests, was Hugenot belief inspired by 
the neo-Calvanist Beza, and propagated in 16th century Scotlana by 
Andrew Melville, that there is a right of necessary and lawful 
17 
resistance to injustice ana tyranny. It was such a position, as 
Roberts again notes, that providea the specific justification for 
U.V.F. involvement before W.w.I. but was also most strongly voiced in 
9 
the 19th century by H.A. Long against no less a figure than ~ueen 
Victoria. ·we have been often grieved·, he statea, ·to see our ~ueen 
travelling on the Sabbath. bhoula Her Majesty so far forget herself 
as to dO so again, we may see a blessea strike - men refusing to toil 
unnecessarily on the Lord's day. A lesson of this sort from the 
million to the ten woula be the proper thing. Our operatives have 
often struck against capital; let them strike against sin in high 
lb places·. 
The same sense of 'absolute values ' can also be identified in 
orangeism's anti-catholicism; though in keeping with the Grand Loage's 
quest for a respectable status for the L.O.I. as a religious 
organisation rather than a fighting society. It was on homan 
catholicism as a system not on its individual practitioners that the 
official Orange attack was concentrated. Again C.I. Paton emphasised 
the position when he used the term 'deaaly toe l , ·he did not speak of 
papists but of Popery. we ought to have no unkindly feelings towaras 
the poor benighted members of the Church of Rome, but we cannot reject 
19 popery with too intense detestation·. 
In essence this official ideology stated that Popery differed from 
protestantism in its role of faith, which was basically unscriptural. 
·Instead the tradition of the Church is granted equal authority with 
the Holy Scriptures in all that relates to faith and religious 
20 practice·. This element of human invention ·substituted for the 
spirit and truth of GOdis worship ••• • has three most evil 
consequences: first, it results in theological errors such as papal 
supremacy and infallibility and various sacramental practices; 
secondly, it produces superstition, exemplified in saint worship and 
10 
the aaoration of relicts; finally, it engenders cruelty as aemonstratea 
historically by the Church's intolerant and persecuting spirit, ana its 
great wealth as contrasted with its exploitation of poor Roman Catholics -
again a certain 'democratic' element enters the critique here. 
In turn, moreover, these elements of error, superstition and 
cruelty produced among believers another three-fold harvest not only of 
immorality and disloyalty but of pauperism. At this point inaeed the 
orange world view approaches a 'sociology' of religious affilitation, 
with some resemblance to an extremely crude version of weber's thesis 
in -The Protestant Ethic'. Paton voices the point particularly well, 
-These differences (between the 'private jUdgement' of protestantism 
and Roman Catholic spiritual authoritarianism) have great effects not 
only on the whole religious life of those who receive them, but 
extenaing beyona it ana appearing even in the intellectual aevelopment 
of those subject to their influences; protestant communities being 
characterised by general intelligence, pursuit of knowleage, activity, 
industry and enterprise, Popery by apathy, indolence ana supineness, so 
that while protestant communities are generally flourishing, the condition 
of popish communities is generally the reverse. The Protestant aoctrine 
of the right of personal juagement facilitates the mind to activity, 
whilst the popish doctrine lays an arrest on the very exercise of the 
intellectual faculties ana reauces man to a state where something of a 
mental torpor locks securely chains which bind the soul-. 21 
The geographical evidence providea here was plentiful, pointing, for 
example, to the economic contrasts between Holland ana spain, or ~ew 
England and Mexico. For Rev. Gault, however, it was above all Ireland 
which -affords a lamentable illustration of the baneful effects of 
11 
popery ••• where it was fatal to temperance and prosperity ••• a weight which 
22 hinders the progress of all to whom it is allowed-. 
There is less in Orangeism's '~o popery' than in the Oraer's 'positive 
protestantism' to distinguish it trom other anti-catholic groups ot the 
19th century, such as the west ot Scotland protestant Association, but it 
is particularly remarkable tor the extremely tormulaeic and stylisea 
nature of its rhetoric. This teature inaeed permits its tinal setting 
out in aiagrammatic form for the sake of clarity. 
Fig. 3: Breakdown of ,~o popery' charges against Roman catholicism 
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sup E.RS'l'I 'l'I ON 
Idolatory 
worshi~ of Saints 
and Virgin Mary 
t<dracles 
Holy Places 
Relicts 
Monks 
~uns 
24 
~ 
SOCIOLOC,ICAL IMPLICA'l'IONS 
Immorality 20 Disloyalty 27 
CI<.lJI:.L'a 
Human Rights 
wealth ot Church 
Exploitation of Poor 
Jesuit conduct 
Persecution, 
historical instances: 
Walaenses Albigensians, 
30 years War, st. 
Bartholomew's Eve, 
Evocation ot hdict ot 
~antes, Spanish 
Inquisition, 
Covenanters 
2b pauperism 
(Geographical Evidence: Britain, Holland, France, Spain, Irelana) 
* The orangemen believed the Roman Catholic laity were deniea access to 
the Scriptures. 
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At this point it must be emphasisea that it is not possible to 
reconstruct with any degree of accuracy how the mass of such material 
was understood and articulatea by orainary rank ana file Orangemen 
(particularly the more arcane fulminations on the walaensian ana 
Albigensian martyrs). ~evertheless, the official Orange ideology does 
appear vital for the repertoire of images and explanations ordinary 
members could araw on in their relations with Roman Catholics in the 
community and the workplace; although in its reproduction here '~o 
popery' did tena to be reduced to hostility towaras 'the indiviaual 
erring Roman catholic', a fact much bemoaned by leading Orangemen such 
as Robert Stewart. -I am sorry to say the prinCiples of a good many 
orangemen consist of blind hatred to Roman Catholics. This should not 
be, Roman Catholics are still our brothers, the principles which bina 
30 him are the enemy-. 
Several other features of the Grand Lodge's ,~o Popery' plattorm 
also promoted its successful transmission among the Orange rank and 
file. First, while there is a certain constant quality about elements 
of the ideology, this does not mean that it was wholly static and 
unchallenged by actual experience. 31 For particularly significant 
is the way in which interpretations of the 'papal threat' which 
animated '~o popery' decisively shifted around mia-century from a 
millennial to a conspiracy emphasis, in accordance with political ana 
ecclesiastical aevelopments in the United Kingdom ana on the Continent. 
As Best points out, until Biblical criticism treea them in the late 
19th century, Christians had to make something out at the Biblical 
prophetiC books, since it was orthodox belief that the whole of the 
word was spiritually meaningful. One pOint which seemed clear to many 
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of them was that the downfall of the Pope was prophesisea and therefore 
32 
was a necessary overture to christ's second coming. 
~ot surprisingly this was a view enthusiastically embraced in early 
orangeism. Gault, for example, writing in the early 1850's was in no 
doubt. Rome was Babylon and the Pope ·the man of sin ••• • 
of Secona Thessalonians ii 3 (hence his book's title). popery's rise 
was predicted in Daniel xxii 24-& but its ruin was decreed by paul's 
epistle to Timothy iv 1-3 and in the Book of Revelation. ·'l'he fall of 
Babylon·, Gault confidently predicted, ·will be ••• the termination of 
the long night of Romish error, superstition ana crime, ana will be the 
dawning of the millenial day when the earth shall enjoy a grand ana 
universal jubilee (Revelations xx, 1-4) •• 33 
A further example of this train of thought is offered in a most 
bizarre tract from h.A. Long, 'Mene: the Numeration of Babylon 
Mystical' written in 1865. By an extremely obscure computation of 
Biblical numbers Long preaictea the fall of the papacy in Ibbb. 
·strictly speaking·, he explainea, ·the Pope is merely a torso, a 
subsection, a mere hinder part of the Antichrist destinea soon to be 
swept off his pedestal. his toe will go when the ten toes go ••• •• 
he continued in strains reminiscent of Blake. ·The mighty eagle will 
soon uplift the symbolic millstone ana cast it into the Tyrian sea. 
The rising tidal cry will o'er top the cottian Alps ••• on will roll the 
swelling souna across plains baptized with the blood of the gentle 
Albigensian maids and brave Hugenot men. Give cheer ye sons of 
hamilton! Each man sworn to a life of war against Rome. Ye 
orangemen shout aloud! For Erin victrix lifts her shamrock from the 
dust of ages and now embraces her twin sisters Anglia and Scotia! •• 34 
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Although such auguries seem to have been most strongly representea 
among the eaucated Victorian bourgeoisie (Long explained that a former 
tract on 'transubstantiation' was intended for 'the working man' while 
'Mene' was 'for thinking men only'), it is interesting to speculate 
here whether this rhetoric contains an echo of Thompson's 'chiliasm of 
35 the hopeless'. For such emotional apocalyptic optimism may also 
have appealed to the average lodge member of the early 19th century, 
many of whom, it will be suggested, were agricultural workers, only 
recently uprooted from their native province of Ulster and brought to a 
rapidly industrialising west of Scotland. 
At any rate, with greater certainty one can trace the impact of 
real historical developments upon this millenialism. In this way 
events in Italy mid-century with the nationalist uprisings ana curbing 
of pope Pius IX'S temporal powers seemed to confirm that the fulfilment 
of Gault and Long's prophecies was immiment. (A silver collection was 
raised tor Garibaldi at a soiree adaressed by the former). 36 
However, the driving of the Pontiff from the Papal states aid not, of 
course, produce the Roman Catholic Church's demise and as 186b passea 
without the apocalypse such views must have appeared increasingly 
suspect. 
From the late 1860's, though, as the Papacy actually entered a more 
aggressive 'ultramontane' phase with the promulgation of the Syllabus 
of Errors and the Doctrine of papal Infallibility, millennialism became 
supplantea in the orange ideology by conspiracy theory. This will be 
given detailed consideration When analysing its contribution to Orange 
political practice, but basically it stated that Popery was again on 
the march with a proua and usurping spirit. Emanating from the Pope 
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in Rome but under the particular direction of the Jesuits, a plan had 
been forgea to destroy Protestantism in Britain by unaermining it in 
Crown and constitution. 'I'o this end Glaastone and the Liberal party, 
Secularists, Unitarians ana Voluntaryists (those opposed to 
church/state links) were being actively employed. At a Grand Lodge 
meeting in 1877, for example, it was resolved that -while the 
government and the mass of professing Protestants in this country seem 
utterly blina to this (popery on the offensive), the attempt being made 
to disestablish churches in the destruction of the acts ot parliament 
which establishea the Reformation ana the Glorious Revolution ••• may 
justly excite attention insomuch as such a movement ••• will pave the way 
for the complete trump of Popery •••• 'I'he late increase of Popery in 
influential quarters (Lord Beaconsfield haa recently attended the Duke 
of Norfolk's wedding at brompton Oratory) mean proof that the aangers 
37 in question are far from visionary-. In particular, in Scotland 
these dangers were threatened by the restoration of the Roman Catholic 
hierarchy in the late 1870' s, which the Rev. Robert 'I'hompson explainea 
was -merely the working engine, with the Pope and Cardinals for the 
propagation of their ends, the wirepullers were the Jesuits, ana they 
work the world-. 38 
Thus, while apocalyptic fervour may have assisted the first 
orangemen, this all-embracing theory of Jesuitical conspiracy surely 
proved more appropriate to later generations, many of whom were now 
arriving from Ulster in less straitened circumstances, alreadY 
experiencea in industrial work, in textiles ana shipbuilaing. For 
them it provided a 'total' world view - complemented, it will be 
suggested, by the lOdges' 'total' material provisions - able to 
encompass not only inter-communal conflict but major religio-political 
developments such as the Disestablishment of the Church of Ireland, 
Scottish Disestablishment agitation and, above all, threats ot Irish 
Horne Rule. 
AS a final point in analysing the reproduction of the Orange 
ideology among the mass of members, it should also be noted that Grand 
Lodge figures communicated this not only by scriptural exegesis but by 
ridicule and an emphasis on items of a salacious and pathological 
interest in Roman Catholicism. At such level, again the distinction 
between Catholicism as a system and individual Roman Catholics in the 
attack otten became blurred. 
An excellent example here is Macklin's tract on mariolatory (undue 
veneration of the Virgin Mary). This work was occasionea by a 
disastrous fire in a Chapel in santiago in Spain, at the height ot a 
Mass for the festival of the Virgin attended by thousanas ot female 
worshippers. The author eagerly invokes -the charred remains and 
human cinders ••• of more than 2500 devotees, suffering in the worship of 
the Queen of Mercy. Rome ••• reeking with the blooa of the human 
holocaust, the whole burnt offering of maiden innocence ana blooming 
life-. 
Of even greater fascination, though, was the role of the of the 
priesthood and convents in Roman Catholicism. The sexual morals of 
the 'celibate' priest were particularly suspect, Protestants 
preferring, as Best suggests, -that the clergy face and tower 
triumphant over the lusts of the flesh ••• rather than simply be 
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unconscious of them-. Thus from auricular confession not only 
moral corruption but physical seduction might result - a point which 
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C.l. paton could not bring himselt to dwell upon, for the sake of 
decency. Frequently unaerlying such sentiments, again suggests Best, 
was a danger perceived towards fathers, husbanas and Protestant women, 
with the priest seen as embodying a -particularly Latin torm of 
wickedness· or as Irish and particularly ·virile·. Since the iaeal 
victorian woman was considered weak, pliable and submissive, she was 
4U 
easy prey. 
The latter stress is also present in Orange attitudes towaras nuns; 
as Gault comments, ·women bring all the softness and grace of the 
female character to win victories for the anti-Christ and his 
vanguard-. There was, moreover, no scriptural basis for nunneries 
·Christ enjoined on his followers self aenial but he never enjoined 
them to sacrifice their purest and best affections·. Besides, Gault 
hinted darkly, -immorality may be no stranger among the inmates-. 41 
The vogue tor 'anti conventualism' in the wider militant protestant 
movement, when it peakea in the Ib40's-60's, inaeed produced a vast 
amount of literature ranging from 'The captive Life ••• ' by 'A 
Clergyman's Widow' to 'Geralda, the Demon ~un' and other penny 
42 dreadfuls displaying a sadistic interest in -nun punishments·. 
The L.O.I. did not apparently enter this market but glancing back at 
the material above, and particularly at the work of Gault and Long, it 
is aifficult to avoid the suggestion that a semiological reading of 
some 19th century texts would be extremely rewarding. consistently in 
'The Man of Sin ••• ', for example, the former identifies with 
protestantism 'truth', 'taith', 'light' and 'liberty'; and with Popery 
'the harlot', 'the scarlet woman', 'the holy serpent', 'the viper', 
'degeneracy', 'darkness', ana the sensuality of worship 'seaucing' 
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some of the 'poetry' published in 'The Protestant' too resembles 
some of the more unpleasant imagery of wesleyan hymns iaentifiea by 
Thompson. 
·A church that's soaked in martyrs' olood, 
Raised many a burning pyre, 
Is surely of Satanic moula, 
Impure, Unholy, Vile. 44 
or witness an example quoted by Cleary, 
·Scarlet church of all uncleaness, 
Sink thou to the deep abyss, 
To the orgies of obsceneness, 
Where the hell-bound furies hiss. 
Where thy father satan's eye, 
~ay hail thee blood-stained papacy·. 
Harlot, cause the midnight rambles, 
Prowling for the life ot saints, 
Henceforth sit in hellish shambles, 
When the scent of murder taints. 
Every gust that passeth by -
Ogre, ghoul ot papacy·. 45 
TO sum up, this section has presented the essentials of the 
categories of 'True Protestantism' and 'NO popery' which will be usea 
throughout the thesis. The very specific reproduction of this 
ideology receivea among the Orange rank ana file will be dealt with in 
greater detail in Chapter 8, looking particularly at internal 
struggles over the definition of being 'a good Protestant'. 
For the remainder of this chapter, however, having dealt with 
Orangeism's structure and iaeology in a fairly descriptive fashion, it 
is useful to attempt a typological approach. In further aiding 
conceptualisation and clarification, this again highlights the 
movement's ideological complexity and avoids the naive attribution of 
an ideal type. 
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Typologies 
Following on from weber's contribution, many typologies of 
religious organisations have been presented with various degrees of 
elaboration, albeit remaining within the general sect/church paradigm 
- the former defined as a non-hierarchical and voluntary association 
of persons qualifiea by their religion, the latter ana formal and 
compulsory association for the administration of grace. The 
difficulty, however, in finding an acceptable 'fit' for orangeism 
within any of these typologies is firstly, as notea above, that it had 
an interdenominational character and membership. Secondly, as the 
historical overview will indicate, it has also aSSumed a number of 
different roles and emphases in accordance with different historical 
exigencies, and these often continued to co-exist within it as 
contradictory and ambiguous tendencies in practice and doctrine. In 
this way, as Roberts suggests, many of the characteristics and 
attributes of the various points of any typology can appear 
46 together. Nor indeed in the attributes which did change over the 
years was there any overall movement towards a purer type, keeping in 
mind the dynamic component ot religious institutions identified in 
Niebuhr's thesis on sect development. 
TO amplify these points one may consider some of the criteria used 
in delineating the ideal type in typologies. Taking one of weber's 
criteria of church and sect, that of qualifications of membership, 
those of the L.O.I. mentioned in the Laws and Ordinances are 
officially rigorous and sect-like, notably in their emphasis on 
exclusivity. However, as Roberts again indicates, there were times 
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especially in the 1866-1920 periOd ot the Horne Rule crisis when 
membership was open to almost any Protestant, a practical test of 
membership being whether the candidate was a communicant of one of the 
protestant churches. Since those churches own membership 
qualifications were not always of a sectarian type, then logically 
neither coula the Order's and indeed there has always been a strong 
familial and generational motivation to join. 
Nor does the movement's ideology provide a definite response in 
this context. For while on the one hand its backing for the state 
support of the churches and enthusiasm for the Establishment principle 
as the bulwark ot 'National religion' leaned towaras the church 
paradigm, its anti-Catholicism was grounded in more sectarian types, 
particularly in the juxtaposition of Protestants' 'private juagement' 
with the authoritarian/compulsory element of Roman catholicism. 
In fact, Orangeism would seem to exhibit a specific combination of 
both church and sect attributes. Indeed its odd balance of these 
oPvosing tendencies may assist in understanding some of its dynamics 
and successes, for as Yinger indicates, if the church type dominates 
compromise can lead to rigidity, whereas if the sect type is dominant, 
initial drive is burned out in a struggle against superior forces. 
Before moving on, one should also stress that neither is it 
possible, in the absence of a criSp and well-defined answer from a 
Weberian typology, to switch to Sirnmel and simply label the movement a 
'secret society'. AS regaras its system of oaths, its symbolism and 
practices of concealment, this attribution satisfies Fr. Cleary who 
proceeds to rank Orangeism with other diverse secret societies such 
as, • ••• the Illuminat:, the Sons of Satan, the KnOW-Nothings, the 
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communists, the International, the Nihilists- and last but not least, 
-the bomb-throwing Anarchists, poisonous fungi and wood leeches hug 
the aeep shade of the lonely forest-. 47 
Cleary's picturesque rhetoric aside, however, one must be minaful 
above all of Simmel's injunction that the protection of a 'secret 
48 
society' is absolute but temporary. The problem here is that 
while Orangeism displays in abundance the more superficial of Simmel's 
criteria, such as degrees of initiation and signs of recognition, in 
the movement towards expansion and elaboration these elements tenaed 
to become more marginal to the Order's everyday functioning. 49 It 
is perhaps then more correct to speak of Orangeism, for the largest 
part of its history, as a semi-secret society or simply a society with 
secrets rather than a formal oath bound body, though this was its 
original form. 
In conclusion, the considerations in the sections above point to 
a number of potential sources of tension within Orangeism which 
militate against a historically monolithic structure. The first 
stems from its admixture of church and sectarian elements, for despite 
its positive contribution, noted above, this may also produce friction 
between the former's hierarchical and sacerdotal tendencies ana the 
latter's ideals of open mobility and equality, which can entail a 
certain ethos of democracy. ~he second, though, lies within the 
movement's ideology, focusing around those conservative and radical 
elements of theology, between Lutheran piety and respect for authority 
and the neo-Calvinist conception of lawful resistance to tyranny. 
Finally, one should also note the more basic potential for disjuncture 
within the structure/ideology couplet itself. If, for example, in 
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any particular period organisationally Orangeism had assumea a 
particularly hierarchical and authoritarian form, this is no reason to 
rule out a priori the existence of an iaeology capable even of a 
measure of militant populism. This seems to have been strongly 
evident in Belfast in the early 20th century, for example, a point 
neglected by Gibbon who infers that -because of their partly Masonic 
character ••• and their ideological fusion with church and chapel 
structure, their politics and values were in no sense open to 
aemocratic contestation.- 50 
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Notes 
1. R. Sibbet, 'Orangeism in Ireland and Throughout the Empire' 
(1939), Chapter xxiv. 
2. Operative masonry is that body of knowledge, legends and practices 
directly relatea to the actual craft of 'mason'. In the secona 
half of the 18th century freemasonry became mOdified in character 
into the speculative form it assumes today, a 'peculiar system of 
morality' veiled in allegory and illustrated by symbolic masonic 
tools. Knoop and Jones, 'A Short History of Freemasonry' (194U). 
3. See Glasgow News, 20/12/1873; 23/9/75; 18/12/75; 22/12/77 for some 
examples of the latter's meetings. 'l'he september 1875 meeting 
was to commemorate the battle of the Diamona, 21st September, 1795. 
4. See bibliographical index, Appendix G. 
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Sketch', a promotional pamphlet of 1813 - actually containing 
recruitment advertisements. It describes the order of business: 
1. Lodge to open with a prayer (members standing). 2. General 
Rules to be read. 3. Members proposea 4 Representations from 
committee. 5. Names of members called over. c. Members balloted 
for. 7. Members made. 8. Lodge closed with prayer (members 
standing). 
compare this with the Glasgow News' description of an orainary 
lodge meeting in the 1870's, campsie LOL No. 105 at the Tontine 
Hall, Glasgow, -The lodge was opened in due form, a portion of 
scripture read, minutes of the last meeting read and approvea by 
the secretary. The roll was called and well responded to, 3 new 
members initiated into the First Order ana 3 aamitted by 
certificate. Other business was gone through and the lOdge 
closed in the usual manner-, Glasgow News, 0/11/73. 
T. Gray in 'The Orange Order' (1976) also cites the more elaborate 
breakdown in procedure set out in the 1897 'Laws ana Orainances' 
which he suggests remains substantially similar today. 
1. The Chair is taken. 2. The Deputy chair taken. 3. A Tyler 
(doorman) is appointed. 4. A steward is appointed. 5. Opening 
prayer is read (brethren standing). o. Scripture reading. 7. 
Minutes. *8. General ~ualifications read. 9. preliminary 
correspondence. 10. Dues. 11. Appeals relating to elections. 
12. Election of officers (where applicable). 13. Other 
correspondence. 14. Business arising. *15. Election of 
candidates. 16. Admission of candiaates. +17. Appeals. +16. 
Reports from inferior lOdges. 19. General Business. +20. Names 
of candidates for next meeting. 21. Closing prayer. 
* At local lodges only; + at higher lodges. 
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rituals and offers the case of Joseph Rankine of Airbles 
initiation to the purpose aegree of Mother~ell Lodge when he was 
blindfolded and tossed in a blanket so violently he broke his 
neck, April 27th 1895. However, the actual texts of the rituals 
offerea by cleary himself seem much nearer the truth. These were 
confirmed as largely accurate in conversations with contemporary 
Orangemen, though apparently kneeling does not take place in the 
Scottish ceremonial. See also Appendix A for the text of a 
ritual from the Linen Hall Library collection, Belfast. 
7. See Chapter 6, note 10, of this thesis. 
8. 'The orange Order: a Religious Institution' in British Journal of 
Sociology XXI (1971), p.272. 
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18. 'The protestant', 16/12/1873. 
conditional loyalty. 
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20. GN, 23/9/1875. 
21. C.I. Paton, op cit, (1879), p.l. 
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23. For examples in the text, The pope, etc, Gault, p.326, p.305, The 
protestant, p.121; Indulgencies, Gault, p.301; ~, Macklin 
passim; Gault, Chapter VI, p.261; Long, Transubstantiation tract 
first of Glasgow Green Tracts (1864), Antiquity, Gault, pp.11-13, 
pp.29.204; Bible, The Protestant, p.377; Gault, p.223; Confession, 
Gault, p.33ij, The protestant, 16/12/73, p.12; purgatory, Gault, 
p.280. 
24. Idolatory, Gault, p.242; Saints, Gault, p.286; Virgin hary, 
Macklin passim; The protestant, p.137; Gault, p.299; Miracles, The 
protestant, pp.9.17; Monks and ~uns, Gault, pp.334-6, 'A Monastry 
in Mayo'. 
25. Human Rights, Gault, Vi-Vll; wealth, Macklin, The Protestant, 
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Gault, p.37U-l, Ciocci - Prisoner of the Jesuits; Popery 'the work 
of Satan to recover lost ground', pp.29-204, a very comprehensive 
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18th century massacres of Protestants in Ireland. 
26. Immorality, The Protestant, p.329; Gault, p.82-4 (evil Popes and 
flagellants). 
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wed'; 'Liguori the Filthy (the famous casuist also attacked in 
Macklin's pamphlet). 
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33. Gault, op cit, (1853), Preface. 
34. H.A. Long, Mene: The numeration of Babylon Mystical lij65, 
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p.26. 
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CHAPTER 2 
THEORETICAL APPROACHES 
~oving on from the basic enquiry '~hat is Orangeism?' we must 
discuss some of the theoretical issues raised by this complex 
movement. Rapidly it also becomes necessary to move beyond overtures 
from the sociology of religion, for while at best remaining within its 
paradigm of knowledge can assist in some fruitful conceptual 
clarification, at worst a rather stylised and esoteric debate between 
~eberian and Durkheimian perspectives - meaning and ritual in the 
Orange Institution - may result. 
Although not at this latter extreme, Roberts, for example, is 
fairly representative of the 'religious' approach, restricting himself 
to an interrogation of the Order's self-aefinition as a religious 
institution. 1 Here the conclusion is a fairly instructive one 
pointing to its sociologically hybrid nature, a manifest religiousity 
complementing deep political themes. Essentially, however, the 
limited range of such analyses simply fail to confront a central point 
in the L.O.I's historical development in &cotlana, namely that it was 
a major form of working class mobilisation. In fact this would imply 
that a far more honest and profitable strategy to search for the heart 
of Orangeism's impact is founded on a dialogue with the debates on 
working class sectionalism and the existence of 'contradictory' class 
allegiances, rather than the intricacies of classification which 
occupy Roberts. 
Holding this terrain, though, brings its own aifficulties, ana 
another major imperative which dominates the subsequent sections is 
precisely to cut through what may be termed the 'mythology' of 
orangeism and the working class. Here much of the imagery is of the 
L.O.I. as a skilled workers' movement 'naturally' allied to the Tory 
party and where explanatory attributions ot 'bigotry' ana 
'sectarianism', or at best 'marginal privilege', usually SUffice. In 
advance of thorough-going empirical work this is actually rooted in 
the wealth of anecdotal material, which not surprisingly surrounds so 
b " 2 emotive a su Ject. Significantly though, some of the anecdotal 
commonplaces seem also to have crept into the academic literature, 
again assisting spirited polemics against Orangeism but much more 
problematic for open-minded research. 
In this general situation, it is useful in the remainaer of this 
chapter to offer a critical review of the existing literature, not 
only to draw out the distinctiveness of one's own position, but also 
to illustrate how this has evolved, largely through acquaintance with 
empirical material. 
The paucity of secondary sources on Scottish orangeism is notea in 
the bibliography but basically the relevant texts fall into two 
categories: first, those dealing with the movement itself, which are 
largely concerned with its manifestations in Ireland; and secondly, 
those dealing with class relations, particularly in scotland, which 
may cover the Institution, though their major focus of interest lies 
elsewhere. 
Orangeism in Ireland: Traditional Marxist Approaches 
AS regards the first category, this again subdivides into two 
major schools of thought. In the first of these, the traditional 
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Marxist position, the phenomenon of Orangeism is associated with the 
issue of Ulster's 'profoundly awkwarQ class' - working class loyalists 
- and posits as valid analytic tools a series of variations on the 
theme of false consciousness and master-class strategy. The 
corollary here is an overwhelming focus on the politically integrative 
function of Orangeism, often standing in place of its actual political 
and ideological content. 
~ow, while to cite such rather anachronistic theories on almost 
any other aspect of 19th century labour history could be aismissed as 
the setting u~ of a 'straw man' for easy demolition, in this 
particular instance it is vital to stress that they have been the 
prevailing orthodoxy and still have enormous currency. 
Testament indeed to the marginalisation of Orangeism and related 
developments in British Marxist theory, it is possible in fact to 
trace an important line of continuity, stretching from James Connolly 
to the more recent interventions of Farrell and de Paor. 
perceiving real differences in the material conditions of the 
Protestant and Roman Catholic working class in Ulster, Connolly, for 
example, still attributed the main responsibility for the conservative 
ideology and political practice dominant among the former to the 
protestant ruling class, -The fault lies not with the generation of 
toilers but with those pastors and masters who deceived it and 
3 
enslaved it in the past-: the L.O.I. here representing a prime 
mechanism through which the ruling class manipulated religious 
divisions to prevent the development of a strong labour movement. 
In this diagnosis the main ideological currents among Protestant 
workers are further defined a priori as problems and obstacles, in 
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connolly's formulation, 'atavistic survivals' impeding the development 
of a 'correct' working class consciousness. Consequently the actual 
complexities of forces within the Protestant community are reduced to 
a series of devices to protect and legitimise bourgeois power. 
Although in his later work he is more sensitive to the Ulster 
I 
bourgeoisie's progressive cross-sectarian role in the United Irishmen$ 
movement in the 1798 Rebellion, and to the historical basis and 
independent strength of protestant ideology, this sits uneasily with 
the more basic notion of bourgeois manipulation which has tenaea to 
guide subsequent analyses. 
In this way, in a contemporary account of the origins of 'the 
'I'roubles' De Paor wr i tes, • In Ulster wher e industr ialisation was mor e 
advanced than in any other part of the country a development of social 
revolutionary movements might have been expected ••• but the working 
class of Ulster was dividea and the division was fostered and 
maintained by the miaale and upper classes. ~specially after the 
revival of orangeism, the workers tenaed to organise in Orange lOdges 
or in the oPPosing clubs of the corresponding Catholic 
. t' • 4 organl.sa l.on • 
Similarly in Farrell's account ot the 44 hour strike in 19l~ ana 
criticism of the reformism of the General strike Committee, a further 
consequence of this approach is amplified. 5 Here as a result of 
his tendency to treat the ideology of Orangeism as a Simple instrument 
to aivert the attention of workers from their real interests -
compound eo by his conception of too close a correspondence between 
economics and politics - every economic conflict seems to hold out the 
possibility of workers ·seeing through· the iaeology in question ana 
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becoming involved in a conflict with more far reaching political and 
social implications. As Patterson notes, such a view can be 
convincingly refuted by the real history of late 19th century Labour 
Unionism - the fusing of class antagonism and militant loyalism in 
Protestant labour movement ideology and practice. 6 
The pervasiveness of the traaitional position is further 
emphasised in the ease with which it has been appliea to Orangeism's 
development in scotland. Thus, Young suggests that the early Orange 
lodges here in the 182U's and 30's were employed by 10ry aristocratic 
figures as a aivisive political force to -aish the working class 
radicals and split the nascent working class movement tor reform ••• ', 
so that the institution assisted the authorities in maintaining the 
status quo -whether out of conviction or bribery-. This might be 
dismissed as in keeping with Young's rather iaiosyncratic account ot 
-the rousing of the Scottish working class-, but his views on 
orangeism as a creature of aristocratic patronage are citea in Clarke 
and Dickson's thorough and detailea account of class relations ana 
class consciousness in paisley from 1770 to 1850. 7 
Moreover, it shoula be indicated here that the conspiracy, 
manipulation construct also originally influenced this thesis. It 
was hoped, using Ulster as a reference point, to illustrate how 
orangeism -contributed to a pattern of vertical alignments cutting 
across class solidarity, maintaining the imperial link, aefenaing the 
privileges of the protestant working class ana further proving its 
worth to the bourgeoisie by alienating this fraction from its Catholic 
counterpart-. Directly, however, this was overtaken by two decisive 
sets of objections. 
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First doubts grew through a closer examination of aebates on 
ideology. At the outset here the more positive conceptions of 
ideology contained in Lukacs or Golamann's -Weltanshauung- were now 
set aside and a stand was taken on the siae of an eminently negative 
definition, that is ideology as an account of the worla characterised 
by its tundamental falsity. Within this latter definition, though, a 
further problem was encountered: was ideology to be considered as 
psychologistic, existential and subjective or as structural and 
epistemological, relying crucially on objective factors? 
It was the former view, in fact, which was found to unaerpin the 
connolly paradigm - the bourgeoisie employing 'Orange' falsehoods to 
win over the working class and obscure their real condition. This 
view, with precedents in the classic enlightenment view of ideology, 
has three major elements: first it calls into question the cognitive 
validity of ideas affected by ideology; second, it pOSits iaeology as 
false consciousness or necessary deception, which somehow aistorts 
people's understanding of social reality; third, it accords in the 
actual production of this deception a central role to classes and 
individuals. 
In contrast to this, in the objective conception ideology appeared 
firstly as a deception induced by the contradictory character of 
social reality itself, brought about by restricted productive forces 
and the division of labour. By attempting to solve in consciousness 
those contradictions which are not overcome in practice, ideology 
necessarily negates and conceals them. In poulantzas' wordS, -It has 
the basic function of hiding the real contradictions ana 
reconstituting them on imaginary level as a relative coherent 
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8 discourse which serves as the horizon of the subJects experience-. 
Secondly, and following on from this, ideology here is not viewed 
simply as the product of any single class but as impregnating the 
basic structure of bourgeois society, arising from the 'limitea 
material mode of reality of this society'. 
For Mepham there is no doubt that the roots of the former View, 
typified as the 'ideology of ideology' are to be fauna in Marx's 
9 German Ideology. In the discussion of the epistemology of 
mystification here, he argues, Marx has not yet achieved a clear 
theoretical position on the origin ot ideology, as suggested by the 
proliferation of unsuccessful metaphors he employs. The 'camera 
obscura' passage is, for instance, open to various interpretations 
including even a positivist one, likewise the 'reflections' usage 
suggest no element of either truth or practical effectiveness. 
Mepham insteaa turns to Capital as the source of Marx's mature 
theory of ideology. whereas the 'ideology of iaeology' consists of 
ideology and reality in terms of two elements and a relation between 
them (or one element reality and its property of creating another 
element an iaea) this theory is dialectical, a theory of totality. 
In brief, three theses again comprise it: first ideology is 
structured discourse, oirectly or indirectly based in or generated by 
a set of mutually interdependent categories. One cannot understand 
ideological concepts as standing in some one to one relation with 
non-ideological or non-aistorted concepts or facts; second, the 
relation between ideology and reality is the cognitive relation, that 
is mystification has its basis in the perception of the apparently 
intelligible order of social reality by a process of msirecognition. 
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(The implication being here that ideology does not arise from the 
intention to aeceive others, or from self deception, or from the 
tainting of cognition by values such as class interests); third, 
ideology arises from the opacity of reality, ~here this opacity is the 
fact that the forms reality assumes conceal the real relations which 
produce these appearances. 
On balance Mepham's approach did seem an advance. It proviaes, 
for instance, a basis for rejecting the simple reduction of the 
structure and effectivity of ideological discourse to its generative 
sources in the class organisation ot the production of knowleage. 
To pursue the analysis further, however, one must be minatul that 
one's subject matter, as one of the more 'elaborate forms ot 
discourse', is a great deal more equivocal than the categories Mepham 
deals with such as the wage form. It is particularly important, but 
difficult to explain, how ideology in our case might function in 
offering intelligibility to the ordinary Orangeman and how it comes to 
be embodied in an effective, predominately proletarian organisation. 
In beginning to tackle this it was indeed useful to shitt the line 
of argument behind Mepham and start from a more basic consideration of 
10 Marx's own theory of consciousness. 
Marx's early work here is the basis from which he refuted the 
credibility and validity of Hegel's philosophy ana the German Ideology 
in general. principally this arises from Marx's denial of not only 
the Hegelian notion of the primacy of the ideal in consciousness, but 
also the logically prior assumption as to the material/iaeal 
dichotomy, trom which the domination of one entity leads automatically 
to the subordination of the other. The basic point then is not a 
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simple reversal of priority 'standing begel on his head' but an 
argument against the a priori separation of experience and 
consciousness. 
The implications are twofold and particularly significant. 
First, if consciousness is one aspect of hUman practice, this 
practice, the basic premise of Marx's materialism, must irreduceably 
involve consciousness. In turn social being/consciousness, as Sayer 
suggests, must be understooa as an internal relation of entailment 
rather than an external causal one; thus a dialectical notion of 
totality is invoked rather than a simple causal hypothesis of a 
11 positivist type. 
Secondly, one confronts the problem that if we infer this internal 
link between people's actions and and consciousness of the world, we 
also make the vital implication that all consciousness incluaing 
ideology must possess a measure of practical aaequacy - it must allow 
people to make sense of their material conditions. TO argue the 
contrary would be again to posit the material/ideal dichotomy. 
Finally, this theory of consciousness again indicated the 
inadequacy of an exclusive reliance on accounts of ideology in terms 
of alleged faults in perception on the part of the knowing subject, 
which lies at the heart of the Connolly false consciousness 
problematic. Indeed, it also emphasised the mileage in the 
contrasting explanation of ideology. If, as suggested previously, 
ideological accounts of the worla are false then falsity must be 
explained precisely in terms of the nature of experience which is 
capable of nuturing such illusions, illusions assumed, of course, to 
be practically adequate in possessing a sufficient aegree of 
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credibility to explain ana render intelligible surrounding reality. 
Debate at this level, however, is not conclusive in itself and 
sometimes the minutiae of the various positions can resemble 
theoretical ·shaaow-boxing· - the necessity ot structural essence 
over the contingency of mystitication or spontaneous generation versus 
over-determination. ~or is it intenaea to replace the false 
consciousness problematic with a structural theory of ideology as a 
new universal truth. There is a real danger seen, for example, in 
Mepham's formulation that 'the bourgeoisie do not create ideas, 
bourgeois society does' of completely under-estimating the power that 
has been exercised in certain historical situations both in terms of 
the production of ideas and their aissemination - a power rootea in 
the base structural inequality of capitalist society. For the bulk 
of Orange history, though, it is the structural approach which has the 
most efficacy. 
Again, here we must return to the basic injunction to proceed 
empirically. Thus there may indeed have been attempts at outright 
manipulation of Orangeism - most notably around the 1798 and 1802 
rebellions in Ireland when the gentry first assumed a decisive role in 
its organisation - but this must not be extended as a simple truism in 
advance of detailed historical work. when this is unaertaken the 
reality is very different from original expectations, for it becomes 
apparent, particularly considering the L.O.I's political practice and 
its relationship to the churches, that the scottish bourgeoisie was 
consistently unable to overcome their initial prejudices towards the 
L.O.I's militant populism and were consequently unwilling to 
capitalise on the movement's protestations of loyalty to the Crown and 
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constitution. Besides such direct bourgeois involvement, it will be 
arguea, would have seriously unaermined the L.O.I's basis ot 
legitimacy. 
orangeism in Ireland: Modern Marxist Approaches 
In reconsidering the traditional Marxist views of increasing 
assistance was Patterson's work on intra-Protestant conflicts and 
Independent Orangeism in Belfast in the late 19th century and early 
20th century. Representing the second school of thought on Orangeism 
in Ireland, moreover, this appeared to resolve many of the problems 
raised by the original position of the thesis. 
Thus Patterson rejects the position that Orangeism is the prOduct 
of the ideological hegemony of a ruling class - or more correctly 
ruling class bloc - and instead draws on Poulantzas' analysis of the 
relatively independent role of political and iaeological factors, in 
this case creating a working class fractionalised along religious 
lines. At the same time, his empirical examinations of successive 
splits within the Unionist, Protestant bloc and the account of the 
fluctuating relations between Independent Orangeism and labour 
ideologies permit him to reinterpret the conventional wiSdom on the 
Belfast ~orking class to show it less than fully pliable in the hands 
of Unionist politicians. 
Orangeism, patterson claims for instance, worked precisely because 
it fulfilled the conditions for practical adequacy being -rooted in 
the conditions of existence of the Protestant working 
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class ••• therefore was simply not 'on tap' for the bourgeoisie-. 
In these conaitions Orange ideology coula even proviae a means by 
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which ·certain limited forms of class conflict could be expresseo·, 
albeit assuming a specifically sectarian form, often over the 
assertion of the orangemen's right to demonstrate and exert a measure 
of local control. 
Patterson's contribution here is of considerable merit and 
applicability. To take a couple of examples from the subsequent 
chapters; there is his stress on the 'practical aaequacy' of Orangeism 
for its rank ana file members, with a focus on the material ana 
ideological provisions underpinning Orange allegiance. Even more 
instructive is the interrogation of the concept of sectarianisnl -
itself, as suggested, often positeo in commonsense accounts as an 
'explanation' for Orangeism - ana the reinterpretation of the 
relationship between this and sectionalism. In the case of Belfast, 
patterson argues the rapid expansion of a highly concentrated 
industrial proletariat in shipyards, engineering works and linen mills 
actually produced new and durable channels for the transmission of a 
sectarian ideology. Discrimination was certainly systematic in 
Belfast but the traditional explanation of its causes must be 
inverted. Skilled workers tended to be Orangemen but sectarianism 
was also highly depenaent on their prior status as craft workers. In 
this way sectional and sectarian consciousness complementea and fed 
each other, defensive control of recruitment and wage differentials 
proving the ideal bearers of discriminatory practices. 
Yet parallel with the considerations on the structural theory of 
ideology, recognising these contributions is not to suggest that 
patterson's position should become another exclusive orthoooxy in the 
study of Orangeism. Rather like the supercession of formerly 
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dominant evolutionist perspectives by Frank and aependency theory, 
while the 'relative autonomy' approach marks a general advance on that 
of Connolly etc., it also raises problems in its own right 
These operate at various levels. There is, tor example, in 
Patterson's work a retention of the labour aristocracy concept, 
inherited from the traditional Marxist problematic, and theoretical 
and empirical objections to this are raised below in Chapter 5. 
secondly, while political dissent within Orangeism is now well 
documented for Belfast, there is also a temptation to pursue a 
potentially fruitless search for similar behaviour, indicative of 
political and ideological autonomy, to make Scotland 'fit' the general 
analysis. Again then prior assumptions can be dangerously 
distorting. Thirdly, there is also a tendency in the neo-Marxist 
type of approach - already noted in Mepham, though less evident in 
patterson's detailed historical work - that in avoiding attributions 
of conspiracy we almost completely erase notions of social control 
arising from the inequality of power in capitalism, in turn the result 
of economic inequalities and control of the state apparatus. here 
even the 'pivotal and commanding' concept of hegemony which is usually 
invoked on these occasions becomes something of an incantation to 
slither round problems of control. 
At this point two responses were open to the thesis. First, one 
course strongly suggested by the empirical material was simply to use 
the concept of hegemony in a more realistic and pragmatic way. 
Hegemony then is made to refer to certain periods under study in the 
19th century when diverse and often potentially 'subversive' political 
practices were subordinated and controlled; but the point in using the 
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term is to enlarge the whole notion of domination and not to set 
coercion and consent in hermetically sealed compartments. 
Although in most cases, for instance, 'control' is not appropriate 
to analyse the activities of the L.O.I. or R.B.P. as a whole, 
particularly as regards their political practice, one should also 
stress that most Orangemen belonged to the industrial working class 
and in that capacity forms of social control could have been applied 
through, for example, the provision of company housing or company 
education for their children. 
Attempts at giving the following chapters theoretical direction 
could quite conceivably end here with the 'toughening up' of the 
relative autonomy position. The second option here and a rather more 
candid one is, however, to give reign to some further serious ana 
'heterodox' doubts which have arisen in this context. 
These may be expressed as follows. It becomes apparent that a 
'classic' or 'manifesto' Marxist approach simply aoes not square with 
the history of Orangeism. The application of this problematic, as 
indicated in Farrell's treatment of the involvement of Protestant 
workers in industrial action, in fact displays elements of economism 
ana teleology and would lead to the portrayal of the Institution as ot 
monolithic and unchanging manipulative significance, when the extent 
of its fUnction of political integration has actually been 
historically variable, with a compelling reciprocity of control and 
consent. 
However, when one attempts to bring a more sophisticatea Marxist 
analysis, as sketched above, to bear on Orangeism's actual political 
ana ideological content, again a dilemma arises. For if this is a 
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better 'fit', is it in its rejection of the basic unity of the 
proletariat in favour of 'heterogeneity' and endemic fractionalisation 
abandoning, albeit unconsciously, the distinctive features ot Marxist 
class analysis? 
This is, despite of course its lingering insistence on principal 
definition by location in the productive process and 'the lonely hour 
of the last instance', or protestations that Marxism 'is about 
changing realities and there can be no eternal truths'. In such a 
guise indeed there seems little to distinguish Marxism from Weber ian 
sociology, one recent account of hegemony and social structure is 
indeed remarkable for its single-minded attempt to rid the former 
t l · . . 13 concep of a c ass dlmenSlon. ~his point is acknowledged by 
Bloomfield, though her comments clearly fail to confront the 
challenge, • ••• the recognition ot phenomena to which weber drew 
attention does not imply commitment to his conceptualisation of them -
they COUld combine to a more complex and flexible understanaing of 
14 Marxist concepts of class struggle·. 
Class Relations studies: Implications for Orangeism 
Nor are these difficulties resolved in turning to the second group 
of texts, noted at the outset, those bearing on Orangeism, though with 
a focus of broader class analysis. In fact, the general situation 
above is mirrored in this material, a point illustrated in the 
strongly contrasting contributions of Smith and penn. 
The object ot Smith's theSiS, for example, is a study ot the 
development of class consciousness in Glasgow and Liverpool, using 
Gramsci's concepts of 'social organism' and 'commonsense thought'. 
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Gramsci, she argues, is particularly fruitful here since he adds an 
understanding of the relation between social being ana consciousness, 
base ana superstructure as an 'organic totality' rather than Lukacs' 
15 
'essential totality' or Althusser's 'unitary totality'. 
smith then applies the organic totality approach to the cities' 
different social structures, with respect to 'natural social 
organisms' including, tor example, industrial structures; 'voluntary 
social organisms' among which she situates the L.O.I.; ana the 
commonsense thought hela by Glasgow and Liverpool working men. As 
regardS the latter, while in Liverpool, Smith suggests, the 
'commonsense' was Tory democrat and militant Protestant in a casual 
workers' city, where right-wing Labourism and revolutionary 
syndicalism developed; in Glasgow, the 'skilled workers' city', the 
commonsense was a Liberal one, with militant Protestantism ana 
orangeism marginalised and a radical ILP ana societies of 
revolutionary socialism prominent. 
Despite this theoretical basis, in practice Smith's analysis 
aisplays some elements more commonly associated with the 'manifesto' 
Marxist position, most notably the strict retention of the labour 
16 
aristocracy concept. 
A similar emphasis is also present when she deals specifically 
with Orangeism. Four reasons are cited as to the limitations on the 
movement in Glasgow, including the failure of an Orange/~ory caucus to 
17 develop. ~here was, for example, the 'ove~whelming Liberal 
commonsense for whom the enemy was the landlord ana the aespot not the 
Irish'; consequently the predominant societies of the working class 
were friendly societies, Co-operatives and Trade Unions dominatea by 
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labour aristocrats, leaving little room for Orange mobilisation; 
thirdly, the city's economy was based on a skilled workforce, whose 
ticket to employment was their individual apprenticeships, and who 
could see themselves as tradesmen first and Protestants secona; 
finally, the city's economy was expanding from the lb60's onwards. 
various difficulties arise with this analysis once it is put to a 
detailed empirical test (which is, of course, beyond the mandate of 
Smith's research). First, on a substantive level, while the general 
stress on Orangeism's relative weakness in Scotland is correct, Smith 
is rather dismissive on its absolute strength, and in particular 
underestimates the real extent of Orangeism's involvement with the 
west of Scotland Conservatives. Secondly, and more seriously though, 
in her consideration of the role of the 'Liberal commonsense', is the 
positing of an unproductive Labour movement/Orange dichotomy. This 
neglects the real complexity of the relationship which instead appears 
as a unilinear process whereby the innate progress of the former wins 
over, or at least neutralises, potential supporters from the latter. 
Despite her explicit Gramscian starting point, Smith's approach here 
again seemS close to the more orthOdOX view of a working class 
possessed of universal and almost 'pre-given' characteristics of 
solidarity and internationalism in the face of capitalist relations -
confusing, perhaps, structural potential with the facts of working 
class history. 
In particular this view overlooks the fact that the motive forces 
of class and sectarianism have not always been totally opposed to each 
other in practice. This is strongly suggested, for example, in 
Patterson's identification, noted above, of a certain partial or 
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limited class consciousness, precisely among those who were still 
stalwart Orangemen: but one must also indicate the likely extent to 
which orangeism could itself influence labour movement sentiments, 
either directly through Orange membership in key ~raae unions and 
Trades Council, or inairectly by fear of an Orange backlash in some 
electoral districts. 
Following on here, one may also conjecture whether it was always 
the attraction of the 'liberal beehive' which hela Scottish skillea 
and supervisory workers aloof from Orangeism; their self definition as 
tradesmen first, suggested by smith, may also have meant that 
Freemasonry and the Volunteer Movement were more socially congenial 
than the populist L.O.I. 
Finally, however, there is a tendency with Smith's general account 
of the L.O.I's relative weakness to rest too firmly on 'economic' 
factors. The West of Scotland's industrial prosperity may indeea 
have circumscribed its agitational role, particularly in the 
workplace, but such broad factors seem insufficient in themselves to 
explain the precise nature of Orangeism's limited impact on Scotland's 
political structure or its religious institutions, compared with its 
other major concentrations in Ulster, Canada and Liverpool. For 
thiS, it will be suggested, an important dimension should be a 
sensitivity to Scotland's cultural and political peculiarities 
vis-a-vis Ulster, etc. This is particular highlighted when 
considering relations between the L.O.I. ana the Scottish churches; 
notable here being the extent to which the Order, as an import from 
Ulster in personnel as well as in institutional terms, experienced 
considerable disjuncture when faced with the intricacy of Scottish 
ecclesiastical schisms and her frequently alien forms of worship ana 
church government. 
It is precisely towards the practical problems raised by 
traditional Marxist emphases that Penn's analysis addresses itself. 
In considering the internal division of the manual working class in 
Britain arouna the axis of skill, and its possible translation into 
equivalent 'social boundaries' in the non-economic sphere, his basic 
assumptions on the validity of the Labour aristocracy concept and a 
naturally unitea proletariat were those which originally unaerpinnea 
this thesis; yet also similar seems the way in which these assumptions 
were repeatedly challenged by the reality of market ana work relations 
and their social manifestations in Penn's test case of Rochdale. 
At the heart of the Marxist model of class, Penn argues, is the 
question of why capitalism has not been overthrown. This is because 
of the 'teleological' assumptions within Marx's works, that moaern 
social development necessarily follows a progressive movement towaras 
socialism through the agency of the industrial proletariat which 
embodies the fundamental contradiction within the capitalist system 
between capital and labour. In particular, the main implication 
here, he suggests, is a focus on the obstacles to revolutionary class 
consciousness and the construction of a second level of theory as a 
'safety net', introducing historical contingencies such as the 
development of a labour aristocracy which are said to block the more 
basic and organiC line of development. 
For Penn the central objection here is that such analyses 'put the 
cart before the horse' assuming that the working class existea in some 
positive fashion without empirical investigation. The solution here 
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involves a move into Weberian sociology drawing on Giddens' concept of 
class 'structuration'. 
In this Giddens emphasises the role of relative mobility chances 
in the structuration or boundedness of class diviSions, focusea in the 
market place and in the division of labour. In this way a class 
structure becomes more rigid, thereby exhibiting a high degree of 
classness to the extent that mobility across and within generations is 
restricted. 
'l'he central image of a class system with a set of economic 
divisions that mayor may not be translated into social bounaaries, as 
Penn points out, derives from weber'S comments that an economic class 
mayor may not be translated into class conflict and class 
consciousness in a ~arxist sense, and that social structuration is 
often associated with value systems distinct tram the economic class 
structure of capitalism and which are embOdied in status groups. In 
short, the important point in this tradition, argues Penn, is 
that· ••• it makes many issues in class investigation the object of 
11; 
empirical and therefore scientific study·. 
Although Penn does not deal with Orangeism directly, in the first 
place his detailed historical material does offer two substantive 
insights. In pointing out, for example, that the central feature of 
skilled manual work is some form of social exclusion, he argues that, 
despite appearances, this does not refer to those exclusive devices 
which are intendea to restrict entry into an occupation by means of 
particularistic ascriptive criteria. Historically these have been 
features of skilled work in the cases of printing and metalwork which 
were investigated by Penn, however, ·simply restricting entry into 
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occupations to men of the same family or religion cannot sutfice to 
o ° kOll- 19 ma~nta~n s ~ • More crucial to maintaining this were, in 
fact, exclusive controls over the operation and utilisation ot 
machinery. 
These would again seem to corroborate patterson1s view that 
orangemen1s discriminatory practice was most frequently dependent on 
their prior status as skilled workers in trades with rules such as 
those indicated by Penn for the Rochdale Association of Power loom 
Over lookers; in this case excluding other workers trom manning 
automatic weaving equipment. Here Orange-inspired anti-Catholicism 
could determine the specific language of craft control but could not, 
by itself, sustain it. 
Penn is also valuable in his reconsideration of labour aristocracy 
theory. He argues not only that the evidence of the perSistence of a 
skilled divide in the cotton and engineering industries does not 
follow the cadences of Ihomogenisation l and Isectionalisation l 
suggested in the theory, but also that the rhythms of marital endogamy 
do not reflect the underlying economic class structure. At least 
then, as measured for the available data for Rochdale, -the clear 
bifurcation of the working class in the economic sphere has not been 
20 translated into a parallel or isomorphic set of social boundaries-. 
In this way Penn challenges the view that images and identities 
from the workplace must necessarily be translated into the community, 
unchallenged by the wider self-definitions possible here, and renders 
the question of sectional self-identification a subject for further 
empirical investigation. This becomes particularly important in 
examining internal politics and the rough/respectable differentiation 
4& 
in Orangeism. The latter, it will be suggested, actually cut across 
workplace hierarchies and indeed the order itself, or more commonly 
the 'sedate' alack preceptories coula themselves be used to buila an 
alternative identity to that determined by skill and pay. 
ultimately, however, Penn's commitment to a weberian perspective 
must be confronted. This might seem a valid strategy for the present 
thesis, given the dilemma sketched above in Marxist theory between, on 
the one hand, traditional accounts where Orangeism is seen as a 
dependent variable and product of false consciousness, operating in 
the political and ideological structures of 19th century Scotland as a 
diversion from the real material struggles of the working class; and, 
on the other, more sophisticated approaches which eschew 'the naive 
assumption of [working class) unity as normality', and view Orangeism 
within the context of the totality of the social formation in 
question, determined only in the last instance by the mode of 
production. whereas the former, as suggested, does not bear 
sustained empirical scrutiny, the latter seems alreaay shading towards 
a quasi-Weberianism despite retaining a Marxist vocabulary. 
yet accepting a full weber ian position raises decisive 
difficulties. The nature of the weber ian causal regress means the 
heterogeneity of the proletariat, its 'contradictory' class 
allegiances are simply not a problem here. Now while this might seem 
a relief given some of the tortuous debates on these subjects, one 
must also question whether this more restrictea problematic is really 
equipped to deal adequately with the phenomenon of Orangeism - which 
does seem to require asking questions about the dynamics of Orange 
allegiance; how, for example, is one to make sens of the support of 
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many ~orking class Orangemen for that version of the dominant ideology 
embodied in the Conservative party? If such questions are suppressea 
it does not seem a great advance from the sociology of religion 
prospectives ~hose limited range was criticised at the outset ot this 
chapter. 
Given, therefore, the problems with existing Marxist approaches 
and doubts over an easy 'escape route' with weber, if the analysis is 
not to retreat to a completely relatavistic position, obviously there 
is a need to build some new theoretical approach to internal 
structural and ideological divisions within the working class. 
One can suggest that this should retain a Marxist basis. For 
while Penn rigidly counter poses weber's emphasis on the 'indeterminate 
and empirical' against Marxism's 'determinism and teleology' this is 
not supported by all interpretations of the latter's method. (There 
is indeed a tendency in penns' argument to misrepresent his opponents, 
thus facilitating criticism, often of a rather positivistic cast). 
Essentially what is being introaucea here is a conception of 
Marxism which is basically opposed to that underpinning the 
traditional economistic thesis and its Althusserian variants. Rather 
than a body of substantive theory this views the distinctiveness of 
Marx's contribution in terms of the methodology implicit in his 
analysis, which is above all 'open exploratory and empirical'. 21 
In this way one may employ his classic analytical conceptions of the 
endemic structural inequality of capitalism, and its central conflicts 
between capital and labour and the competition between capitals, the 
interaction of which renders the system dynamic; one may also 
introduce the hypothesis that behind the 'heterogeneity' and 
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'complexity' that result from the variety of experiences in the 
capitalist order there is a proletariat. In accordance with Marx's 
method this hypothesis itself must be empirically testable, and in 
fact there are historical cases where sectionalism has been prevented 
from completely eroding class-based movements - as B.P. Thompson 
suggests in his analysis of British Jacobinism and Chartism. 
To take a practical example of how classical Marxist concepts are 
employed in the thesis, we shall see in the following historical 
account how developments in the process of capital accumulation and in 
the mode of production in Ulster, firstly played a vital role in the 
take-off of Irish Orangeism, and, secondly, promoted labour migration 
to scotland. It was precisely this latter phenomenon which assisted 
the diffusion of Orange lodges there as rallying points for migrants, 
thus intensifying sectionalism and sectarianism in the Scottish social 
formation. 
In conclusion, any detailed attempt at a new Marxist theory ot 
sectionalism is certainly beyond the scope of this thesis - inaeed one 
of the major lessons from much of the preceding discussion is 
precisely the need for concrete historical work rather than another 
grand overarching theory. The subject of Orangeism in scotland, 
however, raises a number of major themes for further theoretical 
consumption, some of which were introauced above. 
First, for example, one should re-emphasise that the false 
consciousness, social control problematic is not as appropriate for 
Orangeism as is often assumed in secondary sources, and for most of 
the movement's history it is mOre fruitful to employ a model grounded 
in an objective conception of ideology and an extended notion of class 
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power and domination, a basis for which is containea in the idea of 
hegemony. Yet in avoiding generalisea conspiracy notions one must 
still remain sensitive to the attempts at coercion and control which 
have impinged at certain points - usually unsuccessfully in the 
progress of Scottish Orangeism. 
Secondly, it becomes necessary to rethink the relation in 
sectarianism and sectionalism in the workplace, important in 
'commonsense' perceptions of the Order. Related to this must also be 
a reconsideration of the relevance of the labour aristocracy concept 
and the explanatory value of 'marginal privilege' in connection with 
Orangeism. 
Thirdly, the absolute strength of the L.O.I. and R.b.P. will be 
examined ana also their relative weakness in comparison with Ulster 
and other major Orange importations in canaaa and Liverpool. Not 
only are these important historical pOints, but the latter also lays 
stress on the unfortunate interaction between certain intrinsic 
characteristics of the L.O.I. as an 'Ulster bOdy', with the cultural 
and political, as well as major economic features of Scottish society. 
Finally, and perhaps most important, for any new approach to 
working class sectionalism, one must concur with Penn on the need for 
22 
-a phenomenological input into class analysis-. Penn has in 
mind here the battle for skill in the workshop, but sensitivity to 
'meanings' and 'self perceptions' seems also indispensable in 
understanding both the attraction of the Institution to the average 
Orangeman and the internal tensions which beset it, with its attempts 
to achieve 'respectable' status in Scotlana. 
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CHAP'l.'ER 3 
HISTORICAL OVERVIEW: 'THE LODGE OF DIAMOND IN ARMAGH. 
BEHUNG WITH CORPSES OF PAPISHES' 
Th~ SPLENDID 
This overview will examine Orangeism's main course of development 
outside Scotland. 'A concrete analysis ot a concrete situation', 1 
it offers an illustration of the inappropriateness of a single static 
model of class relations to understand the movement's history and 
further indicates the intimacy of control and consent here. 
Some practical difficulties can also be met in the account. 
First, it is important for the sake of clarity, since despite the 
stable and enduring elements discussed in Chapter 1, for an 
appreciable period of its history orangeism displayed a Protean 
character. In other words, it has met the obstructions raised by 
attempts at proscription by confusingly changing form and title -
albeit choosing from a rather unimaginative repertoire - 'Royal Orange 
Institution', 'Loyal and Benevolent Orange Institution', 'Loyal Orange 
Association' and 'Brunswick Clubs'. 
Secondly, the L.O.I's own interpretation of its history also 
obfuscates the real chronology of the movement. This may take the 
form of an obsessive and exclusive focus on the 'Glorious, Pious and 
Immortal Memory of William, prince of Orange'. (It is, as Cleary 
suggests, as if the clock of time stopped short at 1690.) 2 More 
commonly though in more sophisticated accounts the intention is rather 
to couple this fascination with noble forbears to more recent 
events. Thus at all costs continuity is stressed in Orange practice 
and ideology stemming from what is recognised as the Order's 'fons et 
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origo' in the 'Glorious Revolution and the Dawn of Civil ana Religious 
3 Liberty'. In these circumstances the alternative periodisation 
of orangeism's origin and stages of development set out below must 
serve as a useful corrective. 
precedents and Rise Ib88-l79~ 
There is, of course, a sense in which the rather opaque official 
account of Orange history is not totally spurious. For obviously 
without the events of l688-~O there would have been no 'Orange' 
precedents to built the movement around. It should be emphasised 
though, that this in no way supports the popular notion that the 
orange Institution in its present form can be traced airectly and 
unproblematically trom the battle of the Boyne. For above all the 
problem here is the tendency in various accounts to conflate two 
facets of Orangeism; on the one hand, a diffuse 'Orange tradition' 
dating from the late 17th century, and on the other the objective 
circumstances surrounding its rise in the late 18th century - it being 
the latter which in fact determined how the tradition was drawn upon, 
with elements of the older ideology being appropriated selectively 
often to give a meaning to actions in the present. 
To pursue this vital distinction between the two inputs, the 
Orange tradition, which aSSigned to the repression of Roman Catholics 
the role of a moral imperative, found concrete expression in various 
clubs established in the early 18th century to propagate and celebrate 
the Protestant ascendancy. Prominent examples were the 'Royal boyne 
society', the 'Aldermen of Skinner's Alley' and the 'Apprentice BOyS 
of Derry', like many 18th century clubs often displaying an interclass 
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mix and certain democratic or fraternal spirit. similarly, some 
Masonic lodges in Belfast and Londonderry bore the prefix 'Orange' and 
there existed, too, in the British army's Forth kegiment of Foot 'the 
Society of the Blue and Orange', founded in 1727 and in operation till 
its absorption into the Orange Institution in 1&22. In all these 
cases 'Orange' denotes 'merely a formal Protestant patriotism', 4 
which was also widespreaa in many less institutionalised ways, or as 
Brown expresses it in rather sentimental terms, -In most places where 
protestants were found Orange lilies and Sweet william grew siae by 
side in their gardens. It all symbolised pride of ancestry ana 
5 
religion and a certain unity of heart and mina-. 
Such strong antecedent conditions may assist in understanding the 
comparative ease of Orangeism's reception in Ireland, but they are by 
no means sufficient to explain the actual inception of the Order. 
Indeed, the Orange tradition had itself become set in a perceptible 
decline in the middle decades of the 18th century and by the 1790'S 
stood in need of a revival. 
Instead one must turn to the second major input, namely the 
agrarian conflicts between Protestant and Roman Catholic peasants in 
the border counties of Ulster. Basic to these was a land-population 
ratiO which resulted in chronic land hunger and a system of land 
tenure inhospitable to improvement. 6 In the 1760's and 70's such 
circumstances promoted profound economic rivalries which found 
expression in agrarian secret societies, usually regional and 
non-political such as the 'Oakboys' and 'Whiteboys'. 
Although directed primarily against landlords and despite the 
special efforts of bourgeois radicals and dissenting clergymen, these 
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were a potential source of sectarian conflict. This potential was 
fully realised in the following generation particularly in Armagh in 
the 1790's, largely through Catholic involvement in the Volunteer 
movement which left them illegally in posseSSion of arms; also through 
the extension of the franchise in the Relief Acts which equalised land 
rights and appeared to threaten Protestant living standards. TO 
maintain their status, in Senior's words, as a 'plebian aristocracy', 
the latter group undertook daybreak raias to disarm Catholic peasants 
(hence the 'peep 0' Day BOys' soubriquet they assumea). In the tace 
of superior protestant strength the Catholic bands 'Defenders' grew 
into a more formally organised tederated society. The subsequent 
history of both groups, as Cleary notes, was 'a hopeless tangle of 
provocation, outrage and retaliation'. 7 
Against this background the decisive conflict came on 21st 
september 1795 at the Diamond hamlet in County Armagh, the day being 
known afterwards in the district as 'running' Monday. 8 
Immediately after this battle in which Protestants repulsed a Defender 
force greatly superior in numbers, the first embryonic Orange lodge 
was founded. A fairly elaborate ritual and system of secret signs 
and passwordS, based loosely on the Freemason tradition ana the models 
of earlier Protestant defensive aSSOCiations, was devised the same day 
at the Loughgall Inn of James Sloan, who became the movement's first 
titular head, responsible for the issue of warrants to establish other 
lodges. Despite the high cost of one or possibly two Irish guineas, 
these were eagerly sought in the aftermath of victory, particularly in 
Armagh, Antrim and the Lagan valley. The new movement, while 
appealing to the Orange traaition appeared also to offer the 
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possibility of greater stability and more thorough organisation than 
its immediate precursor, James Wilson's 'Orange BOYS' founded in 1793. 
Around such basic facts of what even the protestant historian, 
Killen, terms as Orangeism's 'ominous beginning' 9 much intense, and 
rather circular, debate has arisen over issues such as the numbering 
of warrants, orangeism's aggressive/defensive emphasis ana the 
/ ' l' k 10 orangemen Peep 0 Day BOyS In. Penetrating the elaborate layer 
of official orange mythology, though, two major pOints must be made on 
the Orange 'Hegira', as Cleary describes the Diamond episode. 11 
First, the initial organisation of Orangeism was a spontaneous 
popular phenomenon accomplished with Virtually no aid from the gentry 
- the exception being a few notable families such as the Verners ana 
Blackers. While Chambers Encyclopedia's description of the 
Institution as being the product of 'a rUde and illiterate mob' 12 
is rather overstating the point, its founders, as suggested, do seem 
to have been small to medium tenant proprietors in fear of their 
livelihood. The issue of gentry control indeed proved a divisive one 
from the outset. One faction among the original loages represented 
by James Wilson drew on the presbyterian ideology of inaependent 
action wished to restrict this to a minimum, another which tended to 
dominate, did wish formal gentry leadership and links with the 
established Church of Ireland. At this stage though, as Senior 
suggests, the gentry reserved judgement, some hoping at least to 
obstruct the anti-landlora tendencies of the Peep 0' Day BOyS - with 
other elements hoping more positively that Orangeism might prove 
useful if made 'respectable' enough to allow co-operation. 
Secondly, it is important to emphasise that when set against the 
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general tide of religious toleration and penetration of Enlightenment 
ideas in the 18th century Orangeism was something of an anachronism 
even at its moment of birth. Given such a paradox the rapid growth 
and energy of this movement of the 'lower orders' - by 1796 the 
orangemen numbered several thousana organised in at least ninety 
lodges - must have appeared puzzling to bourgeois radicals in the 
~orth, supporters of the Rights of Man and 'a brotherhood of 
affection' between Protestant and Roman catholic. 
Early Development in Ireland 1795-1&25 
Problems encountered by the weber ian causal regress in dealing 
with Orangeism and the efficacy of Marx's analytical tools, employed 
in a historically specific way, were sketchea in chapter 2. These 
points are indeed underlined by the earlier success of the Order, for 
thiS, as suggested, is understood most fruitfully in the context of 
changes in the process of capital accumulation and mode ot production 
in the north of Ireland. 
~he origins of Orangeism among the Protestant peasantry was noted 
above, but its ranks were also swelled subsequently by a new class of 
journeyman weavers who owea their emergence precisely to developments 
in productive forces and relations. Thus by the second half of the 
19th century linen manufacture had become almost universal in South 
and Mid Ulster, and particularly in Armagh this was accompanied by a 
1 . 11 1 I . . 13 rapid sump 1n sma sca e rura commod1ty product10n. This 
process led in turn to the virtual eradication of independent weavers, 
artisans, and small farmers, and the growth of a new class of weaver 
employers in the linen mills. The declining status and loss of 
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autonomy felt by this emergent class aid not produce a situation of 
class conflict though, tor, as Gibbon indicates, ·the pace of local 
industrial and peasant differentiation was sutficiently rapid in 
removing most sources of social and political independence from the 
countryside, while at the same time it was sufficiently slow to 
. . ,~ 14 prevent the new classes of employers assuming strategic posltlon. 
Instead the new Protestant proletariat expressed their resentment 
of this decline precisely through a renewed determination to defend 
their status within the Protestant ascendancy, demanding the 
preservation of traditional barriers to Roman catholic social mobility 
in the labour market. here the organised Orange lodges were able to 
assume a vital function in the intimidation of Catholic weavers. 
During the period 1795-6 large numbers of Roman Catholic families were 
driven out of Armagh (the 'Armagh outrages') and mill owners or linen 
manufacturers who employed them were also attacked. 15 
The development of the new mode of production, in fact, as Gibbon 
again pOints out, reinforced the hegemony of the landlord class in 
these areas ••• ·it ensurea that landlords who stood largely outsiae the 
linen trade woula find themselves cast in the role of tribune, of 
potential champions and courts of appeal to a population suftering for 
the first time the vicissitudes of submission to free market 
relations. This tendency was supported by the structural 
difficulties stanaing in the way of new proletarians developing their 
own leadership, constituted by the fragmentation of centres ot 
. • 16 productlon • 
This general situation was clearly very tavourable for patrician 
involvement in a populist movement such as Orangeism and, in tact, its 
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opening years, perhaps more than any other time, lend themselves to 
the orthodox Marxist approach of James Connolly. Initially, as 
indicated, the gentry did hola aloot, alienated perhaps by the early 
anti-landlord taint of the lodges and their involvement in the violent 
outbreaks in Armagh. AS Sibbet elliptically expresses it, ·some 
forgetful of the dignity and genius acknowledged by the Divine Head of 
the Church when he selected the poor fishermen to be headS of his 
kingdom - affected to look down on a system which had such lowly 
. . • 17 
or~g~n • 
Quite rapialy, however, such prejudices were overtaken by 
expediency as the ability of the Protestant ruling class to hold its 
huge tracts of land and extract the maximum rent from it, appearea 
threatened by the revolutionary republicanism of the United Irishmen, 
the underground militia force organised by protestants and Catholics, 
influencea by the example of the French Revolution. 
In these circumstances the lodges gained increasing recognition 
from the gentry as useful channels for directing the energies of the 
protestant peasantry and nascent proletariat, and as a means of 
keeping them under some measure of control. AS early as 12th July 
1777 a directing body, The Grand Lodge of Ulster, had been established 
at portadown, this and the creation of a gentleman's lodge in Dublin, 
to which many of the Southern landowners inclUding Beresford 
parliamentary faction were admitted, greatly enhancea Orangeism's 
prestige. subsequently, its gentlemen leaders thought it advisable 
to bring activities more into the open and regulate the rapidly 
growing membership by moving the Grana LOdge to Dublin, thus 
establishing a real national organisation on 8th March l7~6. 
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This move was vindicated by the United Irishmen's revolt in the 
same year, when under pressure the government actually entered into a 
de facto alliance with the lodges by arming bands of Orangemen and 
making no attempt to suppress Orange societies in the armed forces. 
In the revolt they indeed playea a vital role as the preaominant 
influence in the yeomanry and military, in effect turning these corps 
into a useful counter-revolutionary force, and acting as loyal 
18 irregular auxiliaries in the standing army. 
AS is to be emphasised throughout the thesis, however, the 
exemplar of 1796 gentry manipulation of Orangeism as a popular 
instrument against radical insurgency cannot be effectively extended 
to cover the broad sweep of orange history. Inaeed even the 
immeaiate decades following the United Irishmen's rebellion discredit 
this extension, for here the pattern of Orange progress was extremely 
uneven: airect gentry involvement and influence in government 
circles, for example, generally prospered with national conflict and 
unrest, but when these were not in evidence decline, schisms and 
attempts at reorganisation by the plebeian lOdges rapidly ensued. 19 
Senior deals with these years in detail but to be brief, in 160~ 
with the relaxation of the revolution threat the Orangemen's favoured 
position in Irish politics began to be eroded, and the lodges shifted 
in emphasis from fighting societies to social and benefit clubs. 
This decline was not arrested till a turther rebellion led by Robert 
~mmet and the renewal of the war with France, which again enabled 
Orangeism to be an 'energetic goad' in Ireland until 1815. 
Similarly after 1817 as famine dampenea the seditious ardour of 
the Roman Catholic peasantry, the lodges were again left without 
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active opposition and became involved in internal disputes, notably 
over extra degrees. The purple ~arksman's degree had been addea to 
the original Orange ritual as early as 1796 to give more regularity to 
lodge meetings, and to exclude improper characters who were then 
attracted to the lodges by their reputation for patronage ana legal 
protection; but attempts by some sections of the rank and file to 
introduce further exclusive 'inner circles' in the form of scarlet and 
black degrees annoyed the gentry who COUld not see their relevance, 
20 though these were eventually tolerated. 
with such esoteric wrangling the movement remained aormant for 
several years until SORle recovery was stimulated by a renewal of 
agrarian disturbances, a controversial vice regal administration, ana 
the resurgence of O'Connell's catholic emancipation movement. Yet 
crucially the intimacy with ruling class and government circles of ten 
years earlier could not be recaptured. 
TWO fundamental facts underpinned this decline. First, the 
ordinary Orangemen could never be completely incorporated into the 
gentry leadership's strategies, tor they had their own unique social 
practices and definitions and indeed their own objective location in 
the structure ot production relations. This ensured, for example, 
that even their definitions of the Protestant ascendancy were quite 
distinct. For the gentry it meant the defence of their own political 
power and property rights, while for the rank and file the emphasis 
was on traditional 'NO popery: The latter in practice meant keeping 
down local Roman catholics, and here the regular triumphalist 
processions by the lodges were felt essential. 
secondly important were developments in the state apparatus, in 
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particular the creation of a new constabulary force ana the 
introauction of stipendary magistrates, which combined to weaken 
Orange influence. Restrictive legislation also threatened in the 
shape of the Unlawful Oaths Act 1823, the Unlawful Associations Act 
1825 ana repeated bans on party processions. The loyal militancy of 
the Orangemen was now much less at a premium as attempts were maae 
increasingly by the government to conciliate rather than coerce the 
mass of the Irish population. 
In these circumstances, the average Orangemen began to lose 
confidence in the powers 01 leading members ot the Oraer to offer 
legal protection via the lOdges. This view was reinforcea by the 
dissolution of the Grand Lodge of Ireland in the wake of the 1825 Act, 
thus, as Senior notes, bringing the first major stage of Orange 
history to a close. 
Great Britain 1795-1825 This section, however, is incomplete without 
consideration of Orangeism's other major growth point up until 1~2~, 
Great Britain. 
The principal means by which the Order became established in 
Britain was military, through the exchange of Irish and Bnglish 
militia units in 17~8 and the founding of lodges in British regiments 
in Ireland. It was very much an NCO's movement with the first lodges 
little more than ex-servicemen's clubs. 'I'hough gradually they came 
to include civilians, unlike Irelana they continued to function mainly 
as protestant frienaly societies initially with very little active 
, 1" 21 part 1n po 1t1CS. 
The first instance of an authorised loage travelling to Englana 
was in 179& when col stanley of the first regiment 01 Lancashire 
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militia carriea warrant No. 220 to Manchester, where a civilian loage 
was subsequently founded. In 1799 Silvester's Salford Volunteers 
returnea with warrant ~o. 1128 and after that various regiments 
brought warrants to Oldham, Bury, Rochdale and wigan. Liverpool also 
became a stronghold, though Manchester remainea the main centre with 
the Grana Lodge of Great Britain being establishea there in 180b. ~2 
Although well rooted in the northern industrial areas by the mia 
1820's, the number of lodges at no time, however, exceeaed 300, 30 ot 
which were military. Since the maximum meeting under a warrant was 
seldom more than 30 it is unlikely, as Senior suggests, there were 
more than six thousand in the 270 civilian loages; by this calculation 
there could only have been around 500 members in 15 loages in London, 
for example, hence contemporary estimates of 15,000 accepted by Cleary 
seem a great exaggeration. 
Again the factors behind this very weak condition are important 
for discussion in subsequent chapters. It becomes clear, for 
example, that Orangeism could simply not thrive in Britain except 
where large Irish Protestant populations existed. Senior suggests 
that, in fact, the largest party of men joining the early English 
lodges were from this group, those who had enlisted in English militia 
regiments or haa come to England for work. Constituting a minority 
within a minority they wished to distance themselves from the Catholic 
Irish by forming societies in which the co-religionist indigenous 
population might join. Also vital was a rough equivalent of the sort 
of economic competition which haa prevailea in Armagh in the 1790's -
this was founa, for example, in Liverpool, a commercial and 
. _ 23 distributive centre where casual labour predomlnated. 
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In the absence of these material conditions, however, in other 
areas such as London and the south the Order appeared an alien and 
exotic import. Furthermore, despite Orangemen's involvement in 
measures against real or imagined conspiracies such as the 181~ 
Ludaite agitation, there was nothing on the scale of the United 
Irishmen worthy of political exploitation nor was there Orange 
influence in the yeomanry. On a more practical level the Order could 
not confer the same benefits in the form of patronage and immunity 
from the law as it had in late 18th century Ireland. 
'conspiracy' 1825-36 
In Orangeism's next major phase it is once more advisable to treat 
the Irish and British movements together, as they were closely 
intertwined in practice. 
The dissolution of the Irish Grand LOdge in 1825 broke the dynamic 
link between the militant Protestantism of the Ulster peasantry and 
weavers and the politically expedient anti-Catholicism of the upper 
classes, and for the next three years despite O'Connell's revival of 
the Catholic Associations its development was much curtailed. 
Instead, experiments in compromise and attempts to avoid 
proscription were pioneered in the form of a benevolent society but 
the 'Loyal and Benevolent Orange Institution of Ireland' or the more 
politically orientated 'Brunswick Clubs' proved uninspiring and raised 
limited support from the average Orangeman. In 1&28, though, the 
Grand Lodge of Ireland was again reconstitutea and the movement 
received something of a reviving stimulus from the twin threats ot 
Catholic emancipation and Church Disestablishment in 1830-4. 
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The British organisation's fortunes also saw an improvement and 
here again attempts were made to employ the lodges as a means of 
social control For despite the Orangemen's lack of numbers on the 
mainland, their potential - already proved in Ireland - for forming a 
broad-basea popular movement sympathetic to the causes of entrenched 
conservatism, opposition to parliamentary reform and Catholic 
emancipation, attracted the Ultra-Tory faction including the Dukes of 
York and cumberland. Their flirtation with Orangeism gave it great 
prestige, while the machinations of Nixon, the first Orange general 
secretary, succeeded in keeping it within the law. The founaation of 
a 'gentlemen's lodge' in Lonaon, moreover, had made promising contacts 
and the office of Grand Master was left vacant in the hope it might be 
filled by royalty. 
On entering the 1830's events in the British loages became even 
more dramatic, as the role of 'travelling organiser' was entrusted to 
an eccentric half-pay officer, william Blenerhasset Fairman, who in 
1832 and 33 embarked on extensive tours of the MidlandS, northern 
Englana and scotland. The basic intention here was to reorganise the 
rank and file lodges on more disciplined and dignified lines, as 
befitted the nucleus for a new right-wing party, and also to rally 
substantial support from the gentry and Conservative bourgeoisie for 
the British Order, as sections of the Irish gentry had rallied to 
orangeism in 1797-8. 
The full reproduction of this classic control model, however, was 
again confronted by practical obstacles. The British landed classes, 
for example, were still not threatened by anything like the Defenaer 
movement ana had no equivalent of Armagh peasantry to press Orange 
6b 
leadership upon them. Even if rural lodges of tenants had been 
established their effectiveness against a parliamentary reform 
movement which was urban based is doubtful. The existing strength of 
orangeism was in the Northern cities, but here its rank and file had no 
interest in opposing reform and indeed many, as Cassirer suggests, were 
probably strongly in favour, for, as already indicated, their No 
popery was not without a certain 'democratic' element, particularly in 
its critique of 'papal Monarchism' and defense of private judgement. 
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Once again then the orainary Orangemen were not malleable material 
for its leadership's political aspirations. Not surprisingly then 
Fairman's tour met with indifferent success, his only solid 
achievement being the creation of two gentlemen's loages in Yorkshire 
and Glasgow. 
Much greater reversals were impending though. 'I'he new whig 
administration was not itself prepared to Hlake Orangeism a political 
issue but the absence of an absolute parliamentary majority made it 
sensitive to radical and Irish pressure and forced its hand. When 
the radical MFs Hume and Finn again raised the question of a 
parliamentary investigation the demand was therefore granted in the 
Spring of 1825, and a select committee of 27 members inclUding 6 
Orangemen was established - subsequently submitting four huge reports 
on the Irish and British movements. 
The material in the Irish reports established the already common 
knowledge that Orangemen controlled the yeomanry and haa lOdges in the 
army, enjoyed a measure of legal immunity and were frequently involved 
in civil disturbances. The British report unaer Hume's personal 
b9 
direction presented a summary suggesting that the lodges, whose 
strength it greatly over-estimated, were involved in a dangerous 
conspiracy to stage a coup d'etat. In fact, as Senior suggests, this 
threat had little substance outside Fairman's flambuoyant oratory and 
vivid imagination, and was probably as realistic as Bro. ~ucella's 
scheme in 1832 to establish an Orange lodge in Rome; but the very fact 
that a Royal Duke was head of a society with illegal military lodges 
was sufficient to ensure parliament could not let it subside. In 
these circumstances, Cumberland dissolved the British Grand Lodge in 
February 1836, the Irish version following suit in April. 
major phase of Orange history was thus brought to a close. 
Ebb 'I'ide and Recovery 1836-1885 
The second 
Cleary's typically florid assertion that the movement 'fell like 
another temple of Dagon' requires considerable qualification. 25 
For although the Grand Lodge edifice did collapse, the plebeian lodges 
showed remarkable resilience and continuea to meet and parade without 
the leadership's direction, the '~orthern whig' even reporting that 
county Antrim on 12th July 1836 'even in the heyday of orangeism 
seldom if ever exhibited a stronger muster of the degraded taction'. 
Besides, the Order was positively prospering in the colonies where 
the modes of introduction haa again been military and the membership 
largely protestant Irish immigrants. Canada, where the first lodge 
was founded in 1825, proved the most active and energetic colonial 
offshoot under the tuition of the Irishman, Ogle R. Gowan. By 1851 
the Institution had become so popular that they were invited to be 
present at the turning of the first sod of the Northern Railroad, and 
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on the 12th of July the following year the largest procession ever 
26 
seen in Toronto took place with over 10,000 Orangemen. 
Similar developments though to a lesser extent in the U.S.A., New 
zealand and Australia where the first lodge was established in 1833. 
In these cases Orangeism again succeeaed as an active irritant in 
party quarrels, particularly around the 12th of July. 27 
By the 1850's and 60's in Ireland the preconditions for a further 
impressive expansion in the Order had been established. Important 
again here were developments in the mode of production, with the 
industrialisation of the North East. 
Only in Ulster dia free trade with Britain lead to industrial 
expansion and prosperity. It was the introduction of the textiles 
industry to Ireland that first caused Belfast to develop into an 
industrial city, and during the first half of the 19th century its 
population increased five-fold reaching 100,000 by 1850. Also in the 
1850's it acquired its second major industry, iron shipbuilding, and 
on the basis of its success a host of smaller industrial concerns were 
created proaucing steam engines, ropes, etc. Now local capital was 
reinvested, supplemented by Scottish and English capital, and as 
Gibbon notes its concentration and centralisation became a dominant 
28 feature in the late 19th century. 
Many members of the new industrial labour force were migrants from 
the agricultural offices and the Orange lodges provided a familiar 
rallying point for them in unfamiliar surroundings. Also since the 
process of industrialisation in Ulster had little impact in the other 
provinces, many Roman catholics were compelled to come to Belfast to 
find employment as an alternative to immigration. This resulted in 
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an extremely volatile situation of inter-communal competition for 
housing and jobs and there were severe outbreaks of sectarian violence 
particularly in the lb60's. Though as Bell noted, by World war I 
Belfast was one of the most prosperous cities in Britain, where wages 
were keeping pace with mainland cities and there was little 
unemployment. 29 
And yet at this point the Orange Institution did not reach its 
full potential in growth. For although the movement was a vital 
means by which the effective dominance of the Conservative ruling 
class was constructed in Belfast, the traditional iaeology of 
protestant ascendancy which it imported into areas like the Shankhill 
ana Sandy Row still, as Patterson aetails, had different meanings for 
different classes in the Protestant-Unionist bloc. 3U 
While for the upper classes this remainea the defence of the 
protestant Constitution and property rights, for the working class it 
now involvea a more 'practical' NO Popery advocating the domination of 
protestants in the composition of the town council and local work 
forces. 
The implications here were twofold. In the first place, vital in 
maintaining the ascendancy for the average orangeman were regular 
marches and confrontations, yet the reputation thus gained by the 
Institution for provoking violence and disorder led it into disrepute 
and crucially alienated middle and upper class support. secondly, 
attempts by Belfast Conservatives to enforce the Party Processions Act 
to curb this disorder ana the willingness of the L.O.I's gentry 
leadership to comply provoked not only a renewal of internal Orange 
conflict, but provoked a major appearance of class divisions in the 
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Protestant community in the 1868-85 perioa. 
The most prominent dissident Orange group in the 1&60's and 70's 
was the Orange and Protestant workers' Association led by William 
Johnstone of Ballykillbeg, the main critic ot the Grand Lodges 
acceptance of the party Processions Act, and by a small committee, 
mostly of small businessmen and skilled workers. The OPwA made 
contact with Belfast whigs and Liberals but its main strategy to 
secure Johnstone's election to parliament was to concentrate on the 
newly enfranchised working class. Though, as Patterson notes, 'the 
degree of positive identification with working class interests was 
slight'. Johnstone already had a reputation as a radical because he 
supported Irish land reform, and now what he did was to emphasise 
upper class 'manipulation' and 'betrayal' of the 'true blue' rank and 
31 file of the Order. 
Johnstone was actually victorious in Ib68 over his official 
Conservative opponent, an industrialist perceived as a timeserver and 
opportunist by the OPWA and working class Orangemen, but this campaign 
also indicates the restrictions on the form of class consciousness 
expressed here. It was, for example, a mobilisation from above and 
attempts at a class analysis in the OPwA, though Significant, were 
subordinatea to a political and ideological pre-occupation with 
Protestant Ascendancy - typically contrasting the Tory ruling class 
and patrician orange leadership's timid defence of this with the 
orange rank and file's robust and physical emphasis. In short, class 
conflict, or class resentment, was employed by 'democratic' Orangemen 
like Johnstone as a weapon to gain more favourable terms trom the 
conservatives for the delivery of Orange support, the main bargaining 
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counter being the increased working class electorate. 
Johnstone left the OPWA in 1878 - astutely he had never personally 
cut himself oft from the traditional Orange and Tory leaders. 
subsequently the organisation shrunk to a minority status in Belfast 
orangeism, arawing on Tory democrat notions of 'the just claims of 
33 labour'. Reorganisation of the city's Conservative Association 
in 1872 also removed some of the OPWA's grievances, for a closer 
relationship with the L.O.I. ensued with lOdges represented on ward 
committees. Leading Tories also gave individual lodges increasing 
financial support. 
Such developments tended generally to undermine the L.O.I's 
potential for independent action, but as the following section 
indicates tension and conflict within the protestant bloc were still 
by no means precluded. 
Halcyon Days Again 1886-1905 
The pattern of uneven development in Ireland, noted above, also 
promoted Ulster's isolation from the mainstream of Irish political 
development, which now revolved around the resurgence of Irish 
nationalism. In 1882 the Home Rule League had come under the 
inspired leadership of c.s. parnell ana, skilfully utilising the newly 
extended franchise, winning over the Roman Catholic hierarchy in the 
south, and taking advantage of the Land League and the Irish 
population in Britain, he united most Irish Roman catholics in a 
demand for the repeal of the Union. A Bill to accomplish this was 
imminent following the winter election that brought the Liberals to 
power in 1885. 
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In the same election this party failed to win a single seat in 
Ulster and control of the Unionist cause was placed firmly in the 
hands of the conservatives. Severe unrest in the South and West with 
the Land League's campaign drove many Liberals into the Tory camp, 
though particularly crucial in assisting the strength ana cohesion of 
the Unionism was the active intervention of the Orange Institution. 
This used its influence, for example, in sponsoring huge meetings and 
demonstrations such as that at the Ulster Hall in February l~86, which 
was addressed by Randolph Churchill. 34 
Above all, this was now a revitalised order, at last transcending 
its earlier weaknesses and becoming a highly respectable 
politico-religious mass movement. It retained its proletarian base 
but was also attracting more applicants from the professional and 
commercial bourgeoisie, who were joining up just as the gentry had in 
the 1790's. This group was indeed aware of the significance of the 
lodges intervention in the United Irishmen's revolt, and now perceivea 
in them the basis of a powerful political and ideological apparatus. 
35 
yet despite many analyses to the contrary, Orangeism here was not 
simply absorbed into Unionism to be manipulated by the Ulster Tories 
. 36 
or indeed by the Order's own Grand Loage. First, the Protestant 
working class who formed the Orange rank and file had its own clear 
material interest in upholding the Union, particularly the more 
skilled elements who at the beginning of this century were earning 
wages well above their Dublin counterparts. conservative leaders in 
the 1880's had to focus on this interest and aevelop an ideology of 
classic social imperialism as a cornerstone of a united Unionist 
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movement. Moreover, as Buckland indicates the Home Rule crises of 
the 1880's, and the 1920's, coincided with economic crises which 
curtailed the working classes independence ana further prompted it to 
accept the leaaership of Conservative employers. 37 Secondly, just 
as class and economic rivalries between landlords and tenant farmers 
had marked the foundation of the L.O.I, now conflicts between 
capitalists and Protestant industrial workers were liable to unaermine 
the mOdern movement. 
The most significant instance of class conflict within the L.O.I., 
and the Unionist bloc generally, was the Inaepenaent Orange Oraer 
[1.0.0.]. The beginning appeared inauspicious. At a twelfth 
demonstration in 1902 the county Grand Master of Belfast Col. 
saunderson was heckled by Bro. 'l.'homas Sloan, a member of the Belfast 
protestant Association - the complaint being that he had voted against 
the inspection of convent laundries. Sloan was suspended trom the 
L.O.I., and in June 1903 formed the breakaway 1.0.0. with the 
journalist Lindsay Crawford as its Grand Master. 'l'he latter declared 
at its first meeting, -The Prime Minister himself represents a 
decaying class out of touch with the people, out of touch with the 
genius of progress, a class which would not be toleratea in any 
community of thinking men, because it represents the spirit of 
retrogression and surrender-. 
In the next few year the 1.0.0. enjoyed a steady growth based 
probably on inter-lodge and district loyalties; its 12th parade in 
3ij 
1864 attracted 6,000. During these years Crawford used his 
paper 'The Irish protestant' to encourage a complete break with the 
Orange tradition. He shared Sloan's populism attacking the 'bloated 
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plutocrats' of the Unionist establishment and supporting the women's 
suffrage campaign. In an even more radical fashion he moved towards 
Home Rule" issuing at Magheramorne in July 1905 a new manifesto which 
berated clericalism, called for compulsory land purchases and demanded 
a review of Irish finances. There was even a brief alliance with the 
Belfast Labour Party and the Ancient Order of Hibernians. 
Considerable caution is necessary, however, to avoid overstating 
the radical implications of the 1.0.0. phenomenon - like Boyle, for 
example, who interprets the enlergence of the Order as the product of 
39 
class struggle in a very simple and uncomplicated sense. One 
problem in this analysis, as Patterson suggests, is that it conflates 
the ideology of the 1.0.0. with the progressiveness of its Grana 
Master Crawford, who was indeed eventually expelled from the Order for 
his Home Rule sympathies, emigrated to Canada and became the trade 
representative of the Irish Free state there in 1922. 'l'be former 
ideology finds a more correct resonance with the fusion of limited 
class consciousness and traditional sectarian combativity, that 
characterised early examples of dissident Orangeism such as the O~wA. 
'l'hus the 100 did not represent a single upward trajectory against 
bourgeois and gentry dominance, for its origins were also rooted in 
opposition to the policy of 'constructive Unionism', as practiced by 
the Conservative administration at Dublin castle (this involved a more 
conciliatory attitude towards Irish Roman Catholics as regards 
education and lana holding). The 'convents laundry' incident then 
should be placed in the context of a general critique of compromising 
upper class politicians whose docility ana Romanising proclivities, 
the 1.0.0. believed, resultea from their social integration into the 
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westminster and Dublin governing oligarchies and rendered them less 
able for the defence of Irish Protestantism against party machinations 
and papal assaults. This critique was accompanied by a strong 
'regionalist consciousness' again drawing on the orangemen's 
experience ot underdevelopment, which counterposed the inaustrial 
North East to the backwardness and, in particular, clerical domination 
of the south. In fact Patterson indicates ·a similarity of the 
diagnosis of Irish ills, if not the proposed remedy to that put 
40 torward in Sir Horace Plunketts 'Ireland in the New Century'·. 
Despite the juxtaposition of positive and negative emphasis in the 
1.0.0, however, one must finally concur when even an official Orange 
historian comments • ••• it had a vision of large scale dimensions in a 
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small screen world·. It had at least created tavourable 
conditions tor local labour campaigns and its decline from 1905, 
following a resolution of the crisis of Unionist politics and the 
renewal of the Home Rule threat, was an important factor in an 
increasingly hostile environment for progressive politics in Ulster. 
In summing up here, the 1.0.0. should not be treated as an 
uncharacteristic episode in an indifferentiated history of 
'manipulation' and 'reaction', for in itself it aisplays some of 
orangeism's most enduring themes. Thus neither was the parent 
movement in Ireland the simple product of an ideological onslaught 
from the ruling class nor only significant for its integrative 
function. At various points, notably during the political crises of 
the late 18th century and early 19th century the L.O.I. did prove an 
effective weapon retarding the development of class unity, ana gained 
recognition as such from the Irish gentry. Yet at other times, as in 
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the 1860's and 70's and early 20th century the very zeal and militancy 
of the proletarian lodges, in pursuing their own variant of the Orange 
ideology with a literal definition of Protestant Ascendancy, could 
bring conflict with the state agencies and disrupt ruling class 
strategies. 
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SEC'l'ION 2 
ORANGEISM IN SCO'lLAND 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE EARLY HISTORY OF ORANGEISM IN SCOTLAND 1799-1865 
The First Lodges and their Antecedents 
Unfortunately, unlike the Irish case, the limited nature and 
extent of the sources for the early period of Orange history in 
scotland till the 1860's, render the interrogation of theoretical 
issues such as the efficacy of an objective conception of ideology or 
the relationship between sectarianism and sectionalism, a rather 
speculative exercise. More practicable initially is a general 
'social history' of the opening decades, though this must also include 
some initial consideration on the class composition and related 
, 
weakness of the Scottish movement vis a vis Ulster, as background for 
a more sustained class analysis and an account of Orange political 
practice in subsequent chapters. 
Orangemen as bearers of a distinct tradition have always perceived 
themselves as participating in a continuous historical process. 
~hile in part relevant to an understanding ot the survival and 
periodic revivals of the Institution, in general application, as 
already notea, this official view obscures more than it clarifies. 
This indeed holds true for scotland; the claim of Lilburn, tor 
example, that Orangeism here is 'as old as the Glorious Revolution' 
being tairly mOdest when set aside the contemporary Orange view that 
the Institution's forbears were no less than the 17th century martyrs 
1 
of the covenant. 
In the Scottish case the line must be arawn for accuracy's sake 
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not only between the actual institutional genesis of the L.O.I., and 
the rather vague and eclectic 'Orange traaition', as in Ireland, but 
also between these and an indigenous tradition of emotional opposition 
to 'popish machinations'. 
Although the 'Orange Gazette', an intelligence of Glorious 
Revolution events daily 'with extraordinary news both at home and 
abroaa', made its appearance in hdinburgh in 1689, 2 the Orange 
tradition, drawing on the Revolution and subsequent williamite 
campaigns, was much less prominent and relevant in Scotland than in 
Ireland - the actual Site of 'Derry, Aughrim, Inniskillen and the 
Boyne', where the tradition had had huge symbolic value for the 
embattled settler community. 3 
Far more powerful, however, was a much olaer, undifferentiatea 
torm of militant Protestantism which it could be argued owed as much 
to the course of the Scottish Reformation as it did to the events of 
1688-9U. 4 Detailed consideration ot the 16th century periOd is 
really beyond the scope of this study, but also representative of this 
ideology and much closer in time to the L.O.I. was the Protestant 
Association an ·ill-defined amalgum of extra-religious ana extra 
parliamentary forces· with the simple, negative aim of repealing the 
Roman Catholic Relief Act of 1778 in England, and withstanaing the 
attempt to extend its provisions to Scotland. 5 
Its first public meetings in Edinburgh in December 1778 resolved 
to petition parliament ana form a committee of correspondence, a 
suborainate committee being establishea in the west of Scotland within 
three weeks. By the following year the Association haa blossomea 
into 1:S5 societies with 12,000 members issuing a mass of pamphlets and 
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broadsides. By means of these it helped provoke large scale riots in 
hdinburgh and Glasgow in July and February 1779. Above all, it was 
successful, suggests Black, because it acted on the traditional 
anti-catholic prejUdices of the Scottish people, efficiently 
mobilising this literate public into direct action - indeea the tirst 
Relief Act was not passed in Scotland till 1793. Being a single 
issue movement, though, once its aim was achieved -it vanished 'as 
6 prospero's phantoms' into thin air-. 
Such early developments are very significant. Above all they 
emphasise the need for sensitivity towards Scotland's unique cultural 
and ideological identity (a point emphasised throughout the thesis) in 
particular underlining the strength of militant Protestant sentiments 
here, which despite similar themes and rhetoric were articulated quite 
independently of Orangeism. 
Indeed, it is vital not to confuse the two. The Protestant 
Association, for example, preceaed the founaation ot the L.O.I. in 
scotland by over twenty years and displayed the characteristics of a 
modern political pressure group rather than a fighting or convivial 
society. It is extremely unlikely, moreover, that there was any 
significant over lap in membership between the two bodies. 'l'he 
Association was broaaly based throughout Scotland with branches in 
Selkirk, ~airn, Jedburgh and the East coast and attracted a fairly 
sizeable bourgeois membership, particularly in Glasgow where it 
7 
represented -groups of substantial social interests ana prestige-; 
the Orange lodges, however, as to be detailed below, were concentrated 
in the west and were strongly proletarian in character. 
Nevertheless two more direct institutional precedents for the 
Order did emerge in the 18th century, both drawing on what little of 
the 'Orange Tradition' there was in Scotland. The first, analogous 
to the Irish 'Apprentice BOYS' and 'Royal Boyne Society', was the Old 
Revolution Club, a vaguely political society pledged to the aefence of 
protestant patriotism. The certificate presented on the occasion of 
the admission to membership of Sir Andrew Agnew in 1747, for example, 
ran as follows: 
-compared to Sir Andrew Agnew and humbly desired to ue 
admittea to be a member of the Old Revolution Club and having 
declared the grateful sense he has of the deliverance of the 
Kingdom from Popery and Slavery by King william and Queen 
Mary of Glorious Memory and of the further security of our 
religion by the settlement of the crown on the illustrious 
house of hanover ••• we do admit him as a member of the saia 
club-. (8) (my emphasis). 
Besides its basic political orientation, the club also seems to 
have been given to some rather esoteric flourishes, the seal to the 
certificate being attached by a blue and buff ribbon and 'sunary 
mysterious-looking emblems' engraved with the legends 'Tandenl bona 
causa triumphant' and 'mente manuque'. 9. 
This mild degree of mysticism, however, pales in comparison with 
orangeism's second precursor in Scotland, the splendidly named 
'Imperial Grand Black Lodge of Malta and Parent Black Lodge of the 
Universe' - also known as 'the Grand Black Lodge of Scotlana of the 
Most Ancient, Illustrious and Knightly Order of the Knights 
Hospitaller of st. John of Jerusalem'. 
Founded in scotland apparently around the midale ot the Ibth 
century and claiming to be based on the famous chivalric oraer, its 
emphasis was on bizarre ritual rather than constitutional aefence. As 
* 'Good causes triumph at the last' and 'by hand ana by brain'. 
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regards its class basis, it seems to have had a strong representation 
from craftsmen and artisans, often 'hedge masons' who had founa 
orthodox Freemasonry too pedestrian or haa been refusee admission to 
10 
an official loage. Despite its peculiarities, though, it haa an 
even greater relevance to the general progress of Orangeism. 
spreading to Ireland in the late lijth century a Grano Black Loage of 
Ireland was established in lti02, ana this became the directing boay of 
11 the Royal Black preceptory. 
such interesting antecedents, though, should not be permitted to 
obscure the real beginnings of Scottish Orangeism, for this was in 
fact a quite unplanned offshoot from the Irish boay formed in Armagh 
in 17!15. The Institution took at least four years to reach Scotland, 
the means of transition being the same as for England - the militia 
regiments who had served in Ireland during the '98 Rebellion and its 
attermath. 
Senior, following Sibbet, suggests the movement was introducea by 
the Argyle Fencibles, who had servea with distinction at the battle of 
12 Ballynahinch. However, since the first lodge was unaoubtably at 
13 ~aybole in South Ayrshire this is highly implausible. It is 
more likely that the Ayrshire and ~igtownshire Militia (a company of 
which under the title of the Loyal Carrick Volunteers had been formea 
in Maybole in February 1797) 14 brought back an Orange ~arrant of 
authority from the Irish Grand Lodge sometime in 17~9, when returning 
15 from service in Ireland. 
AS Cloughly suggests, no official recordS are extant for this very 
early period. The class composition of the pioneer lOdge then is 
impossible to specify with any aegree of certainty. 'l'he lack of 
recoras itself may indicate the participants' limitations ot literacy, 
but on the other hand comprehensive minute books, membership records 
etc of the type observed by McClellana for Irelana may simply have 
Ib been lost or destroyed. 
A rather better indicator is providea by the economic ana 
occupational basis of the early centres of Orangeism. Thus Maybole 
and towns like ~igtown and Tarbolton were involved mainly in small 
manufacturing, with the large majority of the former's male population 
17 
engaged in weaving and shoe-making. One may inter from this the 
bulk of the membership of the early Scottish lodges was arawn trom the 
same proletarian class as their Irish contempories, though with more 
emphasis on the artisan and craftsman elements than the peasant 
proprietor who was already a rarer species in ~cotlana. 
Indeea, it is extremely probable that many of the first Orangemen 
in Scotland ~ere themselves Protestant Irish migrants, notably 
representea being that strata ot weavers whose inaependence and 
prosperity had been undermined by the emergence of the new moae ot 
IB proauction in the North East ot Ireland. Immigration to 
Maybole, tor example, began precisely in the l79~-1800 period the 
settlers being exclusively working class and employed in the 
19 
traditional trades noted above. 
Ulstermen do seem to have been instrumental in setting up loages 
in Airdrie, Beith, Kilbirnie, Ardrossan and Port Glasgow - and also in 
Glasgow according to the Roman Catholic Bishop, Dr. scott, in 1836. 20 
The advent of orangeism in Scot lana though was much less dramatic 
and auspicious than in Ireland, with no equivalent ot the battle of 
the Diamond and its associated folklore. The scottish Institution 
89 
seems to have arrivea without eliciting significant comment from any 
quarter for, as Senior notes for the North of England, the original 
lodges seem to have functioned mainly as private ex-servicemens' 
ClUbS, with an additional role as benefit societies. 'l'he latter 
were extremely prolific in Scotland in this period. It was probably 
members of the early Glasgow lodges, for example, at a meeting in 
King william's tavern on 6th September 1834, who resolved to 
establish a financial society. The result was the Glasgow Orange 
union Funeral Society, originally based around the calton, ~ile ~nd 
2l 
area. 
Like the English example the early growth of the loages in the 
1800-20 period was not prodigious, one large contributory factor here 
again being the absence of revolutionary threats similar to those 
occurring in Ireland in 1798, 1~02 and again in 1815 ana 1817. As 
indicated, it was these which promoted the patronage of the Irish 
gentry and state agencies so vital in the parent movement's 
development. 
And yet a diffusion of Orangeism aid take place in these early 
years. The movement first spread South and west, the next lodges 
22 being foundea in ~arbolton, wigtown, Girvan and Stranraer. By 
1807 a loage was also in existence in Argyle. It then moved 
eastwaras to Newton stewart and Dumfries. ~he next decaae saw 
particularly important developments as Orangeism reached Glasgow and 
Lanarkshire. A lodge L.O.L. NO. 106 was established in Glasgow in 
June 1813 at the Buckshead Tavern, Trongate, and in 1824 the first 
bl ' h t A' ., 23 lodge was esta 1S ed a 1rdr1e. 
Building on these institutional developments, 1821 marks the 
90 
first attempt at a full ceremonial twelfth of July paraae. Only 
three lodges took part on this first occasion, paraaing through the 
principal streets of Glasgow. watched by 'an immense concourse of 
spectators' they were roughly handled and some had their sashes torn 
off. ·Yet upon the whole·, the Courier comments, ·the thing went 
24 
more quietly than expected·. 
In 1&22 the pattern was repeated. Now seven lOdges incluaing 
those from paisley and P011okshaws, assembled to march, contrary to 
the magistrate's proscription, to Fraser's Hall in King street. 'l'he 
company met with little opposition during the march since it was 
unexpected. Once insiae the hall, however, they were besiegea by a 
number of ·zealous Irish catholics, most ready to give battle, 
including one true son of the church armed in Irish style with a 
pitchfork which he had previously sharpenea with much ceremony on the 
pavement· • 
police and even military intervention was required and 127 
Orangemen were taken into safekeeping, returning home ignominous1y 
25 
·with their sashes in their pockets·. A parade was again 
threatened for the following year but was cancelled and no public 
Orange processions seem to have taken place in Glasgow till the 
1840's. 
Hardly portents of the late 19th century mass aemonstrations, 
these early outings have a threefold significance. First they 
reinforce the sense in which Orangeism in Scot lana was an aajunct to 
alreaay existing bitterness towards Roman Catholics, now particularly 
focusing on Irish immigrants. This is in some contrast to 
Liverpool, for example, where this tendency had to some extent been 
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in abeyance since the mid 18th century and was actively revived by the 
2b 
activities of the Liverpool Orangemen. 
The Glasgow paraties were held at the beginning of the Fair heek, 
the 1822 version taking place on Fair Friday 'the throngest day of the 
Fair week'. This was fortuitous since the 'piece de resistance' of 
this holiday ever since the first upswing in Irish migration in the 
late lbth century haa been, as Hantiley notes, the sport of 'hunting the 
sarneys' • No Irishman was allowed to approach the Fair with impunity 
and strays were often rountied up, blutigeoned ana kickea by Fair 
bullies. Finally, this element WOUld root about the Saltmarket, the 
main Irish quarter, breaking windows and clubbing Irishmen out ot their 
'i7 homes and ducking them in the kolendinar burn. 
Secondly, from coverage of these parades one is given an early 
indication of bourgeois opinion on the lotiges. Thus the Glasgow 
courier depreciatea all assemblies which 'tena to agitate the ~ublic 
mind ana to use party feelings', and expressed the vain hope that, ·we 
shall not again be troubled by processions of this kind •• 2~ 
Similarly, a letter in the Chronicle in response to the lB21 walk 
states that, ·with the opinions of the Orangemen the public have 
nothing to do so long as they keep those opinions to themselVes: but 
what right do the peaceable inhabitants of Glasgow have to be 
frightened out of their propriety by the wanders through the streets of 
a set of enthusiasts who ••• are never against having recourse to the 
29 
shillelah· • 
Such feelings of outraged and contemptuous neutrality in the face 
of what was perceived as an 'alien import' of ~arty feeling were to 
remain constant in the 'respectable' bourgeois view on the Orangemen's 
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activities throughout the 19th century. 
Lastly, and on a more general level, the activities of the Orange 
lodges are testament indeed to the diversity and contradictory 
tendencies in working class consciousness and practice in the 1800-3U 
period - one which is sometimes liable to overly optimistic and unitary 
. . 30 1nterpretat10ns. 
On the one hand these years certainly did witness a growth of lraae 
Union activity, political radicalism ana even political insurgency, 
most markea among weavers, cotton spinners and miners in the west of 
scotland, possibly influenced by working class Jacobin leadership. 
particularly in the years following the French Revolution, radicalism 
was powerful enough to provoke a crisis for the traditional, 
paternalistic control structures, accelerating a policy of outright 
state repression which, as Dickson, notes, representea the only 
systematic response to unrest till the 1830's. 31 
paradoxically, however, co-existing with capabilities for joint 
action ana communal solidarity was a heightening tendency in various 
respects towards sectional conflict. A tangible demonstration was in 
the quasi-masonic employment of grips, passworas and initiation rituals 
employed in the early 19th century lraae Unions, as Campbell notes, to 
3~ guara against the incursions of 'neutral men'. ~ven mOre 
pervasive, though, was the hostile reaction of various sections of the 
early Scottish labour movement to Roman Catholic migrants from 
Ireland. This was based on opposition to their religion as much as 
economic grievances, though the situation was greatly exacerbated by 
the serious fall in real wages after 1&15 and by the employment of 
33 
Irish blackleg labour after Ib17, particularly in the coalfields. 
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Anti Roman catholic sentiments COUld fina expressions even at the 
height of popular radical agitation. In the autumn of 181b, for 
example, at a public meeting of 40,OUlJ hela at 'I'hrushgrove, near 
Glasgow, protest ranged from the iniquity ot parliamentary 
representation ana government extravagance to the restoration of the 
Pope ana Jesuits in Italy ana the Spanish Inquisition. 34 
TO return more airectly to the progress of Orangeism trom the 
1820's, the emphasis in the early loages was now broaaening beyona 
their original function as benefit and social societies, as for many 
their major occupation became increaSingly violent provocation and 
general belligerence towards the Roman Catholic con®unity. In short, 
the scottish lodges were beginning to dis~lay that same spirit of 
'combative sectarianism' which had characterised their Irish 
counterparts. 
~ven the inaoor celebrations ot 'the Tweltth Day' conducted in 
Glasgow in the 1820's-40's were conaucive to taction fighting and 
serious rioting. In 1829 in the wake ot the Catholic ~mancipation 
Bill, tor example, the Orangemen haa no procession but a body ot them 
met in a Gallowgate tavern, aisplaying sashes from the window. 'I'his 
irritated a large body of Roman Catholics who had congregated outside 
to stop the loage members leaving. Hundreas who had been attending 
the Fair joined what was now a near riot. There was -every sym~tom of 
a severe popular tumult- had not the police broken up the Orange 
35 
meeting. 
Nor were these incidents confined to Glasgow. In April 1823 there 
had been a serious outbreak of fighting at ~ewton stewart Fair, enaing 
in a victory for the Orangemen who paraded in triumph through the 
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11 ' . 3b streets the fo oW1ng day. A similar tracas broke out in 
Dumfries in 1&2b and serious party disturbances were also noted at 
Dalkeith. 37 
These incidents, however, shoula again be kept in proper 
perspective, for in terms of their frequency and severity they do not 
approach similar events in Ireland; nor is there any evidence that the 
indigenous working class's opposition to Irish Catholics was being 
36 
widely translated into men~ership of the Lodges. In fact, the 
Institution's progress in its first two to three decades was otten 
uncertain and liable to reversal, with lodges 'going down' particularly 
after the 1620's. 
The less favourable cultural context in Scotland, a strongly 
generalised ,~o Popery' but a weak Orange tradition, has already be~n 
noted; some further factors in the Order's relative weakness here 
compared with Ireland can now be introduced. 
First, being a working class movement it seems to have been 
extremely sensitive to the rigours of the economic situation. For in 
this perioo the scarcity of labour and high real wages which had 
existed from the 18th century began to be reversed. The re-emergence 
of a surplus on the labour market facilitated capitalist accumulation -
39 precisely by depressing wages. In this situation members were 
less willing or able to pay aues; Freemasons' loages in the perioa 
40 
suffered similar problems. Some loages dia survive (some, like 
Glasgow L.O.L. NO. 106 and Airdrie L.O.L. NO. 19, are still in 
existence tOday) a simple explanation being the orangemen's 'sense ot 
history' noted at the outset. Thus in times of constricted finances 
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they would tend to gravitate towards the more prestigous 'original 
foundations' and pay theit dues there rather than to the more recent, 
and hence less well established, lOdges. Again there is a 
contemporary patallel with Freemasonty where the 'Mother Lodge' 
~ilwinning has been sometimes accused of 'poaching' members from other 
lodges in North Ayrshire. 
secondly, it is very important to stress the independent attitude 
maintained towards sectarian distutbances by Scottish magisttates and 
judiciary, a feature most uncommon in Ireland where protection trom 
legal proceedings was recognised as a majot advantage of being an 
orangeman. Behind this lay a vital fact for the prospetity ot 
scottish orangeism; for if, as suggested above, the proletarian rank 
and file of the Irish Ordet had been teproduced in Scotland, indeed 
often physically transplanted here, its patrician leadership had not. 
protestant imnligtants were not drawn ftom the Itish aristocracy, gentry 
or bourgeoisie, nor had the Scottish lOdges succeeded in obtaining 
support from the indigenous representatives of these classes. uuite 
simply there is no evidence Of any upper class involvement in the Order 
here in the 1820's. 
In these circumstances it was hardly surprising that the deep 
distrust felt by the state authorities towards popular disturbances 
generally was also extended to Orange activities. 41 The general 
attitude is well represented in Sir Archibald Alison, Sheriff of 
42 Lanarkshire in the 1830' s. An enttenched 'l'ory, Alison was 
nevertheless unmoved by the Orangemens' protestations ot loyalty, and 
viewing their processions in a similar light to those of striking 
cotton spinners and miners he had also expetienced, he dealt with them 
accordingly. To prevent a Protestant march at Airdrie on 12th July 
Ib34, tor example, he moved in personally in fromt of a squadron of 
dragoons. He led 26 prisoners back to Glasgow, the ringleaders being 
43 later transported. 
Until the Burgh Police Act (Scotland) 1892 standardising the law 
relating to public processions, however, magistrates like Alison taced 
a confusing system of local controls. They depenaed either on 
prohibition by means ot statutory powers or common law, as employed in 
Glasgow against Orange processions in the IB20's and 3U's, or an 
imposition of criminal proceedings post factum. 44 
In this situation, with few magistrates showing Alison's 
initiative, a great deal in the last instance rested on the efficiency 
and impartiality of the local police. Again Orange influence was 
lacking here. Following the 18~2 parade in Glasgow, for example, the 
courier commended the 'promptitude and zeal' of the superintendent and 
special comnlissioners of police who readily gave assistance in checking 
'a proceeaing which was likely to lead to much riot ana bloodshed'. A 
further serious distrubance in 1831 was also apparently curtailea only 
by the prompt action of captain Graham in removing offensive Orange 
45 
emblems. 
Developments in the 1830's: The Parliamentary Report 
At such a level of development Scottish Orangeism neeaed active 
stimuli to maintain its momentum. In the early 1830's it was to 
receive these from the aftermath of the Catholic Emancipation Act of 
1&29, the 1831-2 Reform agitation and the Church of England 
aisestablishment crisis of 1831-4. Here one can first iaentify the 
~7 
laying down of a characteristic pattern of cyclical activity, largely in 
response to events in Ireland or domestic controversies, particularly in 
the religious sphere. 
This period in Orange history also covers the parliamentary report 
on the Institution. 'I'his gives further information on Orange activity, 
as well as providing useful documentary evidence which, although 
soemtimes contradictory, often clarifies the Order's class composition 
and numerical strength. 
Activity 
AS regards Orange activity, for example, a very serious riot in 
Girvan in 1831, according to the evidence of Cosmo Innes, the Lord 
Advocate's Deputy in scotland, marks 'the beginning of the mischief', 
thus putting an ena to the movement's latest perioa of quiescence. 
46 F'or several years apparently, orange processions haa been kept up 
'from the convocation of Irish in the various manufacturing towns in 
carrick'. 'l'here had been little physical opposition from either the 
Girvan townspeople or the Roman Catholic party until the Orangemen had 
taken the liberty of breaking up Reform processions, which were 'largely 
47 
under the management of the scots'. The local inhabitants - or as 
one indignant letter writer to the Glasgow herald expressed it, 
'radicals of the reform persuasion under the new deceitful guise ot 
4B being patriots and friends of the people' - resolved to prevent the 
next Orange procession. On learning of this the Sheriff issued a 
proclamation, but without effect since at the time appointed a party ot 
some 300 Orangemen and their followers appeared, preceded by a cart ot 
whisky, and were met by a hostile crOWd. lUO Scots inhabitants 
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sworn in as special constables also proved ineffective in checking the 
Orange advance. The Orangemen eventually levellea their muskets and 
as firing commencea 'the constables and people scattered and ran like 
sheep before a collie dog ' • The Orangemen entered the town in 
triumph (with the whisky cart) and were only persuadea to withdraw by 
I I . 49 the townspeop e s procura of a four-pound cannon. 
~ith reference to an earlier point this incident serves 
~articularly well to indicate the consequences when magistrates and 
police action was indecisive and ineffective. Girvan and surrounding 
districts were indeea in a tense and disturbed state for some time 
afterwaras. 
The tours in 1833 and 1834 by colonel Fairman, the representative 
sent by the British Grand Lodge to build up the Scottish movement, 
further excitea activity of this sort with severe rioting occuring in 
1 l'n July 1834. 5U Airdrie and port G asgow In Airdrie Orangemen 
seem to have rather misinterpretea the text preached to them by the 
parish minister, Dr. Begg, on their 12th parade, 1st John, V and ~XI 
'Little children keep yourself from idols ' , a week later attacking and 
51 looting a local Catholic chapel. 
strength 
As for the numerical strength and organisation behind such 
activity, however, it is wise to treat with extreme caution Fairman's 
characteristic assurance to the Duke of Gordon that -such a flame has 
been already kindled in North Britain as must speedily burst into a 
52 
conflagration, not easily extinguishea-. 
On Fairman's arrival the Institution was limited geographically to 
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the west of scotland, with Edinburgh an eastern outpost, and was in a 
chronically insecure financial state. Although he may have given a 
fillip to some of the ailing lodges, including Neilston which 
according to its master, Bro. Thompson, was 'an almost expiring 
S3 institution', he was unable to alter these basic structural 
factors. Thus, the returns of colwill, assistant to the British 
Grand secretary, compilea from the entires of district lodges, show 
the existence of 44 local lodges in Scotland in 1835. Since the 
average number in a lodge meeting under a warrant was then S and the 
maximum seldom exceeded 30, this implies less than 500 members for 
scot lana (Senior, it was noted, estimates less than 6,000 in the 270 
. .. h l) S4 civilian lOdges 1n Great Br1ta1n as a woe • 
Geographical aiffusion was similarly unimpressive. The lOdges 
were organised in seven districts. Glasgow had the most numerous 
warrants, twelve in number, including two for paisley ana one tor 
Pollokshaws). Ayr had ten, four of which were in Maybole alone; 
Innes notes particularly the great number of lOdges in the 
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manutacturing towns of Ayrshire. The southwest was still 
represented, Dumfries having two lodges and stranraer four, but the 
nucleus of the movement was undoubtedly moving north towards the 
rapidly industrialising centres of Lanarkshire; by this date two 
lodges had already been established in Airdrie and one in Larkhall. 
Largely independent of any exertions on Fairman's part, this shift 
again links up with the influence of migration patterns, specifically 
protestant migration from ulster, on the Institution's progress. For 
it was precisely into such districts that the bulk of new immigration 
56 
in the 30's was directed. According to Innes, although 'a 
lOU 
considerable number of Orangemen in Ayrshire were Scots', the great 
57 major i ty in Glasgow, Airdr ie and Port Glasgow ~ Ir ish. (Jl'he 
'Scots' may indeed have been first generation Ulster settlers). 
class 
As regards the class composition of the loages in the early 30's, 
from the Report there seems a clear continuity from the beginning of 
the century. Frequent references are made in the enquiry to a 
membership largely composed of 'the lower orders', 'men in humble 
life', 'the poor and ignorant'. Fairman's statement that ·they 
comprise in class and appearance, men perhaps of the best aescription 
of the lower oraers·, aoes not, for example, square with his preceding 
statement that they were generally uninformed and unable to write 
minutes or keep basic accounts - a point confirmea by Innes. 5b 
The exception to this basic delineation was the Royal Goraon 
lodge, set up by Fairman in 1633 as 'a gentlemen's' loage, based on 
the British Grand Lodge. This is the only body at this point tor 
which there is any really detailed information. 'I'he minute book 
gives a list of 40 names and in addition provides an interesting 
occupational break down. nom this two of the members are lawyers 
(or in the dignified Scottish terminology 'writers'); two are 
describea as 'gentlemen living on their own estates'; three are 
merchants including A. McLennan described as the Convenor of Traaes 
House; there is in addition one naval officer, second officer of the 
East Indiaman 'Orwell' and one captain in the Militia forces. only 
one clergyman is listea, an English Episcopalian. Of the lodge's 
office bearers Lawrence Craigie, the secretary, is also a lawyer, 
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while the District ~aster of Glasgow and paisley is william 
Motherwell, a Scottish lyric poet, author of 'the Harp of 
Renfrewshire', and editor of the formerly anti-orange Glasgow Cour l&r 
since 1830. 59 Persuaded by Fairman to act as patron over this 
whole diverse Institution was his Grace, George 5th Duke of Gordon. 
Politics 
Finally, the 1830's period is important in offering an early 
indication of the Orangemen's political activity, and an opportunity 
to interrogate the 'social control' approach to the L.O.I. For the 
sake of analytic convenience this is best dealt with when considering 
the broad scope of the movement's political practice in the 19th 
century in Section Three. 
Briefly though, there existed high political ambitions among 
prominent orange officials such as Motherwell and Craigie to make the 
order the nucleus of a new ultra-Tory grouping, tempting to the most 
conservative sections of the ruling class bloc in Scotland. 
AS in the English case such genuine aspirations towards control 
and conspiracy were decisively checked by the reality of the lodges. 
For example, as suggested above, in the absence of similar material 
and ideological conditions to those existing in Ireland, the support 
of the gentry was not forthcoming and Orangeism remained a basically 
working class movement, with the Royal Gordon leadership prone to 
anti-aristocratic resentment. The plebeian lodges, moreover, were 
characterised by unruliness and dissent and had little spontaneous 
zeal for opposing parliamentary reform or for the ultra-Tory cause. 
Instead they remained resilient bases for an independent 
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interpretation of Orangeism, which placed a much stronger emphasis on 
its traditional cry ot '~o Popery' and personal confrontation with 
Roman Catholics. 
Re-organisation and an upsurge of Activity 
Further testament to Scottish Orangeism's popular momentum ana 
independence at grass roots is its survival, and inaeed expansion, 
following the loss of its leading figures in the mia l~30's. 
Craigie, secretary of the Royal Gordon had died in 1834, after which 
the lOdge ceased to be operative and ~otherwell, the aeputy Grand 
Master, completely broke down under examination by the House ot 
commons committee. 
60 1st November Ib35. 
Sent home to Glasgow he cied of apoplexy there on 
The lodges aristocratic patron, uordon, 
61 followec them on 28th May 1836. 
Yet in contrast to the rest ot Britain, the Institution in 
scotland positively regrouped. The plebeian lOdges largely continued 
to function and a separate Scottish Grana Lodge was formed in 1835 - a 
point overlookea by Sibbet who dates this development only from the 
1870's. 62 This indeed seems a more genuine outgrowth than the 
Royal Gordon; the scottish Orangemen did again appoint a patriCian 
leader as Grand Master, the Earl of Enniski11en, 'a loyal U1sterman 
with a strong Orange and patriotic spirit', 63 but this was really a 
titular post and the greatest part of his duties were assumed by 
Brother Clements, a doctor of medicine resident in the Ga1lowgate, 
Glasgow. Enniskilling resigned in 1662 and his post was taken over 
by another aoctor, John Leech. 
Also unlike the Royal Gordon the Grana Lodge was now able to issue 
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its own warrants for new lOdges. Of the first 10 no less than 5 were 
for Airdrie District, ~o. 1 for Moodiesburn, No. 2 for Chryston, ~o. b 
for Drumgellock, ~o. 8 for Gartsherrie, No.9 for Shotts, reflecting 
the further development of Lanarkshire as a powerful centre of Orange 
. . t 64 actlvl y. 
In these circumstances it is rather surprising that, according to 
official Orange sources, -there is little information on the 
activities of the brethren until 1848, when a report of the 
proceedings of the Grand Lodge was issued, still giving little more 
than the names of chief officebearers and showing a membership ot b60 
for Scotland (rising slightly from 1834-5)-. 65 
when compared to contemporary external sources, this description 
appears extremely selective. In fact, important qualitative 
developments ~ appearing in the plebeian lodges; for while in the 
immediate aftermath ot the 1835 parliamentary report some lOdges 
revertea to their original functions as convivial clubs, many more 
began to display even more energetically the 'attributes' of fighting 
., 66 
socletles. 
As well as Airdrie and surrounding aistricts, the industrial areas 
of Ayrshire were also markea by faction fights in the 1840' s. 'l'he 
twelfth celebrations of 1847, for example, were attenaed by 'riotous 
proceedings'. At Dalry Orangemen fired on catholics who had tried to 
get their regalia. The sheriff and a party of yeomanry arrested some 
of them and followea others to Kilbirnie and their weapons were 
. t d 67 conflsca e • Similar events threatened at Kilmarnock but the 
orange party's appearance in reaaying themselves for the fight was so 
contemptible that one Irish onlooker commented they were -not worth 
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the bat1ng • Glasgow too witnessea recurring sectarian 
disturbance around the twelfth of July. In 1849 two publicans in the 
Gallowgate were brought before Bailie Orr on a charge of allowing 
their houses to be used as the public rendezvous of Orange Lodges. 
Various flags had been extended from their windows -leading to 
ill-feeling likely to lead to a breach of the peace-. 69 
Yet inciaents such as these are mild by comparison with Orange 
activity in the 185u's and early 60's. Indeed one of the few points 
at which the official interpretation aoes accord with empirical 
evidence is when it suggests 'a great impetus' or take off from this 
. . 70 perlod onwaras. 
The mid century impetus assumed partly the form of institutional 
expansion reflected in a consiaerable increase in membership and 
consequently a number of new district looges such as No. 20 
Rutherglen. compared with a total membership of 660 listed above for 
1848, single Orange demonstrations in Airdrie, paisley or Glasgow in 
the 50's and 60's could turn out numbers approaching this figure. 
However, as indicated in Campbell's table of 'Orange ana Green' 
incidents in the Lanarkshire coalfield, the impetus was also expressed 
71 in an acceleration of violent activity. 
In the years 1851-60 he records 16 disturbances ranging from an 
Airdrie waggoner fined a guinea in May Ib53 for shouting -to Hell with 
the pope!-, to severe rioting ana even murder. In July 1853, tor 
example, an Irishman was killed by a mob of ironworkers, and in October 
of the same year 2 men were stabbed in a party dispute. In July 1857 
300 Orangemen returning from a march were attacked and routed by a 
large number of Roman Catholics - as a result l~th parades were banned 
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in Lanarkshire for the next 10 years. 
Again the Lanarkshire area was reflecting general tendencies in 
the west of scotland, particularly in the neighbouring counties of 
Renfrew and Ayrshire. The Sentinel, for example, comments 
sardonically on 'a grand display of Orange folly and a reckless 
disregard for the consequences' and gives a useful indication of the 
nature of parades of the period. 7~ 
In July 1853 the Glasgow Orangemen had left by steamer tor 
Greenock and joining up with the lodges there, attempted to approach 
the town: 
-In front of the procession marched a stunteo Orangeman 
dressed in Hessian boots and a coat a la Napoleon the whole 
grotesque garb surmounted by a fierce cockeo hat. On the 
left of this distinguished person marched another fool clao 
in a scarlet robe, designeo to represent King 
william •••• Behind these worthies marched a drummer bold, 
thumping his instrument with solemn vigour. 'I'his musical 
performance was supported by another character who tried 
desperately and vainly to bring musical ana defiant strains 
out of an obstinate and rebellious flute. Behind this 'tine 
band' marched the rag tag and bob tail and all the haughty 
honours of rampant orangeism-. 
When checked by the police, oeclaring themselves 'True 
Protestants' they discreetly slunk out of sight into the Gardeners' 
Arms 'apparently the howf of these queer supporters of our Protestant 
institutions'. A drunken, violent squabble ensuea about the 
management of the lodge. 
Although presently rather a ridiculous spectacle, the Greenock 
authorities did perceive in the demonstration the potential for a 
serious riot, hence their prompt action. A much more violent affray 
was indeed the outcome of such a demonstration in paisley some years 
later. 
The authorities in Renfrewshire, unlike Lanarkshire ana Ayrshire, 
lOb 
did not proscribe Orange demonstrations there in lb59. 'l'he paisley 
Orangemen, then, were 'bold and confident'. 400-50U of them mustered 
and marched to Johnstone but were attacked en route by hunareas ot 
II ish miner s. On their return the Orangemen were again obstructed at 
the Bridge over the BlacK Cart. The police, however, intervened on 
the Orange side, and with knives and firearms freely used, several 
73 people were injured and killea. 
As in the early part of the century, such activities should be 
locatea in the broader socio-economic context and related to general 
developments in the scottish labour movement. Thus, it was the 
1830's to bOIs period that saw the construction of Scotland's 
industrial base, with the development of the extractive industries and 
the production of capital goods centring on the Clyde Valley. 
Inaustrialisation, although very rapid, occurred relatively late and 
with an uneven development pattern, in Burgess' view representing an 
74 
extreme torm of 'the product cycle'. 
These points were vital for capital/labour relations and tor the 
nature of class consciousness. 'l'he Scottish economy, for example, 
became liable to violent cyclical fluctuations as overseas market 
conditions altered rapidly. These were exacerbated by extreme crises 
of overproduction, at least till the lB50's. 
The outcome here was an enormous increase in the reserve army of 
labour in areas of industrial expansion, like Lanarkshire from the 
1830's and also parts of Ayrshire. In these circumstances class 
consciousness coulo be mobilisea but the forms of its articulation 
were frequently incomplete and contradictory. In particular the 
substantial increase in Roman Catholic Irish migration in the aecaaes 
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following the Famine offered an explanation of recurrent economic 
crises to many lowland scots, a great deal more potent and visible 
than their general experience of subordination to capital. 
Yet this is not to suggest the upsurge of specifically Orange 
violence around the 1840's and 50's, however, can be reduced to a 
simple product of a retarded working class consciousness. There is 
still no inoication that significant numbers of the indigenous working 
class mustered behino the Orange standard in their antipathy towards 
the Irish. Rather it was Ulster protestants who continued to form 
the backbone of the lOdges. Settling in increasing numbers in 
Scot lana mid century - as in the 1820's and 30's - they brought with 
them their traditional assertion of Protestant ascendancy through 
regular physical confrontation with Roman catholics. Indeed 
contemporaries were extremely sensitive to this. The Sheriff ot 
Ayrshire, for example, commenting on disturbances in the late 185U's 
stated that, ·ot late years numbers of Irishmen amounting to a very 
considerable part of the population, have become resident in the 
~arishes of Dalry and Kilbirnie where they are employed in the coal 
pits and ironstone mines ••• there are amongst them a certain number of 
orangemen. And an orange lodge is established in each ot the towns 
. .• 75 
of Dalry and Kilb1rn1e • The Courier echoed this explaining the 
rioting in paisley, • ••• it would appear a necessity imposed by the 
introduction of a new element in the population since the opening up 
of extensive mineral fieldS in the neighbourhoOd·. 7b (Author's 
emphasiS). 
Although aiding the absolute expansion of the Institution and a 
bolstering of its 'fighting spirit', the large Ulster component in the 
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Order dia not further the reception of Orangeism in Scotland. Again 
the Courier's acerbic comment is representative. Censuring the 
magistrates of Glasgow for not taking draconian action on the 
disturbances in 1849 it proclaimed, -'I'hese party aisplays, however 
well intenaed, are not for this latitude. They are imports as 
77 
unwelcome as many of the Irish themselves-. 
Besides this growing reputation as a violent and alien 
organisation, even more immediate problems confrontea Orangeism from 
the late 1850's in the shape of a major schism. Discontent and 
aisaffection began to show itself in 1857, culminating two years later 
when several of the lodges in Glasgow, partick, Greenock and Ayrshire 
secedea from the Grand Lodge of Scotland. ~hey applied for and were 
granted warrants under the Orange Institution of Great Britain, based 
in England. subsequently these two Orange boaies, the original 
orange Association of Scotlana ana the British Institution, pursuea 
separate courses in 5cotland. 
Such divisions, though, were not as fundamental as those between 
patrician and plebeian lodges at various points in Orange history. 
'l'he exact sources of discontent are indeed unclear. Cloughley, Grana 
secretary in the 1930's, had no information, but aisputes over 
jurisdiction and administration combinea with 'clashes of personality' 
COUld be important - certainly for Johnstone of Ballykillbeg speaking 
in Greenock in 1870 blamed -the petty ambitions ot individuals who 
, 78 keep us asunaer·. This would also fit in with the geographical 
nature of the split, many ot the southern lodges being included, and 
with the fact that it occurred in a periOd of expansion in numbers and 
activity. 
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In conclusion, by the early 1860's orangeism in Scotland had 
gained a high public profile, but largely in terms of a 'party' or 
fighting society and certainly not as a credible organisational 
mechanism for propagating militant Protestantism. For, aespite 
apparently favourable developments in the socio-economic structures 
and ideological climate of scotland, the Institution did not attract 
significant bourgeois or gentry support or even mobilise effectively 
the anti-Irish sentiments of the &cottish working class. Behina this 
lay a further failure to anchor itself in the specifically Scottish 
traaition of anti-Catholicism and appear anything other than a 
misgrowth and 'unwelcome import'. 
In these circumstances the rapid acceleration in Orange fortunes 
from around lb65, discussed in the following chapters, is particularly 
striking. 
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CHAPTE.R 5 
ORA~GEISM IN SCOTLAND 1865-1900: QUAN'l'IFICATIO~ A~D CLASS COMPOSI'l'IO~ 
The years Ibb5-1900 mark the consolidation and turther expansion 
of the LOI's mass membership in scotland. The precise history of 
this periOd is important in various respects. First by stressing the 
Institution's status, in simple numerical and geographical terms, as a 
major form of working class mobilisation it provides a broao empirical 
indictment of its marginalisation in most accounts of l~th century 
1 · . 1 (1) class re at10ns 1n Scot and. ~he material is not merely 
descriptive, however, but has wider theoretical implications, 
provioing a perhaps oisconcerting rebuttal to a priori assumptions 
(often arawn trom commonsense but sometimes restated in the 
literature) of the LOI's class composition and its relation to 
sectionalism in the workplace. 
some Initial wuantitative Aspects 
Some grasp of the nunbers of people involved in Orangeism's 
mid-century expansion is essential. These provide the raw material 
for subsequent analyses of the LOI ana political activity, class 
relations, etc; there would be, for example, little point in engaging 
in aebate on these themes if this Institution's ofticial membership 
remained at its 184& figure ot boO. (2) 
Distinct problems of computation do arise though, and I am going 
to pursue two parallel strategies. ~irst of all an overall, albeit 
impressionistic, account can be drawn trom the successive mass 
11& 
aemonstrations taking place on or around the 12th of July each year. 
Secondly, a more detailea breakaown of the geographical bases for Lor 
activity can be constructea - in t~rms ot the presence of local ana 
aistrict lodges - from local history and miscellaneous sources. 
The Twelfth: 
12th of July parades from the lij7us increasingly replaced indoor 
lodge celebrations, not to mention spontaneous brawling, as the major 
form of LOr activity. The form of these parades, remaining largely 
unchangea to the present, was fairly complex ana aemanaing of 
considerable logistical skill on the part of their organisers. (3) 
A 'grand demonstration' would be held at a location specifiea by the 
Grand Lodge, and allover the west of Scot lana 'feeder' aemonstrations 
took place, with the Orangemen mustering (in Glasgow the traaitional 
muster point being Glasgow Green) ana marching through the main 
streets of their respective towns to the railway station or even in 
the case of the Clyde coast towns, the steamer en~arcation points. 
Arriving at their destination they joined in the combined 
demonstration usually to some fiela on the outskirts where they were 
adaressea from the platform by ~rand Lodge speakers and guests. On 
the ena result connolly, in 19uo, con~ented rather perceptively, 
-Viewing the procession as a mere league ••• l must confess some parts 
of it are beautiful, some of it lUdicroUS ana some of it exceedingly 
disturbing-. (4) 
The first demonstration along these lines was in Glasgow in 
1872. On this occasion 1500 were reported to have been present from 
Glasgow itself and adJacent districts. ~o loages representea the 
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Orange Association of Scotland (OA of S) and 12 the Loyal Orange 
Institution of ~reat Britain (LOI of Gb). (5) while not as yet 
immediately impressive this figure shoula be comparea to the total 
membership of over twenty years before, notea above, and it shoula 
also be stressed that large independent demonstrations were taking 
place that day at Airdrie, Slammanan ana Ayrshire. 
The following year, moreover, such a large triennial gathering was 
describea as Ithe greatest demonstration ever witnessea in connection 
'th 0 ' 'Scotlana· I. (b) W1 range1sm 1n The Glasgow her ala estimated 
40-~O,OOO in the procession. ~stimates given by otticials for 
railway transportation purposes the previous week, however, were only 
3u,000 and apparently not all the seats were filled on the aay. 
Given that the procession was more than two miles long ana took 55 
minutes to pass a given point perhaps lo-20,UuU is more realistic ana 
still a considerable figure. 
'I'his is supportea by turnout in subsequent years in the lb7u IS ana 
80 l s at grand aemonstrations hela at uumbarton, Kilmarnock and Port 
Glasgow. 'Ihese attracted an average 8,000, with families and 
supporters on top of thiS, the Glasgow contingent alone usually 
mustering 3,000-4,000. The figure seems to have been less the 
further the demonstration was hela from Glasgow ana also appears to 
fluctuate in response to local manifestations of economic 
uncertainty. Thus in the 1884 Idull trade l was saia to have been 
responsible tor the smaller numbers in the Govan turnout, -having tola 
severely here, the population having been on the decrease for some 
times past-. (7) Again other aemonstrations held simultaneously 
around scotland, in Lanarkshire, ~orth Ayrshire etc., coula attract in 
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(b) 
aooition a combinea total of arouna b,uOU. 
Clearly then it is best to treat as hyperbole the then Grana 
~aster George McLeoa's claim in 1875 that he stood, Wat the heaa ot 
00,000 menIDers in Scotlano ot such a gooo and peacetul 
fraternity ••• bu,OOO loyal men, gooa ana true whose Protestantism coula 
at all times be relieo uponw; (9) ana likewise the Glasgow ~ews 
estimate of no less than 90,000 Orangemen in Scotland in Ib78, 
. (10) 14-15,uOO of them ~n Glasgow. Yet nevertheless the figure 
which the LOI could turn out at its great ceremonial occasions in the 
1870's ana early 1880's is impressive. ~his growth is paralleled, as 
Patterson notes, by the LOI in Belfast which expanaea from the 185u's 
but particularly in the 1870's, both cases contraaicting the 
movement's official historians, Dewar, brown ana Long, who indicate 
the LOI had reactea a quietus from which it only recoverea through the 
enormous impetus receiveo trom Home Rule agitation in the mia 
Ib80's. (11) 
~his is not to say, ot COurse, that the Scottish Institution dia 
not additionally benefit from these political aevelopments. In Ibbb, 
for example, the year of the first home kule bill a markedly increasea 
com~lement of 7-&,UOO marched from Glasgow to Cowlairs. (12) In 
adaition, 57 loages turnea out at Motherwell, though the Greenock ana 
port Glasgow brethren numbering over 3uO ~referreo to sail to Rothesay 
on the new 'Meg Merilees'. Over 1,000 also ralliea at Ayr. (13) 
Progress though was not unimpeded and for the next tew years 
attenaances were 'scarcely as large as usual' as the immeaiate aanger 
of home Rule passea, though in contrast in Ibbb the Glasgow contingent 
(14 ) 
to Thornliebank numbered any upwards of 2,UOO in 30 loages. 
'l:he Ib9lJ IS tollowea a very similar pattern and again the home Rule 
issue came to prominence. In 1891 then the Glasgow turnout tor the 
march to Jordanhill was ·quite equal to that of former years., (l~) 
ana in 189~ with Glaastonels secona home Rule bill the demonstration 
at ~lasgow was lone of the most imposing ever to have taken place l 
with a 1 mile procession of 7,000 Glasgow Orangemen marching to 
Govan. 
(lb ) 
'l'he ~rana Demonstration ot Ib9b saw ~lJlJ loages at 
(17) Renfrew, and the following year an estimatea lO-l2,OOU were 
present at Kilbowie with contingents trom Glasgow, Port Glasgow, 
Greenock, paisley and Johnstone, etc., while another lU,UlJlJ trom b 
aistricts ana representing 35 loages were present at Airdrie. (18) 
Fluctuations aside trom the eviaence ot its public outings at 
least the LOI in Scot lana would appear to have entered the new century 
with a membership ot around 25,lJOO with around 8,UOIJ ot these in 
(19) Glasgow. 'lhough it is not intended at this stage to proviae a 
systematic assessment of their economic or political weight in 
scotlana it may help in putting this number in some perspective that 
the Amalgamated Society of Engineers and the Society of Boilermakers 
and Iron &hipbuilders, two of the most powerful traae unions 1n 
scotlana in the early 1890 1 s, had each arouna 8,UIJU members. The 
National F'eaeration of foIIineworkers, revived in Ibbb, had a nominal 
membership ot 25-40,000 while the Operative Masons, revived in 1892, 
'1' . (20) had 4,000 men aft1 lated. 
The 12th marches cannot, however, stand as the only inaex ot L01 
development in personnel and activity from the late 186U ls - this was 
after all the point at which the conduct ot the Orange year, quite 
literally, reached its crescendo. (Though one can surmise that the 
figures quotea in contemporary newspapers and even by Grana Loage 
officials were the ones to im~ress themselves most effectively on 
those involvea in the activities of the Conservative Party, Labour 
~ovement institutions, etc). For a more aaequate account of how the 
Oraer sustainea its functions, on a day to day basis, it is necessary 
to consider the LOl's numerical aavance in terms ot the geographical 
distribution of its lodges and aistrict loages, ana to note the 
. (~l) 
aevelopment of certa~n 'power bases'. 
Local Developments: 
AS suggestea, the broaa pattern in the earlier part of the century 
had been a diffusion of Orangeism from its earliest centres of South 
A~rshire, wigtownshire and Dumfries, northwards into ~lasgow, 
Lanarksbire, North Ayrshire and the commercial towns of Greenock ana 
port Glasgow on the Clyde Coast. In the years following lbb~ it is 
within these areas that the most markea consoliaation ana 
intensification of Orange activity occurs. (~2) (S ~ 1) ee l"lap • 
besides Lanarkshire and Ayrshire (where the progress of the LOl 
was acknowledged by the installation of a County Grana Lodge in 
F'ebruar~ lb75) (~3) one of the first centres to emerge was 
paisley. '!'bis haa been represented by a lodge, probably LOL. NO. 3 
'Royal Oak' or LOL. No. b 'Due de Schomberg' at one of the earliest 
12th displays in IB22, ana haa receivea a great impetus from the 
perioa of william Motherwell's involvement in the 11:130'5. (~4) It 
seems, however, to have experiencea another spurt of growth even ~y 
the late Ib~O's, witnessing probably the first public 'Orange and 
Protestant' soiree of its kina in Scotlana in l8~6, with upwards of 7UU 
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(25) present. By 1&66 it haa 10 loages meeting in their own 
. (26) t' t t' th' - . . 1 ( ) (~7) prem1ses and cons 1 u 1ng e1r own a1str1ct oage ~o. 6 • 
while the Orange presence in Paisley tendea to remain fairly 
constant in the latter part of the century, another growth point trom 
the 1&6U's and before - ~reenock - was to continue with a steaay 
aevelopment. Indeed, the Rev. Henry Henaerson's speech of Ibb~ 
boasting '1000 loyal Orangemen in c.reenock' is probably not greatly 
exaggerated, though it may incluae the figure trom neighbouring Port 
(2&) Glasgow. ~he following year 1,300 were reportea as present at 
-the granaest demonstration ana soiree ever hela in the Town Hall 
unaer the auspices of the Orangemen of c.reenock-; where the kev. C.unn 
congratulatea them on their prosperity -He rememberea when a very 
(~~) 
small hall holding about a hundred, CoUld hola them-. 
By 1874 these were organisea in two aistricts ~o. :$ and ~o. 4 of 
the L01 of C.B with a total ot 14 loages between them. (30) The 
number increasea to 15 the following year, with the 5 louges in Port 
c.lasgow now constituting their own district ~o. 19, (31) ana rose to 
17 in the 1890'S. Also worthy of note is the existence in the area 
of a Royal Black Perceptory, st. George's RBP ~o. 164, and hunt 
Chambre District (later W icliffe) RBP ~o. ~ll. (3~) 
Like the 12th turnout figures, however, such figures cannot go 
unqualHiea. For taking an overall view of scotland, at no point in 
the late l~th century dia the LuI's geographical stronghold exteno 
beyond the west of Scotland. Certainly ~5,OOO were estimatea to have 
attendea the l~th paraae in Bainburgh in 19U2, with william Johnstone 
of Ballykillbeg commenting that -the proceedings woula have been the most 
(3 j ) 
imposing seen in Scotland if the weather haa been more tavourable-. 
- 1.23 -
but this reflects the order's efficient transport arrangements rather 
than an improvement in the capital's status as an eastern reaoubt. 
The Glasgo~ Observer, for example, haa notea only a few years earlier 
that the Orangemen there -bulk so n,eagrely ••• that they thought it 
aavisable to hola their social in the Conservative roon~- ••• rather than 
(34) 
make any public display. (See kap 1). 
~ven within the west of Scot lana variations in support ~ere 
evident. 'Ihis is demonstrated by the case of Glasgow; for here large 
aistricts, the ~est ~na and South Siae, remainea mostly uncultivatea by 
the LO! (with the exception of a few loages in Co~caaaens ana Maryhill 
in the tormer case, ana some in 'l'hornliebank ana Pollokshaws, an ear ly 
centre, in the latter) (35) while other~ise Orangeism in the Clty 
experiencea fairly rapid ana wiaespreaa aevelopment. 
~he earliest 'Orange area' at the beginning of the l~th century, 
tor example, was Candleriggs and Blackfriars in the ola city centre. 
This was the site ot the major Orange Halls and Grana Loage 
headquarters till 1914, (36) forming hOe ~ aistrict ana l~o. ~4 
Candleriggs sub-aistrict with a complement of over blJO in 187&. (37) 
By the 184u's and 5u's though, new growth areas were alreaay 
apparent. (see Map 2). These incluaed Par tick ~hich formea aistrict 
hOe 1 of the LO! ot ~B as well as hOe 15 ot the Scottish Association. 
kost noticeable though in this periOd was the beginning of the spread 
eastwardS: first into Townheaa ~ith LOL. hOe 167 'Auchenairn 
Volunteers'; then to Camlachie ana calton, with districts hOSe 17 ana 
j7 respectively; to Parkheaa, aistrict No. 21 with 7 loages; ana to 
Bridgeton, ~hich haa previously only 2 lOdges, no~ becoming aistrict 31. 
This shitt ~as steaaily reinforcea with many more lOdges in these 
1~4 
areas in the late 18bO's and 70's. ~xpansion no~ also took place 
westwaras with the establishment of Anderston distict ~o. 41 and 
whiteinch/partick ~o. 46. Again from the late 1870's and bOIs the 
Institution expandea more definitely south of the river. Kinning 
Park, for example, which in 1878 had been 'not only a small but 
comparatively recent founaation' with 2 lOdges, in the 18bO's haa a 
total ot b lodges with a probable membership of 250-400. Districts 
were no~ formed also in Govan ~o. 4~, and Gorbals/hutchesontown ~o. 
50. bridgeton also underwent further aevelopment during this period 
~ith the creation of a further district ~o. 44 on its eastern bounaary 
- ana it is from this area came the 'ne~ men' in the LOI, w. young and 
J. McManl'.;' , r ising to prominence in the Gr and Looge in the late 
188U's. (38) 
10 sum up then, by the closing decaoes ot the l~th century the LOI 
haa oisplayed a very uneven pattern of aevelopment. It was still 
firmly rootea in the west ot scotland, ~ith notable centres ot gro~th 
in Glasgow and surrounding counties but it had faileo to have any 
significant impact either in the highlanos or in hdinburgh and the ~ast. 
Class Composition: 'I'heory 
Moving on to ~hat might be termeo the qualitative aspects of this 
general late l~th century development, from anecdote and folklore, 
particularly in the west of scotland, the strongest impression is that 
the LOI found its constituency among skilled workers, acting as a maJor 
lever to recruitment and aovancement in the shipyaras and engineering 
works. Superimpose on this an acquaintance with much of the 
SOCiological theory on the sectionalism of the l~th century ~orking 
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class, ana the preconception which was present at the outset of this 
research results - the orangemen's five-pointea star becomes firmly 
welded to the labour aristocrat IS, supposedly characteristic, 
watchchain, or in other words the LuI becomes hypostatisea as a labour 
aristocracy movement, albeit ot some vaguely 'aeviant ' nature. 
!:.ven a aegree of corroboration for this might be founa among sonle of 
the literature with a bearing on the Institution. Smith appears to see 
it in this light, (39) Melling also aiscusses it in the context of 
(4u) 
skilled male workers ana the aevelopment ot an artisan culture. 
In such accounts, ot course, the maJor tocus ot interest is 
elsewhere. here, however, where the focus is the LOl I commonsense I 
assumptions are effectively dispellea by the empirical material on the 
LOlls class composition, set out below, which strongly militate against 
assimilating Orangeism into the labour aristocracy type ot analysis. 
paralleling this development, moreover, is an increasing oisenchantment 
with the labour aristocracy concept itself, so that even patterson's 
otherwise sophisticated analysis which retains the labour aristocracy, 
artisan elite formula to refer at least to a section ot the LOl, seems 
tlaweo. 
'I'hese pOints are exanlinea below, starting from the mOre theoretical 
aebate, which has, of course, a wider relevance to the Scottish labour 
movement in general. 
Since the arguments surrounding the labour aristocracy are already 
well rehearsea ana there is a danger of being ensnareo by rhetoric, 
these will be dealt with briefly here. 
'l:he substantive aevelopments which have promotea the aaoption ot the 
theory for Scotland are tairly straighttorwara. 'I'he lb~O's onwaras 
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witnessed a massive shift to the manufacture ana export of capital 
gooos, thus integrating Scottish capital more closely with the tor tunes 
of british capital in the world economy, ana giving an enhanceo stanoing 
both to the inoustrial bourgeoisie and to skilleo labour. 
A prominent teature of this perioa was also a greater 
comprehensiveness in the hegemony of liberalism, though this shift was 
possibly less dramatic in scotlano. Thus, tor example, although there 
was a mio century revival in ~raae Unionism ana a greater propensity 
towaras joint action with the first regular 'I'raoes council in c.lasgow in 
18~b, the prooucts which emerged sharea the aistinctive traits ot the 
, 'h l' (41) Brltls mooe unlons. These included a view of political action 
in terms of pressure in the existing parliamentary parties, aavocacy ot 
franchise extension ana an acceptance of classical political economy. 
Such developments in expansion ana stability prompteo the backwaras 
proJection of Lenin's labour aristocracy conce~t, Which ori~inally 
appliea to the IB9u's ana 19Uu's to the mid l~th century. 'I'here are 
aifferent definitions of the basic concept but Foster proviaes a usetul 
example. He suggests then that the process of 'liberalisation' or 
stabilisation around the IB50's was rootea in a historical reorientation 
of the British ruling class in the face ot a 'revolutionary working 
class', an integral part of this reorientation being precisely the 
fragIrlentation of the labour force with strategies to encourage 
'sub-groupings' in the working class ana more etticient torms ot social 
(42) 
control. 
Increasingly though the labour aristocracy concept has met with only 
equivocal acceptance. In the face of criticism Moorhouse neatly 
coaifies three responses. First there is the almost dogmatic retension 
12& 
of the concept without qualification. ~ost recently, as alreaay notea, 
Smith states, -It is impossible to think of the 19th century without the 
term. It has been an organising concept ot most of the research into 
the 19th century labour movement-. (43) Secon61y ana 'the new 
insipia orthoaoxy' accoraing to ~oorhouse is a critical acceptance ot a 
'revisea concept' like Gray's with its less ambitious ana more 
indefinite claims tor explanatory power ana sometimes alliea with a 
culturalist problematic. The third position, however, is that the 
concept has little analytic value ana shoula now be disregaraed. (44) 
~he 'miaale course' here is no longer the instinctive or preterrable 
option tor analysis. 'l:he immeaiate problems, as Gray himself aanlits 
(4~) 
are twofold. It is aifficult, for instance, aespite Hobsbawm's 
precise criteria, for example, to iaentity empirically a alvision 
between labour aristocrats ana others. ~his might work for some 
specific occupations and localities but the very aiversity ot the 
scottish, not to mention British, ex~erience contounas almost any 
proceaure of generalisation. l"loreover, even if one can isolate this 
prizea group, as smith believes possible for Glasgow ana Liverpool, (40) 
the extent of its analytic power is still lett unclear; whether it is 
merely to aenote the empirical ~elineation ot social structure 
aivisions within the boun~aries of the working class, or more 
ambitiously, though with less precision, whether it can aid 
conceptualisation of the relationship between economic classes, class 
consciousness and state agencies. 
Gray believes the value of the concept is that it is concrete ana 
conJunctural but, as Clarke points out, the type ot division inaicatea 
by the 'labour aristocracy' may not be just a unique historical 
phenomenon but the particular form of a more general tendency towardS 
complexity and differentiation. For expansions and movements in 
capital do not necessarily unify and homogeneous labour even in the 
direct relations of production. (47) 
In this way structural divisions within localities, inaustries and 
indeed other internal divisions such as those based on gender, ethnic 
or religious categorisation, which cannot be simply explainea in terms 
of occupational tendencies, should perhaps be the starting point of an 
analysis of working class relations and consciousness, rather than an 
implicit principle of unity. TO employ the labour aristocracy device 
as sonle sort of historically contingent factor, to explain the 'gap' 
between the working class's theoretical destiny and its actual history 
in the 19th century displaces these central features. This is 
particularly significant in the Scottish case where a major sectional 
diviae was between the inaigenous Scots population and the migrant R.C. 
Irish. Indeed for an understanding of the complexity of class 
relations in Scotland and the LOr's position in them, a rigia retention 
of the labour aristocracy analysis does not mark a great aavance on the 
traditional economistic approach of Johnston, etc., and may inaeed have 
the effect of closure on more radical overtures to such issues. 
In the analysis of the Institution itself a number of more specific 
problems may result. &ere aoubts arise firstly from a possible 
logical inconsistency in suggesting that members of this same upper 
strata were the bearers of a characteristic 'liberal commonsense', and 
at the same time of the ideology tor Orangeism, a component of 
'Conservative commonsense'. 
Although this aifficulty can be circumventea by specifying the 
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heterogeneous nature of labour aristocracy culture, it is inaicative ot 
more basic problems with the value of the concept in approximating to 
the complexity of orangeism. For example, a further caveat is that a 
reliance on the concept may also obscure the centrality of the 
rough/respectable distinction in this context which, as ~oorhouse 
suggests, is by no means coterminous with hierarchies of skill and 
pay. This is not to suggest that it should replace the 'labour 
aristocracy' as new orthodoxy for labour history, but the aistinction 
does seem vital in understanding the nature of Orange self 
perceptions. It was also, as will be inaicated, the terrain on which 
many ot the rank and tile/leaaership conflicts were waged. 
Above all, however, the challenge against viewing the LOI as a 
'labour aristocracy movement' is posed on an empirical level by the 
clearly heterogeneous nature of the Order's class composition. 
Class Composition: Empirical ~aterial 
NO attempt was made in the preceaing sections to offer an 
explanatory analysis of the LOI's general expansion in the 19th century 
or its increasing presence in certain areas. A simple hypothesis can 
be made though, drawing particularly on the experience ot Glasgow, 
that, as in the earlier period, these closely tOllow the shift ot 
population ana the development of industry in the west ot scotland. 
In turn this involves the obvious assumption that the class basis of 
Orangeism must follow closely on the occupational and inaustrial 
structure of its specific locations, in other woras that, certainly at 
grass roots level in scotland, it was still overwhelmingly an 
organisation of the inaustrial working class, with possibly also a 
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petty bourgeois component. 
'l'he following breakdown of filembership for the latter !Jart ot the 
19th century does, indeea, reinforce these pOints. 
For this breakaown a selection of four main areas haS been maae for 
detailea examination - determinea to some extent b~ the availability of 
sources, but also designea to illustrate the aiffering material 
contexts for LOI development. Thus two burghs with aitfering 
inaustrial and occupational structures are consiaerea, ~reenock ana 
paisley, based respectively on commerce ana on textiles and cratts. 
Also consiaered is the Glasgow conurbation, a heavy inaustrial area and 
one of the largest centres of the Scottish LOI. Finally as examples 
of the Oraer in variea county settings, attention focuses on 
Lanarkshire and Ayrshire. 
The names of Orangemen in these areas were gathered from 
newspapers, pamphlets etc and checkea against electoral registers, Post 
Office directories ana Fowler's airectories to aetermine occupation. 
The majority of this sample are otficebearers, but certainly at private 
and district level these are strongly representative, as in Ireland, of 
the general character of the Institution's rank and file. They were, 
for example, aemocratically electea and the turnover of personnel 
throughout the period studied does not sU9gest a selt-perpetuating 
(42 ) ~or were the officebearers likely to be the most group. 
'literate' among the rank ana file, since the nature ot loage meetings 
and 'aegree work' did not set a particular priority on this. 
The largest ana most representative sample of names came from 
Greenock and paisley, where soirees etc were trequent and well 
reportea. It was possible to set out finaings here in the tables in 
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Appendices D, ~ and F. Glasgow also proviaea a large sample but, as 
aiscussea below, it probably represents only a small proportion ot 
orangemen in the city, therefore more general seconaary sources were 
employea as a supplement. 'l'his was also the case in Ayrshire ana 
Lanarkshire, ana with the tormer interviews with contemporary urangemen 
and ex-Orangemen were also used. ('l'he names ana occupations availabl~ 
tor Glasgow ana the counties are incluaea in the biographical inaex, 
Appenaix G). 
Greenock: 
'l'urning first to ~reenock, the aominant characteristics ot labour 
here was its unskilled and casual nature. 'l'his is expected from a 
primarily commercial and aistribution centre, though during the l~th 
century Greenock's status as a port had to some extent aeclinea as the 
deepening of the Clyde enablea ocean-going ships to reach Glasgow, ana 
sugar retining, textiles ana new enterprises in engineering haa 
(49) 
expandea. 
Lor membership here shows a close correspondence to these general 
circumstances throughout the perioa unaer study. 
Of the 53 names, trom Ib70-bb, tor which occupations have been 
locatea, 16, the largest group, are listed as 'labourers', only one of 
whom is apparently in a supervisory position. A further 10 are in 
unskilled work or aepressea trades, seaman, gatekeeper, tenter, etc. 
~ fall into the rather ambiguous and amorphous categories ot 'joiner' 
or 'engineer' while 6 are more definitely in skillea trades, but 
significantly those tiea to the volatile nature ot the local econoulY 
sailmaker, fitter, etc. 'l'he 12 remainin~ might be designated petty 
bourgeois and are mostly shopkeepers, an ironmonger, a grocer (ana 
1~3 
interestingly 2 wine and spirit merchants) with a sprinkling of 
clerical workers, an insurance agent, a 'broker', and a single 
representative of the professions - a veterinary surgeon. (~O) 
The majority of the LOI's Greenock membership in the lb7U's ana 
buts (62%) then, this sample WOUld seem to inaicate, was arawn trom 
that section of the working class, principally defined b~ its less 
regular ana well paid employment. Indeea the dominance ot this strata 
is probably understated above. For a turther 40 names it was not 
possible to determine occupation, ana the nature of the sources 
employea, Post Office Directories, Electoral Registers, suggest it 
woula be precisely the unskilled ana casual labourers who were omitted. 
This impression of class composition is contirmea tor the later 
perioa. lhe 1892-3 Post Otfice airectory gives a very tull listing ot 
LuI ofticebearers. Of 3& names for which occupations can be touna Ib 
are listea as 'labourers' or in unskillea traaes, 3 are janitors or 
watchmen, 11 are in the 'titter', 'joiner' type category or in other 
skillea trades, b are small shopkeepers (one a spirit aealer) or 
insurance salesmen, 1 is a fireman ana 1 a policeman. (51) 
A turther si9nificant dimension in the Greenock case is also the 
t t t LOI mb . t' 1 . (52) ex en 0 me ers reslden la concentratlon. Like 
candleriggs in Glasgow, the original 'Orange area' in the Ib~O'S ana 
bOIs and site of the Institution's Ball, haa been Cathcart street ana 
the nellpark area towaras the olaer centre ot the town, ana here the 
Orangemen retained a strong presence. From the 1870's onwards, 
however, the real muscle of the membership was to be founa in the area 
of new tenement flats on the higher grouna to the south ot the town ana 
close to the sugar retineries and founaries - Drumfrochar koad, 
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prospecthill Roaa, Ingleston ~treet, with ~ill street as its axis (see 
(53) ~ap 3). ~ven among the petty bourgeois element, notea above, 
several had business premises or residences in this southern corner. 
In 1892-3 indeed the southern concentration is particularly 
prominent. 7 officebearers are resident in Drumfrochar Road alone, 3 
in Dempster street, 5 in the Ingleston street/Baker street area. (54) 
By comparison, for example, in the 1870-bo perioa 4 officebearers' 
names were located in Cathcart street, 0 in DrumfrochQr Roaa, 3 in 
prospecthill Roaa, 3 in Ingleston street, 3 in Crescent street, 3 in 
(55) . ~est Blackhall Street and 2 in Market street, stlll a very 
slgnificant concentration, 4b.l%. 
Although antiCipating the aiscussion below on the LOI ana labour 
migration it shoula be stressea that this was precisely the area ot 
heavy Protestant Irish settlement, 34.2% here being ot Irish birth. (50) 
~he Roman Catholic Irish seem to have been similarly concentratea in 
the ola decaying part ot the town ana the neighbouring burgh of 
cartsdyke to the east. 
In this way a possible parallel emerges between Greenock ana 
Liverpool in terms of the LOI's physical ghettoisation and significant 
casual and unskillea component. (~he two centres ot course also 
sharea an economic structure rootea in comnlerce rather than heavy 
(57) industry). It is dangerous, however, to extend the Liverpool 
comparison in any sustainea manner to Scotland as a whole. If one 
looks at Paisley, for example, a comparable burgh to Greenock in si~e 
and location, its pattern of class affiliation has quite a aistinct 
emphasis. 
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paisley 
Unlike Greenock, paisley from the late 18th century enJoyed a 
tradition of skilled labour based on high qualit~ textile ~roduction 
with a strong raaical culture. In the perioa unaer study the local 
economy haa become dominated by thread mills ana more vulnerable to 
fluctuations of demand, but also representea were a large number ot 
urban crafts, coach building, tailoring, shoemaking ana printing. ~he 
town in addition actea as a cooonercial centre for the surrounaing 
agricultural aistricts of Renfrewshire. (~8) 
The sources proviae a smaller sample than the preceaing case but 
the impression is of a much larger artisan ana petty bourgeois 
component in LO! membership than Greenock. From 35 names, ~b tit this 
description, the patternmaker, shuttlemaker ana arapers reflecting 
paisley's textile basis, though other shopkee~ers, clerical workers, 
cobblers ana tailors are also represented. l59) ~he percentage is 
considerably higher - 74.3% than for Greenock 3b.~%. This may well 
understate the extent of unskilled involvement, (bU) but it is also 
significant to note that the Order in paisley was more able than in 
Greenock to attract the much desirea 'better class of canaiaates'. 
(01) A.R. pollock, for example, owner ot a arysalters company and 
'convenor of antiquities' of the paisley Philosophical Institution 
(b~) . t . t . , , was D1S r1C Master 1n the 1870 sana bO s. Other oftice 
bearers include William Robertson, Minister of the local primitive 
Methodist; Thomas Graham, a aoctor; ana Mr. Smellie of Gallowhill, a 
'gentleman'. One can conJecture that these local notables would not 
have been so attractea to the Order had its social basis in the area 
been more similar to Greenock's. 
(63) 
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A further interesting feature in paisley is, moreover, the apparent 
absence of resioential segregation of the membership. ~o inaication 
of an Orange area comparable to the Mill Street/Drumfrochar Road 
example above emerged - the Orange Hall was itself in the High &treet 
of the town. Generally, as Mccarthy indicates, paisley was free trom 
~reenock or Liverpool's degree of resiaential segregation on religious 
lines, though the Roman Catholic Irish had originally tenaea to settle 
in the oecayed areas such as the Snedoon and parts of the new town. 
(64) 
Glasgow 
Moving on to the case ot ~lasgow, the tirst impression of the city 
is of a hybrid of the two patterns of class affiliation outlined above 
- a thorough aamixture of unskillea, casual and artisan, petty 
bourgeois. Unfortunately a detailea tabulatea breakdown is not 
feasible as it is for ~reenock, (65) nor are occupational lOdges 
found as they were on occasion in Belfast thought they may have existeo 
. (66) 1n a Ide facto ' sense. Conclusions, then, must remain rather 
indefinite. However, working on the premises suggestea above, on the 
links between the local inaustrial structure and the occupational and 
class basis ot the LOI, clearly a strong representation is to be 
expectea from the inaustrial working class - with Glasgow from the 
1870
'
s becoming a major centre for heavy engineering ana shipbuilding 
and metal manufacture. And indeed it one examines the outposts ot the 
oroer in areas of the city where it was otherwise not represented one 
finas there were also working class outposts in otherwise bourgeois 
resioential areas. In the College parliamentary olvision which 
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covered large areas of the west Bnd, for example, the only district 
with any sizable LOI presence was Cowcaaaens which, as McCaffrey notes, 
was characterisea by an unskilled working class population, high 
density housing and a local economy basea on tounaries and chemical 
(67) 
works. 
seyona this it becomes aifficult to determine the relative weight 
of unskilled or artisan components ot membership. Nor is the general 
economic context conclusive. Glasgow's base in heavy inaustry, noted 
above, ensurea an occupational structure where the skilled workers, in 
the broaaest definition, aominatea. But 'l'reble still estimates ~7 .16% 
employea males were unskillea ana as Smith suggests this may actually 
underestimate those in the 'unskillea' category with the difficulty in 
precisely identifying the status of the growing designation of 
(bij) 
'hanayman'. 
only in a few localities for which a limited breakaown is possible 
can one suggest a predominance of one component or the other. In 
partick, like bast Belfast, its local economy relying on shipbuilding 
and engineering, the strength ot the skillea working class element 
seems indicated by a number of those from the boilermaking and 
engineering trades among office bearers in ~o. 16 and 46 districts. 
(6~) while Anderston is probably similar in this respect, both 
cowcaddens and Maryhill though present important contrasts. The 
industries of the tormer were notea above ana in the latter case 'a 
pocket version of haaes' on the 12th, (70) large areas were occupied 
for railway purposes or by large public works in the 1&7U's ana ijO's, 
heavy industry characteristic of elsewhere in the city having not yet 
penetratea. In both cases the LOI tenaea to reflect the unskillea 
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nature of the general working class composition, with occupations of 
officebearers ranging trom labourers, nloulders to a railway signal 
(71) 
maker. In all other areas, however, even this limitea 
breakoown is difficult from the sources. ~hese are also areas of a 
more oiverse class base. Camlachie, for instance, with its chemical 
works and Beardmore's furnace at Parkheaa had some of the worst slum 
housing in the city, Little and Great Dovehill ana the Rookery but also 
the new artisan tenements of Annfield ana Bellgrove. (72) It is 
similarly difficult to specify with any accuracy the size of the petty 
bourgeois component tor the various localities but the biographical 
index suggests a fair presence, again frequently in the shape of 
insurance collectors and shopkeepers. 
c ~ 
kore straighttorwara is the probably lack of ghettoisation of the 
LOI's membership when comparea with Greenock or Liverpool, aespite the 
Oraer's increasing presence, sketcheo above, in areas like Calton ana 
Bridgeton. There had been in the IB30's a range ot buildings in 
Briageton known as 'wee Belfast' occupied by weavers from ~orthern 
Ireland, (73) but such examples are few from the Ib7u's onwards due 
(74) in part to the tenement system. whiteinch ana Partick were 
reckoneo by contemporaries to be 'Orange' strongholdS, for example, but 
the term is used loosely with no distinction usually made here in 
anecootal evioence between LOI members, Protestant Irish and even 
inaigenous Protestants - the actual aegree of resioential segregation 
is inoeed doubtful. (75) ~or was any religious concentration even 
translated into political terms. As hutchison points out there were 
no 'protestant' waros though some were 'skillea' or 'unskillea', ana 
the Roman Catholic Irish were similarly distributea throughout waros 
l4U 
, t't' (76) and parl~amentary cons ~ uenc~es. 
The LOI's aiversity even within the west of Scot lana context, and 
its correspondence to the industrial structure and local 
characteristics of the workforce in the three localities above, is 
contirmed it attention is extenaea brietly to its county strongholds, 
Lanarkshire and Ayrshire. 
Lanarkshire and Ayrshire 
Campbell, tor example, in his study of the Lanarkshire coalfields, 
indicates the strength or Orange membership there among coal face 
workers who had achieved a precarious quasi-craft position arawing on 
the independent collier tradition. (77) Later in the century 
Orangemen were probably also increasingly drawn trom the iron and 
steel works in Lanarkshire. MCDonagh notes that many Protestant 
Irish were employed in largely skilled capacities, particularly in the 
original Tube ana Iron smelting works such as Kipps, Bairds ana Lloyds 
'Sun' and 'Britain' branches which employea Roman Catholic Irish only 
in the capacity ot Puddlers' labourers, and later blastturnacemen. 
Though new works in the 1~90's were less able to select their 
workforce. (7&) This area is also interesting, she suggests, in 
its marked resiaential segregation particularly in the case ot the 
mining villages of Harthill and Larkhall which were the local centres 
(79) 
of the Order. 
In the case ot Ayrshire membership was similarly drawn from the 
mining community in the small southern villages such as Patna which 
boasted 2 lodges in the 1870's. (80) Though also represented in 
membership in the south were agricultural workers suggesting a 
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similarity with some of the Ulster counties, Tyrone ana Fermanagh. 
'l'his group was also present in the loages in North Ayrshire, in 
the Dalry and Kilwinning area lOdges, Districts No.9 ana 14, for 
example, but overall here, like Lanarkshire the heavy industry 
" t· (81) workforce preaom~na ed. The heart of Ayrshire's industrial 
area around Ardrossan, saltcoats, stevenston, Irvine ana Kilwinning 
was indeed described by contemporaries as 'a little Lanarkshire' with 
ironworks, mining and a variety of manufacturing. In Ib73 the 
Garnock area alone haa 31 out of 61 of the ironstone mines in the 
(82) 
country. 
Thus, for example, the village (or more correctll' hamlet) of 'the 
Den' near Beith, which was based around a single small pit and haa a 
population of just over a hunarea, haa its own loage trom the Ib90's, 
until the pit was exhausted in the 1920's and the community 
aispersea. (83) 
From the lbBO's a new potential component was aaaea when 
steelworking was introduced in the area by ~erry and Cunningham at 
Glengarnock. 'l'he steelworkers seem to have proviaea the backbone of 
the LOr in the Garnock Valley though the lack of sources make it 
impossible to specify whether a skilled element preaominated. Merry 
and Cunningham apparently employed members of the Institution in all 
capacities including that of labourer and blastturnacemen. (84) 
These workers were housed in company housing basea on the aesign of 
miners rows, but unlike some of the Lanarkshire villages at no point 
aid they become 'Orar..1e' enclaves, insteaa containing a significant 
"" h 1" 1 t" (b5 ) Irish, and later even L~thuan~an, Roman Cat 0 ~c popu a ~on. 
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An Appraisal 
~he LOI in scotland, therefore, was a diverse ana complex 
phenomenon, arawing for its membership in the District and Private 
lodges, on both skilled and unskilled workers and on the petty 
bourgeoisie. The question of internal class relations (ana the class 
composition of the Grand LOdge) ~ill be discussed in Chapter b. At 
this pOint, ho~ever, t~o aspects of the Institution's own role in the 
general context of Scottish class relations will be considered: tirst, 
its relation to sectional practices; and, secondly, a most ditficult 
related issue, the question of what motivated th~ above groups as 
orangemen. 
LOI and &ectionalism: For Gibbon the LOI ~as influential among the 
protestant working class in Ulster because it enforced the protestant 
monopoly in skillea traaes, (~6) and in the scottish case this view 
is again reinforced in popular mythology. In truth, however, the 
relationship between religious sectarianism and sectionalism seems to 
have been a great deal more historically contingent. The basic 
analytic point woula be to delineate this empirically. Unfortunately, 
for the 19th century this appears an almost impossible work ot 
historical recovery, with the nuances of possible occupational 
discrimination most unlikely to reach official Trade Union ana 
industrial records. Only partial insights can be offerea then. 
The skilled component in LOI membership in Scotland has been noted 
above. Again for the involvement ot the Institution's members in the 
organisations of this section of labour the eviaence is more likely to 
be circumstantial than documentary. The local branch ot the 
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Boilermakers' society in Airdrie, for example, traditionally met in th~ 
Orange Hall in Baillie street, as did the Bakers Union (and still were 
meeting there in the 1950's). (b7) The ASB similarly used the 
coatbridge Orange Hall from 1877-1931 and did not have a single Roman 
catholic member till the 1930's. 
here it seems most likely to have been the case, as patterson has 
suggested tor Belfast, that while skillea men COUld employ 
discriminating practices qua orangemen, their sectionalism was in fact 
dependent on their prior status as cratt workers in trades with 
restrictive rules of entry and ap~renticeship. Orange iaeology, in 
other words, determinea that those alreaay in a position to exercise 
craft control woula do so in a specific way. 
To take the ASh example again, this union caterea for a highly 
skillea membership being exclusively restricted to those who had served 
a lengthy full apprenticeship. The largest component in Lanarkshire 
were indeed Scots whose main interest was in maintaining the high 
standaras of entry to the traae rather than the more political aspects 
of Unionism (as illustratea in Ib~7 by the refusal of the Coatbriage 
branch to accept an invitation to join the workers parliametnary 
con~ittee). (8b) Some Protestant Irish, principally those trom the 
Belfast shipyards and probably including many orangemen, were eligible 
to Join and a number aia. However, it seems more likely that the 
exclusive nature of the traae precludea the less well eaucated and 
connectea Irish Roman Catholics from membership, rather than an active 
LOI inspirea discrimination policy. Indeed the National Iron and 
steel workers' Union which acceptea all grades ot iron workers, 
incluaing 
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semi and unskilled, did have a majority of Roman Catholic members. (~9) 
Some contrasting examples may, of course, be founa. Sectarianism 
may have been more weighted as an explanatory factor in cases where 
employers actively pursued a hierarchical structure ot employment along 
religious lines, as notea above in some ot the earlier Lanarkshire 
Ironworks. But overall, the imVression of Orangeism as a vocabUlary 
for maintaining prior mechanisms of exclusion is persuasive. 
Following on from these points, one might expect in sectors ot 
unskilled labour unprotected by strong craft unions that Orangeism would 
have more aecisive material effects. Patterson, tor example, notes 
that 4 out of 6 of the occupational loages in Belfast in l~89 were 
. (90) focused on work of thlS nature. This general area, of course, 
is also a fertile grouna for folklore: Thayer, for instance, suggests 
that in dockwork in Liverpool if a gang boss was Irish he woula hire 
only Irish gangers ana similarly if he were Protestant he woula hire 
only those of his own faith. A sign language grew up that woula 
inaicate to the gang boss to which religion the job seeker belongea. 
If he flutterea his fingers by the siae of his cheek in the imitation of 
a flute player he was a Protestant; ana if he gave the sign of the cross 
he was a Catholic. According to Thayer the story goes that every 
morning the workers would line up at the docks for jobs ana in the 
confusion one unwitting Catholic or Protestant woula find himself in the 
wrong line 'Got a job for me, mate?', woula ask the Irishman (crOSSing 
himself) '~ot bloody likely' would come the reply from the foreman 
(fluttering his fingers). In many cases, Thayer was informed, such a 
miscalculation would fino the ottender being quick-step~ed onto the eage 
of the pier ana thrown in the ~ersey. 
(91) 
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Again in reality though the situation is a complex and historically 
variable one tor which tormal sources are ot little assistance. It 
seems that as an agency for selective recruitment, the LOI will in fact 
have competed strongly with the connections ot family and friends 
already in the work place. ihere may, ot course, have been some 
overlap between the two, but it also is probable that practices of 
exclusion and prejudice would be conductea by a much larger section ot 
the working class in Scot lana than were members ot the Order. (9~) 
In these circumstances, and in a way which again militates against 
the Labour aristocracy concept being unproblematically appliea to the 
LOI, the traaitional role of 'marginal privilege', the term employea to 
denote the relative political ana economic aavantage of the protestant 
working class in the Ulster case, seems in need ot reassessment. 
(Indeed Patterson suggests the usual arguments about economic 
differ.entiation ana sectarianism may not have gone tar beyona the 
impressionistic comments of Beatrice webb). (93) 
Although it has been suggestea above that sectionalism ana craft 
awareness are primary material circumstances allowing the ~romotion of a 
sectarian ideology germane to Orange membership, crucially this iaeology 
was more likely to have been the prOduct of external factors. ihe 
dynamics of sectarianism then were not simply reducible to the work 
place, ana may indeed have drawn more on iaeological ana political 
factors than the economic level. The question perhaps was more one of 
territoriality or intercommunal relations than proQuction - with the 
entry ot Roman Catholics into the workplace being seen as an 
unfavourable shift in the overall balance of forces. 
In this way, it has been argued tor Ulster that even more 
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significant than marginal economic privilege was the wiaer regional 
context within which differentiations existed, Unionist ideology having 
a much less substantial social base it locatea simply in the privilege 
of a section of the Protestant working class. Insteaa its hegemony 
lay, Patterson believes, in the contrast it are~ between an expansionary 
. l' th th h .. ( 94 ) regional cap1ta 1n e Nor ana Sout ern underaevelopment. 
Such an analysis may seem irrelevant to the LOl in Scotlana, but 
taking the argument in the next chapter that the most substantial and 
significant component of the Institution's membership were Ulstermen, 
the transfer of such conceptions of ascendancy may, in fact, be a 
crucial factor in its practice here; while their very inappropriateness 
in the quite distinct scottish social formation might simultaneously 
have actea as a block on the LOI's future prosperity. 
Motivation: 
The most basic and yet the most potentially perplexing problem 
remains, namely the motivations ot the LOI's varied rank ana tile 
membership. why were they orangemen? what dia it mean to them to be 
an orangeman? 
Some initial material factors can, of course, be citea. The 
network ot lodges, for example, seems to have retained its original 
informal benevolent function paralleling the provisions of the plethora 
of benefit ana friendly societies in the 19th century: Foresters, 
, Gardeners, Shepheras, etc. The Imperial Orange Council meeting in 
Glasgow in 1912 hopea to standardise these by becoming an approved 
friendly society under the Insurance Act; the Orange and Protestant 
Friendly society, which resulted registering 26 branches in and arouna 
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(9~) ~lasgow the following year. By the late 19th century early 20th 
century the Institution was also increasingly engaged in more general 
charitable work such as that undertaken by the Loyal Orange widOWS Fund 
If t · 190'-7. (96) set up in Be as In u There may also have been the hope, 
however well foundea, as inaicated above, that for those with little job 
bargaining power positive discrimination might work in favour of one ot 
'the brethren'. 
Beyond this, however, in attempting to grasp what, for instance, 
Orangeism contributed to its members' wiaer self-conceptions and how it 
interacted with images forged in the work place, a sociological analysis 
such as this, remaining largely at the level of social structure and 
class relations, begins to look rather inadequate. 
The first impression here though, is of a certain 'identity' 
conferrea by affiliation. For the skilled worker, sho~keeper etc this 
may have been a further enrichment of the existing perception of his 
role with a demarcation even from his fellow craftsmen or business 
rivals. For the unskilled an alternative identity outwith the 
workplace was offered. here, too, the elaborate proliferation ot 
orders, particularly within the RBP, previously outlined, haa the 
important function of internal differentiation, providing a recognisea 
hierarchy of status to which the novice could aspire. 
A 'respectable' or 'decent' standing among the working class, akin 
to that conferred by the Temperance Societies etc of the 'Liberal 
beehive' may have been a motivation for some Orangemen. One is 
frequently struck by the pathetic aignity ot orange 'speechifying' ana 
their prolix resolutions, which do seem inaicative ot working men 
striving for 'respectable' or perhaps more accurately 'educatea' status. 
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It is more likely though that many of this group may have gravitatea 
towards the quasi masonic Royal black preceptory; with more of an 
esoteric and allegorical emphasis on ritual, which was, as suggested, 
colloquially known as the 'sedate' oraer as opposea to the 'rag tag' 
LOI. (97) For the majority of the LOI rank and file the sources tor 
this identity are more diffuse and insubstantial. 
One point here which can be drawn from the section on Orange 
ideology is the sense of belonging to some form of an elite, a vanguard 
(or at other times bulwark) conferrea by aaherence to the Oraer. It 
protestantism was 'the purest form of evangelical Christianity', 'the 
religion of the Bible', Orangeism was in turn, as Grana Loage 
personalities never tirea of stressing, ''I'rue Blue' Protestantism in 
action, interaenominational and above party in Church ana state. It is 
probably in this sense that the Orangeman felt himself to be 'marginally 
pr ivileged' • whether a genuine or bastard religiosity animatea the 
ordinary member is rather missing the point; tor to subscribe to ''I'he 
Protestant Religion' had much wider resonances than church attendance 
being intertwinea precisely with claims for political and territorial 
ascendancy. 
the iaentity promoted here was potently expressed in almost 
ritualistic confrontation with Roman Catholics - most Significantly in 
the triumphalist celebrations surrounding the l~th of July. 'I'his 
specific form of plebeian Orangeism, typified as traditional 'combative 
sectarianism', was a vital dynamic but, as frequently stressea, coula 
bring the LOI into conflict with the ruling class bloc and state 
agencies and proauce internal conflicts. The official historians of 
the Irish Order capture the attitude of mind with great clarity. 
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• ••• what mattered to the ordinary man was to be able to feel that his 
own position and living and those of his family were secure. He wanted 
to go to fairs and markets without being cudgelled there, or waylaid on 
his return, and to use whatever roadS he wished. when reports ot 
disoroer, intimidation and 'agrarian' crim~ came from the south, the 
~orthern Protestants refused to allow the slightest self-assertion to 
'the other side' lest the same occur in his own neighbourhood. On the 
12th of July ••• he marched with his lodge, behind its flag and drums and 
fifes, wearing his regalia (cockade, ribbons, scarf or sash) and, armed 
with his yeoman gun, to show his strength in arms where he thought it 
would dO most gOOd. where you CoUld walk, 
you were dominant, and the other things followed ••• •• (Author's 
. (98) emphas~s) 
TWO final points should be briefly outlined here, the total world 
view otferea by Orange ideology and the total nature of the Orange 
community. A cornerstone of the former, as already noted was, of 
course, an all embracing world conspiracy theory, which focused on Papal 
and Jesuitical machinations and which coula in turn be employea to 
'explain' a vast range of topical features, including the politics ot 
the Liberal party; Roman catholic ana secularist activity at the school 
Board elections; Ritualism; Home Rule; and even the ~ranco-Prussian 
war. As for the secona, it is vital to grasp that besiaes its economic 
and charitable role, the order had a considerable social and cultural 
function in predominately working class areas like partick, Kinning Park 
and Bridgeton. The limited requirements tor Orange pageantry, flutes, 
banners and regalia, more simple than that of Freemasonry, COUld be 
fa1rly easily mustered there, affiliation fees moreover were modest and 
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paid at monthly lodge meetings rather than the masonic system ot heavy 
b . t' t t f (9~) annual su scr1p 10n or es ees. weekly bano practices and the 
regular pattern of initiations and Oegree work offered valuea 
recreational opportunities, in Greenock inaeea there was a '&ons of 
. (100 
william' ~uadr111e party. At the last membership even conferrea 
(101) 
the right to an Orange funeral. 
'l'he thread which ran through these actions was, moreover, a 
convivial, not to say bibulous one, and eventually this was to be given 
formal recognition by the setting up ot many 'Blue star' social clubs 
attacheO to lodges and providing a vital source of income. (102) 
Temperance 100ges were also found though, ana there were a tew in 
Glasgow and surrounding areas by the ena of the 19th century, LOL No. 
217 'Barthill Temperance' and LOL No. 440 'NO Surrenaer Total 
Abstainers' Gallowgate, for example, the latter established in 1606. (103). 
A possible index to the total nature of such provisions is inoeea 
the small number of ordinary Orangemen who are to be founa in 'outside' 
organisations such as Temperance ana Friendly societies. paisley, ana 
Greenock, already examined, present very similar patterns. In paisley 
~ names were identifiea, with the exception of Distr ict l'laster A.R. 
Pollock in the Philosophical Society, in other paisley societies, 
benevolent, traoe ano religious, nor contrary to current popular 
assumption among any of the officebearers of the town's masonic lodges, 
Renfrew county 'Kilwinning' Looge or paisley 'St. Mirren'. (104) In 
Greenock only the most peripheral involvement was found in benevolent, 
temperance and sporting clubs, with one william Swan, an Orangeman, 
being describea as 'key keeper' in the weavers' Society. Again there 
is no representation apparent in the lodges of Freemasonry, Kilwinning 
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No. 12, st. John NO. 17~ and the Royal Arch Chapter No. 17, nor in the 
town's main religious societies, the Greenock Unitea Bible Society ana 
Association, the YMCA and the working BOYS' ana Girls' Religious 
Society. The one exception here with some Orange participation, 
although by no means a aOll1ination in its committee, is the Greenock 
Young Men's Protestant Association institutea in Ibb2. 
Interestingly, though, this has a constitution which reads like an 
extension of the oraer's own, its object: the study of the Bible ana 
Romish works, enlightenment of Protestants as to the real character of 
Popery in its religious, social ana political aspects and the 
. f . t (105) converSlon 0 RomanlS S. 
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CHAPTER 6 
O~GEISM I~ SCOTL~D 1865-1900: ABSOLUTE STRENGTH AND RELATIVE wEA~NESS 
At this stage, the historical account of Scottish Orangeism must 
raise a further substantive problem. For although the late 19th 
century movement increased significantly in absolute strength, in 
relative terms when compared to Ulster and other concentrations in 
Liverpool ana the Commonwealth, its influence overall, on the religious 
establishment or political structure, for example, continued to be 
fairly limited - an unfavourable feature which haa also characterisea 
the 1799-lb65 period. we begin though with consideration of the 
order's numerical and geographical expansion detailea in the preceaing 
chapter. 
Institutional Developments 
In Cloughley's official account a central role in the process of 
expansion is accorded to the resolution of the 1859 schism of the 
orange boay, when, ·happily·, he suggests, ·leaders on both siaes 
reviewing the progress of the past and with the vision of a great 
future, began to realise that their mission could best be fulfillea by 
. f h f • (1) a un10n 0 t e orces. Unlike much of the official history 
there is at least some explanatory power in thiS, for a large bOdy of 
loages had actually seceded in partick, Glasgow, Greenock and Ayrshire, 
and pursued a separate course from the Orange Association of scotland 
(UA of S) with potentially destructive results. ihey fieldea rival 
candidates, for instance in the Glasgow School Board elections in 1873 
lbO 
and 7~, dividing the orange vote. (2) 
The actual process of negotiation and settlement though was a great 
deal more acrimonious than Cloughley admits. The idea of union had 
first been mooted in 1870 but 5 years later the OA ot S Past Grana 
Master, George McLeod, was still thundering on the -time, trouble ana 
expense of attempting to bring about union with the schismatic 
bOdy-.(3) ostensibly the case for amalgamation on the part ot 
McLeoa and his Grand Loage colleagues arose from a concern tor 
efficiency in promoting 'the cause'. -It behoves us to be a unitea 
body-, C.I. Paton aeclared Wto overthrow Popery ana uphola 
protestantism. Such are the reasons for having only Jurisdiction in 
h t . . th 1 G· t ... 1 W ( 4 ) eac na lon, Wl on y one rand LOdge 0 guara prlnclp es •••• 
He went on though to reveal an underlying motivation, one coherent with 
the quest for respectable and responsible status within Scottish 
society which was to be a hallmark of Grand Lodge policy in the late 
l~th century. (5) Disclosing the real nature 01 his apprehension 
and antagonism towards the rival Orange Institution of Great Britain 
(01 of GB) he stressed it Wsprang into existence twenty years ago 
without applying for a Grand Lodge of Ireland warrant or any other 
authority, nor is it connectea with the Orange body or Imperial 
conference w • Crucially since this origin was irregular and since the 
scottish Grana Lodge haa no jurisdiction over it, wwe have no 
responsibility tor its conduct, cannot censure or punish them lin the 
01 of GB) as to preserve the 900a name of Orangeism from reproach w• 
Consequently Wthe Grand Lodge of Scotland now encourages lodges to 
renounce the connection with the 01 of GB and come into the orange 
Association with free warrants w• 
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The union in fact took place on more equal terms with -All 
officers, other than Grand Loage officers, and brethren of the two 
bodies being considerea officers and brethren of the Institution, 
retaining rank ana distinction-. (6) An initial agreement was 
signed in May Ib76 though in Se~tember -General ana select committees 
(of the 01 of GB) had come to a standstill regarding the propriety of 
accepting the existing laws, rituals and ceremonies ot the Grana LOdge 
of scotland-. (7) It was not until June of the following year that 
the 'happy union' COUld finally be reported in Grana Lodge minutes, th~ 
united Order aaopting the name of '~he Loyal Orange Institution ot 
scotland'. (8) 
AS had been the case with the healing ot a similar schism in Canada 
l ' (9) th ' . 'd h ' over 20 years ear 1er, e un10n a1 prove a appy one, promotlng 
at least a sounder financial basis. within a year two new districts 
were found, one in Dumfries the other in Motherwell. (10) 
It is, of course, implausible that such institutional developments 
were themselves sufficient condition tor expansion, although they 
probably acted as useful aajuncts, facilitating, for exam~le, the 
organisation of elaborate 12th celebrations. An alternative 
explanatory tramework is clearly required; tor this more sustainea 
developments will be considered, occurring on the political iaeological 
and economic levels. 
Political Issues 
Developments on this level can be dealt with very briefly here, but 
will be given a much more intensive treatment in Section j aealing with 
political practice. It is sufficient to note the prevalence, from the 
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late Ib60's onwards, of galvanizing issues for the LOI, which seem 
relevant to the continuing cyclical nature ot much of the Institution's 
activity - as indicatea in the varying figures for 12th turnout. 
The first such issue was the crisis throughout 186& over the 
Liberal government's intention to disestablish the Church of Ireland, a 
Bill for the purpose being finally introducea in ~arch 1869. This was 
followed by successive Disestablishment crises which shook the church 
in Scotland in the early 1860's ana duriny the 189U's. (11) By Ib79 
the orangemen were also faced with the prospect of the re-establishment 
(12) 
of the ~apal hierarchy in Scotland. 
An even more aecisive factor, though, in stimulating the 
Institution's progress (and particularly in forging links with west of 
Scotland conservatives) was the Liberal attempt at Irish home Rule, in 
the Bills ot 1866 ana 1892. Ritualism in the churches, however, tor 
walker a ·portmanteau term ot abuse· equating those clergymen who 
practicea liturgical ceremony sparingly with crypto-catholics, (13) 
aid not have the same currency in Scotland at the ena ot the 19th 
century as in Liverpool; although resolutions against it were passed at 
successive 12th gatherings among the usual "Orange pow-wow and Boyne 
water bunkum" as the Catholic Glasgow Observer commented. (14) In 
the established Church of scotland the only significant high church 
movement was the Scottish church society formed in 1&92 which was 
primarily concerned with the place ot 'catholic doctrine' in the life 
of the church rather than ritual and ceremonial. (15) 
~he Ideological Level 
Since the scottish Churches ana their links with Orangeism will be 
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dealt with in the following chapter, our remarks here will be 
concentratea on the various lay channels for the communication of a 
powerful anti-Catholic ideology, and the extent to which these proviaea 
a favourable climate for the Order's own positions. Dating from the 
beginning of the early l~th century, for example, a 'ho poperyl press 
had sprung up, with william McGavin's paper 'The Protestant l • This 
was followed, in 1851-2 by 'The Scottish Protestant l eaitea by James 
Gibson, ~inister of the Free Kingston Church, Glasgow; 'The Glasgow 
protestant watchman I lb54; 'The protestant I II lb73-4 and 'The Shiela 
and Protestant Journal ' in Greenock in the early lb70 ' s. 
AS Billington noted for the American case, these publications were 
intertwinea with a variety of anti-Catholic societies, established 
1 . 1 b . 1 . . (16) under c erlca and ourgeols ay gUlaance. In America and 
England two ty~es coula be iaentitied: those like the 'Irish 
Evangelical Society' aiming to convert Roman Catholics to 
protestantism, and those like 'the British &ociety tor Promoting the 
principles ot the protestant Reformation I designed to protect the 
country trom catholicism by disseminating the dangers of the system. 
In Scotland it is the latter which seems to have predoRlinateo 
throughout the 19th century. 
Typical here were the protestant Layman's Association, the west of 
Scotland protestant Association and the Protestant ~issionary society, 
the latter two merging in January 1884 to torm the scottish Protestant 
. (17) Alllance (SPA). 
The west of scotland protestant Association haa been toundea in 
Glasgow in lb35 by a number of ministers and laymen 'impressed by the 
dangers of popery, ascent to power ot Roman catholics in the 
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legislature, the zealous efforts made by the Church of Rome to regain 
her ascendancy, the loose notions of religious principle unhappily 
prevalent among large numbers of Protestants and the magnitude ot the 
Roman Catholic population in Glasgow' - the purpose of the association 
being by public meetings and the press to expose 'the pernicious 
tendencies of the popish system, extensively aitfusing information 
respecting the character and history of the Church ot Rome and arousing 
Protestants to the duties to which they have been specially called'. (lij) 
Similarly the protestant Layman's Association in the inaugural 
issue of their paper trumpetea • ••• perhaps the most areaded species of 
infidelity, at present, is that which pretendS to be the true church 
known as Popery. There we have a notable example ot the effects of 
laying asiae the teachings of the Bible and substituting the devices at 
men. Here erring man assumes the perogative of the Saviour, mummery 
supplants the place of meetings and rights are made to serve the 
purposes of righteousness. Our aim is to watch the operations at the 
enemy and warn the people of their danger; our more special sphere 
being that of the working classes. As they are the most numerous, 
most willing to part with money, and the most easily accessible portion 
of the community, they are therefore most exposed to the attacks ot the 
enemy and deserve a large measure ot the attention of the Christian 
(19) philanthropist·. 
'The working classes' which such bourgeois SOCieties sought to 
reach do indeed provide a further interesting case for stuay. It is 
pelling's View, for example, that ·the ordinary working class in the 
Victorian era were too preoccupiea with the necessities of da~ to day 
(20) 
living to spena time on the niceties of religious 60ctrine·. 
105 
~his can probably be extended to scotland if the 'niceties' are taken 
as referring to church membership or attenaance. As bullock ana 
Drummond inaicated the problem of the 'unkirked' weighea heavily on 
19th century scottish churchmen, with the three main presbyterian 
denominations competing fiercely for members in an age of stronger 
secular pressures. (21) 
Active church connections though, as suggestea earlier, are by no 
means the only basis of motivation for popular militant protestantism -
largely defined in negative terms as anti-catholicism. The 
descriptive material musterea by Hanaley, besides, confirms the 
involvement of large sections of this class in active 'NO Popery' 
agitation, one prominent example being the rioting which surrounded the 
perigrination of the aemagogue 'Angel Gabriel' throughout Scotlana in 
the 1850'S. (22) 
workers had, moreover, their own anti-papal SOCiety, the 'working 
Man's ~vangelistic Association' (wMEA), formed in 1870 by 'pious 
operatives to stem the flood of Popery in ~lasgow ana to offer 
effective opposition to infidel propaganda coming to ~lasgow at select 
(~3) intervals from London.' Under its auspices '~he Protestant' 
was published, a newspaper engaging more in gossipy calumny, ridicule 
and stirring calls to arms, than coherent theological exegesis. 
Thus its first editorial: 
·Our battles tar shall be that which shone on the 
plains of Bethelhem when his epiphany was who came 
from the father to console Israel and cleanse the 
'l'emple ••• Advance! Unfurl again our unconquerable 
banner of blue that for ages struck terror into the 
papalini - D.G. it is destined to float in triumph 
when the cross overcomes the crucifix and crescent 
and the cry shall arise 'Solaiers of Christ, our 
Captain appears!· ••• ·The Lord is on our side, here 
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we say as the Lutheran braves said when contending 
with the eldest son of the Church at Sedan -
ForwardP. (24) 
here one may speculate the extent to which such sentiments are 
influenced by direct bourgeois proselytisation or by the 'lived 
experience' of the working class. Again it is necessary to emphasise 
that the familiar control/consent couplet admits more reciprocity in 
practice than is often acknowledged. One strength ot 'l'hompson' s 
analysis of early 19th century Methodism is precisely that it can 
place beside each other an explanatory factors, direct indoctrination 
and the psychic consequences of the experience of counter revolution. 
(25) It seems likely for 19th century Scotland too, that popular 
'NO popery' may have contained historically variable elements of 
active bourgeois missionising, such as that of the Protestant Layman's 
Association. Though the virulence of its language and activity 
indicate it was also firmly rooted in the material conditions ot 
working class existence, to some extent, tor example, in the 
experience of Roman catholic Irisn migration. 
Returning more airectly to our theme, a fairly receptive 
environment did exist in 19th century Scotland for the LOI, and this 
must have had a role in its expansion. The aefusing of a previously 
sympathetic environment in the USA following the Civil war was, tor 
example, an important factor in thwarting a similar expansion ot the 
'know nothings' ana similar anti-Catholic groupings there. (26) 
Clearly the material is also important in unaerlining the need for 
a similar demarcation to that employed for the early history of 
orangeism, between the Institution ana a much wider body of militant 
protestantism, often erroneously dubbea 'Orange' by contemporaries. 
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however, to proceed beyond this and state that the role of the 
ideological environment was a decisive causal one, leads to several 
difficulties. 
,~o popery' or 'anti-sacerdotalism', as Best describes it, was 
after all a major force throughout England in the 19th century, and 
yet the order there was restricted largely to Liverpool and parts of 
Lancashire, with only a weak representation in the South East. 
(27) There are also chronological objections. The suggestion is 
probably correct that '~o popery' was not uniformly persistent in the 
(28) 19th century. In scotland it seems to have exhibited a very 
uneven pattern, related to specific events like Catholic emancipation 
in 1829, the restoration of the papal hierarchy in Bngland in 1851 and 
the promulgation of the Doctrine of Papal Infallibility in 187b, and 
this finds correlation in the dates of the establishment for the 
newspapers and societies above. 
Generally then with these 'peaks', the most febrile periOd for 
anti-catholic agitation was from the early 1&30's to the late 1870's 
when the atmosphere was one of frenetic 'revival' ana selt confident 
optimism, protestantism being viewed as on the march towards conquest 
of the worle. (29) This was not to say such agitation was aormant 
in the years from the 1880's to 1900's, tor the politics of home Rule 
from 1888 were frequently animated by religious fervour, but again it 
is difficult not to concur with Best that -by the ena of the 1870's 
the self appointed leaders of Protestant opinion were increasingly 
feeling an uncongenial isolation- ana that ·one senses that the sound 
and fury was signifying less and less-. (30) Now the LOI enjoyea a 
similarly uneven path of progress ana experiencea rapid growth in the 
Ib8 
late 1860's and early 1870's. Yet the crucial point against a causal 
link is that such expansion continued apace, particularly in the Ib80's 
at the very point when more general torms ot '~o Popery' were already 
on the wane. 
A further difficulty arises. rf the iaeological environment was a 
truly active factor in the LOr's growth one might expect closer links 
between it ana the bourgeois anti-Catholic societies. As it was, the 
PLA, for example, does not seem to have haa a large Lor involvement, ~ 
out ot 12 directors in 1879. (31) The west ot Scotland Protestant 
Association had also wished to distance itself from the Lor at its 
outset disclaiming -all iaentification with party names ana interests 
and presenting a centre for rallying for those who prefer the welfare 
ot Protestantism to the objects of political faction-. (32) At the 
12th rally of 1875 MWGM MCLeod, for his part, was equally contemptuous 
of the Association (which he graciously admitted was -the most 
prominent association in Scotland beyond our own-) for senaing a 
deputation to London to invite Gladstone to a great Protestant 
demonstration. -what are they aoing?- he queried, -What are they 
worth? Who can rely on their protestantism?-. (33) Not surprisingly 
then there were no LOr representatives at the mass meetings in the 
Glasgow City BaIlon Vaticanism in 1875 ana on Papalism in 1876 held 
., . (34 ) 
under Assoc1at10n ausp1ces. • 
Rivalry seems to have abated to some extent by the time of the 
Association's amalgamation to become the S.P.A. A few of its 
directors after lb84 ~ Orangemen. F.Y. henderson, its Bon. 
secretary, was also treasurer of the Grana Lodge from Ib81 and peter 
Butcheson had been in the Grand Loage in the 187U's, but this is only 2 
lb9 
out of lu directors. In fact, at no time from its annual reports do 
Orangemen number more than 2 out of 19-2u directors in toto. (35) 
~he SPA then was not simply 'Orange dominated' - indeed much more 
prominent, certainly among its vice presidents, are scions ot the 
Glasgow conservative Association, J.A. Campbell, Sir william 
Anstruther, Archbald Orr Ewing, though some of these, like w.c. 
Maugham, were themselves frequent visitors on Orange platforms. (36) 
In tact, the only Protestant society for which Orange links are 
appropriately close was not one of the bourgeois associations but the 
popular wMEA of which Deputy Grand Master (DGM) wetherall was President 
and Orangeman and evangelist B.A. Long was guiding spirit. (37) 
Finally, perhaps the greatest danger in over-stressing the autonomy 
and efticacy of the ideological level is that one may find oneself 
positing as a causal factor some cultural detritus of anti-koman 
catholicism, a deeply engrainea attitUde unchallenged by actual 
experience. The point here is rather to distingUish between the 
genesiS of the Scottish ,~o popery' ideology - which may indeed be in 
the loth century and the specific course of the Reformation in Scotland 
- and how elements of this ideology came to be reproduced in definite 
circumstances in 19th century Scotland. Vital here are developments 
at the economic level, more specifically in the migration of both Roman 
catholics and protestants from Ireland into the Scottish labour 
market. The effects of the former, it will be suggested, were largely 
indirect while the latter can be aSSigned a much more active [ole in 
LOI expansion. 
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, 'h' , (38) Roman Cathol~c Ir~s ~~grat~on 
'l'he heavy post-Famine waves ot migration leading to permanent 
settlement in the 184U's ana 50's, were preaicatea on an alreaay 
well-established pattern of seasonal mi9ration mia-summer to assist in 
harvesting. ~he census of 1&41 revealed 126,321 of Irish Birth in 
west Central scotlana, around 5% of the population, 15.93% in Glasgow -
though taking in those of Irish extraction Handley believes 10% tor 
Scotland as a whole is more realistic. In 1851 207,3b7 Irish born 
were reckoned including 1&% ot the Glasgow population. (39) 
The main dynamics behina this persistent exodus, for the most part 
Roman Catholic Irish, are found in the collapse ot the nascent aomestic 
industries in Irelana, and the increased rate ot farm consolidation, 
with an increase ot cattle and dairying proauction and consequently a 
lower demand for agricultural labour and withdrawal of leases. ~ost 
effectea were North and Central Ireland for in the South and west 
wiaespread migration was preventea by severe impoverishment. settling 
in areas of high labour demand, the vast majority ot migrants were 
employed in semi- and unskilled manual work in sectors which were 
essential to the development of industrial capital in Scotlana; 
roadmaking, bricklaying, canal cutting ana harbour and railway 
construction. (40) 
with this type of material it is possible, as Campbell inaicates, 
to hold up a highly impressionistic case for a close correlation 
between the frequency of general sectarian activity ana the volume ot 
I , 'h ' t' (41) Roman Catho ~c Ir~s Imm~gra ~on. Frequent charges, for 
example, were made against this group that they deprived the native 
scot of employment and lowered the rate of wages. Hanaley (who at 
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points seems determined to refute every charge ever made against the 
Roman catholic Irish in scotland), characteristically rejects these 
suggestions too. he pOints out, probably correctly, that most of the 
labour performea by them was actually created by the Inaustrial 
Revolution and was not sought as employment by Scots. (42) 
Similarly he argues that as demand exceeded supply in sectors such as 
coal mining ana iron making, where the scots and Irish aia appear to 
compete, there was in reality room for both. Kirk, in his study of 
the Irish in ~orth East England, also notes there is not much to 
support the contention that the Irish brought a general lowering of 
wages at least from lij50-75, though the sectors in which the Irish were 
concentrated did not experience similar wage rises as elsewhere. (43) 
More research is required here for the Scottish case but in a sense 
its results need not be totally conclusive for the theme of 
immigration/reaction. popular attituaes and the reproauction ot 
popular ideologies like 'NO popery', it was previously suggested, are 
not the product of cultural atavism, yet neither will they permit a 
simple reduction to the level of economic 'facts'. Contemporaries' 
commonsense beliefs regaraing the Irish ana wage levels, competition 
etc may stana in need of qualification or factual correction. Some 
partial and local basis for fears of economic aowngrading, for example, 
could be reinforced by ana reproduced by the visible signs of increase 
migration and by reports from other areas, but whether 'correct' or not 
such beliefs were steadfastly held and provided incentives for 
action. Such fears, in short, were real to those who hela them. 
Beyond this, however, we must be highly sensitive of aaopting the 
'post hoc ergo propter hoc' type of argument, noted above, either tor 
l7~ 
general anti-Irish sentiment or for LOI activity in particular. This 
argument was itself, as handley indicates, current in the 19th century 
(especially among those concernea for the threatenea moral ana 
spiritual turpitude for the native Scot) simply attributing anti-Roman 
Catholic developments mid century to a build up in the Irish 
population. For if numbers were the prime mover, one would have 
expected the general offensive to have coincidea with the waves of 
post-famine migration in the 1840's and 50's. Further, in assembling 
the data for the whole 19th century in the torm of a line graph, one 
would expect indeea an uninterrupted and continuous climb falling off 
around the 1860's and 70's. 
In fact in the 1840's (as Foster notes, for AnglO-Irish relations 
in Olaham) (44) political co-operation between Scots and Irish, to 
take one indicator, although limitea was by no means completely 
precluded. wilson, for example, notes a good deal of tellow feeling 
towaras Irish Roman Catholics from the Scottish Chartists. (45) 
Though few Roman Catholics took an active interest in the early stages 
of the movement - the decisive factors always being the current 
attitude of Daniel O'connell - by the 1840's a generation of Irish born 
in Scotland had alreaay grown up to identify with the political 
aspirations of their fellow workers. Many Irish people consequently 
took part in the Chartist demonstrations of 1849. John Daly, for 
example, aaaressed a meeting in Glasgow stating that 'prayers and 
petitions are the weapons of cowards, arms were the weapons used by the 
free and the brave. They could best help Ireland by keeping the army 
in scotland'. Chartists and Irish fraternisea at Edinburgh, and in 
1848 in bread riots at Glasgow the Irish were particularly active - in 
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a list of those arrested 14 out of 31 were Irish by birth. (46) 
AS regards the overall pattern of immigration/reaction throughout 
the 19th century, anti-Irish feeling, indeed, appears not simply 
continuous and coterminous with immigration trenas. In fact one sees 
in scotland, as Miles suggests, a much more uneven tendency towards an 
increase and decline of reaction in a cyclical form that can be related 
'f' t (47) to specl lC even s. 
Again looking back specifically at LOl activity, these remarks hold 
good. First the numerical advance alreaay described took place trom 
the later 1&60's, precisely the point at which the numbers of Roman 
catholics of Irish birth and descent were beginning to stabilise ana 
even decline. To take Glasgow as an example, the number of Irish born 
in 1851 was 18% of the total population, by 1&71 though this haa tallen 
to 14.4%, by 1891 to 13% and by 1901 to 8.7%. (48) 
In 1840's and 50's, however, when one might have expectea a take 
off in LOI activity in accordance with the increasea numbers ot Roman 
catholic Irish, the evidence in the previous chapter suggests insteaa 
sporadic violent outbursts, but a weak institutional basis with tar 
short of 1,OUU members. 
~or does the Institution's geographical basis suggest a 
particularly close fit. with the volume of migration. 'l'he three 
Scottish towns with the highest Irish settlement 1876-1901 were 
Greenock 19.1%, Dundee 15.6% and Glasgow 13.1%. (49) GreenocK (as 
usual an exceptional case) may inaeed provide some correlation with its 
significant LOI presence, but in Dundee no important Orange outpost 
developed, ~alker noting only 2 rather -down at heel Orange loages-. (50) 
Even in Glasgow though the LOI was prominent in Cowcaddens and calton, 
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by no means did all the Orange strongholas Parkheaa, partick/whiteinch, 
Bridgeton/Dalmarnock and Anderston, follow the areas ot the highest 
Irish concentration, which were the Bridgegate, Greenheaa and 
Barrowfield, averaging 30% of the Irish born population. (51) 
Another interesting example was paisley whose Irish conwunity had 
become fairly stable in numbers as early as the 1840's, (52) but 
which was an orange growth point from the 1&50's. The major influx 
had, in fact, been in the 1813-21 period and the town probably tOOk 
less than its share of post-famine inwigrants, the number of Irish born 
increasing only 2% after 1841, so that by the secona half ot the 19th 
century they constitutea only 5.b% of the population. 
Protestant Migration 
It is clearly unwise to force a correlation between the volume of 
Roman catholic Irish settlement ana LOI expansion. However, as 
alreaay suggestea for the 1799-1&&5 period, there ~ an active and 
direct link between developments in the lodges ana the labour migration 
of Irish Protestants, mainly from the counties ot Ulster. 
contemporaries outside the Order certainly seem to have maae this 
l ' k (53) l.n • The official account too places central importance on 
the impetus it gained from Ulster migration. -Many young Ulstermen-, 
states Cloughley, -crossed the channel to fina employment in 
Scotland. True to their principles they joinea up with the Oraer in 
Scotland ana the membership increased consiaerably, ever since the 
loyal Ulster immigrants ana their descendents have renaered yeoman 
service to the Institution-. (54) 
The actual evidence here is very persuasive, though methodological 
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problems arise in giving an exact enumeration of Protestant migration, 
since the census does not yield religious data. At a rough estimate 
perhaps about one-third of all Irish immigrants were Northern 
Protestants, this high percentage already being indicated in the 
1830's. Here the census indicated 35,534 Irish born inhabitants in 
Glasgow, while Clelland estimates 26,965 Catholics in the city. (55) 
For the later period exact evidence is fragmentary - as indeed is 
indicated by the frequency with which the table below is reprOduced in 
accounts - but Ravenstein suggests the greatest number of Irish 
migrants to scotland, at least for the period 1~7b-ijl, were from 
Ulster, and within the province from the 4 most Protestant counties, 
Antrim, Down, Tyrone and Armagh. 
Table 1 Migration From Ulster To Scotland Ib76-81 
Total Immigration 42,297 
From 9 Ulster counties 35,194 b3.2% 
From 4 Protestant counties 24,811 58.7% (56) 
The Ulstermen's presence was moreover translated into more tangible 
organisational form. A number of societies seem to have sprung up 
particularly in the 1880's, such as the 'Glasgow Antrim and Down 
Benevolent ASSOCiation', its object - 'to cultivate and maintain a 
friendly intercourse between the natives of Antrim and Down residing in 
Glasgow and the neighbourhood and raise a funo for temporary 
I , f ,(57) re le •••• ; and the Irish Protestant ASSOCiation, the latter's 
aim, 'to manifest ••• unswerving loyalty to the British crown and show 
(58) 
that not all Irishmen are Home Rulers'. 
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whatever the exact dimensions of migration though, it is clear that 
Ulster Protestants entered the labour market, in quite different 
conditions to those describea above for the Roman Catholic Irish. It 
the latter parallelea the structural situation of New Commonwealth 
migrants to Britain in the 1950's and 60's, the former bear a markea 
resemblance to British migration to the Old Commonwealth, Canada, New 
Zealand ana south Africa in the same period, in that frequently they 
came as permanent settlers to secure employment (often skilled or 
semi-skillea) to which they had already been recruitea in the county of 
origin. Thus, for example, many were recruitea by advertisements in 
the Belfast newspapers for specific jobs in the mines and later in the 
iron and steel works in Lanarkshire and Ayrshire, wh~re the skillea 
labour supply was often a problem and where they were trequently used 
by Baird & Co. They often travelled to Scotland using warrants sent 
by their firms and went directly to houses allocatea by their new 
employers and near the company school where their children woula be 
eaucatea. higher graae railwaymen, such as gooas guaras, tendea to be 
recruited in a similar way as were many 
tram arivers ana transport workers in Glasgow later in the century. (59) 
Finally in 1902 harland and wolf's shipbuilaers themselves established 
a yard in Glasgow and introducea directly a large complement of their 
(60) Belfast worktorce. 
Not all Ulstermen were Orangemen, of course, ana many must have 
resented contemporaries frequent implications that they were. Some ot 
the first migrants had indeed been raaical retugees from the '~8 
rebellion. John Ferguson, instrumental in publishing 'the Green Flag 
of Erin' and a leaaing figure in the Irish National League in the 
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1880's, was a protestant from Belfast (and sufferea accordingly from 
the sectarian ana clerical elements in the league). (61) 
Yet logically there aoes seem to have been a strong and positive 
link between this thriving community of the late Ib~O's and 6U's, and 
the progress of Orangeism. Thus to return to the example of Dundee 
again, we saw this had a high Irish born proportion of the total 
population 15.6% but little Lor development; the crucial point here 
though seems that the Irish the Jute Mills attracted were 
overwhelmingly Roman catholic with relatively few Ulster Protestants. (62) 
The Ulster connection, indeed, aaas another facet to the account 01 
motivations of LOI membership in that the lOdges COUld become a 
familiar point of reference in a new country, in a time of some 
inevitable economic ana social dislocation. The lodges in Greenock in 
the 1860's and 70's even organised an annual pilgrimage back to belfast 
for the 12th celebrations there. (63) ~he exact extent ot Ulster 
involvement in the late 19th century is aifficult to specify, though 
indicators suggest it was considerable. one is strUCk, for example, 
by the large number of prominent officebearers at Grand Loage level ot 
Ulster descent; T. Macklin GS, councillor b.B. wilson, J. McManu~ GS, 
Dr. J.B. Fairlie HDGM, W. McHaffie WPGM ot the Black Chapter, Rev. J.V. 
Michel, J. Cloughly GS, J. Wyllie DGM, Rev. T. patrick, Rev. Gault and 
(64) T. Wetherall. wetherall is an interesting case, born actually 
in the South of Ireland 1809, he moved to Scotland in 18bU and rapidly 
assumea the role of DGM. He was a particularly energetic ana able 
figure whose experience was valued by the Scottish Grand Loage. 
Also worthy of note here are the colourful epithets attached to 
many of the 10dges; LOL NO. 27 'Paisley Royal Inniskilleners', LOL ~o. 
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79 'Shamrock and Thistle', LOL ~o. 119 'Sons of Aughrim', LOL No. 146 
'~illyman True Blue', LOL No. 2&9 'Derry Maiden Light, LOL No. 179 
Glasgow 'Ballykillbeg'. (65) 
Official documentary evidence is not widely available in this 
context. orangemen leaving their own lodge in Ulster woula be 
presented with a transfer certificate which was presented on arrival to 
the master or secretary at the appropriate local lOdge in scotland, but 
these have frequently been destroyed. In the case of Glengarnock LOL 
No. lUO though, 13 of these certificates do survive for the years 
1906-14 which apparently does not represent all the transfers from 
(66) Ulster lodges during this period. 
TO sum up, it is difficult to provide a discreet equation tor the 
LOI's late 19th century advance. AS in the early part of the century, 
however, the inciaence of Ulster Protestant immigration to Scotlana 
does seem a vital process, in providing a future constituency for the 
LOI. In addition some prominent ideological forms in Scotlana 
provided a fairly sympathetic environment albeit in a rather passive 
sense. Important, too, in delineating the finer contours of activity 
was the availability of appropriate political issues. 
Relative weakness 
Notwithstanding its general progress, however, we must now turn to 
a consideration of the Scottish LOI's weakness in comparative terms. 
Since, as suggested, this prefigures more detailea treatment in 
subsequent chapters, dealing with the Scottish Churches ana political 
parties, only a brief sketch is given here, with the explanatory 
analysis focusing largely on features more internal to the oroer ana 
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linked to its importation from Ulster. 
Against the numerical advance in Scotland which resulted in arouna 
25,000 members at the turn of the century, we must, tor example, set 
the LOI in Ulster with one-thira of Scotland's population, which had 
some 1,500-2,000 local lodges with around 100,OUO members. (67) 
Bven when set against other significant importations ot the 
Institution, though, Scotland does not compare particularly 
favourably. In Canada, for example, by 1843 a total of b3 loages were 
in existence, while by 1870 there were over 1,000 lodges and the 
membership total lea 100,OUO out of a population ot around 4 million. 
with the opening up of the country westwaras, the Order spread and by 
World War 1 numbered 150,000 adherents. (bb) Liverpool proviaes 
another example, for although orangeism arrived here arouna the same 
time as it did in Glasgow, in the former case the order was 17,000 
strong by the Ib80's, while in the latter only arouna b,OUO could be 
regularly mustered. (69) 
This impression is, moreover, reinforced by other qualitative 
indicators such as the extent of political influence. Whereas in 
bcotland, as will be shown, influence on the major parties was limitea 
and localised even within Glasgow ana the west of ~cotland, in Ulster 
the Order's extraordinary impact on the political structure eventually 
received formal acknowledgement in its right to 122 delegates or lU-20% 
of all delegates on the Ulster unionist Council. James craig, premier 
from 1921-40, indeed proclaimed -I am an Orangeman first and a 
politician and a member of this Parliament afterwards ••• all that I 
boast is that we are a protestant parliament and a Protestant State. (70) 
In Canada the Conservative party Which held office with one brief 
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interruption till 1896, normally incluaea two Orangemen in the cabinet 
and in 1894 Mackenzie Bowell, a former orange Grand Master became 
president of the dominion. (71) 
Naturally the position of the LOI in Scotlana in this respect 
defies reduction to a single causal factor. Certainly one which can 
be rejectea here is the Institution's class basis - which was besides 
very heterogeneous ana geographically variable. Even taking the 
example of Greenock which did have a strong proletarian basis - drawing 
on casual and unskilled labour - and where Orange participation in the 
local Conservative association and the churches was particularly 
marginalised, it should be stressed that Liverpool had a similar class 
composition and yet enjoyed much closer links with political ana 
ecclesiastical bodies. 
Of greater explanatory value, however, are perhaps some of the 
other intrinsic characteristics associated with the Order in scotland. 
One of these might conveniently be summarised as the 'Ulster factor', 
though here one must make a distinction between the indigenous Scots' 
reaction to Ulster migration and their perceptions of the LOI as an 
Ulster Institution. 
Sibbet, for example, notes approvingly of 'the wonderful intimacy' 
which had existed since the early Plantation days between Scotland ana 
Ireland. (72) For Scottish migrants themselves haa originally 
played a significant part in this settlement, indeea transplanting 
their own presbyterian Protestantism. In turn the Church of Scotland 
report of 1923 was moved to comment, -Nor is there any complaint of 
the presence of an Orange population in scotland, they are of the same 
race as ourselves and are readily assimilated to the Scottish 
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population-. (73) 
Relations were probably not always in this idealised state of 
harmony. McDonagh suggested that in Lanarkshire they tended to be a 
community within a community, distrusted by some Scots ironically as 
'Ribbonmen'. 'lhere may also have been some resistance from the 
original settlers to the second generation of immigrants marrying 
out. (74) Yet the Ulster Protestants do seem to have been more 
easily acceptable than the Roman Catholic Irish, and to have achieved 
a greater degree of integration, albeit not total. (75) 
And still, despite becoming fused in the public mind with the 
favourably receivea ulster population (to the extent that the epithet 
'Orange' is used in most prES} reports in the period of stuay to apply 
to both), the Orange Institution provokea a aecisively more suspicious 
and even hostile reaction from representatives ot all classes of 
inaigenous scots, who conaemnea its preoccupations with what were 
'Irish issues and quarrels'. Frequently, moreover, this was 
compounded with their recognition of two further unwelcome elements; 
first, the Order's violent nature, with a transplantation ot that 
tradition of 'combative sectarianism' vital to the Order's social 
functioning, and, seconaly, its propensity for drunkenness. In 
practice, moreover, these elements were intertwinea, often being 
jointly invokea whenever one was callea into account. 
Generally here, we witness an important continuation of that 
rather 'contemptuous neutrality' notea for the 1820's and 30's, in the 
face of what was then recognised as an im~ort of alien party feeling 
to scotland. Thus even the Glasgow News, a champion of the 
Conservative cause (which had once proualy proclaimea in its first 
lb2 
edition that 'Glasgow is the head and heart of Protestantism in 
scotland') (76) stated in its editorial on the 12th celebrations of 
lES74. 
·we seem never able to escape from the possibility of 
the turmoil which occurred at the Boyne being 
resuscitated and sounding in our ears. There is 
seldom any healing element in the wings of the sun 
which dawns over the North of Ireland on the 12th. 
On the contrary it is a dispute and confusion of the 
most disgraceful kind. To the saxon or the Scot who 
is a lover of social concord and has a taste for 
upholding the law, these rows are perfectly 
unintelligible. we can understand people differing 
from each other in their religious sentiments: but 
their aisputes ••• ought to be conaucted by wordS and 
not by blows. It is simply absurd to think that in 
Great Britain where freedom of opinion is an 
established rule, either one course of the other coula 
be furthered by the bluageon·. 
·The absurdity of these wretched quarrels between 
Protestant and Catholic is evident to all out of the 
immediate range of their influence •••• The quarrel is 
one of the most foolish and groundless the world has 
ever seen·. (77) 
The Tory satirical magazine, 'The Bailie', had a 'poem' in 
similarly disapproving tones. 
·The Truth 
burroo! for Billy, 
The streets perambulate, 
Sport your orange Lily, 
And duly celebrate, 
'l'he Twelfth. 
'l'here's a brick - lift it, 
we'll maybe need it now, 
when 'tis hurled swift it, 
Makes or ends a row, 
On 'l'welf th • 
Gather all your Bands now, 
Let's kick up a dust, 
Come a show of hanas now, 
In Gladstone we've no trust 
This Twelfth •••• • (78) 
Equally telling is that the Orangemen themselves felt these 
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problems keenly. In l8~6 at the pioneering paisley soiree, 
significantly the experiment was hailed as a bold one not so much 
because of Roman catholic antipathies, as because of 'almost universal 
protestant prejuaice'. ~he display it was felt had indeed to yo a 
long way to prove ·we are not mere party zealots but among the best, 
most loyal and trustworthy of our Protestants •• (79) 
To assist in this respect the Rev. Jas. stewart was anxious since 
most of his audience were, ·natives of the sister Kingdom and 
therefore ••• in a great measure strangers to Scotland·, to stress that, 
·in the battleground of religious controversy ••• the two [Ulster and 
scotland] are brethren and shoulder to shoulder they will stand or 
·stUdy, therefore,· he enjoined, ·the peace of the people 
among whom you dwell, for in their peace you shall have peace·. 
The Rev. Fraser was more aware of the uphill nature of the task. 
·In this country·, he explained, ·Orangemen are usually shunned as 
returned convicts, many intelligent and conscientious men avoid thenl as 
they WOUld a mad dOg. If I found my notion of an Orangeman from 
prevalent opinions, I would describe him thus:- An Orangeman is a 
senseless bigot who sports Orange lilies in summer ana is especially 
fond of fighting and marches on the l~th July, and who aelights to sing 
'Boyne ~ater' and 'croppies Lie Down'; and to drink strange toasts 
about the glorious pious and immortal memory about brass money and 
wooden shoes; who uses wicked prayers about the Pope, breaks the law 
and shoots papists whenever he can·. Unfortunately, • ••• when an idea 
tastens itself in the mind of a Scotchman (sic) it is as ditficult to 
get out as a burr of a scots thistle, when it has wrapped itselt up in 
(80) 
the fringe of his plaid.· 
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There may have been an element ot truth in the latter eccentric 
observation, tor in 1869 Johnstone of Ballykillbeg guest chairman ot 
the Greenock Orangemen's soiree was still lamenting along very similar 
lines. -orangeism was a system in which John, Pat ana Sanoy might 
take an interest-; however, -it had grown more rankly on Irish soil 
than English or Scotch, and the reason for this was that in Ireland 
they haa more to contend with, and above all the battle tor reform in 
the three countries was fought and won on Irish soil-. (ijl) The 
following year he declared, -In scotland you are misunaerstood and 
misrepresented, you are spoken of a though you were a mere Irish 
faction, a foreign import brought to aisturb the peace of the country. 
You are no such thing (hear, hear). If you were rightly unaerstooa 
and your principles lookea into you WOUld soon be found to be the true 
apostolic descendants of John knox. If other people have torgot the 
contest wages in scotland for an Open Bible, the orangemen have not 
forgotten it-. (82) 
The extent to which each of the unfavourable elements of 
'Irishness' and 'violence' were stressed was, of course, historically 
variable. Thus moving into the 1870's onwardS as the Grand Lodge 
pursued a strategy of attempted 'respectability' and regulation of its 
rank and file, and as the dynamics of confrontation and territoriality 
in most of Scotland became increaSingly confinea within l~th 
proceSSions, rather than in spontaneous faction fights, violence tended 
to become less prominent in perceptions ot the main bOdy of the 
Order. By no means did it disappear, as witnessed in the newspaper 
coverage of the various fracas surrounding Orange bands in the early 
. (83 ) 1880's and other 'party' alsturbances. But generally coverage 
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of the LOI activities becomes highly routinised with the regular 
heading 'The July Celebrations', a formally structured report, buried 
h ·. (84) well amongst ot er aomest1c news. 
such treatment was often rather quizzical and patronising, but 
crucially still retain a strong perception of the LOI as a curious 
Irish importation. This, for example is seen in a sentimental piece 
in the Glasgow Herald 'orangemen's Day and an Inciaent'. Voiritten as 
late as 1908 it would surely have brought little comtort to the 
Scottish Grana Lodge. 
Focusing on one of the marchers the Herala comments ·The tace is 
curiously Irish ••• but not all the sombre vicissitudes of navvyaom have 
quenchea the Celtic fervour in this 010 Orangeman's soul·. l'ior are 
its general observations much more encouraging: • ••• the Orangemen's 
walk is essentially the pageant of the proletariat; the rank ana file 
of the demonstration are not men of many clothes. But the best such 
as it is is donned for the ceremonial - hats of a historical, almost 
archaeological value, and suits of a like giady antiquity •••• Those men 
who step out jauntily at the sound of the fife and drum are for the 
time being true sons of dead heroes ••• put in a general way they feel 
the Twelfth is the appeal of their fathers' faith to their personal 
protection, and what they lack in broad knowledge they have in heart 
fervour. 
~hey 'walk' and 'demonstrate', 'listen' and 'applaud', 'move' ana 
'resolve' all with a quaint seriousness ana earnestness that savours ot 
a reverential past, and arrests attention because it is so manifestly 
aloof from bread and butter interests of the instant present. In 
short the phenomenon belongs to ·the sectarian mania of sturaier 
Ib6 
(b5) 
years-. 
Here too one can trace a continuation of an attitude of 
dismissiveness and even contempt towaras the Order by reason of its 
preaominately working class basis, identified in literate bourgeois 
opinion as early as the 182U's and 1830's. (And the Glasgow herala 
was indeed the voice of what might appear as another potential ally for 
the LOI - the Liberal Unionist party in Scotland). 
A further constant element throughout the period was the impression 
given to those outside the Order that -the Orangeman anywhere is 
seldom a teetotaller and a tipsy Orangeman is nothing if not 
. (~6) provocatlve-. 
Along these lines, an ex-Orangeman pontificatea in 1877 ·It the 
principles of Orangeism were faithfully aaherea to, the Order would be 
a great Christian and political factor in the affairs of the country, 
for the fundamental necessity of its existence is the defence of the 
Bible and the Crown •••• But in reality the spectacle presented by Inany 
of the brethren on their return [from the l~th in Glasgow] was 
disgraceful. If they had the aecency and forethought to remove their 
colours before they get tipsy it woula not have been so bad •••• •• 
·~or is this anything new·, he continued, again illustrating the links 
with Ireland, ·For I was once at an important 12th Demonstration in 
Ulster where there seemed to be a general consensus of opinion that 
the best way for the men to demonstrate was to get arunk. Ana they 
dia. Before long little detachments allover the field were in holy 
Battle •••• That is the sort of thing which disgusts respectable people·. 
~or were the regular lodge meetings in scotland any improvement on 
ceremonial occasions. ·In nine out of ten cases the loages meet, 
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transact some formal business ana then oraer in refreshments. 
Orangemen themselves know as well as I what the 'refreshment' part of 
the business means-. In short, he earnestly protestea -'l'he masses of 
the Orange body both in Scotland and Ireland are composed of ignorant 
and illiterate people, whose highest notion of the principles ot their 
Oraer is a big drink and an ignorant detestation of the Pope. 'l'his 
will not help to forward the case of Orangeism, nor will it induce 
intelligent and respectable people to join the Order-. (b7) 
Again it should be emphaSised at this point that such subJective 
impressions give only a partial insight into the Oraer's weakness in 
scotland. Similar problems, as is inaicated in the passage above, must 
have been encountered in Ulster itself, as well as by the more successful 
importations of Orangeism - and after all some Scots dia become members. 
Campbell suggests this was the case in Lanarkshire. (8b) 
The task, in fact, is to analyse how the LOI's alien ana aisorderly 
reputation interacted with other broad features of the Scottish social 
formation, such as splits in the ruling class bloc over the home Rule 
issue, or the condition ot the scottish Churches and their concerns for 
'respectability'. 
Finally, though, two further points can be briefly drawn out. 
First, one should qualify Hutchison's view that -Orangeism was a 
vigorous force because it accorded well with certain ideas wiaespread in 
Victorian Britain •••• lt was the political arm of ••• popular 
Protestantism-. (69) For, as suggested, while there was some 
congruence on the ideological level between the LOI ana the various 
Scottish forms of 'No popery', in practical institutional terms links 
were fairly restrictea. One factor we may now cite here is the 
ltHs 
Institution's importation ot a very literal interpretation of 'muscular' 
Christianity, which was singularly ill received by the Churches ana 
bourgeois evangelical boaies; though its importation of personnel from 
Ulster was vital in its late 19th century development - although in a 
very ambiguous way. 
Secondly, we can again reconsider smith's view of an unproblematic 
Labour ~ovement/orange dichotomy, noted in Chapter 2. For the 
considerations above would suggest that the antipathy, or at least 
apathy, of the 'scottish working Man' towardS the Institution had 
sources other than his own 'liberal commonsense', important thou9h this 
may often have been. If, tor example, the LOl was perceivea as an 
'Ulster' Institution, ana a violent and drunken one at that, what 
attraction would membership hold for the indigenous Scottish worker, 
frequently employed in a skilled trade where Roman Catholic Irish 
exclusion was already a 'fait accompli'? what indeed would be the 
point of an annual ritualistic assertion of 'protestant Ascenaancy' in 
such circumstances? 
If indeea secrecy and elaborate ceremonial were the native worker's 
requirements, the Masonic Order must have appeared the preferable 
alternative. Freemasonry was, for example, much more widespreaa in 
Scotland than the LOI; in Ib79 it was calculated to have 69,255 members in 
lodges holding to the Grana Lodge and over l,OOU in dormant lotiges. (~O) 
It had distinguishea patrons among the Royal Family, aristocracy, 
municipal leaaers and major employers ot labour, (91) and claimed 
ancient historical roots in Scotland, springing from the continental 
masons who built the 12th century Abbey at l\ilwinning. (92) 'l'he 
Masonic Lodge at Maybole, for example, ~o. 11 St. John founaea in 1734, 
Ib9 
easily predated the first Orange lo6ge there in 1799. (93) High 
entry fees and annual subscriptions, moreover, promoted a strong artisan 
an6 bourgeois membership, while above all by the standar6s of Scottish 
society the organisation was eminently respectable. 
In short, scottish Freemasonry was all that the Orange Grand Loage 
desirea for its own movement. 
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CHAP~E.R 7 
ORANGEISM At-.D 'I'hE SCOTTISh CHURCHE.S 
'I'his chapter will expand on the theme ot the LOI' s r elati ve 
weakness, by focusing on its relations with the Scottish churches. 
Representing its least successful adaptation to Scottish conditions, 
this example illustrates a point noted in Chapter 2, namely the vital 
role of the cultural, as well as structural, specificity of the 
Scottish social formation in determining Orangeism's progress. In 
particular the material demonstrates the continuing relevance ot an 
observer's remark in the 1830's that Orangeism, identified as an 
episcopal adjunct, • ••• was certainly not wantea in presbyterian 
Scotland.. (1) Its importations in Liverpool and Canada enJoyed a 
more familiar and congenial environment, with the eXistence ot Anglican 
establishments in both cases. 
Background to the Scottish Churches 
The first step in this analysis must be an examination ot major 
developments in 19th century Scottish churches. hrst, this is 
necessary for the sake of clarity# since in Scotland the schismatic 
tenaency of Protestantism was particularly well developed, resulting in 
a morass of ecclesiastical aivisions ana reunions (see Fig. 4). (2) 
Secondly, the discussion indicates the class basis of the nlajor 
ecclesiastical bOdies and, thirdly, it emphasises the unique 
configuration of religion and politics in Scotland - all points which 
are important in considering the determinants of orange/ecclesiastical 
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relations in the latter part of the chapter. 
By the late 18th century/early l~th century, the Church of scotland 
had become characterised by doctinal rigidity and circumscribing state 
links. Difficulties also arose due to its parochial structure, 
originally planned for a rural society. In particular, the ~irk's 
traditional social responsibilities for poor relief and eaucation were 
now becoming prey to the secular ising and urbanising forces 
accompanying capitalist development in Scotland. 
In these circumstances dissent first arose in the late 18th century 
from the increasingly advancing urban bourgeoisie, particularly 
prosperous independent tradesmen and commercial proprietors, those to 
be enfranchised by the l~32 Reform Act. It was this group, for 
example, which formed the backbone of the Relief Church, one of the 
earliest secession bodies. 
when in 1847 this mergea with the Unitea Associate synod to form a 
new aenomination, the United presbyterians, it was again grounded in 
urban bourgeois support. Bullock and Drummond describe it indeed as 
'the one class church' recounting that one of its congregations was so 
wealthy that the caras for its annual congregational meeting bore the 
inscription 'carriages at 10 p.m.'. (3) 
For such U.P. congregations the main line of attack was on the 
traditionally intimate Church/state relation, rooteo in calvanist 
doctrines and expressea in the establishea status in the Church of 
scotland. Now they believed it stood in need of fundamental 
reconsideration. Actively questioning the tenets of scholastic 
calvinism, then they aavancea instead the 'Voluntary prinCiple', the 
concept of the church as a spiritual society animated and sustained by 
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stalwart Christians ana disassociated from contaminating secular 
powers. Significantly in this they were guiaea not only by their 
reading of the ~ew Testament but by their frustration as a rising 
class, with the limitations in aaministration, preaching ana pastoral 
work of a National church, which no longer seemea capable of 
representing them. In this way voluntaryism was thorou9hl~ in keeping 
with the dominant ideology of political economy which hela that any 
government action was an interference with personal liberty ana the 
play of market forces. 
The Bstablished Church was able to weather these secessions, but a 
much greater threat was posea by the Ib43 'Disruption', which brought a 
national 'Free Church' aenomination into existence. As in the 
emergence of the Relief Church the basic question was still the 
relevance of the historic Calvinist standpoint that the Christian 
church was the househola of faith ana shoula so impress itself on the 
surrounaing secular community, that the stanaaras of the gospel becanle 
the rule of life for society at large. 
here, though, the test for the church/state link was posea by the 
question of lay patronage - the right of the senior 'heritor' or 
heritors, usually major local lanaowners to secure the appointment of 
(4 ) parish ministers. here too the secession was leaa not by laymen 
as in previous aissenting movements, but trom the ~irk's own clergy 
(specifically the 'Bvangelical' party lea by the Rev. 'l'homas Chalmers) 
who had been coming to prominance fronl the 1830' s, but were preventea 
from becoming dominant in the ~irk, precisely by the institution ot 
patronage, since the landowners' candidates were usually orthodox 
'Moaerates'. 
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Placing a great reliance on Biblical inspiration, these 
Evangelicals stressea the independence of the Christian community trom 
state control. Initially at least, they did not embrace the voluntary 
principle - as chalmers expressed it -we go out on the establishea 
principle; we quit a vitiatea establishment, but woula reJoice in 
returning to a pure one-. (5 ) 
The Church of scotland suffered a severe setback; as the Rev. 
~orman ~cLeOd commented, -the best ministers and the best portion of 
our people have gone-. Difficulties were faced in filling vacant 
pulpits ana often, -schoolmasters, worn out probationers ana men of 
(6 ) dubious morale ana training- were recruited. 
~eanwhile the new Free Church maae rapia progress, crucially 
drawing on the same class as the 010 dissenting presbyterians, in 
particular on small employers in urban areas. ~ontributions to 
various Free Kirk schemes amounted to £lUOO per aay, although less than 
one-third of the Scottish population were members, and a rapia 
programme ot church building was undertaken, coherent with their claim 
to be a real '~ational' church. In Ib43-4, tor example, over 50 
(7 ) 
churches were opened and a total of £320,UOO raised. ~xcept for 
the ~orth ana west Highlanas, however, the working class failea to 
enter the Free Kirk, largely alienated by the 'l'oryism of its original 
founders and its increasingly introspective Calvinism. 
During the 1840's and lti50's the UP's similarly progressed, 
attracting more wealthy inaustrialists, such as John Clark the threaa 
magnate of paisley. consequently, as Bullock notes, the laymen who 
made aecisions in these matters now frequently resolved to move their 
churches out of areas uncongenial to them socially, sell the builaings 
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(often at a shrewd profit) and rebuild them in the districts where 
their moneyea members were settling. 'l'hus when cambridge street, in 
the centre of Glasgow, shoula signs 01 declining the wealthier members 
of the UP congregation there, with Dr. ~aaie as their minister removea 
in a boay to the new ana asethetically impressive Lanasaowne church 
built in the wealthiest part of ureat western Roaa. On Sunday bth 
December 1863 the new church was o~ened, ana as the first of the 
congregation arrivea they touna a notice pinnea to the tront door: 
'l'he Church is not for the poor and neeay, 
But for the rich ana Dr. ~aaie. 
~he rich step in ana take their seat, 
But the poor walk down to cambridge street. (b) 
'lhe collection (countea on Monday to observe the Sabbath) amounted 
to £'1~31. 5/9a. ~hen in 1884 the UP church similarly movea trom 
wellington street to the crest of University Avenue the collection at 
the opening service was £.11,100 - a most tangible aemonstration, 
suggest Bullock ana Drummona, of this denomination's social ana 
, 1 d (9) mater~a a vance. 
In fact by mid century the three main presbyterian churches in some 
areas such as ulasgow were almost equal in extent, with the Church ot 
Scotlana slightly in front. (10) 
In the late IbbO's and 70's, however, this situation was already 
beginning to alter, as the establishea church pulled aheaa more 
aecisively. One 1actor here was the continuing su~port of the local 
gentry, tarmers and members of the legal establishment but another was 
the positive attituae of many ot the working class, particular in rural 
t - 'the Aula ~~rk'. (11) areas owardS n ... This was further reinforcea by 
its retention of a clear sense of parochial responsibility for poor 
~(jl 
relief and by a more liberal approach from the established clergy as 
the old 'Moaerate' leaaership diea out. 
During the same period the Free Church faced serious financial 
difficulties with the death of some generous aonors. E'actional 
wrangles absorbea much energy ana its maJor church building effort 
provea over ambitious, with one-third excess capacity resulting. 
'l'he UP's faced similar problems with a loss in IJrominent backers, 
though, as suggested above, it remained wealthy and avoiaea internal 
divisions at the cost of expansion. 
'I'his background of tension and stagnation brought a particular 
energy to attempts to disestablish the Church of Scotland, which markea 
the perioa from 1~74 to Ib95. 'l'he or iginal anti-voluntary position of 
the nee Kirk had already been overtaken by events in the 1870's. 'Ihe 
removal of patronage by the Ib74 Act again raised the question whether 
the root grievances of the original aissent over the Church/state 
relation haa been removea and whether the Establishment was really free 
from the Frastian* taint of Lutheran state churches or even the Church 
of hngland. The suspicion here was that -the interests of evangelical 
truth could not be safe in a church where elements of the ola 
, . t" 'd' , _ (12 ) Modera 1sm surV1ve under a mOdern gU1se • 
The Free Kirk and UP's campaign for Disestablishment and 
Disendowment was chiefly orchestrated through the medium of the 
Liberation society and later the Scottish Disestablishment Committee. 
Most significantly though this crisis aecis1vely aligned the rival 
churches with the rival political parties, making, as Kellas suggests, 
* Subordinating church juriSdiction to the state. 
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·the Scottish divines politicians and besetting politics with church 
matters· • 
(13 ) 
Thus it was to the Liberal party that the voluntaryists turneo as 
the most likely vehicle to achieve their objects, its conversion, they 
hoped, being secured through the persuasion of party leaoers ana its 
popular associations. 
'I'his was, of course, no departure for the UP's urban bourgeois 
men~ership who were solialy Liberal, always viewing the party as 
potentially sympathetic to church/state separation. As regaras the 
Free Kirk though, a tradition of Toryism hao originated with Chalmers 
and those who retainea their belief in a purifiea national church. A 
substantial minority remained Conservatives in the 1870's-80's, well 
representeo by Rev. James begg of Edinburgh and the layman, william 
Kidston of Glasgow, but the maJority of Free Churchmen ~ now 
convinceo Liberals, particularly alienatea by 'I'ory government actioll 
arouna the Disruption ana the lb74 Patronage Act, and by the hostile 
attituoes of Tory landowners like the Duke of buccleuch towards their 
Kirk. 
In these circumstances the Church of Scotland became drawn more to 
the conservatives, as upholders of the establishment principle. A 
number of prominent clergymen, like the Rev. Dodds of ~lasgow, began to 
address Conservative associations and even use the pulpit to support 
the party. (14) In turn the latter gave its active support to the 
large public meetings organised by the Kirk against aisestablishment 
and to its Church Defence Associations organiseo in 1885/b ana the 
Laymen's League established in 1890. Again though this process was 
not without exception ano, as hutchison notes, two broao banos remaineo 
ZU3 
outside the Kirk/~ory alliance; the ~hig wing of the Liberals, the 
'Liberal Churchmen' with a significant representation from the large 
mercantile bourgeois like Sir Charles Tennant ana Sir James LumSden, 
and the 'Broaa Churchmen' among the Kirk's clergy, Liberals in politics 
h 1 l 'k f ,(15) ana t eo ogy 1 e Pro essor Calra. 
These alignments were naturally shaken by the emergence of the 
Liberal Unionist party, who arew significantly on the ~higgish sections 
of the mercantile and professional bourgeoisie. The bitterness of 
ecclesiastical rivalry, however, persisted throughout the perioa ot 
study and beyona, as Kellas suggests, helping to sidetrack the Liberals 
from confronting the increasing aesire of the working class for 
inaepenaent political representation, ana, moreover, preventing church 
unity till as late as 1929. (10) 
Orangeism ana the Churches: ~ature and Extent of Relations 
The second step in the chapter is the specify the precise contours 
of orange/Church relations. here a comparative perspective is useful, 
again arawing on the cases ot Ulster, Canada and Liverpool. 
secondary sources though are rather disappointing. Senior, for 
example, suggests the early Canadian lOdges offered an improvisea 
substitute tor a church, at a time when clergymen were sometimes more 
difficult to find than an Orange warrant. 'I'hough sonle episcopal 
clergymen dia take a prominent role as members. (17) 
Details are very sketchy for later developments. The Order seems 
to have haa some Baptist links ana haa a !tlinister, D.F. hutchinson, as 
, (1&) Grand ~haplain of the provincial Grana LOdge of ~ova scotla. 
One interesting point though is that the Canaaian orangemen unlike the 
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Scottish did not develop a single entrenched position in favour of the 
Established Church (in this case Anglican). Ogle N. Gowan, for 
example, Grand Master in the 1840's had headed a government committee 
which recommended that financial reserves for the Anglican clergy, 
provided by the state, should be divided among!!! the legally 
recognisea denominations, and later he forcefully expressed his 
distaste for a 'state priesthood'. (19) 
As for Liverpool, there is even less precise detail on ecclesiastical 
links. Here Anglicans and Nonconformists were fiercely at odds over 
the established nature of the Church of England, though they tended to 
be united in practical terms by an evangelical alliance against High 
Church Anglican practices and Roman Catholicism. In these conditions 
the Orangemen seem to have adopted a more unambiguous State-Church 
policy than in Canada, generally supporting Church of Bngland 
candidates in the school board elections. This promoted support from 
tne Anglican clergy - the kev. Richard Hobson, for example, of st. 
Nathanial's Parish proclaimed himself 8a ttached to the Protestantism of 
Orangeism8 although he never joined 8that honourable organisation 8 
(20) _ but nowhere is the extent of this support specified. 
More fruitful, in fact, for comprative purposes is the case of 
Ulster, though again exact data for the later period is lacking. 
Although, as suggested, the LOI at its foundation was free from gentry 
control and formal links with the Established Church of Ireland - some 
of its original members were themselves presbyterians - this situation 
was reversea fairly rapidly. As a result of an anticipated attack on 
tithes and state endowment then episcopal clergymen were drawn into 
much closer association, and by 1828 15 out of 25 members of the Grand 
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committee ot the Orange Grand Loage were from this body. 'l'his set the 
typical pattern for lodges, particularly in Antrim, Down and ~orth 
Londonderry, consisting ot landlord, rector and curate, servants, ana 
agricultural labourers. 
Given this episcopal, gentry dominance, presbyterians, largely 
arawn from the ~orthern bourgeoisie ana veering towaras Liberalism, in 
the tirst halt of the l~th century remaineo aloof from the Oroer. 
'I'here were exceptions to this such as Rev. R.U. Shaw of Islana Magee 
and Rev. henry Cook of Belfast. The latter, as Tory ana a bitter 
opponent of Catholic emancipation, formea an alliance with the 
lanOlords and the LOI. In spite of protests from other members ot the 
synoe of Ulster he spoke at a rally in hillsborough, organisea by the 
orange gentry, at which he pleagea presbyterian co-operation and an 
alliance with the Establishea Church. (21) 
This, in tact, prefigurea the demise of 'eenominational rigiaities' 
in Irelana, ana the aecisive shift of the presbyterian bourgeoisie away 
from a republican ana radical past and towaras a staunch 'l'oryism in the 
face of FenianisnL ana home Rule crises. Prominent among them from the 
1860's were many presbyterian ministers who now eagerly embraced 
orangeism, attracted by its official stano on 'l'emperance ana 5abbath 
observance, ano irritated by the withdrawal ot the 010 'Royal Bounty' 
originally grantea by william III to the presbyterian church. 
By no means dio these aevelopments go unobservea or uncriticisea by 
some presbyterians. 'l'he following outburst from the 'Christian 
Banner' in Ib78 oisplays consiaerable anxiety over the contamination ot 
the presbyterian spirit with Orange influences. 
-'l'he 12th of July has once more come ana gone and 
with it the usual amount of Orange eloquence and 
Orange valour. with one or two exceptions the 
clergy of the late establishea church haa all the 
abusive declamation as well as all the Orange lily 
ana ~o surrenaer rhetoric to themselves. hunareds 
of presbyterians, however, we are tola, went on the 
Sabbath before the 12th to hear the nlen who from 
parish leaaers and schoolmasters were manutacturea 
into curates •••• These presbyterians could not ••• have 
more etfectively dishonour eo the memory ot their 
mighty dead, haa they on the 12th ot July last gone 
to the churchyard of the Old Grey Friars in 
Eainburgh, exhumea the sacred dust ot the aeaa ana 
flinging it into the Firth ot Forth, they could not 
have shown greater disrespect to those sainted sons 
of the blue banner who diea for the rights ot the 
Redeemer ana the liberties of their country·. (22) 
Despite these strictures, in the years that followed leading 
presbyterian figures like Rev. Hugh hannah ana Rev. Thomas Drew were 
central in the Orange anti-home Rule cam~ai9n. At this point one 
witnesses, in tact, a most thorough interpenetration between the Orange 
Institution and both of the maJor Ulster churches, with a large body ot 
clergy taking an active role in the business of ~rana, Provincial ana 
Local Looges. (23) 
On the other hana, the leaaing Orangeman, Col. Saunaerson, was also 
one of the foremost laymen in the Church ot Ireland - he even haa a 
private chapel in the grounas of his estate and usually conauctea the 
service ana preachea the sermon there himself, ·not caring for 
assistance even in the reading of lessons •• (24) 'lhese close 
ecclesiastical links still, indeed, characterise the Irish LOI in the 
present day, its official historians Dewar, Long and brown are 
clergymen, as is present MWGM the Rev. Martin Smyth, a minister of the 
(2~) presbyterian church. 
A stark contrast, however, is presentea by scottish Orangeism. At 
its low state ot aevelopment in the early 19th century the Order here 
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haa no significant involvement from the clergy of any denomination and 
even by the time of the Ib35 parliamentary report only ~ clergyman, 
an English episcopalian Rev. John Jervis Bently of the 'Royal Goraon', 
(~b) 
was a member. 
with its general expansion in the 1860's the Scottish Institution 
found its first real clerical enthusiast in the Ulsterman Robert ~ault, 
minister of the Free ~irk in Glasgow ~ingston ana superintenaent of its 
anti-Popish mission. Gault was himself an Orangeman, prone to 
inflan®atory speeches at the Order's ~ovember soirees. he was, 
moreover, most willing to receive his brethren in his church and on the 
12th of July 1868 the Glasgow Orangemen met in Brunswick Street and 
marchea to ~ingston 5-6 abreast. The episcopal link also seems to 
have remained in this period and in 1868 200 members of the Oraer 
walked to the episcopal church in &t. James Place, coatbriage, 
resplendent with Orange neck lets ana Bibles. (27) 
Yet comparee with the extent of Church of Ireland support ana the 
reorientation of a large bOdy of the presbyterian clergy in Ulster 
towards the Order in the same period, such eevelopments appear rather 
insignificant. 
Moving on to the 1870's and beyond, however, some ecclesiastical 
links did develop. Ineeed, looking at the apparent proliferation of 
ministers on Orange platforms it might even seem possible to assimilate 
Ulster and scottish experience. 
For the perioe 1873-1900 I identified 43 clergymen on public Orange 
platforms. These appearances were spreaa throughout the west of 
Scot lane and unlike the Oreer's political links no significant local 
variations are apparent between the cases of ~lasgow, Paisley ana 
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Greenock (7 ministers were from Greenock). ~any of these figures were 
moreover frequent visitors and the figure of 43 is surely an 
understatement of the total of clerical supporters in the 3u years' 
(2&) 
span. 
Beyond this, however, considerable caution must be exercisea. 
First, among this number, the representation from the various 
denominations was unbalancea. ~o less than 27 of those whose 
denominations could be identified were from the Church of scotland, 0 
were Episcopalians, 6 were Methodists (Lodge ~o. 60 was called the 
'wesleyan') and 2 were 'independent congregationalists'. Only 2 were 
from the Free Kirk though, Gault and the Rev. Fraser of paisley, and 
there were ~ UP representatives. secondly moreover, ~7 is only a tiny 
minority of Church of Scotland Ministers considering there were no less 
than 1113 Kirk congregations in Scotland in 1854, tor example. (2~) 
Thiraly, it is also essential to distinguish between the 'fellow 
travellers', willing to guest at the fairly seaate November soirees ana 
make expansive gestures of support there, ana those (like their Ulster 
counterparts) were prepared to become members of the Order, acting as 
Grand Chaplains, and even appearing at the consiaerably more rowdy 12th 
parades. If this distinction is made, clerical involvement swiftly 
appears less impressive. Indeed it is striking how frequently 
ministers at Orange meetings feel compelled to emphasise they were not 
actually orangemen. The Rev. Paton, for example, stressed he -did not 
wear Orange colours-, but he -cherished its principles as warmly at 
(30) heart as any of them. Similarly the Rev. Hugh Ramsay of 
Baillieston tola his Royal Black preceptory auaience he was -not a 
member of the Order- though he -thoroughly believed in the principles 
2u~ 
(31) 
the brethren professea·. 'l'hUs only nine of the Church ot 
scotland ministers were themselves Orangemen, three of the 
Episcopalians, one E'ree Churchman (Gault), both congregationalists and 
one ot the ~ethoaists (Rev. william Robinson of paisley). 
Fourthly, a point which will be developed below, it is interesting 
to note how many of this number were Ulstermen - a total of six, three 
of the Kirk Ministers, both the Congregationalists ana Gault. 
Finally, even the native Scots ministers who dia join the Order 
were not prominent or influential churchmen, some were inaeed reckoned 
as 'mavericks' by their contemporaries, and consequently carriea little 
weight in the life and work of the Kirk. The Rev. J.K. Campbell, for 
example, was actually a tormer U.P. minister who the Greenock Telegraph 
commentea • ••• changed his political colour of late and overcame his 
(3~) previous prejuaices ••• against Orangeism·. Joining the 
Institution arouna 1879, he seems to have swung to the most reactionary 
extremes of 'l'oryism, sponsoring a resolution attributing increasea 
papal aggression to the non-enforcement of the 18~9 Catholic 
emancipation Bill's guarantee clauses and calling for the Bill's 
(33) 
repeal. 
An even more intriguing case, though, is the Rev. Robert Thompson 
of Ladywell parish, Glasgow - 'Rubbart' ana 'something of a rantipole' 
according to the 'Bailie' magaZine, for whom he was a favourite figure 
of ridicule (see portrait overleaf). (34) Certainly an ardent 
self-publicist, 'l'hompson was very prominent in the Order in the early 
1870's. He had much wider ambitions, though, standing as an 
inaependent Protestant candidate in the Kilmarnock parliamentary 
election in Ibb8, the Glasgow Municipal election in 1883, ana later in 
~10 
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the parliamentary aivision of st. Rollox in Ib9u and 95, as an 
'Independent protestant working ~an's candiaate' embracing a populist 
'Protestant democracy'. he also managea to gain election to the 
Glas90w School Board in Ib85, ana was principal ot his own, very short 
lived, 'south-side University'. 
his conduct was at times embarrassing, in particular to the Orange 
Grand Lodge, with its concern for standards of 'aecent behaviour' amon9 
its members. In 1883, for instance, he threw the Greenock hovember 
soiree into uproar when he attempted to use his speech to publicise his 
municipal candiaature. Another minister on the platform objectea to 
him introducing 'extraneous matter at this social gathering'. At this 
Thompson became very excited shouting, -~ou are a trimmer, sir, you are 
a liar, sir, and you gave me the cola shoulaer, sir-. Provost &innie 
chairing the meeting vainly tried to pacify him and only after several 
other interruptions was he persuaded to offer the other clergyman his 
hand -to show we are Christian ministers-. (35) He haa similarly 
aisruptea a municipal banquet in Glasgow the same year, protesting 
noisily at the presence of the Roman Catholic Archbishop Eyre at the 
festivities. (36) 
In these circumstances the eccentric divine's position in the 
Establishea Presbytery of Glasgow was extremely marginal, and he was 
refused the position of ~oderator which should have been his by 
rotation for 1884. An amenament proposing the Rev. MCLeoa of Govan 
(see below) in his stead was accepted 42 to 14 with the most 
distinguished and respected Glasgow ministers in favour. Rev. 
Thompson in retaliation proposed a variety of motions including one of 
-no support for the pervert ~arquis of Bute, a papist, in the Glasgow 
~12 
university rectorial election- but these were overwhelmingly aefeatea. 
These ~oints on personalities, coupled with the general level of 
involvement of Kirk ministers point clearly to the crucial distance 
between the two boaies - further confirmed by the lack of 
representation from the Orangemen in local Church Defense Associations 
ana the Kirk's large anti-disestablishment rallies. (37) An 
explanation of these weak establishment links and also the almost 
complete absence of links with the dissenting boaies ana the prominence 
of clergymen from the Episcopal and ~ethodist denominations will be 
given in the following section. 
Determining Factors in Church Relations (Orange Ideology) 
One factor militating against closer ecclesiastical links was 
presented by the positive elements in the Orangemen's own ideology, 
which stressed its role as -the only body where Protestants of all 
denominations could unite against the common enemy, especially 
resisting papal aggression on the British constitution-. (3b) 
take creait to our Institution for being one in which all general 
protestants are equally welcome whether Episcopalian, presbyterian or 
whatever else and in which they are associatea together in a movement 
which strengthens them in the feelings of Christian brotherhooa and so 
promotes their spiritual welfare-. (39) For Johnstone of 
Ballykillbeg the Order was quite simply the foremost religious 
organisation, 'Protestantism in action'. (40) 
such ambitious claims to be superior to competing denominational 
,. . f h" t ' (41) interests - dlfferlng rom one anot er on mlnor pOln s as 
Paton dismissed them - were very likely to alienate the more orthodox 
~l3 
religious bodies who were actually pursuing those interests, interests 
which they genuinely believed were essential for the well-being of the 
Christian church in bcotland. In particular the Orangemen's 
definition of themselves as the 'leaven' of pure and scri~tural 
protestantism was liable to of tend the Free Church which, as notea 
above, had been anxious to lay claim to a very similar role as the true 
'Church of Scotland'. 
More specific elements, though, in the Institution's iaeology on 
the church/state relationship also contributed to the alienation of the 
dissenting bodies. First largely drawing on their experience ot the 
Irish Church the Orangemen most strongly opposed disestablishment and 
'Voluntaryism' • ~he latter was denounced in the strongest terms by 
McLeod • ••• The voluntary principle has been and still is one,of the 
main influences - outside the Church of Rome - by which Popery has been 
aavanced to political power and state position within the three 
kingdoms and therefore Voluntaryism must be resistea as one ot the 
, , t • (42) chlef asslstants 0 Popery • 
'l:he UP's often explicitly incurred the LOI' s wrath, but the Free 
Kirk was also liable to attack, once it movea from its original 
'purified establishment' position. Dr. MaCKnight ot Ayr, tor example, 
saw them as twin toes, calling on his audience to ·buckle on their 
armour against the disestablishment movement carried on by the U.ps, 
who were a boay professing belief in the Bible, all except the 13th 
Chapter of Romans, teaching the magistrates power under Goa, and the 
Free Church which is a bOdy dividea against itself ••• they left the 
Church of state believing in the principle of church ana state and now 
(43) 
a great number of its ministers were Voluntaries·. 
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~his attack was further pressed home trom the late l~7U's, notably 
by Thomas Macklin ana Samuel Geodes both themselves Free Churchmen; as 
Geodes, Wf'1 of Loage t'iO. 690 commented, -I ana many thousanas of 
Orangemen belong to aissenting boaies ••• but the time has come to remove 
to more wholesome quarters. ~he Free Kirk position leaves no 
alternative, tor Orangemen are bound by solemn obligation to support 
the Protestant Religion as establishea by william III in 16b9, hence 
d ' bl' h _ (44) they are no 1sesta 1S ers • 
At times criticism from Orange platforms even extendea to the Free 
Church's lack of concern for the poor, as contrasted with the 
Established Church. The Rev. hutcheson of t'iewhall Parish reported in 
1878 that his district -haa been saia too poor to support a minister by 
the Free Kirk, but his Church ot 5cotland predecessor haa steppea in; 
he aia not go to proselytise but to preach to the poor, the halt, the 
maimea and the blina and Goa forbid the Church of scotland shoula ever 
cease to care for the poor-. (45) 
The Institution's t'iegative Reputation 
such barbs were offensiVe enough in themselves, but when con~ined 
with what many aissenting clergymen viewea as the unsavoury reality ot 
orangeism they were seen as arrogant ana insupportable. 
The antipathy of the bourgeois-aominatea UP and Free Churches woula 
be rousea in the first place by the proleterian and striaently populist 
tone of many ot the local lodges. A preceeaing chapter, however, also 
aescribea the extremely negative reputation the Order haa gained auring 
the 19th century tor arunkenness, aisorder, ana importing an alien 
party spirit into 5cotlana. It is here in the context of relations 
with the churches that this haa its B10st baneful effect; for such 
'attributes' sat uneasily with the overwhelming concern for indiviaual 
conduct and personal morals - which particular characterisea the 
(46) dissenting Churches. 
One of the best illustrations of the reactions the LOI aroused 
among the dissenters is proviaed by the ~reenock Free Church 
(47) 
controversy of IB76. 
The circumstances of this case were very complex, but basically it 
had transpired that a congregation of Ulster settlers in the town haa 
formed themselves into an independent 'Orange Congregational Church' 
meeting in the Orange Hall in Cathcart street unaer the direction of 
the Rev. Dignum ana later Rev. Charleton, both themselves Ulstermen. 
In time they had applied to be acceptea into the Church of scotland. 
The Kirk haa permitted thiS, but some of its ministers, such as Rev. 
Bryce, had been anxious to score a point against the Free Church, ana 
at a meeting of the Church of Scot lana presbytery in December lb7~ 
claimea that the 'Orange Church' was in fact a defection from the 
'Frees' - provoked by their increasing 'Voluntaryistic' proclivities. 
(Claims for similar defections, such as the Uig case, ana a cry of 'the 
Free Church on the wane' ~ere quite prominent in the mia Ib7~'s as 
Disestablishment became a more contentious issue). 
The ~reenock Free Church presbytery was outraged. The substance 
of their argument ~as that the congregation haa always been unaer false 
colours, being composed almost entirely of Orangemen. In these 
circumstances it appeared to them to have a profound 'political' or 
'party' motivation rather than a religious one. Significantly, 
however, this ~as entwinea with riaicule of the Irish origins ana the 
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general social standing of the Orangemen - or as an urange corresponaent 
summed up, to the Free Churchmen, ·orangemen are detestable and in 
h ' t b ,.. '. (4f:s) everyt 1ng are 0 e av01aed and excommun1cated • 
~hus the Rev. Bonnar taking to task his opponents began tairly 
inotfensively by challenging the facts ot the Rev. Bryce's claims tor 
'the new established church'. ·~hib,· he explained, ·was a 
congregation ot Irish presbyterians ana had been advertised week atter 
week in the paper as 'the Orange Established church', they droppea the 
name afterwardS in deterence to the choice or antipathies of the bOdY 
which they were meaning to join· (the Church of ~cotlana). he went on 
though to recount (to great laughter from the presbytery) that one ot 
the orange church haa maae a slip of the tongue, saying that • ••• tor 
the last twelve months he haa watched the progress of the Urder - not 
the congregation - and he thought they would now take a leaaing part in 
the town's elections and other local matters ••• • ·'1'0 form a 
congregation upon such a basiS·, as Bonnar continued ·was a scanaal ana 
an outrage on the Christian religion. why these gentlemen would not 
sit at the Lord's Table as disciples but as politicians, and they Would 
go torth trom worship aown through the thoroughfares of the town to 
agitate •••• ~heir minister, moreover, woula have to be one with 
themselves in Orange politics and one with themselves in 
everything •••• And where·, he asked, ending on a note of sarcasm, ·wOUld 
the Orangemen get a man in Scotland that would sympathise with them in 
Orangeism'·. 
bonnar's contribution seems to have unleashed similar sentiments 
trom his Free Church colleagues. '1'he Rev. Nelson, for example, 
commented ·it was singular that whilst other unions with which they, as 
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ministers, haa to do there was always a great display of Orange blossom 
- in this case the Orange blossom is carefully concealed by ~r. Bryce 
and his Orangemen - they best know the reason why·. Nevertheless he 
hopea ·their minister would ao much good, especially among the low 
Irish ••• • (author's emphasis); while the Rev. Stark saia ·two or three 
families haa left his church because he woula not attend a certain 
meeting and make a speech in favour ot Orangeism ••• but he did not think 
that their friends in the established church neea be overjoyea by 
getting three hundrea Orangemen (laughter and applause)-. For his 
part the Rev. Thompson took the more common positive view~oint on Irish 
protestant migration. ·It gave one pleasure to see them gradually 
rise in social pOSition, to see their children marrying ana 
intermingling with Scottish families ••• •• However, • ••• he haa 
dealings with Orangemen ana complied with a request to attena one of 
their meetings. He looked on that gathering as a social gathering of 
those who belonged to Ireland. He was allowed ••• to make a speech on 
anything he liked, and he took advantage to speak on toleration 
(laughter) •••• The auaience appeared to be very well pleasea with his 
speech (laughter). he was well pleased with his speech (renewed 
laughter) ana he was invitea to come back again. but they afterwaras 
began to bring speakers to their meetings who discussea 
Disestablishment ana such things, men whose sentiments were in airect 
opposition to his own and since then he had given up attenaing their 
meetings-. (Author's emphasis). 
Given the hostility voiced here it is at first sight surprising 
that the Oraer found any Free Church champions like the Revs. Gault ana 
Fraser. In fact these were drawn from the lola guara' of the Free 
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Church who followeo Chalmers both in his 'l'oryism and his commitment to 
the establishment principle - alreadY by the Ib70's steaaily awinaling 
in numbers. Fraser, for example, a frequent Visitor to paisley orange 
platforms, oied in Ib79; his obituary aescribea him as a 'thorough 
constitutionalist' in his opinions, a free churchman but opposea to 
, (49) Disestablishment ana an aroent pamphleter aga~nst the latter. 
Finally, in the case of the Church of scotlano, the Oroer's class 
composition may have been less problematic than for the dissenters, 
given the responsibility the Kirk felt, as the 'national church', to 
minister to all sections of Scottish bociety. A large part of its 
membership, as notea above, was itself drawn from the working classes 
in the rural areas. In addition, the LOI's positions on 
'voluntaryism' WOUld be more positively received by this boay, 
particularly in the midst of Disestablishment agitation. 
However, considerable reticence on the Kirk's part towaras Orange 
links was still apparent. lhe negative features ot the Oraer also 
seem relevant here, for although less indiviaualisea the ethos of 
respectability still haa a commanding presence in the Church ot 
scotland. The image of the 'tipsy Orangemen', for example, was likely 
to arOUSe great oistaste among ministers, given the churCh's yrowing 
commitment to 'lemperance in the 19th century. AS Fleming inaicates, 
the Kirk had been slow to act at first ana iaentify itself with the 
'l'emperance movement but in Ib48 a Temperance committee was appointea 
, (5u) 
ana by 18~3 more than 4UO ministers in scotland were absta~ners. 
In the Greenock case, tor example, there seems to have been a 
significant lack of enthusiasm among the Establishea Kirk presbytery 
for their new congregation. In fact, the seemed embarrassea by the 
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whole aftair ana were unwilling to reply to the Free Kirk's charges. 
-perhaps the presbytery may see-, commented Rev. ~urray its ~oaerator, 
-that it is more conforming to its dignity that no such reply be given 
forth- • In fact, Bonnar's charge is probably correct that the Irish 
church's 'Orange' epithet was dropped to save their feelings. 
Also revealing are some of the statements from the small minority 
of ministers who were willing to give the LOI public support. Again 
these placea stress on the Orangemen's conauct. -If Orangemen are 
true to their colours, they will not forget the church-, stated the 
Rev. park, • ••• and they will not fail to have the ministers rally rouna 
th • (51) em • Apparently his aavice was not well heeaea ana years 
later a Coatbridge Minister, Rev, Tait, was compellea to rebuke the 
1 f h · h h tt· (52) loca Orangemen or t e1r poor c urc a enaance. !:oven the 
eccentr ic Rev. 'l'hompson offered advise to his 12th aUdience. he haa 
just returned from a tri~ to Italy ana haa visitea the Pope's summer 
palace. ·If you saw a po~e-, he aeclarea, -you woula see he was not 
half as gooa looking as the men here, if you woula only wash your 
faces·. (53) 
Determining Factors in Church Relations: Scottish society 
The pejorative connotations of Orangeism, however, provide only a 
partial explanation of the lack of links with the Scottish churches -
similar difficulties after all were faced and largely surmountea by the 
LOI in Ulster. In fact, as suggestea in the preceding chapter, its 
negative reputation here was effectively compounaed by features rootea 
historically in Scottish SOCiety and beyond the Oroer's control. 
Gallacher, for example, suggests that the Disruption may have had a 
aebilitating effect on militant Protestantism generally in the Scottish 
churches. (54) Certainly one shoula not underestimate the strength 
of anti-Roman catholicism which did eXist, as expressea notably by 
(5~) James aegg and the Free Church's ultra Conservative ~ing. 
however, the ecclesiastical controversies promotea by the events of 
IB43 (ana the earlier schisms of the lbth ana early 19th century) also 
tena to undermine Miles' view that the Church of Scotlana was 
characterised by anti-Catholicism ana opposition to Irish immigrants, 
because its position as the ~ational church in the Scottish 
(5b) 
'Proto-state' was perceived to be threatened by them. In fact, 
the Kirk's establishea position, as describea above, haa been 
consistently challengea by dissent from as early as the Ibth century 
ana most notably by the combinea UP boay in the 19th century. F'rom 
lb43 it haa an even more formiaable rival in the Free Kirk, which 
struggled vigorously to become recognised as the true ~ational Church 
of Scotlana in the eyes of the Scottish people. ~he Greenock Free 
Church case indicates, moreover, how in practice the bitterness of such 
rivalry left little energy for active 'No Popery' in the churches. If 
inaeed the Kirk haa playea the role that hiles' identifies for it as 
the most institutionalised expression of anti-catholic/Irish sentiment 
in Scotlana, this might have offered the LOI an opportunity of aialogue 
with a central pillar of Scottish society. In reality it proved an 
increasingly uncongenial climate for Orange sentiments, even when 
Church Union was at last appearing on the hori~on in the early 2Uth 
century. 
Far from being Orange partisans the views of many leaaing ministers 
may have been influenced by the Rev. Dr. Flint, a leaaing Churchman, 
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professor of Divinity at Edinburgh from lb79-1903, -Let us hope-, he 
wrote, -that ••• the time may not be far off when even the greatest 
religious differences in opinion among us, will not be felt to be 
incompatible with unity in Christ and the exercise of all Christian 
graces ana duties towards those who aitfer from us in doctrinal views. (57) 
Besides the Disruption, though, another factor in Scottish 
religious lite was important in marginalising Protestant militancy in 
the churches and with it Orange involvement. This was the limited 
extent of ritualism as a cause celebre. It was the anti-ritualist 
movement in Liverpool, as well as anti-Catholicism which promotea a 
'low church' Anglican and ~oncontormist rapprochement and may have 
permittea Orange/Anglican links. In scotland, however, (where the use 
of organ music in churches was considered by some like Begg to be an 
abomination) ritualistic practices ana concern with the 'externalities' 
of worship were extremely rare in the major Scottish denominations. 
Only a few 'ritualist outrages' came to public attention then. 
Rev. John Charleston of ~hornliebank, for example, aavocated responsive 
prayer in public worship and the observance of holy week festivals. 
His congregation seems to have inclUded many Ulster protestants ana 
orangemen (who had come to work in the local threaa mills) (57) ana a 
petition with 207 names was sent to the paisley presbytery in lb9b 
expressing their 'greatest dismay'. Charleston eventually lett the 
Church of Scotland in 1901 and became a Roman Catholic. ~uestions of 
ornament ana ritual were again raisea in the case of Rev. 'l'.N. Aaamson 
at Barnhill in 1901-4, including charges of genuflection before a 
'popish altar', ana even an eccentric Free Church minister, Rev. stuart 
(~b) 
Mills, was suspenaea for 'popish and superstitious practices'. 
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The High Church movement in Scot lana insteaa found its most 
authentic expression in the Scottish Church Society (S.C.S.). This 
body, much influencea by the idealist categories ot l~th century 
thought, eschewea much of ~uritanism and Moaeratism, turning 
sympathetically to the purer features of the pre-Retormation church 
ana the neo-Catholic traaition pioneerea by the Rev. Milligan ot 
Aberdeen. It differed from the contemporary evangelism, as Fleming 
notes, in the prominence it gave to sacramental aoctrine and its stress 
on the historic continuity of the church from earliest times. Unlike 
its English counterpart, however, it haa little interest in ritual and 
ceremonial - actually expelling the erring Rev. Charleston for his 
, 'h ,,( 59 ) Rom1S pract1ces. 
In tact, a useful indicator of the relative absence of High Church 
controversy in 19th century Scotland was the progress of the SCS. Its 
membership was never very large, only 91 in 1900, but its influence, 
Murray conclUdes, was out of proportion to this; three former 
mOderators joinea and three members became moderators from 1892 to 
1~14. (bO) It was, of course, the Rev. John MCLeod 'the priest of 
Govan' and an energetic ~CS apostle who was appointed mOderator ot the 
c.lasgow presbytery to the Orange Rev. 'I'hompson. In contrast 
opposition to the SCS was lead by a 'marginal man' in the Church of 
Scotlana, the Rev. Jacob Prin~er of Dundee, like Thompson an eccentric 
who hela Protestant 'conventicles' and disrupted successive General 
, (61) Assembl1es. 
The effects of aisestablishment and the lack of an effective 
anti-Ritualist movement still operate, however, at rather a high level 
Of generality, again assisting an understanding of the limitations on 
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militant Protestantism in the churches. 
For the LOI's ecclesiastical involvement a set of more specific 
factors are also important. These are basically relatea to the 
Institution's position as an importation, ana to the oisjuncture 
between the social formations of Ulster ana Scotlano - in ~articular in 
this case between oenominational characteristics ana alignments. 
AS a preceaing chapter suggestea, a central role in the mia century 
aevelopment of the LOI was playea by Ulster migrants. It is probable, 
as both Barkley, ana Bullock ana Drummona suggest, that a very large 
proportion of them were Episcopalians, given the overwhelming 
preaominance in the early history of the Oraer. It was inaicatea 
above, for example, that many of the presbyterian bourgeoisie certainly 
saw it as a creature of the Establishea Church in Irelana. 
~his episcopal boay haa a hanovarian ana Constitutionalist 
backgrouna, ana its churchmanship was strongly Protestant and highly 
colourea with evangelism - the mia-century evangelical revival having a 
particularly profound effect here. Like the Kirk, as a former 
National church, it drew strongly on the aristocracy ana gentry but 
also assumed a responsibility for the working class - the latter's 
representation was strong in the counties, though non-churchgoing 
became a problem in Belfast in the late l~bO's. (62) 
The Scottish Episcopal Church into which Orangemen, as former 
communicants ot the Church of Ireland, woulo have been received was, 
however, a very aifterent body in terms of history, worship and class 
com~osition. It haa been a mainstay of the Jacobite rebellions in 
scotland, for instance, and, as Thatcher notes, it was not until 1792 
(63) 
that the penal laws to which it was subject were repealed. At 
that time there were only 4u priests in Scotland and it took a 
consiaerable time before the church could expana. Even by the 1830's 
there were only 0 or 7 congregations in Glasgow ana the west of 
Scotland. In the 1840's ana 50's many churches ~ built, though the 
south western diocese numbered only 40 or 50 clergymen. 
~oreover, although congregations were predominantly working class 
in the North East, in the west and Edinburgh, the strength of expansion 
in the early 19th century lay in the anglicising gentry. unlike its 
Irish counterpart, though, the church seems to have had little concern 
for poor relief, or sense of duty towards the less privilegea sections 
of society. 
At this level of development then, the Scottish episcopal church 
was markealy unpreparea for the influx of thousanas of migrant workers 
from Ulster. The rector of st. Andrews by the Green in Glasgow, for 
example, claimed lU,OuO Episcopalians in the city in the late 1830's, 
but bewailed that 4,000 of them were Irish and aestitute. (04) ~ore 
commonly it seems this group was received, not in the mainstream of the 
church, but by missions largely catering for the poor. Several of 
these open eo in Glasgow in the 19th century one of the first being 
tormea in Bridgeton in 1805 by the Rev. Aitchison - seats were free ana 
collections for the half year amounted to £7.10/-, an indication of the 
congregation's lack of prosperity. (b5) A similar mission, st. 
Lukes, was founded in Springburn in the 1870's, built expressly for 
'the English and Irish of the artisan class'. (bo) 
Besides the logistical problems of finaing a hospitable 
congregation, further serious difficulty confrontea the Episcopalian 
Orange migrant, in the strongly high Church nature of the Scottish 
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Episcopalians. In fact, in Scotland most of the principles of the 
oxford movement were in operation long before the aays of the English 
Tractarians and 'puseyites', incluaing the aivine origin of the Church, 
apostolic succession ana even the real presence of Christ at the 
eucharistic sacrifice, the communion of saints ana the celebration of 
fasts and testivals. Increasingly, moreover, even in Glasgow ana 
Edinburgh it was the old 'Scottish rite' strongly liturgical in 
character, which was employed in services. Such 'ritualism' woula, of 
course, be abhorrent to an Orangeman rearea in the Irish Episcopal 
traaition of unadorned services and aoctrinal preaching. 
Yet problems of transition also confrontea Ulster Orange settlers 
who, like Geades and Macklin, were presbyterians, usually communicants 
of the presbyterian Church of Ireland. ~ow, while the General 
Assembly of this Church condemned Disestablishment ana from the IHbO's 
began to display profound Tory sentiments, crucially at the time of the 
1&43 Disruption it haa allied with the Free Church, regularly senaing 
two representatives to its assemblies. This then became its sister 
church in scotland, and the receiving body for its communicants 
.. h (67) arrlvlng ere. 
In this way, whereas men like Macklin who • ••• haa read from Plato, 
Plutarch, Aristotle and Cicero etc, all who love to witness the truth 
of ~ational religion·, (b&) might have found a more congenial place 
of worship in the Church of &cotland, with its growing rapport with the 
Conservatives and championing of the Church/State link, they were, in 
fact, airected to membership of the Free Church. This was, as 
illustratea earlier in the chapter, the bulwark of Liberalism in 
Scotland and its position on the autonomy and independence of Christian 
society seemea to be converging with the U.P.s on the voluntary support 
of the Gospel. ('I'his explains why the reception of the Greenock 
Ulster congregation into the Church ot Scotland was reckoned by some as 
a gain from the Frees). 
Furthermore, even if Orangemen were willing to enter the Free Kirk, 
with its unwelcome political ana ecclesiastical orientations, they may 
also have faced difficulties by the frequently strict admission to 
Communion among the dissenting bodies. New members were usually 
admitted by resolution of the Kirk Session and testimonials and 
certificates from their previous church had to be proaucea. young 
persons were examined in the Shorter catechisHI and scriptural knowledge 
and if satisfactory received tokens of entry; even the sacraments ot 
marriage and baptism were celebrated in accordance with this discipline 
(69) 
and a tee was charged for registration. Given probable 
anti-Orange prejudices, not all congregations may have been 
particularly willing to be co-operative here. 
'l'he vital contribution made by these dislocations is indicated not 
only in their explanations of the weaknesses but also the strengths in 
orange/Church relations. Notably these include the important presence 
of Episcopalian clergymen as members of the LO! ana on its platforms. 
Thus, they were either ex Church of Ireland vicars, some ot whom had 
come to Scotland after aisestablishment in Ibb8, like the Rev. James 
Mccann of st. Pauls Glasgow; or more commonly evangelical 'low church' 
Anglicans unhappy with Scottish Episcopalianism. 1he Revs. Halliday 
and Hodgekinson, Grana Chaplains in 1899 ana 92 respectively and 
ministers of the Free Episcopal Church of England 'Emmanuel' Church in 
camlachie, were representative of this group, as was Rev. Braoshaw of 
st. Lukes mission. 
Secondly, the general situation also helps explain public links 
between kethodist ministers ana the LOI; for the kethodists had a 
significant following in Ulster dating from the time ot wesley's tours 
(70) in the late l&th century - Larne being a notable centre. 
Blending with some initial familiarity with the lOdges would also be 
that bigh Toryism, which had characterised sections of the church since 
(71) . h' the role ot wesley and Bunting, ana w lch found resonance in the 
Order's claims to defend crown, Constitution and the Protestant 
Religion. 
Primitive Methodists, the more radical tendency were also 
represented though. Rather than a political motivation, it seems here 
that their common situation as Istrangers in a foreign lanai, as 
Bullock expresses it, drew these otherwise rather uncommon boaies 
together - even in 1901 the Primitives had less than 1000 members in 
scotland. In other woras they may have been grateful tor the 
opportunity to speak on the LOlls public platforms, although, like 
their wesleyan counterparts, Icommon Protestantism ' was usually not 
sufficient to persuade them to join the Order. 
Thirdly, frustration with those Scottish churches which should have 
received the orangemen as members was important in driving the LOI to 
set up its own churches - the 'lndependent Congregational I bodies with 
the Ulster ministers J.U. Mitchell and T.w. Patrick. In 1881, for 
example, G.I. Paton laia the foundation stone of the latter's new 
congregational church at Rutherglen at the cost ot £2000. He was 
subsequently presented with the silver trowel as ·a token of the 
brotherly love which should be held by Orangemen and all true 
Protestants-. ( 72) 
This frustration also seems to have led the Orangemen into a close 
relationship with the lay evangelist, H.A. Long, (interestingly Long's 
background was cast in the 'low church' Anglican tradition as curate at 
st. Silas's in Glasgow). (73) The relationship, though, did not 
always run smoothly, due largely to personal rivalries. Long seems 
to have been a rather egotistical character and strongly resisted 
Grana Lodge attempts to alter candidate selection in the 'Knoxite' 
voting confraternity he had founded for the Glasgow School Board 
. (74) 
electlons. (See portrait overleaf). 
Finally, the disjuncture between the ecclesiastical situations of 
ulster and Scotland was also liable to produce a result particularly 
fearea by the Grand Lodge - namely that the Orangemen woula stay away 
from the churches altogether. The Rev. Tait's remarks in 1894 have 
already been noted and one of the main motivations ot the Orange 
Church's foundation in Greenock was precisely that -large numbers of 
our brethren who come from the sister isle attach themselves to no 
congregation at all, and we wish to get hold of them-. (75) 'l'hus 
the Order's unsavoury reputation, which itself had contributed to its 
marginalisation in Scottish religious life, was again reinforced. 
TO sum up, the problematic nature of LOI/ecclesiastical relations 
highlights an interaction between the 'Ulster factor' and specific 
characteristics of 19th century Scottish society, which is essential in 
explaining the Order's relative weakness here. (7b) 
'l'he discussion has wider implications, though. For not only does 
the material challenge the existence of a simple agitational role tor 
the minister in anti-Catholicism, but on a more general level it 
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undermines the attribution of a unitary manipulative significance to 
Scottish Orange activity. ~he attituaes towaras the Order, trom those 
members of the Scottish bourgeoisie who were involved in the churches -
particularly in the Free Church or UP boaies - further emphasises the 
inability of this class to accept Orangeism's unruly, populist 
associations, and their consequent unwillingness to employ it 
consistently for the tactics of 'aiviae et impera'. 
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CHAPTER 8 
RANK AND FILE/LEADERSHIP RELA'l'IONS 1865-c1900. 
The heterogeneity of the LOI in terms of class composition, 
geographical distribution etc., alreaay describea, is matched to some 
extent by internal tensions and conflicts between the orange rank and 
file ana its directing body, the Grand Lodge, from the late 1860's. 
In scotland, however, such tensions tended to be fairly diffuse, 
focusing on the conduct of plebeian Orangemen ana attempts to mould 
this to a prevailing ethos of 'respectability'. At the same time they 
were characterised less by that 'limit~d class consciousness' Patterson 
identifies for Belfast. (1) An important factor, it will be 
suggested in this Chapter, is the class composition of the Scottish 
Grand LOQge and its ability to balance more successfully than its Irish 
counterpart - or indeed its preaecessor in the 1830's - the traditional 
demands of 'combative sectarianism' and Protestant defence, with the 
simultaneous exigencies of forging political alliances and becoming 'a 
power in the land'. 
'Kick The Pope': Characteristics of the Orange Rank and File 
The Grand Lodge, in seeking to consoliaate the increase in 
numerical strength and activity mid-century, was confrontea by a 
veritable triptych of unfavourable impressions, also gained by the 
Institution, for importing alien Irish party quarrels, for violence ana 
for drunkenness. whatever the exact resonance of such a reputation in 
fact, contemporaries' reactions, aetailed particularly in the case of 
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the Scottish churches, do point above all to the salience of a rough as 
well as respectable element in its membership. 
A full reconstruction of this division within the Institution is 
not possible. Indeed even in general application a definition of 
terms is difficult, beyond the basic injunction that rough-respectable 
distinctions should be seen as, -tilted across hierarchies of skill and 
pay, relating as much to personal qualities and effort in the face of 
circumstances as it did to the world of work'. (2) An excellent 
I 
exanlple, though, of these nuances is provided in Bones aescription, in 
1901, of two very different types of 'Protestant working Man'. This 
is worth quoting at length. 
Of the first -his bonnet and blue turned down collar are 
characteristic-. he is a time-servea workman, a fitter. -he lives 
in a tenement in Govan and his house consists of a room ana kitchen. 
He is married and has tour children and as likely as not his name is 
John Macmillan-. he is not, however, -a aomesticated man. his wife 
is too much with him in the room and kitchen house-, ana instead -he 
takes to football and drink, by way of a reaction against the dullness 
of a machine-made existence-. -His wife aye washing; his own work the 
same week in, week out •••• ~o wonder he took to the streets for his 
recreation ana joined the Kinning Park 'Rangers' club, and drove home 
in a brake from football matches with a melancholy company that found 
in barking cheers, a relief trom weariness-. Yet, -there is another 
type of working man, whose way ot life differs from that of the first, 
although his character is in essentials the same. This is one of the 
older type who seems to have adapted himself more perfectly to the 
conditions of his existence ana to have acquiesed without protest 
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He does not need the excitement for which the other craves, and so aoes 
not care for football or whisky ••• his aiscussions are political and 
theological. he is a radical and Calvinist by inheritance and 
tradition, and though his active interest in Calvinism may have abated, 
its principles still control his conduct •••• his in in the pink of 
respectability from his parlour in Crown Street to his Sunaay blacks. 
he finds his occupations at home, in making mOdel yachts tor his 
grandchildren, or in reading the ~eekly ~ail, and he ana the wife get 
on fine, with few woras. He is the backbone of the working 
classes •••• •• 
(3 ) 
Significantly perhaps, neither of these scions of the scottish 
working class are depicted as Orangemen, but representatives of such 
general characteristics were surely present in the movement. possibly 
too the rough ana respectable elements in the LOI ~ere even 
distinguished in terms of their actual activities here, with the 
'respectable' adhering more closely to the quasi-~asonic Royal Black 
preceptory as opposed to the populist Orange. Bven within the orange 
Institution there may well have been a significant distinction between 
those who attended monthly lOdge meetings throughout the year and 
became officebearers, ana those whose activity revolved around the 
public ana commemorative ceremonies of the LOI, particularly in the 
marching season. If the proceedings of Campsie LOL ~o. 105 are any 
indicator the former meetings were very routinized and not particularly 
, '1' , (4) stimulatlng, save to the most stalwart and dutiful 'Sons of ~ll lam; 
while public outings in contrast offered the opportunity of 
self-assertion, and of actual physical confrontation with 'the auld 
enemy' • 
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One of the most interesting examples in this context is that of 
'Orange' banas and their music. Most of these hela a semi-autonomous 
position to the actual lodges, but again the rough/respectable 
aistinction asserts itself, a feature which became particularly 
prominent in the 1920's and 30's. (5) 
On the one hand, for example, were those banas affiliatea to the 
Scottish Flute Bana Association, whose aim was to ensure that bandS 
played a good quality of music trom light opera to traditional &cottish 
airs ana melodies. Band discipline was strict and controlled by a 
band conductor, band sergeant, and corporal after a military style. 
On the other hand, thou9h, were the 'Billy Bands', which seem to have 
preaominatea in the 19th century, designea not so much tor musical 
quality as for the production of maximum volume to provoke koman 
catholic onlookers. ~o this end 12-16 flutes playea the meloa~ lines 
only of party tunes, with little variation in intonation. 'l'hese were 
usually precedea by 4-b side drums, and the Sass drum or 'Sallywalter' 
with the band name printed on the drum hiaes: 'The Albion', (0) 
'Sons of william', (7) or 'Slue Bells'. (6) Not surprisingly 
these bands, as noted previously, were at the root of most ot the 
sectarian disturbances in Glasgow ana surrounding districts, thus 
incurring the displeasure of the legal establishment. (9) Kinning 
park was particularly eftected from the late 1670'S, ana provoked 'the 
sailie' into verse: 
WThe Protestants of Kinning Park, 
Though being but a hand tUlle 
Just for a lark, have maae their mark, 
For of Party Songs they're bang tulle 
They played their tunes through every street, 
While the crowd it follo~ed after, 
'!'ill one was caught, tourteen days he got, 
For the playing of boyne Water w• (10) 
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Indeed party songs themselves provide the most tangible 'survivals' 
of the rough/respectable contrasts of the 19th century Oraer. 'I'here 
are, tor instance, 'mild' 'establishment' songs such as '&ons whose 
Sires for william Bled', 'The Relief of Derry' or 'The South Down 
Militia'; the latter written in the early 1900'S by Col. the Right 
Honourable R.h. wallace, ~rand ~aster of belfast county Grana Loage and 
Imperial presiaent. This Law aescribes as -the sort of song that is 
printed in catholic anthologies when an attempt is made not to offena 
Roman catholic readers-, with wa slightly spurious whimsical quality, 
not so much a party song as a party piece for a stage Irish 
(11) Protestant-. The chorus: 
-Och talk about your King's Guara 
Scots Greys ana a'. 
&in9 about your kilties and your gallant Forty twa, 
And of every regiment in the King's command, 
But the south Down milishey* is the terror of the lana-. 
To this one can contrast '~o. 1 in the Orange hymnbook', 'Kick the 
pope', which coula never be described as 'whimsical' and was a great 
tavourite of the 'Billy Bands': 
-Tooral, ooral Kick the Pope, 
Tooral, ooral Kick the Pope, 
Tooral, ooral Kick the Pope, 
we'll kick him intae candie-. 
Moreover, even the establishment songs were liable to corruption or 
'rat-rhyming'. 'l'he otficial version of 'Boyne water' runs (pertorming 
miracles of scansion): 
-when that King william aid observe the brave Duke Schomberg falling, 
he reinea his horse with a heavy heart, 
On his ~nniskilliners calling. 
he said 'Brave BOyS fear no dismay 
At the losing of one commander. 
F'or Goa shall be your King this day, 
And I'll ne gineral under w• (12) 
* r<lilitia. 
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Compare this with the more purient ana robust version: 
WDae ye mina yon day, the bonnie aay, 
The aay of a' the slaughter, 
'l'he wee bullaog put on his clugs 
And padalea in 'Boyne water', 
Up to his knees in Fenian blooa,' 
Up to his knees in slaughter. 
'l'he wee bulldog put on his clugs 
And paddlea in 'Boyne water'w. 
The very language of the unofficial Version captures particularly 
well the quality of that phenomenon of 'combative sectarianism' within 
the LOI's rank ana file. For this was in essence a commitment to 
pugnatious protestantism, a vigorous assertion of ascenaancy ana 
violent confrontation, actual or projected, with the Roman Catholic 
Community which haa its highest ritual expression in the practices 
surrounding the 12th of July. In these circumstances the Grana 
Lodge's leaaership was above all legitimatea by action, by its ability 
to maintain a vigorous public profile in the tace of restrictions 
imposed through statute ana by-law. 
This general situation, however, placed the Grana Lodge in a 
compelling dilemma, for to be seen to encourage violence ana the 
infringement of the law by the more unruly rank and file members would 
be invidious to the stanaing it sought for the LOI in Scotland in the 
religious and political establishments. Yet an equally portentous 
risk of scism, and discipline problems ~ere also presentea by 
inactivity. The aiscontent of plebeian Orangemen in Belfast in 
similar circumstances, as Patterson indicates was even translatea into 
. (13) 
class termlnology. This may also have been the case in 
Liverpool where Pastor wise demanaea a rejuvenatea Orange Order wfree 
trom aristocratic shackles and advancing progressive pOlicies and 
(14 ) 
protestant rights w• In these examples a militant populism 
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could be asserteo which cast the rank and file as the real repository 
of 'true blue' protestantism, and tound in the eftete 'milk and water' 
protestantism of the Grand Lodge, a ruling class or patrician 
'betrayal' of the cause in its reluctance to press it home in politics 
or on the streets. 
'l'he Grana Loage's Composition in Scotlana 
To some extent the predominantly petty bourgeois ana artisan 
composition of this boay placea it in better steaa to face such 
difficulties than its counterpart in lrelana, although almost certainly 
it woula not have appearea to Orange contemporaries in this light, to 
whom the lack of a significant aristocracy, gentry or even inaustrial 
bourgeois participation must have seemea a grievious hanaicap, and a 
further sao inaicator of the movement's relative weakness in Scotlana. 
Again in this context fact has to be separated from the official 
accounts, which stress the involvement of notables from the l~7U's -
or, in Cloughley's case, -a better class ot canaidate from the 
lb90's-. (15) 
ThUS, Johnstone of &allykillbeg enthusea at the November soiree of 
lb7b that -he was glaa to fina now in Scotland such men as the Grand 
~aster, Chalmers I. paton, coming forwara manfully and bolaly to 
vindicate the principles of the Oraer, but he could not forget many a 
time when he haa been present at Orange soirees in the City Hall, how 
loyal and true men in the artisan and labouring classes so long and 
resolutely hela up the Orange banner when the gentry were few in their 
(16 ) 
miast-. 
~he accession of C.I. Paton to the leadership in Ib75 was clearly 
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seen as a great coup. A lineal aescendant of that famous captain 
Paton of the Covenanting army-, (17) he reviewed his troops on horse 
back at the 12th parades -encouraging them to order and regularity •• (lb) 
Beneath the gloss of rhetoric, however, the contrast should not be 
overstresseo between the situation in the latter part of the century 
and the 1840's-50's-. (19) paton had an estate at Belstane, but his 
gentry status was funded by his fine art firm in boinburgh, which he 
apparently inherited from his father, who haa been a carver ano guiloer 
by Royal warrant. Of the other leading Grand Lodge personalities of 
the 1870's and 80's, George McLeoa, Past MwGM, was a tartan merchant; 
'l'homas Macklin, GS, was professor of Latin ano Greek (not at Glasgow 
University but at the less prestigious Andersons College); and ~homas 
wetherall, DGM, was proprietor of a cutler's firm having -risen from 
(20 ) 
the ranks·. One of the few full listings of the Grand Looge in 
lb75 at a special meeting commemorating the Battle of the Diamond, 
breaks aown similarly, showing a strong petty bourgeois/professional 
predominance. Of 2b names the 15 which coula be locatea tittea this 
description. As well as MCLeoa, Macklin ana wetherall, they 
included: an accountant, a clerk, two shop keepers, a steamship agent, 
a plumber, a teacher, an insurance agent, two clergymen ana a 
plasterer. The others may have been recent arrivals in the west of 
Scotland and not incluaed in directories or electoral registers, or 
. (21) 
representatives from more outlY1ng Orange outposts. 
with paton's death in October 1&&9 Bro. Edward Saunaerson M.P. for 
South Down became MWGM, but again no overall change in class basis is 
eviaent. Till his death in 1900 saunaerson remained as much a 
figurehead as the Earl of Enniskillen haa been in the 1830's, ano 
indeed through genuine ill health or design hardly attenaea any ~ublie 
. tl. (22) 
celebrations 1n seo ana. his duties fell by default to 
William young D~, a tailor, who eventually became MwG~; James Rice GS, 
a housepainter; ana James hcManus, an insurance collector. 
This is not to suggest that there were no active attem~ts by the 
Grand Looge to attract a similar gentry affiliation to Irelana. buch 
attempts crystallised arouna the formation of Loage No. 090 
'Beaconfielo's purple Guards' in 18bO. ~his was apparently intended 
to tunction along similar lines to the 'gentlemen's Loage' in the 
1830's ''l'he l\.oyal Goraon', as a more viable incentive to upper class 
membership than the usual 'plebeian' lodges, as ~ell as a oevice to 
strengthen Orange and Tory links. Certainly at a meeting and dinner 
held in connection with it in 18&1 the Grano Looge haa been ambitious 
in its platform invitations ana had gatherea a brace ot Unionist 
luminaries. Paton chaired the meetin9, supported, for example, by 
col. Archibala campbell, later Lora Blythswooa; Sir william ana Laay 
Baillie of Polkemmet; Mr. Ashmena Bartlett hP; Col. Lloyd hP, Co. 
Monaghan; w.E. Mccartney hP, Co. Tyrone; E.S.D. Cobaine, county Grana 
Master (CGM), Belfast - with apologies from the Duke of Manchester, the 
Duke of Munster and the Duke of Enniskillen. (23) At its first 
soiree the chairman, Allan Gilmour, heir to an estate at Eaglesham, 
proclaimea ·whether we call ourselves Tories or conservatives Orangemen 
or Loyalists let us be found side by side ana fighting against one 
common foe ••• and unaer one common banner - the banner of loyalty, and 
in oefence of our common cause the Crown, which ~e adore, the Church 
which we venerate, and the Constitution which we are aeterminea to 
aefend. • 
(24) At last in November of 1881, an 'extraorainary ana 
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special' meeting was helo to initiate 'two prominent gentlemen', at 
which the lodges worthy Master (W.M.) Samuel Geddes was able to 
rejoice, -The time was ••• when to be an orangeman was to be everything 
low and disgraceful. He was lookea down upon by all persons and 
associations ••• but now we are entered into a better and brighter era. 
how so? Simply because we are getting men into our ranks, who are 
able to leaa us, men of education, principle ana ability-. (25) 
Such developments must be viewed soberly, however. -'I'wo prominent 
recruits- in over a year's existence, when Ireland was again becoming a 
major issue in British politics is not particularly impressive. 
ueddes, moreover, wbo continued as Master of the Looge ana became an 
honorary Deputy Grand Master (HDGM) in 18&3 was himself of fairly lowly 
origin, working as a commercial traveller in the Partick area. we are 
not informea who the two gentlemen were. One possible recruit was 
Gilmour who was certainly listed as an hDGM at the soiree of lbb4, and 
was active in chairing meetings on the Irish question unaer Orange 
auspices. His public links with the Order seem to have lapsea swiftly 
with bis adoption as parliamentary candidate for Bast Renfrewshire in 
lb85. 'I'he involvement of William Whitelaw, briefly MP for Perth in 
1892 and son of Alexander whitelaw MP for Glasgow in 1&74, who was 
definitely initiatea at a youthful age around 18b8 followea a similar 
aownward traJectory with increased political involvement. 
Another possible recrUit, though, may have been Col. Campbell of 
Blythswood, President of Glasgow Conservative Association, Lord 
Lieutenant of Renfrewshire and ADC to ~ueen Victoria, who was a 
prominent figure at Orange SOirees, regularly chairing the event in 
paisley from the 1870's onwards. Yet while it is plausible that he 
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may have taken the step ot actually becoming an Orangeman, and while it 
is his involvement which approximates most closely to aristocratic 
patronage of the Order, even here this 'patronage' is qualitatively 
different from that, for example, of the Duke of Gordon, who was at 
least willing to become titular heaa of the scottish movement in the 
1830's or trom that of the Irish magnates such as Roden and 
Enniskilling, who had a great deal more unreserved role in the 
promotion of the LOI. Apart from guesting at the ~ovember soirees 
col. Campbell was not apparently involved in the counsels of the Grand 
Lodge or even the paisley District Lodge, nor did he appear on 12th 
platforms. If indeed he had been cast in the Irish mould, it would 
not have been at all surprising for him to adopt the M~G~ position on 
C.l. paton's aemise, thus avoiding the need to import Col. saunaerson 
as a figurehead. 
Disappointment over the Scottish gentry's failure to affiliate to 
the cause also serVea to compouna a very basic problem tor the movement 
here. ~he simple fact was, as previously suggested, that the 
migration of Protestants from Ireland had been to pre-arrangea skilled 
and semi-skilled work in the Scottish labour market, thus filling only 
rank and tile pOSitions in the LOI. Some 'miodle ranking' Orangemen, 
District Masters and secretaries, for example, and 'orange' clergymen 
like the Rev. Robert Gault, were also included, and like ~etherall 
rapialy assured pivotal status in the Scottish Grand Lodge. 
crucially,a however, the class structure of Ulster was not fully 
reproauced, for the Irish gentry who had been the traditional patrons 
of the Institution were not part of the migration. 
~o return to the dilemma set out above between conooning militant 
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Protestantism ana threatening integration into Scottish society; or 
condemning it and risking class conflict within the Oraer on a Belfast 
or Liverpool model, the absence of overt ruling class (and particularly 
aristocratic) involvement in the Scottish Grana LOdge may well have 
mitigated against the sharpest expressions of internal class 
friction. 'l'he Grand Lodge in Scotland, indeed, haa more in common in 
its petty bourgeois class composition with the dissident and populist 
orange and protestant workers' Association, led by william Johnstone ot 
Ballykillbeg, than with the Irish Grand Loage, which the OPwA beratea 
for its aistaste of violence ana of the 'true blue' defence of 
. (26) protestant r1ghts. 
'I'his is by no means to suggest that the overall ailemma was 
successfully solved in Scotland by the lesser ais)uncture between the 
class basis of the Scottish leaaership ana rank and tile. Internal 
tensions although rather muted were still in eVidence, ana it seems 
that the Scottish Grand Loage coula still assume 'patrician' airs with 
a fastiaious concern tor the conduct of some of its rank ana tile. 
In general, the tensions and actual conflicts which did arise were 
waged, firstly, around the rough/respectable axis and, secondly, over 
the Grand Loage's strategy in the political area. t-.or were they 
always reducible in a simple sense to explicit class positions. Class 
antagonisms dia at times occur, but it woula be wrong to assume that 
they followed the form of a petty bourgeois, artisan (hence 
respectable) Grand Lodge against an unskillea (hence rough) rank and 
file. Besides, this woula contraaict the empirical evidence of the 
class basis of the mass of the LOI's membership. The truth was 
apparently a great deal more complex, probably with tensions over 
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conduct within the rank and file, regaraless of boundaries of skill. 
There may even have been tacit support for 'combative sectarianism' 
from some members of the Grand Lodge. 
TO distinguish why struggle was waged around the rough/respectable 
division, we must again return to the generally unsavoury reputation 
which the LOI had acquirea by the 1&60's. Another 'Glasgow ~ews' 
editorial, this time of 1&78, convincingly captures, for example, the 
problem presenteo by bourgeois opinion ot the l~th celebrations: 
·~hey aisgrace society and originate evils of a 
particularly far reaching kina. ~hey ~anaer to 
ignorance and intolerance and excite political 
animosity ana sectarian hate. 
'I'hey are at best a mischievious anachronism alike 
degrading ana oisgraceful - a splendid testimony to 
our perfect freedom but a sao example of the way even 
freedom can be abuseo·. (27) 
TO this must again be couplea a more general feature of 19th 
century Scottish society, a certain ethos of 'respectability' which 
animated both bourgeoisie and some members of the working class. 'I'his 
haa definite historical roots in the development ot the Scottish 
proto-state and the special position within this of the Scottish 
religious establishment. In short, an immense challenge was poseo to 
the Grand Looge in tailoring the LOI to such conditions, and in 
remonstrating to this effect with the 'rough' element of its mass 
membership. 
policy: 'Each day an Orangeman' 
For analytic convenience, we may differentiate here between concrete 
actions taken by the Grand Lodge in this context ana the more general 
injunctions ana exhortations issuing from various platforms from the 
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late 1&60's. Throughout here attempts to combat the triple pitfalls 
ot 'Irishness', drunkenness and violence are prominently intertwined. 
Definite measures, for example, rangea trom the awarding of 'Orange 
essay prizes' in schools for the best writers on the subject of 
protestantism, (29) to developing control over public activities, and 
the establishment of boaras of enquiry over alleged Orange rowdyism. 
AS regards the 12th parades, in the lij60's these had been 
restrictea in many areas including Glasgow by legal prohibitions for 
fear of violent outbreaks - though significantly the Grana Lodge had 
also participatea in this respect. In Glasgow in lij69, for instance, 
it wdiscouraged processions and outward manifestations on the eventful 
day so that none of the brethren might come into contact with their 
hereaitary enemies or break the law regarding party processionsw. (30) 
The Lodge gave instructions along these lines on the unaerstanaing that 
the Sheriff should not issue any prohibitory proclamation. 
Clearly some areas seem to have suftered unaer this regime 'a very 
feeble attempt' being reported at ~aybole, a previous stronghola, to 
resuscitate the defunct orange Movement in the locality. (31) In 
lij67 even the normally ebullient Airdrie Orangemen were forced to hold 
their 12th celebrations indoors. (32) 
Some alternative, though, was providea by the soirees held on or 
around the 5th of ~ovember in Lodge rooms and public halls to 
COIDnlemorate the failure of the Gunpowder Plot. Earlier versions had 
apparently been extremely convivial, but from the late 1&60's 
temperance principles operated. As Sir James Bain commented at the 
1879 event wThis is not the first orange meeting 1 have been at. I 
was at an Orange supper thirty years ago. aut how different a supper 
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is our gathering tonight. ~hen the 6rink was hot punch - now it is 
the cup that cheers but not inebriates, now wives ana sweethearts are 
present ana chi16ren too - the Orange infantry •••••• (33) 
conservative notables and church ministers are indeed far more 
frequently found on the platform here than at the traditional 12th 
walks. 
The circumstances surrounding the resumption of these walks in Ib72 at 
Glasgow, provide a further good inaicator of the leaaership's eagerness for 
co-operation with the authorities and their desire to accora with accepted 
(34) 
standards of legitimate an6 responsible behaviour. 
·Arrangements made by the heads of the Orange party·, responaed the 
Glasgow herala, ·eviaenced so strong a desire to observe oraer that the 
authorities deemed it inadvisable to interfere ana they only stipulated 
that the route of march should be kept strictly private ana there be no 
party tunes in the street. All of which was strictly aahered to •• (35) 
T.H. stewart, secretary of the committee of the Orange procession, 
tor his part wrote ·to tenaer our sincere thanks to Mr. Mccall, Chief 
constable, for the impartial and faithful manner in which he tollowed 
his official duties along the route of the procession·. In conclusion, 
he stated ·whilst we as a body of loyal patriotic men asserted our right 
yesterday to walk in public procession on william's day, our chief 
. t' tf b . (36) aeS1re was 0 g1ve 0 ence to none ana e slow to take 1t·. 
where, however, events passed less peaceably, such as the rioting 
which surrounaea the celebration of Daniel O'Connell's birthaay in 
Par tick in 1875, speedy action was taken to vin6icate the character of 
the lodges. A week after the incident the Partick orangemen met to 
discuss Provost Thompson and the Liberal press's allegations about their 
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role in the aisorder. Bro. Alex. McAllister in the chair affirmed that 
the individual who had pulled down the borne Rule flag was not an 
orangeman, nor were onlookers who came into contact with the Roman 
catholic processionists. He claimed rather that the Orangemen haa been 
asked by the police to render them assistance and only marshallea 
themselves into military formation to distinguish themselves from the 
lawless mob. He went on to rail at -the public press who were 
attempting to raise general feeling against a brotherhood of men whose 
only crime is that they are ardently loyal to Reformation principles ana 
law and oraer ••• •• (37) 
The Grand Lodge also seems to have been much concerned over this 
incident ana instigated a commission of enquiry chaired by C.l. Paton. 
This reportea the following month, determining to its own satisfaction 
that -no Orangeman had anything to do with the inciting of the Par tick 
riots-, ana repeated its aemana to Provost Thompson and the press to 
make gOOd or retract their statements. (38) Similarly, in l87b 
f 11 ' .. t b . S . b (39 ) o oW1ng a1S ur ances 1n pr1ng urn, an Orange meeting, with 
T.h. stewart presiding, demandea a retraction and even threatenea legal 
proceeding against the '~vening citizen' which claimed that Orangemen 
had originated the trouble. 'They considered that the character of the 
Springburn Orangemen haa been slanaered' (sic) (40) 
Such initiatives are complemented by recurrent themes in Grand Lodge 
'speechifying'. Most importantly these indicate the adeptness ot the 
scottish leadership in maintaining a delicate balance between the desire 
tor 'respectable' status, and the preSSing need to slake the most 
violent anti-Roman Catholic sentiments of the rank and file. unlike 
many of their aristocratic Irish counterparts, men like McLeoa Macklin 
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displayed little well-brea disdain for the traditional 'No Popery' 
concern of the Oroer, but indeed communicateo it with a passionate 
commitment, dear to the hearts of their listeners. 
At the November soiree of 1867, for exanlple, the Rev. Gault 
delivered a stirring speech which the Glasgow Heralo termed as 
'offensive', moving it to criticise the whole event as 'unworthy of the 
name of religion unoer whose banner it ~as held' and 'liable to excite 
the bitterest and worst feelings of other sections of the community'. (41) 
·Declaring his vigorous support for Garibaldi and Victor ~mmanuel he 
thought that when he read the intelligence the Pope was very much like 
an old fox· (boos ana hisses from the crowd). ·That oay he oeclared 
is not far off ~hen papist Rome would tall and the banner of the Loro 
Jesus Christ wave over the ~ternal City, ana we ~ill be able to march 
on Rome and strangle the old serpent in his den. his audience were 
not to suppose from his language that he haa any hostility for the 
priests and people ot the Church of Rome ••• •• But rather 
contraaicting this statement he moved on. ·he wanted william Ill's 
statue to be placed in west End Park with an English inscription for 
the benefit of his Roman Catholic neighbours·. be also linkea the 
Roman Catholic community with the Fenian movement ·suppose they come 
out into the sunlight like real men, they woula have to encounter the 
Fermanagh True Blues· (Cheers). He concluded in the usual style. 
would stand tomorrow and fight for the liberties of my native land, 
stand as my fathers have done on the walls of 'Derry and do battle 
rather than Cardinal Cullen and Archbishop Manning (more boos ana 
hisses) or any of the serpent brood of the Pope shoulo have my beloveo 
country and renaer that land, a land of oarkness and spiritual 
· . _ (42) 
aest1tut10n • 
Yet interwoven with such traditional tub-thumping oratory was, for 
example, a more pragmatic concern, increasingly embraced by the Grana 
Loage in its attempts to improve the movement's standing from the 
1860's, namely that of mitigating the LOl's impression as an 'alien' 
movement in the Scottish context. 
Thus, -The statue of William III at Glasgow cross was erectea in 
1735, a year before the Boyne Monument so that at that time Scotland 
was in aavance of Ireland. ~ow the heart of Scotlana is in a great 
measure solid tor this people suffered more than any other in the 
Unitea ~ingaom from the consequences of popery-. Gault finally 
concludea that, -a man was not worthy to be callea a Scotsman, nor 
woman, a scotswoman who did not commemorate in some form the Battle of 
the Boyne (cheers). 
(43) 
ascendancy.-
scotland stands forever tor the Protestant 
This concern continued through the 1870's ana 80's ana beyona, 
being particularly prominent in orators' attempts to stress the 
anti-papal element in Scottish history and link this to events in Irish 
history and the Glorious Revolution. C.l. paton, for instance, as 
befittea his distinguished forbear, frequently invokea the Covenanters 
in this respect. 
-It was for no insignificant question-, he 
proclaimed on the 1879 12th Platform, -that they strugglea, they 
contended and they sUfferea, but for the right to worship God accoraing 
to their own conscience and to the commandments given in His word. 
'l.'hey contendea for the right of freely hearing and preaching the true 
Gospel •••• lf they haa failed the British Isles woula have been mere 
vassal Kingdoms of the Pope. ~he strUggle ending in the battle of the 
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Boyne, however, secured to them, who had been persecutea by Claverhouse 
and his troopers in the wild moors in which they sought refuge, as 
truly as it was the crowning victory of the brave defenders of 
(44) Innskillen and Londonderry.-
Even more than the reinterpretation ot Scottish history, however, 
it was the personal conduct of the rank ana file Orangemen which was of 
consummate interest to the leadership. The purpose ot the Ib77 12th 
display was explicitly statea by ~cLeod, ·we wish to make recruits. 
we wish people to take note of Orangeism ana our demonstrations araw 
attention to it ••• and through that we will receive accessions to our 
numbers (Applause and a voice: and you will get them)·. Accoraingly, 
h.D.~. wether all entreated them to ena the day in a peaceable ana 
orderly manner and to do nothing which would injure their cause. -In 
the factory and in the mine, in the workshop, in the country house, 
behind their counters in every capacity and relationship ot life, they 
should never torget their principles but show they recognised the 
duties devolving on them-. They were further advised on leaving 
Glasgow Green to roll up their flags and take oft their colours -so in 
no way to offer provocation to their opponents •• (45) 
particularly worrying to the Grand Lodge on such public occasions 
was, of course, the prospect of drunkenness among their membership. 
Thus Johnstone of Ballykillbeg in 1884 strongly aavocated for members 
the advisability of joining the Blue Ribbon (temperance) movement. 
-They would not be worse orangemen on account of total abstinence from 
intoxicating drinks-. (4b) 
The optimistic vision of Orangeism as an agent of actual moral 
improvement, and entirely coincident with the respectability ethos, had 
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been most powerfully expressed in Paton's speech at the regular Grand 
Lodge meeting the same year. The Institution he hoped, -exercises a 
beneficial influence on its members and through them on their 
families ••• and fulfills its great purpose of promoting the interests of 
Protestantisnl ••• in the land - in other words the cause ot truth 
spiritual enlightenment and moral improvement, of peace, oroer and good 
government, of the true liberty of all that tends to God's glory ana 
man's welfare-. 
-Our loages', he went on -ao not serve their proper purpose if 
wives at home have any cause to regret our attendance at LOdge meetings 
and if they 00 not find that their home is the happier because of it 
ano every duty of home life is more perfectly aischarged. Such ought 
to be the effect of the instructions received in the Lodges and of 
intercourse with brethren; such will certainly always be the effect of 
the principles of Orangeism really embraced-. 
He haa, moreover, a clear conception of how this should be 
accomplished in the lower ranks. 
-worshipful Masters of Lodges will allow me to remind 
them that the prosperity and usefulness of Lodges 
oepeno on them, on their sedulous attention to duty 
ano their constant care that the LOdge shall always be 
well employed during the whole time of their meeting, 
that nothing shall be allowed which is contrary to our 
laws and constitution but that these shall be 
faithfully observed to the utmost degree possible in 
every particular. District Masters also have it in 
their power to do much for the general gOOd of our 
body, by Visiting the Lodges of their district in a 
kindly and brotherly way - to stimulate and encourage 
them, to correct any irregularities and errors which 
might have crept in and to make suggestions for 
improvement and here let me entreat every brother ••• ~ 
be regular in attending at public worship and in the 
observance of all religious duties and especially to 
be strict and careful in the santification of the 
sabbath and diligent in the reading of the Bible-. 
(Author's emphasis) 
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with some business acumen he directed that his own -catechism of 
the principles of Protestantism- was to be -put into the hands of every 
new member and canaiaates shall not advance to the purple without a 
thorough knowledge of it-. (47) 
Characteristically, however, this message was sweetened for the 
ordinary Orangeman by the usual strictures on -the great danger of 
the power of the papacy-, -dark and ominous signs- of its continuing 
encroachments being aiscoverea in ritualism in the Church of 
(48) England. 
From the 1870's aaaitional motivation tor an improvement in conauct 
came, as will be illustratea in the following chapters, from increasing 
involvement with the Scottish Conservatives. It is fitting then to 
concluae this section with the speech of the Tory partisan, Col. 
campbell, in Ib79 to the orangemen of paisley. The gallant colonel's 
advice must have struck horne eloquently to the urana Lodge, it not to 
all of his auaience. 
-'l'heir pr inciples (the orangemen) being based on a 
sound foundation, they would 00 more to draw others 
towards them by moderation than any other way and they 
would in that way strengthen the Order. It might be 
hard for some of the fiery spirits to do as he advised, 
he admonishea such men, they did as well as they 
possibly could. But from experience he could say that 
exuberance of spirits might better be shown ~ 
moderation than by an ostentatious aisplay of their 
principles in public, and he trusted that the 
reproaches which had occasionally been thrown at 
Protestants would be withdrawn on account of the 
moaeration shown in following the principles which 
protestants subscribed to on becoming members of the 
great Orange society-. (49) (Author's emphasis). 
outcome of Policy 
It is not easy to give a balanced assessment of the success of 
Grand LOdge policy from the late lb60's. In seeking to reduce the 
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alien quality of the Order its effects seem limited by the simple tact 
that by and large it was an Irish movement. ~any of its members and 
officebearers were from Ulster, it was above all built arouna events in 
Irish history, albeit in the context of the Glorious Revolution, and as 
the 1880's progressed it increasingly identified itself with issues 
surrounding Irish Home Rule. The R.B.P. inaeed continuea to be under 
the direct jurisdiction of the Grand Black Chapter of Ireland. (50) 
The policy was probably more successful in muting the Institution's 
reputation for collective lawlessness. Sectarian outbursts did 
certainly persist, particularly, as noted above, when Orange bands 
invaded Roman catholic 'territory', but apart from the par tick riot in 
1875 (the last time the Riot Act was read in Scotlana), large scale 
clashes were mostly absent. One might compare Liverpool where such 
inciaents were common throughout the late 19th century and where as 
late as 1902, for example, thousandS of Orange marchers joined battle 
with Irish Roman catholics at Seaforth. (51) 
yet while in the Scottish case the Grand Lodge was able to secure a 
remission from large scale violent activity, it was particularly the 
conduct of the individual Orangemen which remained a problem and a 
source of internal friction. 
It is interesting to note, for instance, that at the 1877 
celebrations when Wether all had made his pleas for his audience to 
hold true to their principles, already, Wsome of them were observed 
slipping away from the ranks and making tracks, early in the aay as it 
was for convenient public houses·, and ·A few others aemonstratea by 
their hilarious conduct that they haa alreaay been imbibing even 
(52) 
earlierw. 
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Indeed, the very frequency of such pleas throughout the period of 
study is perhaps the most eloquent testimony to their efficacy. The 
newspapers often with great relish noted that only 200 or 300 out of 
several thousand marchers actually gathered round the platform to 
listen to Grand Lodge speakers. In 1874 -the vast majority preferred 
(53) 
other enjoyment, mainly dancing-. In 1877 at Patna 3 to 4,uOO 
mustered and the C.G.M. for Ayrshire delivered an uplifting address on 
the history and principles of Orangeism. There were, however, other 
competing attractions, tor -a tent for the sale of intoxicating liquor 
had been erected and jUdging by the appearance of many of the brethren 
on the homeward journey it had been well patronised-. (54) 
compared with the situations in Belfast and Liverpool, examined in 
Chapter 4, such dissent from Grand Lodge policy in Scotland, as 
suggested, appears to have assumed a less organised and institutional 
form. In analysing the extent to which these conflicts over conduct 
also contained an element of class conflict, even of an essentially 
limited nature, as witnessea in Belfast, considerable caution is 
necessary. For the danger here is of extracting from rather unwilling 
evidence to fit some preconceived notion of what form and extent class 
conflict within the Order should take, and perhaps too readily moula 
scottish experience to fit Patterson's analysis. 
To move on, for example, a further source for more defined conflict 
was apparently dissatisfaction with the Grand Lodge's internal 
structure and its attempts to champion 'Protestant issues' in 
politics. Tensions in the Ib70's focus around the person of ~illiam 
Yuille, interestingly himself then a member of the Grand Lodge of the 
Orange Association and possibly the same ~. Yuille, a Glasgow storeman, 
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who had been on the conservative canaidate, ~hitelaw's, election 
committee in 1874. 
his public criticism of the LOI leadership, as it stooa, began at 
the annual soiree of LOL. NO. 110 Enniskillen. Anticipating the 
revised constitution by over a year he aavocated ·frequent periodic 
changes specially in masterships as more likely to ensure strength and 
enthusiasm in subordinate lOdges •• (55) Crucially he suggestea this 
should also be the case in the Districts and Grand Lodge. He was, 
moreover, discontented with the Order's efficiency as a ~olitical 
weapon for - as will be detailed later - the Grand Loage haa been 
content at the 1874 election as it was for most of the 19th century and 
early 20th century to work behind in a rather deferential manner 
existing political forces, namely the Conservative party in scotlana, 
rather than assert itself as an independent political power. 
As opposed to this lukewarm defence ot Protestantism Yuille felt 
the Order shoula be radically reconstructed ·to make its influence felt 
throughout the length and breadth of the land·. ·The organisation 
should be developea so as to tell heavily on the elections ot the city 
(Glasgow) and compel Romanist and infidel sections on the community to 
(56) feel the strength of Orangeism in aefence ot the protestant cause·. 
At the next soiree be continued his critique of the Grana Lodge, 
• ••• at least auring the preceding year progress haa 
been made and the Grand Lodge were beginning to 
consider what means would benefit the Oraer in 
scotland •••• For some time past, however, they had 
almost thought their laws unalterable and infallible. 
~hey were perfect so far as the ~ord of God was 
concerned, but there were other things apart from 
that. (57). 
NOW, perhaps some similarities here may be drawn between Yuille's 
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initiatives and those of populist Orangeism in Belfast in the same 
period, as expressed in the OPWA, with its view of action as the 
legitimating function of the Grand Loage. Yet, to raise a previous 
point, the absence ot easily assailable aristocratic and gentry targets 
mean that the language of class contlict is absent in Yuille's attack. 
This instead takes a more undifferentiatea form which focuses on a 
fear ot betrayal of the rank and file by the leadership's lack of 
commitment. yuille may eventually have aeveloped a more general 
class-based critique but this was probably at one stage removea from 
the Grand Lodge itself, being more concerned with their dependence on 
conservative magnates and tailure to develop their own election 
initiatives. 
At the School Board elections of 1876, for example, the orange 
Association of scotland's Grand Lodge again avoided running an 
independent 'orange' candidate and threw their weight behind the 
'Establishment' 'Use and wont' canaidates*, including many Conservative 
notables such as J.N. Cuthbertson and the Rev. Dodos, ana behind the 
general 'Protestant' candidate, b.A. Long. Yuille, however, seems to 
have dissented and actually chaired the election committee of the rival 
Orange Institution of Great Britain candidate, Robert ~itchell, who was 
eventually defeated. (58) At a subsequent meeting which Yuille 
chaired, a large part of ~itchell's defeat was attributed to the 
Glasgow ~ews ·a paper which had no other object in view ••• than the 
maintaining of the aristocratic people of the city· ••• ·NO matter what 
subject they take up whether it is the labour question or the 
* In tavour of the traaitional emphasis on scriptural as well as 
secular teaching (see Chapter 11). 
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temperance question, it is always answered as, 'IS this on the side of 
. . (59) the arlstocracy or aemocracy'-. From this time Yuille drops 
out of top level Orange activity. 
Following this episode, conflicts going beyond the general and 
persistent tensions between rough and respectable approaches are fairly 
isolated and sporadic. In Greenock, where inaeed Johnstone of 
Ballykillbeg was a most popular guest, anti-aristocratic sentiment 
could be aisplayed but crucially this was directed towards the Irish 
aristocracy. At the 18bO soiree Mr. John Fergusson, for example, 
commented -that all here aristocracy dealt with the Protestant yeomanry 
of lreland ••• as providence and justice demanded, their descendants in 
the south and west would noW be surrounded by a phalanx of loyal hearts 
insteaa of being a proscribea race and targets tor the bullets ot the 
lurking assassin. Like other people in high places they have been too 
timeserving in their generation-. (bO) 
perhaps the best aia, however, to conceptualise later LOI conflicts 
in scotlana as compared with Belfast, for example, is to examine the 
reception given to the Independent Orange Order (1.0.0.) in the early 
20th century - often treated as one of the clearest instances of class 
conflict in the Protestant bloc. In scotland, though, we see the need 
tor independent protestant defence and the attack on an unconaitional 
alliance with the Conservatives, by this stage, and unlike the 1870's, 
spearheaded by the Grand Lodge itself. 
Similar sentiments to those which animated the 1.0.0. do seem to 
have been present in Scotland at the turn of the century. The Irish 
protestant, for example, the 1.0.0. paper, was sold at a number of 
(61) . 
outlets, and carr led such news as the founding of the springburn 
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Protestant Association and the discovery of 'ritualist rats' in the 
(6~) Church of scotland. 
In 1904 it carried a sympathetic letter from one, S.M. McConkey, 
which expresses well an average Orangeman's discontent. An 11: ishman, 
and a sound Protestant and for over twenty years a member of the LOI, 
it seemed to him that 
-the whole energy of members of the Order is spent 
on contentions among themselves for place and power 
in the Order and when men get into place and power 
they simply become dumb ornaments •••• The rank and 
file on the other hand do not, on pain of expulsion, 
make public attempt to defeat the principles of 
Orangeism. Intelligence, especially in Scotland 
seems to be a crime, as no man can move without 
permission of the Grand Lodge which meets only t~ice 
a year. It would be well for the Order at large if 
we could copy the actions of our inaependent 
brethren in Ulster whose actions are worthy of 
praise-. (63) 
Yet, such discontent in Scotland was still not expressed in 
institutional terms, for the example of the 1.0.0. was not copied. 
sloan, for example, boasted of 1.0.0. outposts in England and America 
but without a mention of scotland, ana Col. wallace, C.G.M. Belfast, 
was able to congratulate the official LOI accordingly. 
-'l'he outposts of the loyalists of Irelana are the 
members of the Orange Institution ana it does us 
good to see how our Scottish brethren are ri9ht in 
front of the fighting line •••• l say the men who 
propound such a doctrine [the 1.0.0's manifesto] are 
lundies* pure and simple and as such demand the 
contempt of all Orangemen. Orangemen will shake 
them off as a dog shakes his ears when he leaps from 
water to the land •••• when the 1.0.0. started in 1903 
Scottish Orangemen repudiated them root ana 
branch. Your Grana Lodge refused to acknowledge 
them. We owe you a vote of thanks-. (64) 
* Traitors. The term refers to Lundie, Governor of Londonaerry who 
attempted to betray the city of James II. 
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Again important behina this course of events lay the lack ot a 
significant patrician presence in the Grand Lodge. Rather, as 
suggested above, the Lodge was linked in a much more indirect way to 
the Scottish ruling class bloc through its general support for the 
Conservative party in Scotland. These circumstances were more 
propitious for the Scottish leadership of the LOI to again temper its 
ambitions for an improved standing here, with a public concern, at 
least in platform rhetoric, for safeguarding traditional 'protestant 
Rights'. 
At times this could even lead to a critique of and some distancing 
from the conservative party itself. This is examined in detail in the 
next section for the period, up until 1900. But it is surely 
significant that at the very time when the challenge ot the 1.0.0. was 
being met, the Grand Lodge in Scotland was also pursuing its strongest 
line of 'Protestantism before Party'. At the July anniversary of 
1904, for example, they sponsored the following resolution: 
·that believing the time has come when every real 
Protestant must act independently of either of the 
great political parties, we hereby pledge to support 
in every possible way our Grand Lodge officers in the 
task they have undertaken viz, the forming and 
working of an independent Protestant organisation 
unfettered by party ties ana to act either with or 
against either party, in the interests of free 
Protestants·. 
In his speech in support, J.G. hodgekinson, ~rand Chaplain, 
explained they were not, however, deserting the Unionist cause, ·~hey 
were and must be unionists ••• • and he was happy to say ·the orange 
Order did not intend to desert their colours (cheers). But there was 
a sense in which the leaders of both the great parties had been weighed 
in the balance and found wanting •••• protestantism must be at the tore 
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front and everything else was secondary (hear, hear). The wanted men 
of strong determination ••• determined to shed their last arop of blood 
rather than popery shoula gain the ascendancy again-. (65) 
That such initiatives came from within the Grand Lodge in Scotland 
is interesting, though perhaps one should consiaer the Irish 
protestants' rather cynical comment on the Provincial Grano Chapter of 
Greenock's resolution in 1906 that -as a Protestant organisation we can 
no longer have confidence in the Conservative party-. This, 
Crawford's paper suggested, was in fact consistent with the Grana 
Lodge's reception of the dissident Liverpool Orangeman, Pastor George 
Wise, and was -intended only for public ears-. (66) 
In conclusion, however genuine, the Grand Lodge's concern for the 
familiar 'religious' emphasis of the Order, seems to have met with 
consiaerable success on this occasion, as in the past, in deflecting 
intra Orange conflict. Its attempts at rank and file regulation also 
leaa on to wider theoretical issues. 
Clearly, for example, the existence of internal tensions over 
competing definitions of respectability and unruliness ana over 
political strategy, unaermine the LOI's depiction, often in functional 
ana conspiratorial interpretations derived from James connolly, as a 
bOdY of singular integrative significance. 
In particular, the nature of leadership/rank and file relations 
inaicate, firstly, how the most successful transmission of bourgeois 
ideology can come from the most complex ana indirect agencies, where 
fragments of the dominant ideology are 'spontaneously' reproauced by 
members of the working class. Secondly, it would appear from this 
instance that the most viable forms of hegemony are those which are 
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able to take account of the working class's situation and 
aspirations. Direct control and too intrusive patronage would 
probably have meant a spoiling of legitimacy, ana instead a subtle 
process of negotiation and definition ensued where the conditional 
independence of the organisation had to be preserved. In this context 
it is useful to re-emphasise finally the existence of a large 
democratic element in the Institution's structure, with all major 
offices secured by annual election; introducting the revised 
constitution of lb75, Col. Paton astutely observed. ·~he interests of 
the brotherhooa were thus better attendea to if the management of its 
affairs does not fall exclusively into the hanas of a few •• (67) 
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General Introauction 
~he preceaing chapter oiscussea the internal politics of Or~ngeism, 
the task in this section is to examine the ~ovement's interaction with 
external political forces. ~his, of course, bebrs turther on the 
question of the Oroer's general stanoing in the Scottish social 
tormation, but is also integral to the theme of urangeism ana class 
relations, tor it entails consideration ot links over the whole period 
ot stuoy with the historical bloc of gentry ana commercial ana 
inoustrial bourgeoisie, who aominated the Conservative, and later the 
Liberal unionist, parties in scotlano. 
Some initial analytical ana conceptual guioelines will be ottereo 
in this general introouction. As inaicatea above, tor instance, the 
general analysis ot the LOI throughout this study is unaerpinneo by a 
problematic in which are implicit a structural theory of ioeology ana 
complementary focus on the concept ot hegemony. In particular it was 
suggestea bourgeois hegemony achieves its most eftective communication 
inairectly through complex bOdies like the LOI, ana that in turn the 
Order, although apparently corresponaing to the aominant iaeology, 
actually reprooucea 'spontaneously' a very aistinctive version of this 
in harmony with its own demanas ana practices; thus it appearea as an 
incomprehensible ana even threatening phenomenon to nlost sections ot 
the Scottish ruling class. 
while assuming this general airection the following aiscussion RIUSt 
also invoke Gramsci's (ana inaeea Marx's) original view of a 
aialectical system in which consent ana control are intimately 
relatea. whatever way this is expressea - the active 'or9anisation ot 
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consent' etc., two points shoula become clear from the empirical 
material. tirst, the 'spontaneity' notea above always operatea within 
the aefinite limits set by the structural inequality of po~er rootea in 
the capitalist moae of production in l~th century bcotlana. It is to 
our cost, amia the more rarifiea formulations of iaeology, to forget 
!'larx's basic observation that, -'l'he class which is the ruling mater ial 
force is at the same time its ruling intellectual force ••• ana has 
control over the means of mental proauction so that, generally 
speaking, the ideas of those who lack the meanS of mental proauction 
are subject to it ••• they rule also as thinkers ana proaucers of iaeas, 
and regulate the proauction ana aistribution of the iaeas of their 
_ (1) 
age •••• 'l'he (,lasgow conservatives, let us remember - however 
aisunitea and unsuccessful at times - ~ere able to launch their own 
daily newspaper 'The Glasgow ~e~s' in Ib73, a costly venture even in 
19th century terms. (~) 
seconaly, thOUgh, and aistancing these remarks irom a 
conspiratorial cast, it shoula be stressea that the extent of control 
is circumscribeo, in the first instance, by the basic conditions of 
oaily working class life. 'l'he dominant ioeology cannot aiter all 'Jive 
a convincing account of every aspect of social experience. '1:0 take up 
'The ~ews' example again, not even the ample financial resources ot 
Conservative notables, J.A. Campbell and James King of Levenholm, coulD 
bolster the paper's weak circulation. Far more popular among the 
working class was the 'independent' ana 'non partisan' Evening ~ews. 
Slender in content it was brief ana untaxing enough to be reaa after a 
day's work and reacheo a circulation of 72,9~O in 1888. (3) 
A number of fUrther substantive consiaerations shoula also inform 
the aiscussion. conservative commonsense analysis, tor instance, 
functions through traaitiollal aetinitions ana preconceivea concepts 
usually attachea to emotive imayes. In the l~th century the striny ot 
associations came easily, 'Crown'. 'Constitution', 'Civil ana keligious 
Liberty', 'the Protestant Religion'; and this whole 'True blue' frame 
ot reterence was, ot course, sharea by the LOI. Yet it is vital to 
avoia fetishising the LOl's political practice here - whereby antipath~ 
to~aras raaical, or even liberal sentiments, and support tor the 
Conservative party comes to be regaraea as a natural, timeless 
phenomenon. 
To take up an initial point, Conservatism itself ~as neither tixea 
nor monolithic, for while it is indeea 'less a political aoctrine than 
a habit of mind, a mode of feeling, a way of living ••• •• (4 ) 
soberly one might suggest that the construction of such a power bloc 
was not so much the effect ot a subjective will or inclination ot 
collective character as the proauct of conjunctural stru9~les ana 
negotiation bet~een classes and class fractions. The Conservative 
party ~as indeea a great aeal more cohesive than its opponents, its 
tundS derived in the largest part from the maJor territorial magnates 
in bcotlana, buccleuch and hamilton for example; but one interesting 
development auring most ot the period unaer stUdy is the evolution of 
conservatism from its status as the ola 'country party', as it ~as 
caricaturea after the Free Traae aebate of Ib46, to the 'patriotic 
party of the Ib8U's and 90's with urban bourgeois support. 
l'erhaps most revealing, ho~ever, for the 'inevitability' ot an 
Orange alliance is the party's ancestry. lt is aebatea, as ~c~owall 
inaicates, ~hether it can be traced as a continuous tradition trom the 
~nglish Civil war, or from Pitt ana the great crisis of 178~-4, or even 
(5 ) later from Lora Liverpool ana Peel in the early 19th century. 
In fact, the term '~ory' itself haa originally meant an Irish Papist 
outlaw ana was applied to those who supporte~ James 11 (VII), despite 
his aaherance to kome. It was the whigs, Lioerals ana Protestants who 
brought over william of Orange to Britain in 1088. hill in~eed 
suggests that although 'lory lo~alty to the house of ~tewart was 
insufficient to raise the bnglish countrysiae in 1745, the taint of 
Jacobitism and catholicism was long felt in the party into the Ib30's, 
when the great ~atholic influence ot the horth was apparently placea on 
(b) 
the siae of the Conservatives. Roman ~atholics, he suggests, 
were only or iven into the arms of the whigs by the 'l:or~ retusal to 
grant emanCipation (uaniel o'connell being a iory at heart) but in most 
other political and social questions they inclined towaras the 
. (7 ) Conservatlves. 
~he paraaox of LOI allegiance to the Conservative party in the l~th 
century was not lost on contemporaries. ~he moaerate Liberal 'Glasgow 
herala' gleefully conooentea in 1880 
- ••• Orangenlen turning their coats towaras the 'l'ories 
is a whimsical comedy. If the Orangemen haa any 
political ana historical raison a' etre it must be 
sought tor its pure whig~ism - i.e. the 
revolutionary principles of 1088. Orangemen shoula 
be pure whigs and Liberals rather than ~ories. 'lhe 
latter party in the Old aays persecutea protestants 
and especially Scottish presbyterians •••• Orangemen 
we suppose resent the Liberal policy which gave 
justice to Irelana, militatea a long perioa of 
religious monopoly ana sectarian despotism ana aealt 
out equal rights to all.-
Orange support tor the 'lories 'the foes of civil and religious 
liberty', it re-emphasisea, is -the strongest instance of politlcal 
blinaness that this generation has witnessea •• (b) 
In reply to an earlier corresponaent in similar vein who haa 
suggestea that william of Orange haa in tact been ·a republican, a whig 
ana a presbyterian·, Grana l"laster l"lcLeod, flounaering somewhat, had 
stated ·that may be so but Orangeism has nothing to dO with him in any 
ot these characteristics, but as the aeliverer of these lanas ••• from 
(9 ) 
tyranny and arbitrary power ••• •• he went on though to reveal 
much more pragmatic ana contingent motives tor seeking Conservative 
links, ·Orangemen have nothing to ao with the whiggery or 'loryism ot 
william III they have to dO only with the platfornl he established in 
1690 ana they will at all times sup~ort the political party who 
defendea that ~lattorm, whatever name they may be knOwn as 
~oli ticians. • In the context of the early l87U's ana the attermath ot 
Irish disestablishment the religious issues contained here were of 
primary significance 'a ~ational church, a national creea ana national 
christianity ••• • ana therefore, ·it is because the conservat~ves as a 
party occupy this platform and have done so for many years past, the 
Orangemen claim to be their natural allies •• (lU) 
r'ar from being a 'natural' one, l"ICLeod's own woras hint, ana the 
analysis below will aetermine in aetail, that this alliance had to be 
sought out, actively constructed, defined and redefined on both sides 
in accoraance with definite historical circumstances, incluaing the 
home kule ana scottish Disestablishment crises. 
l"loreover, the MCLeod passage also suggests the funaamentally 
conaitional nature ot the relationship which resultea. un the one 
hana, dependent on several factors, including the position of the Roman 
Catholic Irish vote, the numerical strength ot Orangeism in particular 
localities, and the extent of the Institution's -respectable- status, 
the Conservatives both from sympathy ana expeoiency patronisea the 
political capacity of the LOl - ~hile often tatall~ neglecting the 
central religious dimension. On the other hand, the LOI loyally 
supportea the Conservative party as long as it ~as rec09n~seo to be the 
true champion ot protestantism: as the Rev. Robert bault, b.C., 
comrnentea -he must be on alert, and protestants ot every denomination 
must sink their peculiar differences that long may put in souna 
protestant representatives tor Glasgo~. 1 aon1t care one tar thing it 
be tor benJamin Disraeli or hilliam Gladstone proviaea he is a souna 
Protestant. 1 aon1t care - and 1 call myself a progressive 
Conservative - unless the Conservative party conserves and strengthens 
(11 ) 
souna Protestantism.- In particular ~hen the Conservatives 
were in government and the dangers ot home Rule ana Disestablishment 
were past, its record was open to continuous scrutiny over issues such 
as ritualism ana convent inspection, ot greater prurient interest to 
Orangemen than their patrician allies. 
finally, this conaitional element - varying historically in extent 
but always in evidence during the perioa ot study - raises another, 
more general, pOint. Namely it suggests that while the dominant 
classes can prescribe ana proscribe the mental ana structural limits 
within which subordinate classes 'live
'
, their incorporation cannot be 
total. 'lhe latter group has its own objective basis in the system ot 
production relations. It has, too, its o~n aistinctive forms ot 
social life and class practices - ana in the case ot the LUI a 
particularly powerful ana cohesive structure - ~hich are separate, 
aloeit containea. 
~7b 
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CHAP'l'bR 9 
'Ot-lE OF 'I'hOSE ~iUltDEROUS FAC'I'IO~S' l799-lbo!:l 
A previous Chapter notea the paucity ot sources tor the early 
decaoes of Orange activity - a fact which extenas to its political 
involvenlent. One can surmise, though, with the general weakness of 
the early century Oraer, its proletarian membership, ana the limitea 
nature of the franchise, that this woula be negligible. 'lhe convivial 
function of the early loages in all probability outweighea their 
potential tor intrigue ana partisan mobilisation. 
unrequirea Overtures 
It is not until the early lb3U's that the Orangemen tirst come to 
political prominence in Scotlana. ~his perioa is particularly 
important in that, like the lrish Institution in the perioa of the '9& 
Rebellion, &cottish orangeism at this juncture seemea liable to 
attempts at control or even manipulation from sections ot the ruling 
class, aligned with the Conservative party. 
Unfortunately the aanger here is one ot assuming that such attempts 
were always successful, thus allowing social control to shade into 
'ruling class conspiracy' with a rather tunctionalist slant. (1) 
Basically what this neglects is that the orange Institution, just as 
much as any other working class movement, 'I'raae Unions, Fr ienaly 
societies, of the perioa operatea within the general context of the 
achievea complementarity between suborainate ana hegemonic classes and 
their cultures. ~his ensures, even in the Orange case, that the 
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victory ot the ~ominant i~eology, is not 'given' or ~ermanent. 
Ioeological hegemony must be won ana sustainea through the existing 
iaeologies, encountering previous systems ana seoimentations. In the 
case ot the oroinary urangeman the most im~ortant 'prior' systenl 
centreo on the traaitional thO Popery' shibboleth ana this coula in 
fact ~rove a oecisive block on more political conceptions ot the 
lOdges' role receivea from above. 
At the outset, however, eviaence supporting at least the potential 
tor outright manipulation ana conspiracy seems persuasive. !"irst the 
Institution's structure ana the diversity of membershi~ in the perioo 
appear to lena themselves to this: a proletarian rank ana tile; the 
koyal Goraon, a leaoing looge apparently composeo ot merchant gentry 
ana professional interests; the patronage ot an Ultra Conservative 
!i1agnate, the Duke of: Goraon; ana leaoership of: the zealots, 'l:ory 
publicist william ~otherwell. Seconoly, the narrative ot events in 
this perioo, the involvenlent 01 urangemen in anti-ke10rm activities at 
Girvan in 1831, for example, seems close to the paraoigm ot 179b ana 
the Irish gentry's pragmatic use ot the Institution against the Uniteo 
Irishmen's rebellion. 
lhiroly, and even more explicit however, woula appear the Orange 
leaaership's statea purposes. lhus, -against the ferocious gabble of 
liberal journals, and tor the information of these abettors of 
treasonable clubs ana aisserninators of seai tion -, !i10therwell's 
'Courier' set out to expana on the principles ana progress ot the 
Institution. Orangeism ralliea round, -the sacred stanaaras 01 the 
protestant church and Protestant ~ing-, ana its intentions were 
iaentical with col. Fairman's tours of inspection in the 183U's, -to 
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counter the insiduous attempts of those societies who have been so 
actively at work inculcating seaitious principles into the minds of our 
well aisposed and illustrious countrymen •••• hvery means must be usea to 
enlist in Orange ranks the most wealth and influential members of 
Conservatism in our neighbourhoOd and a funa realiseo for counteracting 
such levelling principles ••• •• ·~ith the assumption ot such a fact·, 
the Courier trumpets on, ·we warn tne daily practitioners on a nation's 
virtue, to take heea less they fall; for if every honest man but does 
his duty, such a storm will be blown about their ears as will aavance 
the enthusiasm of loyalty fron, one end ot Scotland to the other; ana 
the aaversary caught in his own snare, we will see everywhere the 
( 4: ) 
orange ribbon banishing the tricolour ensign of revolution.· 
craigie, the 'Royal Goroon's· secretary's corresponaence to ¥airman 
is indeed even more damning. keferring to Airdrie as 'a hot bea ot 
seaition and treason' ana commenting on the success of l"airnlall' s visit 
there he believes, ·it will be easy by such shows ot conaescension ana 
liberality to make a complete conquest of the lower classes ••• •• 
Later responaing to Fairman's explicit suggestion ot using the loages 
to quell insurrection he concurs only stating that ·we are going to 
proceea very qUietly and secretly here •• (3) 
'I'here does emerge then a clearly articulatea desire to manipulate -
to employ the lodges for very oefinite political ends. 'l'he problem 
is, however, whether this desire is actually congruent with the reality 
of the 1830's Orange bOdY. TO appreciate this tirst a closer analysis 
of the state of the leaaership ana their relationship to the rank and 
tile in the early period is necessary. (4) 
A convenient place to begin is with the conaition of the 'koyal 
Gordon ' the lae facto ' Grana Lodge in Scotlana. hen~ership 11St 
notwithstanaing, this was less than tlourishing. It sutferea, tor 
instance, from a chronic lack ot tunas, with no money being transmitteu 
to the British ~rand Loage tor Ib33 or 34. ~his may retlect the 
generous spirit of its members - Motherwell notes ruetully that at the 
meeting of ~ovember 17th lb33 no collection was taken for the Irish 
conservatives, Since, ·Scotsmen are not very reaay to part with 
money· • (5) More surely it inaicates the failure of the ambitions 
behina the Royal ~oraonls original founaing - namely, as notea above, 
to recruit comprehensive support from wealthy ana influential 
conservatives in Scotlana. with such support Craigie hopea rather 
unrealistically, that a conservative club coula be organisea, 
associated with the loage, ana that this coula control ~lasgow 
politiCS, ·uniting the party in a more numerous force than coula be 
mustered under the banner of Orangeism.· By bringing prominent 
conservatives into contact this woula also materially assist to lessen 
their preJudice as regards Orangeism, even tempting some to join the 
loage. ~he latter woula then ·embrace in its ranks all the county 
gentlemen ana dashing young fellows who woula be attractea by unitorms 
and orange balls. ~he influence ot the ladies·, Craigie believea, 
. (b) 
·will also be very powerful 1n our tavour.· 
what ensuea, in fact, was frustration ana recrimination amongst the 
Orange leaaership. craigie, who haa attemptea to persuaae Lora 
Douglas, the Marquis of Grahaul, Lord Cathcart ana Qir Archibala 
Campbell of Succoth to no avail, in his correspondence railea 
eventually against ·purse proua aristocrats· ana ·slu99ish ~ories·. 
Also (giving perhaps a better inSight into the ~oyal ~oraon's 
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men~ership than the official list) he comments 
• ••• is it not a crying aisgrace to see petty poor 
clerks ana broken ao~n merchants aevoting time, 
character, ana the whole of their tortunes to 
propagating constitutional principles, while the 
sons of luxury ana ~ealth are content to have their 
battle fought for them by those oisinterestea agents 
without aoing ought to re~ara them.· (7) 
Such material aifticulties militate against the implementation ot a 
clear ana effective strategy for manipulation. They ~ere, moreover, 
compound eo by contlicts with the rank ana file Orangemen. References 
to this are again frequent in the 1835 eviaence of ~other~ell and 
Fairman. At the time of the latter's tour in 1&33 tines haa been 
increasea to purge the loages of 'baa characters'. 'l:he payment for 
admission rose from 3/- to 5/- with annual contributions of ~/- in halt 
yearly payments ana a ~aster's warrant costing ~/- now rose to 
f.l.ll/bd. (8) certain loages refusea to accede to this ana ~ere 
suspenaed by ~otherwell. At the time of the report in fact only two 
paisley looges ana the Royal ~ordon remaineo ofticially operative -
although the rest persisted regardless. 
The 'intemperate' behaviour of some of these 'proletarian' lodges 
also did not fit the aspirations of the leaaership towardS political 
creaibility, but although Motherwell expellea 'a great number of 
immoral ana aissolute characters', again the lOdges continuea to meet, 
albeit without authority. on this whole subJect Craigie is 
contemptuously outspoken. 
·The scoundrels in Donaloson's loage La paisley 
lodge warrant ~o. 17Hj are a set of thievish 
gan~lers who spend all their money on arink ana pay 
very little respect to their oeputy Grana Secretary 
[i.e. himself) ••• we must hola a court martial on 
these mutineers ana suspend them trom their 
privileges.· 
he further aetests the iaea of publishing the accounts to any but the 
Grana committee since -the base v111ains who compose some of the town 
loages are apt to become presumptuous upon the sacrifice of aignity 
thus made by the principle officers of the Institution.- (9) 
The minutes of the Grana Loage at this time also proauce similar 
eviaence of serious aifficulties regaraing aiscipline ana disrespect. 
At the meeting of 4th June Ib34 Deputy Grana ~aster Thompson of 
~eilston reportea, for example, that in consequence of their 
reprehensible conauct he haa been unaer the ~ainful necessity of 
expelling certain aisoraerly men~ers, 'the leaaers of the cabal'. Gn 
this occasion the Grana Loage in Lonaon again felt it its auty to 
stress -the need for a strict obeaience to the laws Which were sufferea 
to fall into laxity-, stating that, -~ithout due observation ot 
regularity ana cheerful submission to the relevant authorities, it was 
impossible the society coula go well-. Clearly the Scottish rank ana 
tile appear to have been less than tractible material tor 
conspiratorial purposes. 
To fully unaerstand this basic aivergence between the koyal Gordon 
ana the proletarian lodges, as in the caSe of the Irish Institution, 
one is requirea in the first instance to challenge the conception that 
such Orange ~atchworas of the perioa as 'Protestant Constitution' ana 
'preservation of the Protestant Religion' hela a unitary meaning for 
the groups concerned. The Laws ana Grainances of Ib~b state expressly 
-In the present era our religion is menacea by the arts of Popery ana 
the attacks of infiaelity; ~hile our constitution is assa11ea by 
fanaticism ana taction. Against this double aanger the Orange 
(10) 
lnstitution was tormea-. ~he relative weight to be given to 
each of these aangers was, however, open to interpretation. 
Although not lacking in genuine anti-Roman catholic sentiment, for 
the leadership ot the Scottish loages, as tor the ultra ~ories the Duke 
of Cumberland Lord Chandos, 'protestant principles' were unaerpinnea by 
a basic political unaerstanaing ana motivation. (11) '~e 
Protestant Constitution' then, was considered a sateguara against new 
aemocratic movements ana populist influences ana the 'Protestant 
ascenaancy' was unaerstooa as the ascendancy ot Protestant Anglo-Irish 
lanalords over Irish peasants, and the right of the Protestant 
aristocracy to govern Britain. ~he frequently invokea 'toreign 
catholics' phrase similarly implied not only resentment against the 
separate religion of the Irish, but the aifticulties this presentea for 
their political control. Lastly, 'preservation of the Protestant 
religion' was thought by most aristocratic aefenaers to reter to the 
preservation of tithes. 
~hese considerations help to explain, for example, the nature ot 
the Duke of uoraon's involvement with the Institution. tairman 
aescribes him as -an Orangeman trom top to toe-, but qualifies this by 
saying he does not think, -he gives himself much trouble-, though he 
(l~) 
wishes the movement to be promoted. In Ib33 Craigie has to beg 
Fairman to impress on his Grace the aavantages that woula accrue trom 
(13) him paying a single visit. his patrician restraint in his 
aealings with the Scottish loages is, however, to be contrastea with 
his frequent involvement in the proceeaings ot the British Grana Loage, 
as inaicated in the minutes from Ib~l-~ - here the aristocratic social 
and political milieu must have seemed a great aeal more familiar. For 
Goraon it seems the proletarian scottish boay represented merely a 
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thira line of defence for the maintenance of the status quo, behina the 
House of Lords ana the Royal court, and he maintained a well-~rea 
inaifference to this form of extra-parliamentary resistance. 
E;ven the aaherance of District Secretary ftjotherwell seems to have 
haa political undertones and astonishea his biographer ftlcConechy. 
-~here is no event in his history- he statea - which it more perplexes 
me to account for than this ••• few men in my opinion were less qualitied 
by habits ot stuay to appreciate the value of the mixea qualities of 
civil and ecclesiastical polity which that boay professea to 
aiscuss.- Like many literary figures in the Ib30's, Coleriage, 
~outhey, ~orasworth, he was rather -a ~ory of the 010 school ana all 
the tenaencies of his mina gravitatea towaras the creea of that ola ana 
(14) 
respectable party.- In his regara for -monarchical prinCiples-
ana in his poetic works 'Harp of Renfrewshire', etc., it is inaeea 
possible to discern a certain lingering ana romantic Jacobite 
sentiment, which woula have been ill receivea by rank ana file 
Orangemen. 
'1:0 return to the 'koyal Goraon', the aeclaration maae on 
introduction also containea a distinct political emphasis. (15) 
After very briefly declaring himself to be a believer in the protestant 
religion, the canaidate proceeds to further solemnly aeclare his 
abhorrance at length ot -all political doctrines which seek to impair 
the glorious constitution, given to by our illustrious aeliverer 
~illiam III, of all levelling doctrines which have as their object to 
destroy the inflUence ot hereaitary rank ana file aistinctions of 
society, and of all revolutionary innovations which are calculatea to 
seduce our countrymen trom that loyal and constant spirit which has 
ever given the proua character of the British people.- 'l'he master 
then aaaresses him, -You engage that you will never abet or assist such 
illegal associations as political unions, Jacobin clubs or other 
societies which have as their aim the extermination ot veneration ot 
our civil and religious institutions, that you will 00 all in your 
power directly ana inairectly to put a speeay stop to such a pernicious 
(ltd 
system of revolutionary organisation.-
This rhetoric, airectea against 'seaition' ana 'treason', where 
'Protestantism' rather like 'Brunswick' or 'Hanover' assumes a largely 
symbolic function, a rallying point for deeper motivations on 
constitutional and general political retrenchment, otfers the 
impression that the Royal Goraon Lodge was basically an artificial 
creation, sonlething akin to the Ola Revolution Club mentioned earlier, 
and graftea uneasily onto the existing structure ot Orange lOdges in 
scotlana. It theretore existea in a aifficult relation to these. 
(The 'Brunswick clubs' formed in the late Ib~O's after the aissolution 
ot the Orange Grand Lodge in Britain sharea a similar political 
emphasis ana also failea to capture grass roots allegiance). (17) 
F'rom the largely working class membership of the orainary scottish 
lodges a much more literal interpretation of the 'protestant' in 
'protestant principles' was prominent. In this respect the ritual of 
Orange introduction generally in use in the perioa presents quite a 
contrast to the one noted above, employed in the Royal Goraon. A 
considerable amount of Scripture is present in it, for example, 
sometimes of a rather aubious relevance. -At the moment ot 
introduction the Chaplain or Brother appointed shall say 'when thus it 
shall be in the midst of the land among the people, there shall be as 
the shaking of an olive tree and as the gleaming grapes ~hen the 
vintage is done. They shall lift up their voice: they shall cry tor 
the majesty ot the Lord; they shall cry aloUd from the sea (Isaiah xxiv 
(18) 
13, 14). 
~his attachment to a more explicit religious basis ~as, ot course, 
fuelea by a virulent hatrea ot Roman catholicism, yet, as suggestea in 
chapter 1, this was paraaoxically not ~ithout some 'democratic' 
input. 'l:he key to the anti-catholic hostility ~as touna in a 
representation of that religion as an absolutism that haa been 
overthrown by some form ot protestant aemocratic alliance - so 
preserving 'the freeaom of inaiviaual consciousness' and 'civil and 
religious liberty'. Living exam~les of Catholic 'mental slavery' ~ere 
touna in the po~er of priestcraft over the Irish ~easantry ana their 
veneration of O'Connell. For the rank ana file urangemen then 
'Protestant ascendancy' COUld frequently Rlean not aristocratic 
domination but the ascenaancy of the people over 'popish' intluence, ot 
a religion of freeaom over a religion ot spiritual timidity ana 
ritualistic observance. (l~) 
The t~o camps of ultra Tory constitutional aefence ana the 
pugnatious Protestantism of the rank ana file Orangemen united more or 
less solialy over the issue of Catholic Emancipation. 'l'he 'l'or ies sa~ 
this as a threat to the purity ana safety ot the Constitution ana 
ultimately 'to aristocratic power', while tor the latter group it 
presented above all a potential encroachment on their protestant 
religion. 
'l'he alliance, ho~ever, seems to prove less sure over the reform 
controversy ana its aftermath. 'l'he Girvan Orangemen, as previously 
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oescribea, were involveo in anti-retorm activity in 1831, but against 
this must be balancea some, unfortunately rather oblique, references by 
orange otticebearers in the lti35 report. Fairman, tor example, 
comments that he broke up one or two lOdges because he did not like the 
way they were being conauctea thinking they were, -a little irreyular 
not only as Orangemen but as gooo and loyal subjects.- It is also the 
case that the main object of his missions in lb33 ana 34, besiaes 
countering trenas towaras stagnation and assessing the resources of the 
brethren, was precisely, -to inculcate obedience to the laws ot the 
Institution- ana secure a strict aiscipline among those who -unaer tne 
taint of revolutionary and republican notions had become refractory ana 
(20) . 
mutinous -. (Author's enlphasls). One must also conjectur e 
whether it was not this motivation which lay behino Craigie ana 
Motherwell's structures against what they termea the loages roway ana 
ineabriate members. certainly in ~nglana after the lb2~ ~mancipation 
Act Orangeism was temporarily removea trom the political stage by -a 
Cd) 
certain penetration of democratic iaeals among its followers-. 
That such 'democratic iaeals' coula actually check the fultilment 
of the highest ambitions of iory Orange notables, such as the Duke ot 
Gordon, to directly control the urange boay and shape it into a nucleus 
for a new ultra-Tory grouping, again return us to the views expressed 
in the discussion on leaaership/rank and tile relations on the aangers 
of too intrusive patronage in predominately working class movements. It 
also re-emphasises the extent to which the receIJtion of aOJuinant 
ideology was mediatea by the 'livea experience' of suborainate 
groupings. 
As regaras the latter point, it is interesting to remen~er that 
Scotland until 1832 hao been a vast pocket burgh ~hich the Tories hao 
controlleo through the notorious political management ot Dunaas. It 
is likely that this playea an important part in guioing some 
orangemen's perceptions of a Conservative alliance. 'l'he high Tory 
paternalism of Ostler and hooa ~ho lamenteo the passing ot a 
pre-industrial 'golden age' and opposeo the creeping tenorils of 
(~~) 
utilitarian philosophy, had fe~ &cottish exponents. 
Finally, though, in this section, given that the 
orange/Conservative relationship as stresseo above is a ooubly 
conditional one, it remains to account for the un~illingness of the 
'sluggish ~ories' to identify ~ith the Institution in the early 
1830's. This ~as not a phenomenon unique to Scotland. ~his Ib3!:> 
parliamentary report confirmea trantic Orange attempts thoughout 
Britain to create a Tory alliance, citing the 'Aodress to the members 
of the calton Club and the Conservatives of tngland'. Again the 
appeal maoe here ~as a political rather than a religious one: 
-The Orange Institution is the only society 
peculiar to ~reat Britain ana Irelano ~hich alreaoy 
includes inoiviouals of every rank ana grade, trom 
the nearest to the throne to the poorest peasant. 
The society is usetul for the purposes of 
intercourse bet~een higher and lo~er orders ••• and 
time may come, nay is not far distant, when a 
combination against all property ••• must be repelleo 
by organiseo loyalty; ~hat better means ot 
co-operation can be offereo than the Orange 
Institution.- (23) 
In fact, as Hill points out, this aoes not suggest that the 
official Conservative party organisation ~ere party to such a tormal 
alliance. hhen Col. F'airman told the Committee of Investigation that 
the LOI and the carlton Club ~ere so inter~oven that the oifference ot 
name ~as of no consequence, he ~as -artfully attempting to gain 
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prestige tor Orangeism by the Conservative connection· and ·the 
committee aeclinea to make play with the Juaas kiss of this aoubtful 
friena of Conservatism·. (24) 
Several factors 'Nere at 'Nork here, incluaing notably many 
conservatives' mistrust of friendly societies ana convivial 
fraternities in general. Although ethical rather than political 
boaies, a particular source of misgivings were the loages affiliatea to 
feaerations like the Oddfellows ana r;resters, which arousea their 
" 't t l' t' (25) preJualces agalns cen ra lsa lone It 'Nas, of course, these 
'Nhich, in structure at least, the Orange Institution most resemblea. 
specifically in the Scottish context, the apprehension of local 
aristocrats ~ontrose, Douglas etc, probably focused more on the 
Institution's status as an alien importation. ~other'Nell's biographer 
is eloquent here. 
'10 his O'Nn mind, Orangeism was really ·a particular form Of one of 
those murderous factions into 'Nhich Irish society 'NaS aiviaea.· It 
would not have appearea to occur to Motherwell ·that whatever the 
merits real or imaginery of the Orange Confeaeration might be, its 
introauction to Scotland coula be attenaea with no benefit whatever and 
that if it was intenaea to achieve benefits of a pE:rmanent kina, it was 
only on the soil which haa generatea it ana nourishea it that this 
could have happened. As an antagonist to Popery ana Jacobinism it was 
certainly not wanted in Presbyterian scotlana, ana a little reflexion 
might have satisfiea him that the civil and religious rights ot the 
people of this country 'Nere not to be upheld through the 
instrumentality of a Hibernian political fraternity which had outlived 
the necessity which gave it birth ••• •• In short, opinea Mcconechy, 
-it haa too many of the characteristics of a sectarian club to be 
1 b · .. S t _ (26) agreeab e to so er mlnded co smen • 
Tory papophobia 
By no means were such prejuQices overcome in the years from lb3~ to 
the early lb60's. This perioa in fact presents an interesting 
paraaox. It marks a lacuna in orange/Conservative relations; yet this 
is contrary to what might be eXpectea from two important 
aevelopments. First trom Ib35 the LOI in Scotlana, as indicated in a 
preceaing chapter, positively regrouped ana expanaea tollowing the 
debacle of the parliamentary enquiry, forming a separate Grana Loage 
probably more in harmony with the sentiments ot the rank ana file than 
the Royal uoraon had ever been. 
Seconaly, the mia 1&3u's and 4u's mark a growth in xenophobic 
anti-Roman Catholic iaeol09~ particularly tostered b~ the Conservatives 
from the last years of the ~elbourne administration. cargill suggests 
inaeed, -Because of the close association between Protestantism ana 
British nationalism, Conservative leaders by treating the lrish 
question as a religious one coula capitalise on an emotional complex 
which influenced the public mind. By their manner of presenting the 
Irish question they airected the patriotic sentiments tor Conservatives 
and against radicals, Liberals and whigs- (27) - though this perhaps 
exaggerates the conscious element of such a strategy ana certainly 
understates the splits within the party, with the Liberal ~ories, Peel, 
, , 
huskisson etc., holaing aloof from the worst excesses of No popery. 
The fact that such optimum conaitions aia not proQuce an 
orange/Conservative alliance again, of course, counters the notion that 
such an alliance is 'natural' and inevitable. It also reiterates that 
a considerable body of militant Protestant ana 'anti-popish' sentiment 
existed outsiae and independently ot the structures of the LOl. 'J:his 
is emphasisea in considering the example of the Conservative Operatives 
societies and Orangeism. 
'J:he aevelopment of Conservative Operatives ana working Men's 
Conservative Associations were not, as hill notes, an isolatea event in 
the aomestic history of the party but -an integratea phase of ~eel's 
policy for widening the basis of Conservative support in the 
. . - (~&) const~tuenc~es • 'l'he Glasgow Conservative Operatives 
Association (GCOA) haa been formed by a meeting of 'operatives' in the 
Tron session house in December Ib3b and was originally engagea in 
composing a congratulatory address to Peel on his visit to ~lasgow to 
f h . . (29) assume Lord Rectorship 0 t e Un~vers~ty. 
Its object was -to maintain to the utmost of its power the British 
Constitution as establishea at the Revolution ot Ibb8 - that a 
prominent object of the association shall be to defend the interests ot 
the ecclesiastical ana educational establishment of Scot lana as an 
integral part of that Constitution.- (30) Besides its attachment to 
'Revolution principles', its vainglorious motto, 'Fear God, honour the 
~ing ana medale not with those that are given to change' also closely 
resemblea that ot the LOI, though the final injunction in the latter 
case is 'Love the Brotherhooa' - both basea on the Biblical 'Fear 
Goa ••• ' of the King of Israel. The ASSOCiation, moreover, 
co-operatea, 'with great cordiality' in a subscription in aia of a tuna 
for trying the valiaity of several of the Irish elections before a 
committee in the House ot Commons, 'as the only methoa lett to frienas 
of Protestantism ••• of vindicating their rights as citizens against the 
. t h ..• (31) intrigue of enemles 0 t e Constltutlon • 
crucially, however, despite such congruences, ana aespite Peter 
Mackenzie's strictures against this 'aboRlinable gang the orange 
Tories', there is no evidence ot any substantial LOI involvement in the 
organisation. ~his must be impressionistic, of course, since no 
aetailea membership lists ot the Glasgow Orange Lodges are available 
tor the 183U's, but none of the officebearers mentioned in the Ib3~ 
parliamentary Report are representea, nor are Richmona or Clements, 
secretary and Deputy Master respectively in the Ib3u's ana 40's. 
Certainly the minutes give no indication of an alliance, formal or 
intormal, and the LOI, in tact, receives not a single mention. ~his 
is inaeea coherent with the overall national picture. ward suggests 
there may have been Orange involvement in Banafora and some Lanarkshire 
(32) to~ns, but, as hill notes, none of the correspondence quotea by 
the raaical Hume indicates the least connection bet~een Orangeism and 
the Conservative Operatives Societies, ana Peel's own attituae to~aras 
the Orange movement remainea suspicious. (33) 
~o account for this, briefly, on the Orange side one tactor may 
have been that some of the rank ana file ~ere comparatively recent 
migrants from Ulster and were ill-prepared to become embroilea in 
scotland's eccleSiastical problems which seem to have obsessea the GCOA 
in its latter days. (34) One should also recall the total nature of 
the environment offerea by the loages, so that the worthy aebating 
society atmosphere ot the Operatives Association may not have been at a 
particular premium. 
On the part of the Conservatives their absence was probably not 
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unwelcome. Since the 1832 Reform Act had given the vote to any £10 
householaers in Glasgow, resulting in 7000 electors fronl the rising 
miaale class, the proletarian Orangemen could not have appearea as a 
special electoral asset. Inaeed they may have provea a definite 
liability, tor as well as their particular 'alien' quality the Uraer in 
the Ib40's was, of course, fast acquiring a lawless reputation in 
scotlana. 
~he general pattern remains similar in the late lb4U's ana 50's. 
The LOI was further expanaing in this perioa particularly in 
Lanarkshire and Glasgow and ~ory ,~o popery' was still prominent. 
Derby, tor twenty-two years leaaer of the Party ana brietl~ Prime 
~inister for three spells, was, Blake notes, -thoroughly hostile to 
papal pretentions ana as an ola whig regarded the triumph of the 
Italian ~ationalists with satisfaction. he callea on Garibalai when 
he visited Englana in April Ibb4, and went on to compare Roman 
catholics with -aangerous dogs that need muzzlea.- (3~) 
Yet again no definite Orange/Tor~ links can be tracea (though Derby 
aid have a lOdge in Ayr named in his honour, LOL ~o. 32, 'Lord Derby's 
True Blues'). The factors above prObably held gOOd, though an 
additional aifficulty for Orange involvement was providea by the 
eventual disintegration of Conservative organisation in the west ot 
scotlana in this period, promotea by controversies over Free Trade ana 
schisms in the Church of Scotland. -The speed ana extent of this 
aisintegration- was, as hutchison states, -a commonplace among 
conetemporaries by the mid 1840's.- (36) 
In Ib4b the GCOA finally collapsed over church questions. In 
lb47, hutchison further notes, the Conservative 'Courier' declarea 
~94 
itself uninterestea in the 'narrow ana sectarian' general election in 
Glasgow ana a meeting of Tory electors could not aeciae on any course 
(37) 
of action. In the two elections of 1&~2, moreover, the party 
aid make a contest nor in lb59 nor 1805. (3b) In short, these 
developments aenied Orangemen, even if they were so inclinea, a basic 
'point of entry' into political involvement with the Conservatives of 
the perioa. 
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finally with a note of aesperation on July 24th, ·1 hope his Royal 
highness has sanctioned the project of the uniform. (craigie's 
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CHAP'l'ER 10 
'THE l'1AINSPRING OF CO~SE.RVA'l·ISM ••• ' EMPIRICAL CONTOURS OF 
ORA~GE/CO~SERVATIVE RELATIOhS lb65-85. 
Introauction 
In marked contrast with the preceding period, these twenty years 
now witness an acceleration in the LOI's political activity ana in 
particular the development of an informal alliance with the 
conservatives in Glasgow and the west of Scotland. This chapter is 
intendea to illustrate empirically the conduct ana extent of this 
relationship - a predicate tor explanatory analysis in Chapter 11. 
Given the scanty nature of seconaary material on the LOI in 
Scotland it is gratifying to fina a semblance of aebate in this 
respect, although from commentators whose tocus of interest is 
consiaerably wiaer than the Institution itself. Joan smith focusing 
on class consciousness in late 19th century, early 20th century Glasgow, 
t th t • b • (1) sugges s a Conservatism did not develop an Orange ase ••• 
and, as noted, attributes this to Glasgow's expanding economy from the 
lb&O'S; 'labour aristocrats'; self perceptions; the preaominance of 
trienaly societies; ana finally an overwhelming 'liberal commonsense' 
for whom the enemy was 'the lanalord and the despot and not the Irish'. 
~ow, there may be some explanatory value in these as regards the 
Lor's relative weakness in bcotland as a whole - though the assumption 
of a 'Liberal commonsense' unproblematically blocking Orange 
aevelopment has already been crtallenged. Ana there are local 
examples, such as Greenock, where a Tory/Orange caucus is absent. 
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bowever, if attenlpting to generalise on relations with the 
Conservatives in Glasgow and the west, the broaa tenor ot smith's 
arguments is contradicted by empirical evidence and leads to a crucial 
understatement. 
~his may stem for her rather aismissive stance on the actual 
strength of the Order. It ~as, she states, -largely confined to the 
shipyards of Glasgow and the coal ana iron mining to~ns ringing 
(2) Glasgow-. Even it this were the case this is the major 
population and industrial centre of scotland - but actually the 
statement seriously unaerestimates the Order's presence in Glasgow and 
neglects important concentrations in Ayrshire and the South west. 
In some contrast, though, butchison in his encyclopaedic work on 
politics and society in 19th century Glasgow suggests that the 
conservatives put little emphasis on such social and economic issues as 
tariff reform, but appealed to the strong ultra-Protestant sentiment in 
the city, a strategy typified in a semi-official alliance with the 
LOI. The considerable power enjoyed in party circles by the Order, he 
turther suggests, affected the party's appeals to the electorate in a 
very decided manner, since, -the stridently Protestant tone carriea 
over into the Party's utterances meant the virtual jettisoning ot the 
hopes entertained by some local Tories ot winning over whiggish 
Liberals, as eviaence mounted that wild radicals controlled the 
(3) party.- The result for the Tories was, in short, an 'electoral 
cul de sac' from which they were savea only by the realignment of 
forces around the Home Rule crisis of lb8b and the emergence of the 
Liberal Unionists. 
On the whole, tor general applicability this analysis errs more on 
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the siae of truth than Smith's. Major qualitications shoula be made 
though. First, Hutchison, understanaably perhaps from the focus ot 
his work, neglects the conditional element, aescribed previously, in 
orange allegiance to the Conservatives. Secondly, he over emphasises 
and misinterprets the nature of Orange involvement in the lbbU general 
election in Glasgow. 'l'hiS tends to airect attention away from events 
in subsequent years in the home hule perioa, which are particularly 
instructive for the real aynamics underpinning Orange/conservative 
relations. These aynamics, in turn, inaicate considerable 
conaitionality and reserve on the part of the Conservatives in their 
dealings with the LOl, ana discount the 'cul ae sac' type ot approach. 
In the general circumstances of debate it is vital to specify 
accurately the relationships in question - as expressea, tor example, 
in the establishment of Conservative Associations, Orange power at 
local ward level and in electoral activity. This is aone first tor 
Glasgow, but r enlember ing the heter ogeneous char acter of the 
Institution in Scotland, paisley and Greenock are again given separate 
consideration as contrasting case stuaies. 
Glasgow 
The general pattern here is one of substantial development in 
orange/Tory links at local level, but less impressive and less 
unilinear progress in the party's directing booies. 
'l'he construction of a viable electoral framework for conservatism 
in the 1865-85 perioo received a substantial impetus from the 
foundation of the <.lasgow working !lIen's Conservative Association 
(GwMCA) • unlike its preaecessor, the <'COA (q.v.), this haa 
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significant Orange involvenlent from the outset. 'l'he organisation, 
for example, seems to have originatea from a newspaper advert in 
November 18b& from a Mr. w. Cadman, ·a working man convening his 
tellow working men for the purpose of forming among them a 
Conservative Association·. (4) ~his is most likely the same w. 
Cadman who presiaed at an Orange meeting at Johnstone in 1871 to 
con~emorate the relief of Londonderry. (5) Other prominent 
Orangemen were certainly representea in the new GwMCA, James wyllie 
(6) (7) , DGM ana Rev. Gault GC, ana 1n turn at the urange ana 
Protestant soiree of Ib61;j GW~lCA luminaries, J. Paul and James l<'razier, 
(I:! ) 
can be identitied on the platform. 
~he organisation's early activities are also revealing in this 
respect. Through the work of 11;jb9, for instance, • ••• in various 
ways·, it was reported, ·the Association endeavoured to arrest the 
progress of the Irish Church Bill* and continues to hope and labour to 
the ena that religion - the Protestant religion - be nationally 
maintained within the institutions of the country •• (9) Leading 
Grand LOdge figures also featured prominently in the early days among 
the association's publicists, its third annual report for 1871 noting 
that, ·through the vigorous and manly stano of George MCLeod (then 
orange MwGM) and a few of your members the Association was enabled not 
merely to protest against secular education at the Grand City hall 
Demonstration ••• but to obtain the complete overthrow ot the same by 
carrying a resolution in etfect declaring the bible was a national and 
(10) 
not a secular book·. Rev. Gault and wyllie were also popular 
* ~o disestablish the Church of Irelana. 
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lecturers to the Association, the former on '~artin Luther', the 
latter in a more practical vein on ''l'he function of the skin in 
. (11) 
reference to cleanllness'. 
'l'he closeness of links in this ear 11' per iOd haa alreadY been 
witnessed in electoral activity in the Ibbb parliamentary context. 
At the Orange soiree of that year, Grand ~aster Leech haa strongly 
suggestea to the brethren ana Protestants of <..lasgow, ·to use their 
utmost enoeavours to secure the return of the Protestant canoioate tor 
the city. It might be consioered inviaious for him to mention names 
but he had no hesitation in recommenoing that canoioate who woulo 
uphold the good old Protestant Church of Ireland (tremenoous 
cheering), that haa been heretofore the bulwark against the inroaos ot 
Popery with its fire ana faggot rule (tremenoous cheering again). 
(12) There must be no compromise with popery ana ~o Surrenoer.· 
Again an inoication of conaitional support is given from 
references to '~he Protestant canoioate', but in practice the Tory Sir 
George Campbell, whose aodress on the Irish Church (the test question 
of the whole election) had declareo that ·considerable alternatives 
are requireo to fit ana aoapt it to the wants ot the Protestant 
population of that country ••• • but he ·woula certainly be opposed to 
complete oisestablishment and disenoowment. Such a counsel woulo be 
unfair to the Protestants of Irelano who have always been 
distinguished by their loyalty.- (13) 
Accordingly orangemen were prominent in organising 'Irish church' 
public meetings indirectly in favour of campbell - the one on October 
28th being packed with Orange notables, ~cLeoa, Macklin, Reid ana 
wyllie, for example, ana these figures also come to his support at an 
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(14) important meeting in the working class wara of Mile Ena. 
Perhaps most telling in the 'bH campaign though was ~cLeoa's role in 
the nomination meeting for the Glasgow canaiaates, where along with 
~uir, another Orangeman, he appearea as an official supporter for 
Campbell. when the meeting declared against the 'l:ory, ~cLeoa was in 
the forefront of demands to put the election to the poll - in the 
event also unsuccessful for him. (15) 
To anticipate detailea discussion in the next chapter, in this 
early stage in the aevelopment of their fortunes, it seems the 
Conservatives coula aftord no qualms about indulging Orange 
involVement. The LOI throughout the perioa ot study was iaentifiea 
as a bulwark of the working class Conservative vote and the early 
GWMCA was dominated precisely by, -the neea to spreaa the Conservative 
gos~el, consolidating ana deepening existing Conservative tenaencies 
among working men.- (16) Although notables such as J .A. canlpbell 
of strathcarro presiaed over its Annual General Meetings from lbb9, 
amia the more routine ana robust business ot lectures ana 
demonstrations the Orangemen's I~O Poperyl stance woula not have 
causea particular embarrassment, being probably fairly congruent with 
the sentiments of many of its working class members. 
Developments in this situation can be aiscerned, however, as the 
Association began to expand from its fairly humble beginnings around 
the mia lb70
'
s. Gilbert heron presiaing in lb75 reportea that the 
previous year 'pecuniary support, especially from the midale and upper 
_ (17 ) 
classes, has exceedea that of any former year ••• , ana it is 
now indeed that this group begins to take a more active managing role 
in the Association. It haa aroppea to 'working Manlsl from its title 
jU4 
in 1873. ~ever again, in fact, ao Orangemen quite recapture that 
intimately influential position they held in the pioneering aays ot 
the Gw~CA. 
perhaps an indicator of this is the lecture committee's decision 
in Ib75 that -lecturers should as much as possible be confinea to 
subjects bearing upon politics, and that just a fe~ deciaealy gooa 
ones were preferable to many on less important though popular 
subjects.- (author's emphasis). One of the lecturers in the 
previous year, for example, had been given by Sir Andrew Burry on 
'Impressions of America from a Conservative point of vie~ in relation 
to tree trade and COmRlerCe' - in some contrast to wyllie's 
. (18) 
contribution of only two years earller. 
By no means is this to concur with Smith in arguing the absence ot 
a significant Orange base for Glasgow Conservatism, for this base was 
becoming increasingly formidable at the level ot the local waras. 
Indeed another important development at the same meeting in Ib75 ~as a 
programme of re-organisation in which the waras were given a more 
direct interest in the central association. 3~ ot its general 
committee were to be chosen annually by wara committees sending two 
representatives, whose auties were also to be the creation ot bodies 
for registration etc at local level. (l~) 
Clearly here one must recognise a paraaox which, as will be 
shown,dominatea the aevelopment of the LOI/Conservative relationship 
elsewhere in Scotland. On the one hana from the national franchise 
ana electoral reforms of lb67 and 72 came an impetus felt by the more 
perceptive Tories to reorganise ana 'democratise' organs of the party, 
such as the Glasgow Conservative Association (GCA), making them more 
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responsive with the demanas of a mass electorate. AS tar as this 
increasea the involvement of 'working men' in the party, it proviaea 
tavourable conditions also tor the Lor as a preaominantly working 
class movement, to translate their local presence into more tangible 
institutional torms in central committees, divisional councils, etc. 
Against this, however, one must set a broaaer structural 
realignment and absolute expansion in the basis ot Tory support in the 
lb7U's, bUts and beyona, with the increasing presence ot the urban 
bourgeoisie in the party, perceiving it as the true representative ot 
their class interests. This group, as emphasisea in previous 
chapters, had little tavourable inclination towards the populist 
Orange movement ana was unlikely to be enthusiastic for 'I.'ory organs 
which were perceived as 'Orange aominatea'. 
A sustainea treatment ot these points will be otferea shortly, but 
sutficient to stress here that in the tension between the two sets of 
aevelopments it is the latter which increasingly exercises a 
aetermining role. 'I.'his is expressea essentially in the transition 
trom the earlier 'organic' relation between LOr figures in fleagling 
associations like the G~MCA to the position where 'the Orange vote' 
becomes a depenaent variable in the electoral calculations of the 
mature Conservative party. 
'l'hus, to return to the empirical mater ial, another ear ly inaicator 
of change is the lb74 parliamentary election in Glasgow. Like l8bb 
'Protestant' issues were striaently in the torefront, notably focusing 
on Disestablishment, the Irish Baucation Bill ana a perceivea threat 
of secularisation in Scottish education. AS the 'I'ory 'Glasgow News' 
explained it, • ••• Our people have not torgotten the hard times they 
3Ub 
haa ot 010 with the pope and the church militant ••• the ola Protestant 
(20) feeling is arousea ana their sense of freedom outragea. 
'l'he first Conservative canaiaate selectea, Alexander whitelaw, a 
member of the Baira Ironworks family closely followea these themes, 
standing foursquare tor the established churches, -regarding the 
endowed territorial church as essential to the spiritual interests of 
the people-, as well as supporting the -use ana wont- platform in 
. (21) 
educat10n. 
certainly the Orange Association of scotland was in no doubt where 
its loyalty lay, ana in this period the conditional nature of its 
political alliances is much underplayed. In its adaress to the 
brethren it stated, 
-at this important cr1S1S in the history of this 
country we, the members of the GRA~D LODG~ 
CO~~ITTBB, desire to urge on your attention the 
duty of SUPPORTI~G ~ONEi BU'}: COM:iEiRVA'l'IVEi 
PRI~CIPLEiS; but where no Conservative canaiaate 
comes forward concessions against popery and who 
will vote for the Bible in the school or old 
Scotland's Use ana wont: but vote for no man who 
will not make these pledges.- (22) 
In practice in Glasgow, however, considerable confusion arose. 
Gossip in ''l'he Bail ie' the previous year had suggested that the 
Orangemen wished H.A. Long, the militant Protestant publicist and 
missionary as candidate, but in the actual event, suggesting their 
timidity in preferring to work behina established power bases, they 
seem to have been behina overtures to Hector ~cLean, a local gentry 
(23) figure from carnwath. certainly his aadress employs familiar 
terms, -if returned it will be as a member of the great conservative 
party, upholding civil and religious liberty - being a warn, supporter 
of the protestant religion.-
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McLean's canaiaature was a brief one - he was approachea on the 
~9th of January and withdrew on the 31st - but it astonisheo the 
Glasgow conservative establishment. (24) Si~nificantly they had 
settlea on a much more credible candiaate, ana like ~hitelaw, one more 
representative of the new forces becoming more prominent in the ("CA, 
Mr. James Hunter of Glenapp, a managing partner of the Coltness 
Ironworks. (25) 'l'he orangemen swung rouna behind him ana rather 
shamefacea were forcea to issue a disclaimer on 4th February 
·orangemen of Glasgow ao not be aividea. All of 
our committees are unitea for Mr. whitelaw ana Mr. 
hunter. ~e have no connection with Mr. McLean. 
Bvery man who votes for him, votes against the 
conservative cause.- (2b) 
Also looking closer at orange activity on behalf of these 
canaiaates, it is possible, in fact, to aiscern some initial 
'marginalisation' of the LOI trom the real heart ot the GCA. Clearly 
though, Orange intluence shoula not be unaer-ratea. OrangeDlen seem 
to have done consiaerable canvassing ana public work in the local 
waras. A typical Conservative bill at polling ran (strongly 
suggestive of Orange involvement) 'Glaastonism or present aay 
Liberalism is a hybrid ana is aying out, it is a compound of 
Radicalism, komanism, Ruffianism, Fenianism, Jesuitry, Ultramontanes, 
Secularists, Unitarians, Republicans, Disestablishmentarians, Lowism, 
Blagaraism. It intended to assault our Protestantism, rob us ot our 
Bibles ana Catechisms, to give us Home Rule for Unionism, 
Conventualism as against Inspectionism •• (27) 
Six prominent members of the Orange Association of scotlana, or 
the Orange Institution of Great Britain, sat on whitelaw ana hunter's 
general committees, as well as arouna a dozen Orange office bearers on 
3Ub 
· h 1 1 - 1 ° ° t (28) eight of t e oca ward e ect10n comm1t ees. Yet this must be 
set against the fact that the Conservative electoral machinery of Ib74 
was much expandea ana more efficient than in the preceaing election, 
ana that this Orange group are in a very small minority, even in 
general committee and ward election committees which involve several 
hundred conservative sUpporters in toto. Interestingly also, 
Orangemen aid not number anlong either canaiaates, vice presiaents, 
(29) 
wara agents or ward conveners, nor apart from the seasonea 
pertormer H.A. Long were they prominent on public platforms. 
Moving on, it is useful to ask how tar this situation was alterea 
by the 1875 re-organisation of the ~CA general con~ittee noted 
above. In the committee for 1870 four Orangemen are wara 
representatives and alreadY a certain aegree ot concentration in the 
working class wards of the East End, particularly No.4 Calton ana in 
15th ana loth war as south of the River - in the latter william 
~cHattie, past wG~ ot the Royal Black preceptory, is representative. 
Four other Orangemen are also on the committee incluaing George ~cLeoQ 
and 'l°homas wetherall DGM. (30) This level of representation 
remains fairly constant over a number ot years. In 1879, for 
example, tive Orange wara representatives can be iaentified, inclUding 
both delegates from No. 4 wara, with h.A. Long also on the committee 
(see ~ap 4 tor distribution of wards in the city). 
Here again, though, it is vital to stress how this is balancea by 
the tact that the preaominately bourgeois resiaential waras like No. 
11 in the west Ena or those in the central business area ot the city, 
NOS. 7, b or 9, have no Orange representatives. Orangemen, moreover, 
were held at bay from vice presidential positions in the ~CA which now 
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had significant representation from the urban bourgeoisie, 
particularly large employers ot labour, like the ironmasters, whitelaw 
ana Hunter, the shipbuilaer william Pearce ot Govan or Isaac Bearamore 
(31) 
ot Parkheaa forge. 
The next potentially galvanising event tor Orange political 
involvement was the General Election of IbbU. For hutchison inaeea 
this is 'the most apparent evidence of the weight of Orangeism ••• when 
the Oraer was able to trust its chosen candiaate on the ~arty, in 
the face of the manifest reluctance of the ~CA to accept their 
, (32) 
nomlnee-. - the candiaate in question being Sir James Bain, 
ironmaster ana eX-Glasgow Lora provost. 
In fact, this interpretation poses serious aifficulties. First 
Bain was in no simple sense 'the Orange choice', though he seems to 
have courtea the Oraer in the face of the oncoming election. At 
the hovember soiree of Ib79, for example, he haa appeared 'arrayea 
in an Orange sash' (despite having much more active links with 
) (33) . - l' h 1 h' h' h h Freemasonry ana de 1vered a rat er unusua speec 1n w 1C e 
seems to have culled every available Orange maxim and aphorism - it 
contains three reference to 'religious and civil liberty', four to 
'glorious forefathers' in aadition to a liberal sprinkling of 
(34) 
'williams' and 'great principles'. 
Despite this display, by no means aid Bain's conduct at the actual 
election fully satisfy the LOI. The 'Glasgow News' noted at the time 
that -'l'he orangemen fina no one has yet presentea himself who has 
unquestionably subscribed to the crown ana constitution ana rejected 
absolutely the pretensions of the Home Rulers.- (35) The point 
here is that Bain, who was representea in a contemporary cartoon as a 
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weathervane, was widely perceived as -the type of candioate ~ho 
supercilliously tries to impose upon electors by promising everything 
_ (30) 
to everybooy •••• his aoaress, aescribea as a 'moael of 
tergiverisation' attempted to appeal both to Orangemen ~ home 
Rulers. On the one hana he supported the Bstablished Church but on 
the other, while unable to support bome Rule in 'matters ot Imperial 
concern', he was in favour of local matters being investigatea 'on the 
spot' and was 'oirectly opposea to the policy of centralism'. (37) 
The Orangemen were eventually reconcilea to &ain, but their 
representation on his committees seems actually less markea than on 
his eventual running mate's, a Blore orthoaox Tory the shipbuilaer 
william Pearce. Sain aia have ~eorge McLeod as his vice chiarman but 
Pearce's central committee - although containing no Orange vice 
chairmen - haa Orange Grand Secretary 'l'homas Macklin and Thomas 
wether all DCJk. As for the waro election committees, Pearce's has at 
least eighteen iaentifiable Orangemen of whom nine are not on Saints 
committees, while bain has twelve, at least four of whom are not on 
pearce's committees. Again Sain haa prominent orange support on 
public platforms, particularly from McLeod and T.h. Stewart (ex 
secretary of the 01 of GS) (38) but Pearce too has a strong Orange 
representation - at the St. Andrew's Halls meeting on the ~5th of 
~arch it is wetherall who is chosen to secona (at length) the 
(39) 
resolution commenaing Pearce as a 'fit and proper person'. 
Most significant in this context, though, are the notices which 
appearea before polling oay. hutchison cites the notice instructing 
Orangemen to vote for 'the other Conservative canaiaate as well as 
Saini signeo by MCLeoo ana F.Y. Henderson, but more revealing is a 
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further notice in the same issue of the 'Glasgo~ News' signea this 
time by Grand ~aster, C.I. Paton, which stated that 'at a meeting of 
District ~asters ana ~orthy Masters of Looges of the Orange 
Association of scotlana held in the orange hall Glasgow on the 20th ot 
March it was unani~ously resolvea that the Orangemen of Glasgow aiviae 
their votes bet~een the two Conservative canaiaates, Pearce ana 
Sain.- (40) (Author's emphasis). If this meeting ~as on the 20th 
of March it anticipates the two Conservative candidates' taray 
. (41) decision to run on the same t1cket by no less than ten aays. 
Not surprisingly then, the eviaence is not convincing that 
official conservative resentment of Sain stemmed largely from his 
Orange links. In fact this had a wiae variety of sources. For one 
thing, Sain seems to have been an eccentric character. he haa 
dabblea in spiritualism ana produced a pamphlet on the subject and, 
even more culpable in the eyes of the local Party establishment, he 
had shown an unseemly enthusiasm to become Lora Provost, even 
chartering the Buchanan steamer 'Eagle' and taking an 'intluential 
. . (42) party' on a cruise down the clyae to further h1S cause. At 
the parliamentary election, as Hutchison notes, Bain also proved an 
extremely inept and unorthoaox canaiaate. His views on the Eastern 
Question, the Local Option ana the Franchise question were haraly 
party policy ana he seems to be a very poor public speaker. bis 
meetings often degeneratea into beargardens - at Finneston he was 
peltea with peas from the gallery and a hooting crowa followed after 
(43) his cab. 
Even more aecisive, however, for the conservative leadership was 
the ~ay he haa torcea himself on the GCA as canaidate, as aetailea 
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above by hutchison, ~ithout oue attention to the official channels of 
selection ana 'oriving of the canoidate of their unanimous 
h ' , (44) c Ol.ce • (J.A. Campbell ~ho hao opteo for the safer 
Universities seat). 'I:he impetus here seems to have come more surely 
from Bains o~n ambitions than the prompting of Orangenlen in the 
(45) GCA. 
Yet it ~oulo be unfortunate, through his misinterpretation here, 
to overlook some of the insights hutchison does offer. First, it is 
certainly plausible that Sain's campaign ~ith its populist overtones 
dre~ in a number of 'working men' to the Conservative folo. 'I'hese 
neeo not have been Orangemen but some of them were, like T.H. Ste~art 
~ho becomes prominent in the GCA after 18&0. Secondly, l&bO marks a 
clear upswing in Orange electoral involvement compareo ~ith 1&74, 
though again it is strongest at local level. Thus the 'heralo' gives 
a typical example of Orange activity of the period in provioing 
vehicles for the conveying of voters in the 12th and 14th ~ards 
(Anderston). -The oeathless sons of william- apparently -attracteo 
particular attention as they careereo along the street in a couple of 
handsome brakes carrying aloft the harp of Erin in golo, on a ground 
(46) 
of Green-. 
For the nest few years progress in Orange/Tory links persisted. 
For this period, hutchison insists that fusion bet~een the two booies 
continueo to gro~ apace and that -the process of inte9ration seemed 
complete on the occasion of salisbury's visit to Glasgo~ in lbb4, ~hen 
he was ~resenteo with an address trom the Grano Looge of ~cotlano 
(47) immeoiately after the GCA's one and before any other booy.-
however, not only ooes such an analysiS neglect the reciprocally 
conoitional element in the relationship, ~hich militates against the 
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LOI's complete 'integration' or 'fusion'; but it also fails to grasp 
that despite its increasing strength at wara level, the Institution 
was becoming regardea by local Conservative leaaers as a reliable but 
not ultimately inaispenSable ally. 
At first acquaintance though there aoes seem persuasive eviaence 
up to 1885 for Hutchi .son' s case. Following Bain ana ~earce's, not 
unexpectea. defeat at the polls ana after an initial spell of 
aepression in which a winaing up of the GCA was consiaered, the 
Glasgow Conservatives in Ibbl again began to remoula the 
organisation's structure. Affiliation, for example, was to be 
encouragea from other Conservative associations in the city, such as 
the Dennistoun C.A. ~ven more crucial was -the reorganisation of the 
organisation on a wider basis- since it was felt, accoraing to Col. 
Campbell that the GCA -haa not been sufficiently in rapport with the 
great masses of working men- ana the new structure woula -place 
themselves more in a pOSition to assist them in an organisation which 
woula be worthy of their numbers ana make them a power at the time 
they were requirea-. (48) 
Accoraingly the city wards were to be grouped into five aistribcts 
East: waras 1, 2, 4; ~orth ~ast: waras 3, 5, 0; hest: haras 10, 11, 
12, 13; South: waras 14, 15, Ib; central: waras 7, 8, 9. ~embers of 
the ASsociation in each wara were to meet in January to appoint ward 
committees of ten to fifteen, a chairman, vice-chairman ana secretary, 
who would represent the wara in the committees of the aistrict in 
. (49) 
which it was sltuatea. 
Again as in 1&75, in so far as this promotea working class 
involvement ana increasea the strength of the wards, it promotea the 
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orange political presence. Thus in 1&&2 six Orangemen become ward 
officials including wetherall ana T.h. stewart, six also were 
representea the following year, incluaing Peter ~orrison who became 
chairman of the 15th Lauriston/~orbals ward. In 1&84 their numbers 
increasea to seven, with another Orange chairman, J .Eo. E'airlie, of No. 
(50) 2 (Camlachie) wara. 
Also apparently supporting the 'integration' thesis are closer 
orange/Conservative links on public platforms, particularly from 1&81 
and the revival of the home Rule issue. Thus at the Orange soiree ot 
that year two Conservative notables appear on the platform W.C. 
Maughan, an accountant and treasurer of the GCA and J.~. Cuthbertson a 
merchant ana prominent GCA vice presiaent, who ~aid a warm tribute to 
the Institution. be haa -never looked upon a finer assembly ana more 
glorious aemonstration, and was glad to acknowleage the sympathy ana 
support that he haa personally receivea from many of them in Glasgow 
ana elsewhere on aifferent occasions, and was glaa also to have the 
op~ortunity of thus publicly giving expression to his heartfelt 
sympathy with the great obJects of their Association.- (51) 
Another local Conservative, Allan Gilmour of E.aglesham, inaeed 
presidea over two soirees at Busby and Thornliebank. (52) In turn 
George McLeoa was present at the GCA hestern District AGM of 18&2 
proclaiming -The Conservative party was the party to which the country 
lookea for the protection of life and property on established 
(53) principles.-
Arnia the flurry of Conservative and Orange meetings in the 1&81-4 
~eriod, the language of integration is at times overt. hetherall, 
tor example, at a distinguished political meeting under the auspices 
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ot the LOI, suggestea -they were met that night to enaeavour to 
consolidate the parties belonging to the conservative interest ana 
bring them together in a firm ana compact body in spite of all 
opposition. be neea not remina Orangemen, although it might be 
necessary to remina other Conservative gentlemen that Orangeism was 
based on the Bible and the Crown.- (54) william Johnstone of 
Ballykillbeg remindea his listeners at the lb84 soiree that -they had 
taught all men that the Orangemen of ~lasgow ana of Scot lana were a 
power in the state; they had shown that the Conservatives coula not do 
without Orangenlen; that Orangeism was a motive power - the mainspring 
ot Conservatism - ana must be so throughout the British Bmpire.- (55) 
(Author's emphasis). Of course, the real question here is how closely 
this Orange rhetoric correspondea with political reality. 
In the first place, against it one can set the statement of a 
leaaing Conservative, Gilbert Heron, which has a quite aifferent 
emphasis. 
-You are an organised army of industrious loyal 
subjects of the British Crown ana as such eager ana 
prepared to co-operate when invited with 
Conservative associations against the machinations 
and open assaults of misguided enthusiasts - of 
raaical republicans and atheists •••• l am here to say 
for myself, and I may venture on behalf of my 
conservative friends in Glasgow, who like myself 
have come to know your political principles ana 
influence at the polling booth that we fully 
appreCiate the services Orangemen have renderea to 
the cause of Conservatism in Glasgow and the west of 
scot lana ana we will look to you as allies we can 
count on, on the day of battle.- (5&). (Author's 
emphasis). 
'1'0 return to the post 1880 reorganisation this also must be set in 
perspective. 'l'hus in an expanding GCA, allllost doubling from 1880-4, 
the orange presence is still, of course, very much localisea in the 
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working class eastern wards, No.2 (Camlachie) being a particular 
growth point with an Orange chairman ana vice-chairman in 1&&4, and in 
the Southern wards l~ ana particularly 1&. Again no Orange 
representatives can be identified for the bourgeois resiaential ana 
commercial ~ards. 
Similarly with the local Associations some like Shettleston ana 
Tollcross in the East and Pollokshaws in the South aid initially have 
(57) 
strong Orange bases, but the Conservative Association founded 
in ~aryhill in November 18b4 - then largely a residential suburb - has 
only one orangeman involved, a 'working man' William Angus. (5&) 
It is also significant here that there are still no prominent Grana 
Lodge figures among the central ~CA's aistinguishea vice presidents, 
~hom ~.h. Stewart at the 1883 AGM hoped -would pay more attention to 
. (5~) 
ward committees than 1n the past-. 
perhaps most aecisive though, against Hutchison's case is the 
LOI's own disparate campaign to rally Conservatives to its stanaara 
and tempt them to become actually members of the Order. If 'fusion' 
had been so pronounced, as he suggests, surely the establishment of a 
'gentlemen's lodge', LOL No. &90 'Beaconsfield's purple Guards' in 
1881 would have been met with notable success. (&0) As it was, as 
describea in Chapter 8, despite platform declarations of COD®on 
prinCiples and mutual support, the episode was largely an unhappy one 
for the Orange leaaership, with few actual 'converts', who were 
willing to assume an active and sustained role. 
Nevertheless, the Orange contribution at ward level dia in the 
perioa gain recognition beyona rhetoric from ~ory leaders, namely as 
Hutchison notes, in the presence of Orangemen such as Thomas ~acklin, 
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William ~oung, etc., on the welcoming oais for Lora Salisbury in lb84 
ana their presentation of a very lengthy loyal aaaress. Again though 
this was not through their commana of any high offices in the GCA but 
simply by invitation in their capacity as Orange officials and allies 
(01) 
of the party. Similar was the way in which the new 
Conservative candiaate Somewell of Sorn, chosen by the general 
committee of the GCA in January 1884, (02) is 'introauceo' to what 
now seems to constitute the Orange 'interest group' in Conservative 
support. ~hus at a meeting of Irish Loyalists in the Gorbals in 
February (anticipating the candiaate's visits to local Conservative 
(03) 
associations), George MCLeod callea Somervell to the chair 
expressing the hope that were long he woulo occupy a still more 
important chairw, ana Macklin, seconaing this ana making kcLeod's 
allusion perfectly clear to his auaience, declarea whe hopea for his 
part that the electors of Glasgow by their votes woula put Mr. 
somervell in a chair in the house of Commonsw. (64) with a general 
election impending, Somervell also appeared at the 23ro Annual Orange 
soiree - which haa in fact a significant Conservative representation 
with Col. Campbell ana J.~. Cuthbertson also present - coraially 
expressing his -every sympathy with the loyal association to which you 
b 1 W (65) e ong • 
It remains finally to aiscuss the extent of Orange involvement in 
this election, callea in ~ovember of 1885, though this can be aone 
briefly, since the following chapter will examine LOI/Tory relations 
here in more detail. 
An important initial point is that this contest haa been preceoed 
by the Franchise Reform Act of 1884 ana Reaistribution Act of 1885, 
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resulting in an enlarged electorate ana a reaistribution of 
parliamentary seats which divided Glasgow into seven constituencies: 
central, college, Bridgeton, 'l'radeston, Camlachie, St. Rollox, 
Blackfriars and Hutch.;;~o",~~oj~&) In turn the GCA again 
reorganisea. In each of these new constituencies, existing ward 
committees were fused into a single aivisional association with its 
own set of vice presidents and sub committees. The seven divisional 
conservative associations in turns sent representatives to the GCA's 
. (67) general commlttee. 
Again an increase in the Orange presence resultea from these 
organisational developments. Orangemen began to figure to some 
extent among local vice presiaents, as well as more notably among the 
representatives to the GCA in areas where Tory/Orange links were 
traditionally strong, such as Camlachie ana Tradeston, but 
increasingly now also Blackfriars and Hutches (08) College and 
central, though, still were immune. 
Most significantly, on these new divisional associations, was 
devolved the power of candidate selection. This too was favourable 
for an increase in Orange influence. At Blackfriars ana hutches",",:..' c~n 
for example, in September 1885 w.c. kaugham was selectea as candidate, 
(69) 
with T.H. stewart and H. houston prominent on the platform. 
In camlachie the electoral committee was actually chaired by an 
orangeman, 
, (70) 
J.W. Fairlie, ana settlea on Mr. Arnot Reia of the 'Glasgow News. 
In this way in the actual election, which was aominated both by the 
Scottish Disestablishment question and by issues surrounding the 
economic aepression of the mid 1880's, Orange involvement, though 
localisea, was at its highest point since the lbbb contest. 
Throughout the campaign, for example, Orangemen chairea election 
meetings - T.R. stewart on behalf of W.C. kaugham at Blackfriars on 
October 15th, and again 13th and lbth November. (71) (Maugham, in 
turn was present at the November soiree delivering the first resolution 
(7~) 
on the 'Gordon Killing' vacillation of Gladstone Cabinet*). 
J.E. Fairlie also frequently presiaea at Camlachie meetings assistea by 
various other Orange worthies, b.F. Loundes and william kartin, and 
Peter Morrison was influential at Tradeston Conservative Association 
when Somervell of Sorn had been eventually adopted as candidate. (73) 
Even now progress is not unqualifiea; ana it is useful to close 
this section with a sample of the type of statement heara from some of 
the Conservative candidates. At first Sight rather puzzling, this 
again suggests that less than a unanimity of purpose prevailed bet~een 
the Tories ana their orange supporters. Arnot Reia, tor example, 
despite his attachment to the 'Blue Banner of the Covenant' invoked 
frequently in his speeches, aisplayed views on monastery and convent 
inspection (a cause dear to Orange hearts) which must have seemea 
extremely disturbing to the Order. In answer to a question whether he 
woula support such a measure he repliea 
-I understand the whole of the Roman Catholic party 
are bitterly opposed to the inspection of convents, 
ana I think that in these days when secularism and 
infiaelity are making progress it woula be a wrong 
and injudicious thing to irritate the feeling of a 
great boay of men who are followers of Christ with 
ourselves-. (74) 
* Khartoum had fallen on January 26th, 1885. 
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paisley 
orange/conservative links here, in fact, approximate more closely 
to the 'integration' posited by hutchison, though even here the 
integration is not total, ana in the course of the lij80's the 
relationship grows increasingly to resemble a strong but informal 
alliance. with a strong radical tradition, paisley was initially an 
even less promising base for Conservative mobilisation than Glasgow. 
In these circumstances from the lSbO's ana the crisis over Irish church 
Disestablishment, the LOl's membership in the town which, as previously 
suggested, incluaed a significant artisan and petty bourgeois 
component, formed an important enclave ot potential support. 
In the first instance, however, this potential was not translated 
into electoral activity, as the Conservatives were not sutticiently 
confident to contest the Burgh constituency of paisley till the l&&O's, 
and the county franchise applying to the neighbouring west Renfrewshire 
seat, repeatealy contested by col. Archibala Campbell trom lSbS, 
exclUded most Orange voters. (Though Campbell was, ot course, a 
f t ' 't ') (75) requen V1S1 or at Orange S01rees • 
Yet an interesting indicator of what Conservatives could hope tor 
from an alliance was the brief appearance ot the 'paisley ana 
Rentrewshire Standara' trom 1869-70. published by an orangeman, Alex 
Gardiner, this was committed to 'promoting constitutionalism' 
particularly on the Irish Church issue. ·Our experience·, stated a 
characteristic editorial, ·testifies that in paisley so long a 
stronghold tor Radicalism, a band of good ana true conservatives who 
have always leavened the community, is being constantly recruited, ana 
it those who call themselves Conservatives are but true to themselves 
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. (76) 
and the cause a brighter future shall be 1n store for us.-
In fact, the loyal band had to wait nearly ten years till their 
strength warranteO the formation of the paisley Conservative 
Association (PCA). 'l'he resulting organisation, established at meeting 
ot 400 interested parties in ~arch of lb78, was Orange dominatea - even 
more so than the Gw~CA in its earliest aays. Present were Orangemen 
Thomas Fraser, J. Kerr, A.R. Pollock, T. Muir, Peter ~cCluskie, 'l'homas 
Graham, Hamilton coats, J.N. Garainer ana Peter Burt. A.R. Pollock 
moved that the PCA be set up, Burt seconaed, J.N. Gardiner submittea 
the rules of management and Fraser seconded. A.R. pollock was 
appointed one of the two vice presidents, while Gardiner was treasurer 
and secretary. ~cCluskie, Fraser, Graham and ~uir were elected to the 
. (77) 
management COmIDlttee. The Liberal 'Express' was scathingly 
sarcastic ·A Live Tory in the streets of paisley! - a real out ana out 
True Blue! The thing is almost too delicious to realise, a rarity of 
rarities in our midst, a live walking bipea.- (78) 
A reaction to this Qomination was possibly expressed in the 
formation of a further two Conservative boaies, including the 
Beaconsfiela Club, 'aesigned to give Conservatism maximum scope among 
intelligent young men' and apparently with less Orange representation; 
only two Orangemen, Gardiner and Par lane, can be identified at its 
(79) inaugural meeting. A Habitation of the primrose League, the 
first in scotland, was also established in 1883, its first annual 
. . . 'l (&0) supper lndlcat1ng no Orange 1nvo vement. 
~ore certain is the public recognition gained for the Orange 
political contribution in paisley at Lord Salisbury's visit here in 
18&4. 'l'he LOI deputation of James Browne District Master, Adam 
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Thomson District secretary, Burt and others presentea their adaress 
·looking confiaently· to the noble loras, ·patriotic ana statemanlike 
policy·, immeaiately after the PCA's and betore the Beaconsfield Club 
(&1) 
and Primrose league offerings. 
This liaison had one of its most important tests at the paisley 
by-election in 1884 when the Conservatives at last put up a candiaate, 
the young aristocrat Lora Ernest Hamilton. Orangemen ~ere prominent 
through his tairly lacklustre campaign, W.J. Bell seconding the usual 
'fit and proper person l motion at his first meeting and Burt and 
(82) MCKimmon appearing on subsequent platforms. hamilton was 
eventually soundly defeatea though, the absence of Ian intimate 
association with the electors ' being citea as a stumbling block. (b3) 
Already by the general election of 1&8~, however, some of the 
dislocation which had already beset Orange/Conservative relations in 
Glasgow, can begin to be iaentified. Orangemen dO figure notably on 
election platforms of the new Conservative candidate Robert ~c~errel ot 
hillhouse, Browne and Thomas Graham at his nomination meeting for 
example, but somewhat less than in 18&4. (84) 
potentially even more significant though is MCKerrel's appearance 
after the election chairing the Orange soiree. Eschewing any formal 
connection with the Institution he spoke warmly of its ·unflinching 
loyalty and devoition to the Crown·, and remainea ·aeeply conscious of 
what he owea to their generous supporu and cordial assistance during 
the political contest ••• they haa just accoraea him such personal 
kindness that he could always regard the Orange body of the town with 
feelings of personal affection •• (85) 
Yet amid ~cKerrel's blandishments there is also an early impression 
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here, particularly when one recalls the Orangemen's intimate 
involvement with the PCA, of 'the Orange body' now being regaraea as 
something separate. 
Greenock 
·One significant feature of the election·, he believed, 
·was that the Irish were united in a body supporting 
the candiaates who supported the constitution. ~ot 
only dia the orangemen come forward as they haa always 
done to support the good cause but Roman catholics also 
joinea hand in hana ana stood shoulder to shoulder tor 
maintaining Constitution and Empire •••• He was under 
aeep obligation to the leaders of the Irish party 
generally ana the Roman Catholic clergy of Paisley for 
the support they gave, ana he trustea the support would 
continue.· (8f» 
This commercial and distribution centre presents a turther markea 
contrast with Glasgow and paisley - on this occasion through the 
relative weakness of LOI/Tory institutional links. 
'l'he Greenock Conservatives had not made it their practice to contest 
parliamentary elections till the by-election of 1878. This had been 
immediately accompanied by the formation of the Greenock constitutional 
ASSOCiation - an event which fits neatly a contemporary description of a 
typical conservative inaugural meeting with ·the worthy gentlemen 
passing round pOSitions along with the snutf box •• (87) These 
'worthy gentlemen' from the outset, however, were drawn largely from the 
protessional, commercial and manufacturing bourgeoisie rather than the 
LOI. For although the Liberal 'Telegraph' was anxious to implicate the 
new ASsociation with an Orange taint, only one Orangeman J. MCDougal can 
be positively iaentitiea on the plattorm, and none of the major Orange 
officebearers of the town, District Master Johnstone or Deputy District 
(88) 
Master william Hyde, for example, are mentioned. 
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At the same 
meeting James Fergusson, formerly governor of two Australian provinces, 
was selectea as candidate and electoral subcommittee appointed. Again 
no Orangemen are included though its class composition is interesting, 
william McClure, solicitor; J .'1'. Caird, shipbuilaer; J. scott, sugar 
refiner; James Glen, banker. 
Throughout the actual campaign, although this was in the midst of 
the Disestablishment controversy and the restoration of the papal 
hierarchy in scotland, a similar aistance was maintaineci. Orangenaen 
were apparently active in local wards and proviaing vote support for 
(&9) Fergusson, but they are not prominent on his public election 
platforms, though they occasionally appear like william York as token 
'working men'. (90) Fergusson was unsuccessful but perhaps 
recognising that the Orange lodges coula prove a useful auxiliary rather 
than a positive input into the Constitution Association itself, there is 
a Conservative turnout at the next Orange soiree. (91) 
The pattern was repeated in 1&&0 but another by-election four years 
later aoes indicate some progress in orange/Tory links. 'I'he Tor ies now 
at least seem prepareci to give local Orangemen some public recognition 
on their platforms, at the nomination meeting for J. scott, the new 
canaiaate, Robert Johnstone and Robert Chestnut, District Master ana 
Treasurer respectively do appear. (92) Again though this does not 
inciicate any signiticant increase in orange influence in the 
constitutional Association. It is notable too that scott's election 
address and subsequent speeches choose not to dwell on traaitional 
'Protestant issues', even in his opposition to Disestablishment, but 
(93) 
much more on the depression in trade ana manfacture. 
Finally, the general election the tollowing year sees the public 
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profile of the LOI at Conservative meetings confined to a fairly similar 
1 1 (94) eve. The keynote issues of the campaign, moreover, local 
government reform and local and imperial taxation increasingly bore on 
the economic depression. Thus, at the one meeting when an Orangemen 
does 'speak at length' for scott, it is not on account of his '~o popery' 
(95 ) 
stand but for his position on 'stagnation in the sugar traae'. 
summary and Substantive Problems 
while unsuitable for Glasgow, neither can Smith or hutchison's 
analyses, from these brief samples, be unproblematically extendea to 
give a conlprehensive picture for scot lana as a while. Rather what 
emerges for the west, is that the unofficial liaison notea at the 
outset ranges along a continuum, with Paisley and Greenock at opposite 
poles. horeover as the period lb65-85 progresses Whatever aegree of 
'interpenetration' of forces does exist, generally tends to be 
supplantea by 'alliance' with the 'Orange boay'. (At the same time 
in the East, it shoula also be notea no Orange/conservative links are 
apparent - neither in the Eainburgh based Scottish Conservative Club, 
for example, nor in the Edinburgh working ~en's Conservative 
Association). (96) 
TO a large extent, of course, this latter fact can be attributed 
to the limitea presence ot the LOI there. For the other areas above 
though the exact contours of the Orange/Conservative relationship 
present a variety of more aifficult substantive problems. To give 
some examples, why was Orange influence considerable in the forming of 
the Glasgow ana paisley Conservative Associations and why not in 
Greenock?; why does the nature of this influence and support alter, 
3~7 
notably from the mid-1870's in Glasgow, ana why is it on occasion less 
flaunted by the Tories at critical elections such as 1&b5?; ana 
perhaps most perplexing, how does one account for the conciliatory 
statements of conservative politicians towards the Roman catholic 
Irish, again at the 1885 general election? 
There has already been pre-emptive discussion of some of these 
points, but Chapter 11 will give the issues full consideration, 
examining both parties in the relationshi~, Conservatives and 
Orangemen, in turn. 
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ChAi''l'hR 11 
D~~AMI(;S OF !'IU'llJAL DIS'l'~CE. AlIolJ &l.Ji'POR'l lbb~-b~. 
'l'he Conservatives 
'l'he tirst task here is to specify the initial attractions the 
Orange Loages hela for many Scottish Conservatives. 
~or hutchison, as alreaay indicatea, the central motive factor ~as 
providea by the failure of Conservative overtures to the whiggish 
Liberals. 'I'his approach, he suggests, haa little substance to it at 
the time of the lb74 election, ana by lbbO 'the reaoubtable soliaarity 
of Liberal voters' hastenea the lurch to~aras the Orange movement, the 
result being an electoral 'cul ae sac' for the 'l'ories. 
On the surface this appears fairly plausible, yet serious aoubts 
must be raisea over its aoility to explain the early orange influence 
in the ~wMCA which ~as, of course, strongly eviaent in the late lbbu's 
ana early 70's. Its wiaer value too is aoubttul - it the thesis is 
extenaea to paisley, tor example, one must query whether this coula be 
the only factor in the extent ot Orange aominance of the peA there in 
Ib7b. 
There is in fact rather too much 'neatness' in positing lbbO as a 
aecisive break in attempts to win right-~ing Liberals. Ana 
hutchison's ~eakness here may be seen as partly the prOduct of 
attributing to a party something of inaiviaual subJectivity. In 
practice the factors behina Tory/Orange links were more makeshift, 
unstable ana contestea. 
One preaisposing factor must have been the staunch Protestantism 
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of many of the &cottish Conservatives, hutchison inaeea vie~s this as 
the 'central binaing tactor' ot ~1asgo~ Conservatism in the lb7~'s ana 
buts. ~he '~lasgo~ ~e~s' is certainly replete with corroborating 
(1) 
references from its first eaitorial onwaras, ana even Disraeli, 
who in his '~oung hngland' oays haa torgea an aamiration tor the 
English Roman Catholic traaition, on his visit to the city spoke 
uncharacteristically (but with a characteristic flourish) on 'the 
simoon of sacreaotal usurpation' in the intolerant claims ot 
(2) intallibility ana temporal sovereignty tor the Papacy. ~or can 
one aoubt the genuine piety behina the protessions of ~illiam ana 
James Bairo ana their nephe~, A1e~anaer ~hitelaw. 'Ihis is clear fronl 
~hitelaw's own surviving correspondence ana from the Baira's 
biographer ~cGeorge, ~ho recounts that every sunaay as chi loren they 
were assen~lea ana the shorter Catechism gone through, each chilo 
answering a question in turn ana each turther being requirea to repeat 
a ne~ psalm every ~onaay morning. (3) 
'let to attribute a markea causal role to such religious sentiments 
is very misleaaing, tor as the preceaing chapter indicates these haa 
also characterisea 'Ioryism in the early l~th century, precisely when 
the notion ot an Orange alliance haa been most inviaious. Clearly 
then some rather novel contributory factors are in operation. 
here an interesting initial point is the working of the 'ulster 
tactor'. 'IhiS, it has been suggestea, otten haa aaverse results tor 
the L01, leaaing to perceptions of Orangemen as 'alien imports' - in 
the 103U's, of course, it haa been a maJor obstacle to the projecteo 
alliance with the Glasgo~ 'l:ories. ~ow frOD. the late l8b~' s, however, 
some ot the leaoing 'lories such as ~.c. ~augham, James hamilton ana 
later Anarew Bonar Law were themselves hom ulster or ot ulster 
aescent. Maugham, for example, secretary ot the uCA in lbbu haa only 
arrivea in Scot lana in 1&74. whi le not nlembers ot the uraer they 
were at least tanliliar with the role ot the vrangemen in the province 
as stalwart Conservative allies in various crises over the establishea 
church ana the union. Again, though, this shoula not be 
overstressea. It aoes not, tor example, seem very noticeable in the 
case ot ~aisley. ~ven in Glasgow it was not irreversible ana when 
the Orange/'Iory relationship proceeaea untavourabli, the tamiliar 
stresses on orange 'tanaticisDI' ana rowayism coula surtace trom those 
Conservatives without ulster links (see Kilmailing letter, below). 
perhaps, then, it is better to view it as a supplement to a much more 
basic ana pragmatic impetus to Orange/'lory links. 
'I'his impetus was providea by the historically weak position of 
Conservatism in bcotlana ana the turther exigencies imposea on the 
party by electoral reform from the late 1I:lbO's. 
~he evaporation in the lij40's ot the feeble Conservative 
organisation that haa existea in the west ot &cotlana has alreaay been 
notea. ~ven in lb74 the Party carriea only nineteen out ot sixty 
seats in bcotlana aespite su()stantial victories in ~nglana. 'l'he 
aebility of Scottish Conservatism lea to a variety of aia9nosis ana 
remeaies, ranging trom the cautious reports ot ~arty workers in lbb~, 
aetailea by crapster, (4) to Disraeli's injunction to the Scots to 
-leave ott mumbling the ary bones of political economy ana munching 
the remainaer biscuit of etiete Liberalism.- (!» In particular, 
aaaitional pressures were imposea by Disrae11's lbb7 Reform Bill, 
which tor the first time potentially enfranchisea sections of the 
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working class. 
'10 examine the t u 11 aebate as to why the 'lor i es tamper eo with 
retorm is really beyona the range ot this stuay. Though it aoes seem 
plausible that the more perceptive ana aaventurous sections ot the 
party, incluaing Disraeli, were able to realise the aangers ot the 
continuea aominance ot the traaitional aristocratic wing, which haa 
given the party its 'stup~a' epithet. Accoraingly, they may have 
telt the neea to prove themselves, like the Labour party in the 
19~u's, by staying in office; more inairectly they may too have 
realisea the potentially beneficial etfects of such a measure for 
social stability. 
'l'he consequent need tor organisational reform, to {Jromote working 
class mobilisation, seems well recognisea in the west of Scotlana. 
(Consiaerable effort was requirea, for exam{Jle, sinlply to secure 
registration among the new electorate, to enable them to secure their 
votes) • hutchison suggests there was no confiaence that they woula 
actually vote 'I'ory, but the major inaustrial bourgeoisie, ra{Jialy 
, 't' l' h (b) 'l" t h ' k assum~ng a a~rec ~ve ro e ~n t e ~w~CA, certa~n y a~a no 5 r~n 
trom explicit working class links. ~or aia the '~lasgow ~ews' 
ais{Jlay much hesitance on the issue • ••• the mass ot respectable 
working men are Conservative at bottom. It is quite natural that it 
shoula be so, for there is a strong strain of commonsense running 
h h h ' , t 11' • (7) throug t e c aracter ot work~ng men ot average ~n e ~~ence. 
buch general aevelopments {Jromotea Orange involvement in Glasgow 
in two ways. First as aetailea empirically in the preceaing chapter 
'aemocratisations' ot the C,<.;A such as occurrea in 1075, 'blt ana 'b5 
were beneficial in an inairect sense, in so tar as they promotea 
involvement at local level frona working men, who also composea the 
largest part of the LuI's membership. beconaly, though, ana more 
airectly the proletarian LOI must have impressea the Conservatives as 
itself a useful repository for workin9 class votes - ana one which, if 
l~th aemonstrations were any inaicator, haa been visibly e~panaing 
from mia-century. hore than that, it was in its own right a valuable 
organisational mechanism, alreaay well aevelopea for the actual 
canvassing ana aelivery of such votes. bven with the introauction of 
the secret ballot in lb7~, the local weight of Orange otficebearers 
coula still be consiaerable. A usetul insight into how this might 
operate was given at a GCA meeting in lb8~ when the urangeman, l.h. 
stewart, secretary of the ~o. 14 (hutchestown) Conservative wara 
committee, confiaea they haa aaoptea the Liverpool system of 
'captains' ana 'sub captains' for each stre~t, assignea 'to pull every 
man to the I-oll'. (8) 
lhe situation with the tounaing ana early aevelopment ot the 
paisley C.A. seems to follow fairly similar lines. 'l:hough here, as 
inaicatea, the Party was even more marginalisea by the raaical 
traaition of the tOwn ana consequently in neea of working class 
supI-0rt. ~Ioreover in this respect the urange loages in the tOwn may 
well have provea more pallatable to local lories, given their 
(9) 
significant skillea, artisan as well as petty bourgeois elements. 
conversely this link between mass electorate aemanas ana urange 
links may go some way initially to explain the seemingly anomalous 
case of ~reenock, where from the outset the constitutional Association 
was bourgeois aominatea ana 'working men' frequently haa to torm their 
own con.IlIittee at election time. lhus a real 'point ot entry' to the 
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selection ana control ot canaiaates was not so available to the urangemen 
here. In aaaition, the LOI's membership in the town was resiaentially 
concentratea, ana moreover retlectea most strongl~ the casual ana 
f h h 1 1 k ' l' (lv) unskillea nature 0 muc ot t e oca wor lng popu atlon. 
'lhis, overlaia with the tact that many have been tairly recent 
arrivals fronl Ulster, ma=r have given rise to aoubts among local 
conservatives over the ability ot this rather aisreputable group to 
even qualit=r tor the franchise. (11) !:.ven those working men who 
were involvea in the Conservatives' organisation were anxious to 
aistance themselves trom an 'Orange' cast - a nlember of the working 
kan's committee in Ib77 protesting inaignantly that there were '"orking 
men as well as Orangemen who are Conservatives'. (l:t) 
This is only a partial explanation at this stage but the l;.reenock 
case aoes leaa us on to consiaer the more negative moments ot the 
Tory/Orange relationship, incluaing the shitt ot the LuI, as aetailea 
above, towaras the status of au ally to 'IllainstreaIII' <.;onservatisnl. 
here it is useful to venture beyona the public pronouncements ot 
certain stalwarts in the Conservative cause, such as col. Archibala 
canlpbell, ".c. }llaugham ana J.l'4. cuthbertson who seemea C:iuite uTiabashea 
by close urange links ana the aiscomtlture these causea among other 
Conservatives. ~eferences has alreaay been maae, tor example, to the 
jaunaicea opinion ot the '~lasgow l'4ews' on the urangemen ana their 
l~th celebrations, but the paper also carriea a letter from one 
'Kilmailing' on the 'Incompleteness ot Conservative organisation' 
which otters interesting insights on Conservative apprehensions ana is 
worth quoting at length. 
-orangeism-, he statea, -is the prevailing sentiment 
on some ot these lwara) committees. ~ow none will 
aeny that the ~atriotism ot Orangeism is aamirable, 
their aevotion to the Bm~ire praisewortny, their love 
ot her ~ajesty aeserving ot hearty Q~~robation •••• But 
they are sworn to opinions which must at times be 
harmful to the Conservative caus~, es~ecially among 
&cotchmen (sic). Orangemen is believea by nlcmy men, 
gooa ana true Conservatives to be the tanaticism ot a 
religious party, not the funaiment ot a political one. 
It woula only be tair then, on b~half of all 
supporters, that less Orangeism prevail on the 
committees. It is hurttul to the association 
numerically ana hUrttul to the Party politically. It 
grieves one again who feels a aeep interest in the 
party to fina men in the committees whose perception 
does not allow them to juage between canaia 
controversy ana slanaerous imputation - who mistake 
ca lumny for invective ana rashness for enthusiasnl. 
why not have more aiscreet ana intluential men on wara 
committees.- (l~) (Author's emphasis). 
with these tears tor the LuI ariving ott potential support ana the 
rather oblique reterences to 'aiscreet ana intluential men', we shoula 
return to that ~araaox, statea in Chapter lu: the aynamic conflict 
between the structural 'aemocratisation' ot Conservative associations, 
on one hana, which proDlotea 9rassrovts Orange involvement; ana on the 
other hana, the increasing attraction such organisations hela 
nationally from the lb70's ana bOIs for the urban bourgeoisie, in 
particular in hnglana tor its professional ana commercial sections. 
In the west of Scotlana, however, these groups might remain at a 
aistance it an 'uncontrollable' populist movement like Orangeism was 
seen too obviously to aominate Conservative councils. 
In Glasgow the impression otferea by GCA proceeaings ana 
otticebearers ot the perioa is, as statea, a dominance by the 
inaustrial bourgeoisie. protessional ana mercantile groups were 
representea (~aughan ana cuthbertson were ty~ical) but hclattrey 
. (14) 
states their involvement was not cons1oerable. 
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'l'hey ao seem more influential though in the local Conservative 
Associations such as karyhill or in the expanaing miaale class suburb 
of Dennistoun - the strength ot Conservatism in the suburbs generally 
(l!) ) in the l8b3 election the 'Sailie' su9gestea was surprising. 
In paisley in the early &~'s they also became increasingly prominent 
in the PCA itselt ana in the increased activity of the beaconsfiela 
club ana primrose league, while in Greenock the Constitutional 
Association was aominatea from its outset by all sections of the 
(ltd bourgeoisie. 
besiaes, even it the exact extent ana composition ot bourgeois 
involvement is open to aoubt, more certain is its potential to buila a 
new conservative heart lana, as the 'aristocratic' era ot politics arew 
to a close, ana as the controversies of Scottish uisestablishment ana 
home Rule challengea existin~ class ali~nnlents behina the politicaL 
parties. ~hese pOints coula not have been lost on the more 
perceptive sections ot the local leaaership. 
beyona bourgeois participation, actual or putative, in Party 
associations, a further inaicator of the perceivea importance of this 
group were Conservative overtures to aisgruntlea right-wing Liberals. 
'10 counter hutchison by no means aia these overtures cease in Glasgow 
after l&bu. (17) 
As kccattrey notea, for example, by the lbb~ election Liberal 
unity was still severly tested, superticially over policy but in a 
reality from a long standing rivalry between raaicals ana ri~ht 
. . (1&) 
wlngers over POllCY. ~his haa been brought to a heaa by the 
reaistribution in seats prior to the election, which meant that 
canaiaates trom contenaing camps were no longer being run in tanaem. 
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Accoraingly, each siae strove trantically to control constituency 
(l!:l ) Liberal associations ana intluence the selection Of canaiaates. 
whiggish Liberals were upset both by plans to abolish the house of 
Loras ana to promote lana nationalisation, but in particular in 
ulasgow the~ resistea policies to aisestablish the Church of ~cotlana, 
repairing to Church Defence Associations which rapialy e~panaea as th~ 
election loomea. 
'lhese circumstances were most opportune for Conservative 
exploitation, raising the stanaara of 'rlhe Church in Danger', as 
(~lJ) 
wiaely perceivea in the caulpaign. Although the ~lasgow hews 
prote&tea striaently to the contrary, this seems to have met with some 
success, with abstentions ana votes cast tor the iories by the Liberal 
Churchmen contributing to the narrowness of Liberal ma)Oritles in 
briageton ana &t. kollox, ana the size ot the overall Conservative 
vote as against the Liberal's. (~l) 
It is not possible to specify exactly how much this affectea 
urange links in the ~lasgow case, since the preaominantly bourgeois 
constituencies where Church Defence was UIOSt at a premiuliI, like 
central ana College, haa little Orange involveulent from the outset in 
war a cOffinli t tees, etc. certainly, as inaicatea in the last chapter, 
urange support was not automatically aroppea, ana a feature of the 
Conservative campaign on aisestablishment is, as ~ccaffrey notes, its 
popular nature stressing the oangers tor scotlana's protestant 
heritage, ana 'being sufticiently all embracing to appeal to a variety 
"" f' t"bl ,(~~) ot Oltferlng ana 0 ten lncompa 1 e groups • 
~et these aevelopments ao suggest the error of the 'cul ae sac' 
aplJroach where the LOI was tne only {Jotential 'l"ory ally. In tact 
J4~ 
something ot a practical ailemma presentea itself for the ulasgow 
10ries, ~ith on the one han a the testea support of the plebeian Orange 
loages ana on the other ~elcome tactical votes ot the right-~ing 
bourgeois Liberals. ~he latter might be convertea into a more 
permanent presence but crucially coula also evaporate it the Orange 
input to the campaign seemea too intrusive. In this rather tluia 
situation the Orange/'l'ory links which aio exist, though consioerable, 
coulo never be unproblematic or unchallengeo within the Party. 
1he etfects ot the Liberal wooing can be more positively assesseo 
in the case of paisley. bere, as noteo, the originally n~rkeo LOI 
penetration of the Conservatives began to suffer some aecline also 
arouna the 1bb5 election. Significantly the new canaiaate, ~cKerrel 
was of a traditional backgrouna, a local landowner ana maJor in the 
Ayrshire Volunteers, but a 'nlooerate' Conservative whom the 'paisley 
uaily ~xpress' stateo explicitly was brought in -to influence the 
~eak-kneea Liberals-.(~3) 
&imilarly in ureenock hopes tor reapprochment with right-wing 
Liberals may be citea as a turther contributory factor in the weakn~ss 
ot the Orange/'I:or~ alliance. bere, such hopes preaatea the lbo~ 
election, tor Liberalism in the to~n seems to have been particularly 
prone to fissiparous tenaencies, as a result ot ~hich conservatism 
became less precariously basea. In the 1077 bye-election, for 
exanlple, the Liberals ran two canaidates, hr. &tewart a rather 
'aovanceo' Liberal supporting voluntaryism ana 'l'emperance, ana hr. 
currie a moaerate though supporting a measure of Disestablishment. 
1he '~elegraph' aescribeo it as ·one of the most alluring invitations 
(~4) 
given to the conservative party·. In the 10b4 bye-election 
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the selection of &utherlana 'a reasonable Liberal', -no socialist ana 
confiscator- sounaea the aeath knell ot ~ory hopes, thou~h in lbb~ the 
Liberal churchmen seem to have ~one solialy tor &cott, the ~ory, ana 
b 1 . h lU- . (2~) suther lana ~as are Y returnea ~lt a j ma)Orlty. 
'l'he 'cul ae sac' thesis encounters even more ser ious proll lems forn, 
a surprising source. For it appears not only aia some Conservatives 
realise the potential of dissiaent Liberal votes but also, at certain 
pOints, those ot lrish Roman Catholics. 
~hree tactors ~ere at ~ork here. First the Conservatives ana the 
~oman catholic clergy ~ere in harmony over the evils ot 'tree 
eaucation'. In oraer to maintain their aenominational schools Koman 
Catholics haa kept out of the state system ana hence aia not benefit 
tram the school tuna set up in the lb7~ (Scottish) ~aucation Act. 
~he burden of maintenance, therefore, ~as heavy but woula be even 
heavier ~ith 'tree eaucation' through inairect tax. In aaaition 
there ~oula be the aifficulty at countering the attractions ot the ne~ 
state system. 
&econaly, 'lory policy on Irelana at this stage ~as more subtle 
than the ao~nright opposition to home ~ule which prevailea atter 
lbbb. As Macaowal notes, SOHle Conservatives from the lb7U's haa 
begun to consiaer transtorming the Irish agrarian system. I:.ventually 
1n lbb7 &alisbury's secona governll,ent passea a Lana Act proviaing for 
the revision ot juaicially tixea tair rents, thus raising the ~rath ot 
II ish 'lor ies. 'lhere was even a hint betore the lbb5 general election 
that some conservative leaaers might have been tentatively consiaering 
an inlaginative solution for the Irish question, involving the creation 
at a local legislature - thus best protecting the interests of 
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pro~erty and at the same time 'aishing' blaastone and the Liberals. 
Ranaolph ~hurchill (later of 'Orange Cara' tame) claimea he -haa not 
, (2b) 
eaucatea the Party as yet- along these 11nes. 
5uch views may have found some resonance with the more 'aavancea' 
conservative canaiaates in lbb~ like kCKerrel ana Arnot Reia, whose 
conciliatory remarks towaras the Roman Catholic Irish population were 
notea above. ~he latter's general attituae to Irelana, he stressea, 
was -conSlaerate, loving ana respecttul ana that must be the national 
attituae. we must foster Irish inaustry, help the Irish to become 
prosperous ••• 'IoIe must fino them profitable employment, not here anlong 
aliens ana strangers but in the lana ana soil that they love and among 
(~7) their frienas ana kinsmen.-
~hiraly, by lbb~ Parnell ana the leaaers ot the Irish party haa 
becoRle aisillusionea with their traaitional allies', the Liberals, 
failure to aeliver significant concessions in the airection of home 
}{ule. Accoraing to their manifesto of 1st ~ovember they were 
preparea to airect their party's vote tactically for the 
conservatives, hoping for ~ory support in return tor the Irish 
t 
(~b) 
vo e. 
~his bouna the Irish in Glasgow, for previously at an Irish 
t.ational League (I~L) meetin9 in Glasgow, aaaressea by 'l'.P. O'Connor, 
motions haa been passea supporting Parnell ana pleaging to vote as 
airected by the league's executive. (~9) Given the evangelical 
protestantism which haa been a hallmark of Glasgow Conservatism this 
was clearly an anomolous position, ana nowhere more than Blackfriars 
... ..,'" 
ana hutcheSjJ.II\ where the sitting Liberal ~IP, ltlichael henry, had been 
forcea to move from Galway after his opposition to parnell but where 
34~ 
the ~ory canaiaate ~as the familiar figure at ~.C. kaugham. lhe 
local I~L branch sent a telegranl begging an excelJtion tram its 
(30) 
airecting boay, but none was grantea. 
In these circumstances the Conservatives obviously haa to exercibe 
consiaerable caution over their vrange links. Such linKS in the ~CA 
or local associations coula not in practice be broken or aeniea auring 
the 'b~ campaign. vrangemen, as notea, haa even participatea in the 
choice of candiaates earlier in the year. however, it was crucial 
that all canaiaates, ana particularly those in constituencies with the 
highest Irish settlement were not perceivea by Roman Catholic voters 
as 'unaer Orange control'. In consequence, aiplonlacy ana the aesire 
not to oUena the haRlan Catholic Irish community were frequently the 
characteristics of ~ory aOaresses ana public utterances. ~.c. 
haughan was an exception here, placing his approval tor Convent 
inspection in the heart ot his aaaress, perhaps calculating that 
even with lb~U Irish votes in his constituency he ~oula not unseat 
(J l) henry. 
In camlachie, with l3~ Irish born (in Ibbl) (3~) Arnot keia 
lJrovea more aexterous, as with convent inspection, he was wary on the 
eaucation question. ~hen askea at a public meeting by an orangeman, 
h. hannay, it he was in the position to 00 away with Roman catholic 
schools he statea, -I ani thorouyhly in favour of voluntary schools ana 
think that all schools that follow the government inspector's 
(33) 
requirements shoula get the same grant as boar a schools. E.ven 
J.~. cuthbertson, that frequent visitor to Orange soirees, was forcea 
to treaa carefully in his constituency of st. Rollox which haa the 
highest percentage of Irish born ot any Glasgow aivision, l4.~. 
J4b 
Askea whether he would approve ot the inspection of nunneries he was 
aeliberately ambiguous, ·~hat woula aepena on the Circumstances, it it 
were to annoy the koman Catholic Church I woula be the last man to ao 
it. At the same time I have my own private opinion that all 
Institutions ot the country shoula be on the same footing ana open to 
(;:'4) 
inspection.· 
A similar situation prevailea in paisley where, as notea, ~cherrel 
tully acknowleagea support from the Roman Catholic clergy at an Orange 
soiree, but an even clearer example is offerea in ureenock which, ot 
course, haa a particularly large percentage of its population Irish 
born (l~.l% Ib7o-hul). (::s5) here we have another major 
contri~utory factor in the weakness ot the Oraer's political presence 
there. 
Again the alignment of the Irish vote behina the Tories in this 
case preaatea the lbb5 election. ~o take a couple ot examples, as 
early as the lb7& by-election the 'Baillie' haa reportea that, 'the 
Orange lion ana Catholic lamb were founa lying aown tosether at the 
recent election' ana that 'the Tory platform showea how forcibly 
extremes meet in political warfare'. (~b) In fact, aissatisfiea 
with the Liberal canaiaate's position on home Rule, parnell at the eve 
ot poll meeting haa explicitly statea, ·The aavice I give tonight -
the aavice 1 give in sorrow ana humiliation - is that tomorrow evening 
every Irishman in ~reenock shall go to the poll ana vote for 
rergusson ••• ·, ana this the Irishman apparently aio like ·aumb ariven 
• ' h' '11' , (37) cattle accoralng to t e bal le. 
here the ~ory canaiaate Fergusson who haa previously got into 
par lianlent on a '1-40 popery' ticket haa accoraingly to n,ooerate his 
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views ana assert his inaepenaence ot Orange influence. 'l'hus on the 
question ot the restoration of the papal hierarchy in Scotlana he 
explainea, -I am not at all jealous of seeing the Roman Catholics have 
their bishops in Scotlana. I think it woula tena to oetter 
government of a religious community ana anything that tenas to better 
governnlent of the church nlust be gooa for the state-, though as a sop 
to Orange electors he aa6ea he was tirmly against btripping away -the 
protestant character of the state- through aisestaolishment. (3b) 
A similar it more confusea situation also accompaniea the lbb4 
by-election. how the Irish were lett at liberty by their political 
leaaers to choose a Liberal or 'lory canaiaate, but many aeciaea to 
tallow Carainal Kanning ana oppose every canaiaate who aia not pleage 
himselt to get money tram public tunas tor koman Catholic schools. A 
aeputation from the Irish aistrict ot cartsayke were 6issatistiea with 
the Liberal suther lana's retusal to sign a aocument against tree 
eaucation ana insteaa pleagea themselves for the 'l'ory Scott, who 
notwithstan6ing his attenaance at an orange soiree earlier the same 
month, -ha6 ple6gea himself to ao his enaeavours to get Catholics a 
tair share of the school rates-. ~here followea, accoraing to the 
'lelegraph, -a regimentea march of the Irish to the 'l'ory siae-, a 
(3!; ) phenon,enon repeatea in the lab5 election. 
'1'0 sum up here, we have examinea the political contingencies which 
intluencea the nature at the Conservatlve/Orange relationship, tronl 
the tormer's viewpoint. 'lhe scope of the stuay has been limitea to 
the three cases. Some guiaelines from the material above can be 
arawn, however, tor the shape relations in the other Orange centres, 
Ayrshire ana Lanarkshire, might have assumea. 
'l'hus the optimum conaitions tor cohesive links between the 
conservatives ana orangemen e~ist: 
i). hhere Conservativism in a particular aistrict has assumea an 
enclave character amia a raaical traaition, whereby the 
vrange Loages are seen as one ot the tew bulwarks ot 'l'ory 
support. 
ii). when Conservatives in an area realise the potential ana 
challenge of an increasing working class electorate ana see 
the Loayes as usetul pre-existing agencies tor reaching it. 
iii). hhere the class composition <.it the local LCJI aisplays a Illore 
acceptable artisan ana petty bourgeois component. 
On the other hana the least tavouraole conaitions e~ist: 
i). when conservative organisations are increasingly attractiny 
or hoping to attract bourgeois support which might be 
alienatea by a puolicly vauntea alliance with the populist 
Orange movement. 
ii). More specifically, where Conservatives aspire to attract 
whiggish Liberal votes which might be similarly alienatea. 
iii). where there is a significant Irish Roman Catholic community 
ana when aetinite political situations renaer its vote 
volatile. 
iv). where local Loages araw particularly on unskillea ana casual 
labourers, who may not even have qualiflea tor the franchise. 
'lhese conaitions are not exhaustive (ana the next chapter will analyse 
more general contributory factors locatea in Scottish society bearing 
on 'lory/Orange relations) but they 00 at least proviae a starting point 
tor tuture research. 
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'l'he orangemen 
~e must no~ turn to some ot the initial oynamics ot political 
involvement tor the Orangemen themselves. In the tirst place here, 
~hile not ~ishing to reouce the argument 'aa hominem' it should be 
pointeo out that Dlany ot the (;jrana Looge figures in the toretront ot 
torging orange/'l'ory links ~ere themselves thorough Conservatives by 
conviction as much as pragmatism. For men like ~cLeoa, ~acklin or 
hetherall, this may inoeeo have stemmea trom their class position. 
~etherall, a 'selt-maae man' ana proprietor ot a cutlers' business, 
~as particularly representative ot this group. J.~. cuthbertson, in 
aelivering his obituary, spoke warmly ot him as ·a man ot moaerate 
opinions and at the same time hela to the cause ot constitutionalism 
ana the Conservatives ot (;;lasgo~ have cause to regret his 
absence ••• •• (4u) 
clearly, though, from the points aoove on leaaership/ranK ana 
tile tensions we must also question whether the latter sharea 
wetherall's Conservative convictions ana examine the extent ana 
aynamics ot their support. 'l'his is extremely aitficult tor the 
lbb!l-b!l perioo. Despite its ~ealth of source material comparea with 
preceainy aecaaes, we actually know ulore about the ranK ana files' 
political sentiments ana basic intractability in relation to the 
Royal (;;oroon Looge in the 1830's - thanks to the l&3!l Parliamentary 
report. 50me Juoicious reconstruction is necessary then. 
One must first ask, for example, how many of the Orange ranK ana 
tile were actually in a position to vote, even at the lSS!l 
election. Following the Retorm Bill ot 1&&4 the great maJority ot 
the aoult male population woula have qualified in theory for the 
vote, ana ~ccaffrey suggests for the areas for which recoras are 
extant in Glasgow, 7.~ for every lU qualifiea got their names on 
electoral registers. 'l:his may be a consiaerable overestimation, 
however. ~oorhouse, for example, argues that only halt ot aault 
males haa the vote prior to 19lb, with aisenfranchisement occurring 
as a result of registration schemes ana patterns ot working class 
l4l) housing tenure. 'l:he Orangemen woula have been particularly 
affectea here, a large number ot them being ulster migrants ana, in 
the case of Greenock ana some areas of ~lasgow, workers in low ~aia 
ana casual labour. 
Of those who aia vote it is even more aitticult to specify how 
many tollowea their leaaers airectives at the polls. Cine Greenock 
Clrangeman certainly re~uaiatea them ••• ·it seems very generally 
aanlittea that Orangemen in a boay are on the Conservative siae ana 
are interestea in having a Conservative representative. but that 
this shoula be so appears neither consistant with the Constitution of 
the Oraer nor the objects tor which it was originateo. Its leaaing 
iaeas: tiaelity to the Throne as long as it is Protestant, tiaelity 
to the brotherhooa tor the aefence of Protestantism, fiaelity to the 
lawtul ana Christian means tor the propagation of Protestantism. 
what, we may ask, is there in any of these iaeals that woula hincier 
(4~) 
an Orangeman trom being a Liberal in the truest sense?·. 
In stark contrast to such claims, however, it is a compelling 
tact that this is the only aissiaent voice to be aiscoverea against 
the lory liaison from orainary Orangemen. by this very silence it 
set::ms reasonable to assunle that large numbers ot them were hinaerea 
trom being L~beral supporters. 'l:hey may incieea have followea the 
3~ 1 
~ory colours in a fairly aisciplinea tashion, the example ot the lbb~ 
bchool coara election in ~lasgow suggesting just how ettectively the 
Orange vote coula be airectea. 
here W.C. ~au9han was firmly the urange canaiaate ••• ·it was at 
the invitation ot certain gentlemen who stove high in the councils ot 
the great Orange brotherhooa that he was inaucea to consiaer whether 
he might not venture to otter himselt as a canaiaate, ana it they 
succeedea in sending him to the school boara, he woula enaeavour to 
h ' f' • (43) prove himselt worthy ot t elr con laence. vrangeism was 
inaeea his only base ot support, tor he was thrown over by the Church 
ot scot lana slate in favour of a canaiaate who woula attract Liberal 
churchmen, ana was not acceptea by h.A. Long's Protestant '~noxite' 
voting contraternity. his share ot the vote though, which operatea 
on a cumulative principle was still nearly 1U,UUO. (44) 
Plausibly, a consiaerable part ot this must have come trom the 
Glasgow Orarlgenlen themselves, reSisting the temptations ot 'plumping' 
tor other lliilitant Protestant canaiaates like Long or Cuthbertson ana 
accepting the Grana Looge's preterrea canaiaate, though they must 
have known that ~aughan's cause was alreaey a lost one without 
broader backing. 
~o understana this, tirst the existence at potential mechanisms 
for control, both internal ana external to the Oraer, must be notea. 
~he system of 'captains' and 'sub captains' tor each street which the 
~raaeston Conservatives haa pioneerea unaer ~.b. btewart, ana which 
probably mirrorea the authority structure ot officebearers/rank ana 
file in the Loages themselves, is surely significant in this respect. 
Pressure may also have been placea on the Orangemen in their 
capacity as inaustrial workers to vote Conservative. ~he leaain~ 
~lasgow Tories, as suggestea, were frequently major employers ot 
labour, like Pearce, Bearamore ana whitelaw, ana the raaical ~orth 
British Laily ~ail was replete at election time with re~orts of 
threats ana blanaishments employea on their workforces. At the 
Govan bye-election of Ib&9, for instance, foremen of the Liberal 
unionist canaiaate bir John Penaer, a local Shipbuilaer, were saia to 
be canvassing for him ana putting a cross against men refusing 
(45) 
support. ~onservative meetings, moreover, were frequently 
hela with employers' blessings at factory gates. un polling aay 
lbb~ at camlachie forty men were aispatcheo trom Duke street Tannery 
marching tour abreast with a blue flag ana 'Vote for Arnot Reia' 
placaras. (4b) 
&uch coercive factors must not be overstressea thou~h. 
&omething of a linlit on electoral manipulation was, of course, set by 
the lb7~ ballot Act. horeover, juaging from events of the lb3u's, 
nakea attempts at the coercion of unwilling 0rangemen from their 
~ran~ Loage woula have incurrea consiaerable resentment an~ probably 
publicly expressea opposition. 
In fact, here it is essential to grasp that the relevance of 
strategies like the 'street captain' system was as mechanisms for the 
efticient organisation of alreaay existing support for the 
conservatives. The wellsprings ot such support are two-told, as 
neatly expounaea by T.b. Gilmour in lb92 in opening the new 
coatbridge Orange Hall. why vote for the conservative party? 
is beneficial to the working classes it got one-third less tax for 
them- ana moreover -because it is Protestant in its character, ana 
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got Protestant legislation tor them-. (47) 
~o elaborate, first, the aistinctive version of the dominant 
iaeology contained in 'Conservative principles' from the lb70's and 
bu's was able to take aaequate account of many orangemen's real 
social experience as wage labourers in a system of capitalist 
proauction - which from mia-century haa assumea the character ot a 
relatively fixea environment. &econaly, though, ana more 
importantly, conservatism coula accora with their world view as 
Orangemen, presenting a 'true blue' bulwark of evangelical 
Protestantism against the papal encroachments the Lor increasingly 
iaentitied fronl the lbbO' s. ~his secona factor, however, was always 
rather precarious ana coula be seriously unaermined when a 
conservative government in office was perceived, for example, to have 
cynically exploitea the LOdges' political resources at the expense ot 
their tunaamental religious motivation. 
'1'0 return to the Tories as employers of labour, one can now see 
that this coula have a aouble eagea effect. Orangemen employea by 
Pearce or Bearamore might well believe that their best interests lay 
with the personal prosperity of such inaustrialists ana further that 
such prestigious figures were best suitea to the efficient RlanageRlent 
of Britain's tortunes. ~homas ~etherall's explanations of why his 
auaience shoula support Pearce in lb80 are instructive in this 
context. 
hr Pearce is the very gentleman to represent us in 
Parliament •••• l am aaaressing working men, a great 
boay of working men ana allow me to tell you that Mr. 
Pearce has increasea the great creait that has always 
accruea to Clyde-built ships. A short time ago he 
constructea here two ot the quickest going ships in 
the worla, the 'Arizona' ana the 'Orient' ana tor 
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having done that he aeserves your gooa support-. (4b). 
'lhe 1085 election fought anlia a severe economic aepression is also 
interesting in this respect. Here, amia the campaign to save the 
Church of &cotland and 'the protestant character of the state' from 
Disestablishment, 'I'ory canaidates in most Orange areas ana their 
Orange supporters on election plattorms haa to tocus strongly on the 
Liberals as a 'baa traae government', ana the neea tor protective 
tar Hts. This stooa at the heaa ot Arnot Reia's aaaress in Camlachie 
and in his first speech to the working men ot the aivision. 
sutfering a maa, stupia, soul aestroying thing callea tree trade - but 
which is not tree traae-, he proposea insteaa -Free traae in reality-
ana -poverty will fly at its magic touch-. (49) l:.ven l<'laughan 
aisplayea some economic pre-occupations in Slackfriars. 'l'hus at a 
meeting chairea by T.b. bte~art at which he pursued his more tamiliar 
theme of opposing government grants to Roman catholic institutions, he 
also telt cORlpellea to state that -Conservatives were the real ana 
true triends of the ~orking man, ever alive to ameliorating the 
conaitions ot the working man.- be -coula point to a large number ot 
Ineasures ••• by the Party to ~hich he belongea which haa raisea the 
social status of the working man, which haa increasea wages, diminishea 
the aangers to life ana limb in oaily work ana Conservatives were also 
, (!)u) 
alive to the neea to proviae proper houslng·. 
In this general context the rough/respectable oistinctions in the 
Oraer may also have maae a contribution, though again eviaence is 
scanty. 'l'hUs for some Orangemen a measure ot 'priae' may actually 
have attachea to loyally following their conservative employers to the 
polls and the hope that (as it in itself a ticket ot entry albeit to a 
very minor stake in the ruling elite) a ~ory vote might be a further 
element of their aecent ana respectable status in the con~unity ana 
the workplace - though there ~as also the aanger of being known as a 
'boss's man'. For the more roway elements in the Institution these 
consiaerations were probably outweighea in a more uncomplicatea 
fashion by the fact that the volatile atmosphere of election time 
proviaea frequent opportunity to exercise their combative zeal. At 
the Briageton by-election of USb7, for example, fighting bet~een 
Grangemen ana ·certain Irish ~ationalist parties· broke out ·amia such 
ejaculations as 'Billy ~laastone's a muraerer' ana 'Don't forget 
1 ' • (31) ~eneral Gordon, you sa peen •••• 
however, such factors as the Conservatives striving to present 
themselves as 'working men's frienas', their ability to frame 
competing aetinitions of reality within their repertoire, or even the 
excitements ot polling aay, operate on a very general level ana are 
not in themselves sufficient to explain the specific alignment ot the 
mass ot Orangemen behina the Conservative party, as opposea to any 
other '~orking men'. 
For this we must return to the secona set ot factors, a series ot 
politico-ecclesiastical issues which arose from the late lbbU's, 
aramatically convincing Orangemen that their 'protestant faith' ana 
'the Protestant nature ot the British constitution' ~ere seriously in 
aanger. crucially, these turther convincea the LOI that the Liberal 
party haa profouna 'popish' sympathies ana the Oraer shoula be 
politicisea by offering their active support to the Tories as 'the 
Protestant party' - this, of course, marking a seachange trom the 
'~lorious Revolution' when Toryism haa Catholic ana Jacobite 
unaertones. 
In the first place, as previously suggestea, increasingly 
Ultramontane tendencies haa become apparent in the homan catholic 
church, auring the reign of Pius lAo This movement, in essence, 
towaras papal monarchism, haa alreaay become oominant in the 
increasing centralised chUrch under ~regory AVI but was particularly 
well represented in one of the Oraer's favourite b~te nOires, Paul 
cullen, who became Irelana's first Carainal in Ibbo, a champion of 
triumphant ceremonial ana religious absolutism, which until then haa 
'h h l' h h (5~ ) not distinguished the Ir~s Cat 0 ~c c urc • 
Such tendencies, the Orangemen and many other Protestants 
genuinely believea, set native Roman Catholics on the Offensive, removea 
the Papacy from the aomain of mere religion, ana this threatenea the 
'civil ana religious liberty' ot Protestant oritain. (~3) -They were 
two parties·, explained b.A. Long, ·Protestants and catholics ana they 
coula not be put on an equality - that thing was impossible. 'l'he 
koman Catholics must rule the Protestants or the Protestants the Roman 
th l
' _ (~4) 
ca 0 ~cs •••• 
For them such fears receivea confirmation not only from Fenian 
activities (which were actually condemned by Cullen) but also from 
what was seen as an alliance between Glaastone ana the Literals ana 
the Ultramontanes. -~r. Glaastone haa sold himselt to that party 
(the Ultramontanes) to obtain power- statea Long -he obtained power by 
a compromise with the papal party ana he was bouna to continue a line 
ot policy favourable to the papal party-. (55) 
The issue which hela the key to this alliance was the 
Disestablishment and Disenaowment of the Church of lrelana. for 
ulaastone this was -the discharge of a aebt of civil justice-, for the 
establishment of this boay of which unaer one eighth of the population 
were members was the -root of the evils of that country-. ~he policy 
had alreaay been aaopted by the more aavanced sections of the Party in 
the 1830's but finally became the major issue at the 18bb election. 
AFter a Liberal victory an appropriate bill was introauced in ~arch 
(56) Ib69 and eventually passea. 
~he LOI was outraged and organisea various protest meetings at 
which the rhetoric of crisis ana struggle dominatea, -pleaging to 
maintain ana assist our Irish protestant brethren in maintaining 
, , 1 't 1 '_ (57) Protestant1sm 1n Ire ana aga1ns papa aggress10n •••• ~ven 
more crucial, as indicatea for Glasgow in 1868, the Oraer was most 
vociferous in its support of Conservative candidates who, although 
vacillating over the specific case of Irelana (Col. Campbell bluntly 
proposea a 'pruning knife' be taken to the Irish Church), (58) 
nevertheless in principle supportea the church and state connection as 
, 1 1" (59) a foundation ot natlona re 1910n. 
Therefore at this very juncture when working class votes seemea 
particularly at a premium following the 1867 keform Bill, Orangemen, 
both orainary members of the proletarian Oraer and their leaaers, were 
experiencing what they saw as a threat to the very heart of the 
Protestant faith in Ireland, as constitutionally guaranteea. This 
was felt all the more aeeply since many Orangemen were of Irish origin 
and, as notea in Chapter 7, predominately former communicants of the 
establishea church. 
The sense of threat from papal encroachment, ana its favourable 
effects for the Conservative connection, receivea a further impetus in 
the early Ib70's, this time locatea tirmly in the scottish context, 
from the question of religious education in state schools. F'or many 
Protestants the l87~ ~aucation Act, again introaucea by the Liberals, 
gravely unaerminea the '~oaly upbringing' of the young, or more 
specifically the existing practice in scot lana (Use ana hont as it was 
termea by contemporaries) whereby bible reaaing ana the shorter 
Catechism had a pivotal role in eaucating pupils. F'or in 
establishing a national system of democratically electea school 
boaras, with tull management powers, it removea control of curriculum 
and staffing from the hanas of the establishea church. 
For this boay then, one ot the greatest fears was the loss of 
-that ••• great principle of ~nox - the connection between keligion ana 
. - ( b () ) th t . th t . '" ~ducatlon ana a Wl ou rlgorous splrltual lnstruction, the 
Bible being a national not a secular book, eaucation woula not be 
. (b 1) sufficient to combat sinfulness in the riSing generatlon. 
Although the positions frequently overlappea, tor the Orangemen, 
however, the aangers haa a more aefinite emphasis. hOW much the 
Ulstermen among the rank and tile coulo empathise with 'Aula Scotia's 
use ana wont' is open to aoubt. hore certainly they tearea in the 
schools controversy 'Romanists on the vigil as ever to their religious 
interests' promoting the 'effete Italian superstition' to unaermine 
their chilaren's moral training. (62) 
ihis was threatened directly by the participation ot Roman 
Catholics in the elections for the new school boards. In Liverpool, 
tor example, h.A. Long typically recountea -Rome toppeo the poll with 
five. 'l'he names ana numbers were sent on to ••• the infallible ~ope. 
Not unoerstanding the cumulative vote he took on the notion that 
359 
papists outnumberea protestants on the ~ersey and wired back "l:he sun 
(63) 
of catholicism is setting in Ireland but rising in ~nglana'.· 
hore inairectly though, as butchison notes, it was also fearea 
that if chilaren were aeprivea of spiritual instruction, they woula 
become more susceptible to the emotional a~peal of Roman catholicism, 
thus ultimately severing the link between the Protestant nature ot the 
Crown ana constitution upon which British 'religious and civil 
liberty' dependea. 
In these circumstances the first &chool Boara elections of 1873 
were important in various ways. First, being basea on an extremely 
low franchise qualification ot £4 ratepayers they allowea the LOI a 
particularly useful opportunity to feel the extent of its electoral 
potentia 1. 'l:he Orangemen's votes (ana probably their wives', women 
made up one-fifth of the school boara's electorate) playea a vital 
role in returning b.A. Long to the top of the ~lasgow poll with over 
bOU,UUu cumulative votes, though both the Orangemen ana Long himself 
pointea out he haa the support not only of the LOI but 'the sound 
Protestants of Glasgow'. (b4) Seconaly, though, since the Roman 
catholic vote was also well marshallea ana three ot their candiaates 
were returned secona, thira ana fourth (including two priests and a 
layman, Francis Kerr 'late of the Pope's zouaves') the threat ot papal 
involvement was haraly eclipsea. (65) ~hirdly ana most 
importantly, however, for the future airection of increased orange 
self-confidence, it coula hardly escape the attention of the average 
Orange voter in these elections that many of the candiaates who stOOd 
on the Use ana ~ont platform, such as J.~. cuthbertson, william 
~iaston, and Alex whitelaw, (who became the first chairman of the new 
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Glasgo~ school Boara) ~ere also stal~arts ot the ~. 'I:he 'Use and 
wont' position subsequently headed the election aaaresses of whitelaw 
ana bunter in 1874, ~hen Orangemen ~ere explicitly asked by their 
Grand Lodges to vote only for those pleaging to uphola 'the Bible in 
the School'. (bb) This identification of the Conservatives ~ith 
'the correct position' on religious education ~as continued in 
subsequent triennial elections for some time, and received, of course, 
its clearest articulation in the invitation to ~aughan to contest in 
1&&2 in the Orange interest. 
The confluence ot Orange ana Tory inclinations ~as not so 
pronouncea over the next 'Ultramontane challenge' with the restoration 
in Ib78 of the papal hierarchy in Scotland. Generally, Conservative 
criticism was mutea ana the Orangemen resorted to a memoranaum to Lora 
Beaconsfiela protesting that 'the establishment of the popish 
hierarchy ~ould be a direct violation of the Constitution ana the la~s 
ot this Protestant kingaom-. (b7) Another crisis in the early 
18&0's though, again for the LOI, inaicatea the advisability ot 
conservative links. 
This was ~rovoked by the attempts of raaical Liberals such as Dick 
peadie, ~P tor the Kilmarnock Burghs to sever the Church/state 
connection in Scotland and aisestablish the ~irk. E'or the Or ange 
Grana Loage these 'Liberationists' were quite clearly 'the allies ot 
papists' again intent on dismantling the foundation of the nation's 
protestantism ana -the best way to oppose their activities ••• was to 00 
all they coula in the parliamentary elections to return not Liberal 
members but those canaiaates ~ho were opposea to ana ~ould vote 
(tl8) 
against the aisestablishment of the church. In effect these 
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were, ot course, the Conservative canaiaates such as J.~.A. baira or 
Arnot Reia who to a man supportea the Establishment in Scot lana with 
much less reserve than they haa in the case of the Irish church in 
the lBbO'S. For J.IS. Cuthbertson, tor example, it \owas -the one link 
\owhich connects us to the aays ot the Ola Kirk ana the 
Covenant ••• defendea by your fathers and by my fathers at Loundon Muir 
(b~) 
ana Bothwell Brig.- For Reici, paraphrasing Dr. Chalmers ot 
the Free Kirk, the results of aisestablishment woula be, indeed, that 
-the innumerable hamlets would be forsaken ••• our peasants again \owoula 
become pagans or unaer the name of the naked ritual ot Christianity 
\OWOUld sink into the blindness and brutality ana stern alienation of 
(70) paganism. 
~o sum up at this point then, even before the crisis over the Home 
Rule Bill in 18bb, the grouno\owork tor the Orange/Conservative 
relationship haa alreaay been laia - so solia apparently that the ~ory 
alliance \owas alreaay perceived by some Orangemen as 'natural' rather 
than, as has been stressed above, the product of aefinite historical 
conditions. 
contlict and conditionality - An Orangeman's Political Duty 
The material above raises a further range of important issues, 
however. First, Orange response on aisestablishment, religious 
eaucation etc., underlines that with the Institution in general 'NO 
Popery', the basis of its traditional 'religious' emphasis, retained 
great relevance in the later l~th century. The great appeal of the 
ola warcry is, inaeea, indicatea by the tact that in political 
contests and debates where it is not appropriate or in abeyance, LOI 
involvement becomes at best peripheral. 
To take the example of the School Boara elections then, interest 
~aneS to a great extent after 'the Bible in the School' controversy of 
the 1870's yielas increasingly from the late l~80's to questions ot 
teachers' salaries ana the cost of textbooks. In Greenock, for 
instance, 'little popular interest' of any sort ~as reported in 1885 
-in contrast ~ith the excitement ana sectarian rivalry of 187~ and 7&. 
Fe~ laymen of culture and influence are seeking election ana as a 
consequence the contests are becoming the happy hunting grouna Of 
'pottering' jellyfish types of local politicians-. (71) 
Local and municipal elections are also interesting here. 
Occasionally sectarianism aid rear itself, particularly in the early 
1870's. In 1873, for example, in the ~th ~ara elections (st. Rollox) 
'principally a working man's ~ard', a canaiaate, ~r. Lamberton, 
'callea all staunch Protestants to help him in his wartare' with bills 
also calling electors not to support 'the beast ana the Church of 
Rome'. (72) Moreover, since the elections in Glasgow tenaea to 
coincide with the LOl's ~ovember soirees, a few canaiaates in waras 
with a significant Orange presence Were willing to sit on the 
plattorm. The noted opportunist, Councillor heil who representea 
candleriggs and also claimed strong Temperance links, was a trequent 
visitor in 1874 and 5. (73) Generally, though, aurin9 the period 
ot stuay local elections ~ere telt to be a Wholly ina~propriate place 
for religious issues, and were, moreover, not eVen contestea along 
party lines till the early 20th century •• when the Orange partisan, 
Rev. Robert Thomson, contested the 3ra (South Dennistoun) ward in 
1883, the 'hews' commentea that -the town council, Mr. Thomson shoula 
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know, is not a place tor sectarian aisquisition but tor the 
transmission of public business to the best aavantage ot all citi~ens, 
irrespective ot class or creea.- Ana 'I:homson had in practice to mute 
his anti-Roman Catholic line at public meetings in tavour ot 
officials' salaries, free libraries ana the truitmarket. (74) 
Under these conditions LOI involvement in municipal contests is 
very insignificant (ana this no aoubt further impressea on their 
contemporaries the Institution's poor aaaptation to Scottish 
conaitions). One exception to this rule is itself revealing, 
though. ~hus in Greenock in lb74 the municipal elections haa run 
their usual placia course, but a storm arose over the election of 
police commissioners when Skivington, a local publican ana Roman 
Catholic, was put up as candiaate against the ratepayers list. ~he 
Orangemen were auly outraged - as if their sense of 'territory' haa 
been invadea by local papal incursions. Holaing -that as a 
protestant country Protestants ought to have the airection of 
protestant atfairs- they threw their weight behina another canaiaate 
(75) 
who was also an Orangeman and he eventually headea the poll. 
we have alreaay examined some of the initial economic ana 
religious contingencies which promotea orange/~ory links. <.iven this 
continuing salience of traditional '~o popery' in the broaa ranks of 
orangeism, we must proceea to further analyse the relatively 
harmonious internal relations which prevailea in the Order over its 
political initiatives, ana also to examine what is, in fact, a related 
issue, the limitations of Orange support for the Conservatives. 
The stress on '~o Popery' ana 'Protestant Issues' in the early 
19th century proletarian Loages had, of course, been the Keystone of a 
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certain autonomous capacity, which haa invalidated airect control or 
patronage trom the Ultra Tories. A central aitference with the 
lb05-b5 period, however, is that this stress was now echoeo in a Grana 
LOQge booy which, as Chapter 8 suggestea, was now able to combine its 
ambitions for political creoibility with an aavocacy ot the average 
Orangeman's concern for 'protestant Defence' - as indicatea in its 
handling of the ecclesiastical and eaucational issues above. 
A more specitic factor though, was at work in mitigating 
leadership/rank ana file tension, namely that for the majority of 
those at Grana Lodge level the support the LOI gave to the 
Conservatives, as stressed at the outset here, was tunaamentally 
conaitional in nature, aepenaent on the latter's reputation gainea 
ouring Irish Disestablishment etc for the maintenance of 
Protestantism. ihis ensured that the 'fusion' or 'integration' 
between the two booies, alreaay empirically refuted, was simply not a 
viable option. For this woulo have threatened the LOI's status as 
above all a boay for the promotion of religious principles ana in 
reducing it to a political adjunct woula have in turn threatenea the 
Grana Lodge's legitimacy. (76) 
It is true that the elements of conditionality and aistance are 
not always easily apparent. The orange/iory relationshi~, as 
indicated, involvea close personal links between the Grand Lodge and 
bodies like the GCA and provoked characteristically sweeping 
declarations of loyalty. George MCLeoo, for example, in lb74 stated 
-All Orangemen are conservatives, or if men in our ranks profess 
radicalism, they are what Luther called honest Italians - black swans 
(77) 
It is also the case that 
- ana are ver~ rare indeed-. 
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increasingly from the late 70's, early 80's functions hela under 
orange auspices became an opportunity for Conservative figures to make 
speeches on foreign policy rather than religious issues. col. 
Campbell haa little hesitation in using paisley soirees for this 
(7b) Resolutions along similar lines were also common at purpose. 
public aeroonstrations, a typical example aeploring • ••• the wreck of 
prestige which the present Government (Liberal) ••• have brought on the 
nation in the case of the ~ransvaal Soers ••• and generally their 
.. h t· th l·. (79) unBrltls conauct owaras e co onles • 
Yet away from the perorations of 12th platforms, in Grana Lodge 
counsels sentiments over political allegiancies were by no means 
unanimous. In Liverpool the 'protestant standard' iaentifiea two 
types of Orangemen, in fact: 'Christian Protestant Orangemen' ana 
'~ominal Protestant political Orangemen', the former embracing 
indepenaent representation on class ana sectarian grounas, the latter 
waiving everything for political ends such as the legislative 
(8U) 
union. In Scotland, tensions were not made so explicit but it 
is possible to distinguish differing emphasis in the various 
fulminations Of C.I. Paton, Rev. Robert Gault, h.A. Long (religious) 
ana George hcLeod, T. Macklin ana wetherall (political). 
Thus, although during the l865-8~ perioa it is the latter which 
aominates the stance of many ot the Orange leaaership in their 
aay-to-day oealings with the Tories, the conception of Orangemen as 
'protestants first' before party remained the official policy ot the 
&cottish Grand Looge. There was no doubt here, tor example, in the 
mina of h.A. Long, though he later became a vice-presiaent in the GCA 
•••• our wisdom as Protestants lies in being loyal to our common 
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Protestantism ana supporting either party only in so far as their 
protessions and their actions harmonise with our particular 
stana •••• •• 
(bl) 
Even McLeoa later statea in contrast to his 'black swans' speech 
that, ·They were compel lea to co-operate with the ~ories - they coula 
help themselves if they were willing. They were willing to go with 
any political party who woula uphola the princi~les which they 
h 1 • (b2) ea. 
A further important text here though, is C.I. Paton's inaugural 
aaaress as Grana Master. Deliverea in January 1&75 it otters a most 
sustainea exposition of the 'Christian Orangemen' position in its 
quite preCise prescription tor the Institution's correct role in 
politics. he opens then, in consiaerable contrast to the 'Royal 
Goraon's' ambitions, aenying the LOI to be the foaaer of party 
political machinations by its very superiority. ·It is no political 
participation Which is the bona of our union. ~he principles which 
animate us belong to a higher ana nobler sphere. political parties 
are always fluctuating ana changing, their watchworas ana battlecries 
are soon forgotton but our principles are not changeable and our 
course ot action must be the same till victory crowns our etforts ana 
till the cry arises 'Babylon is tallen, tallen ••• ' •• (b3) 
As above all a religious organisation, the LOI, he believed, was 
nevertheless reluctantly callea into the political arena because ot 
its aeaaly toe 'popery' was essentially a political beast - ana one, 
as indicatea in the preceaing section, 'on the otfensive'. • ••• More 
a political system than a religious one it pretenaed to have as its 
obJect the salvation of the souls of men, but it was a system of 
priestcraft with the obJect of the complete subjugation of all men 
under the priests, at the heaa of whom was the Pope who sought to be 
(84) 
supreme and arbitrary master of the whole worla·. 
In these circumstances the course of action paton reconooended was 
to exercise pressure ~orking behina existing political forces and 
institutions ana mobilising them in support of 'protestant issues' and 
'Protestant rights' - a persistent feature throughout the perioa of 
study and beyond. Such activity, moreover, was wholy in accora with 
the Grana Lodge's aesire for respectable status in scot lana. ·'l'he 
use of strictly constitutional means·, was invokea, ·to make pOints 
known to government ••• •• For, ·thus we shall make our intluence felt 
most powerfully and increase it every aay, and gain the co-operation 
of those who have not joinea the brotherhood but have the cause at 
heart. How? one, by petitions from each Lodge signea by the wM and 
members; two, laying wishes ana views before parliamentary 
representatives. Those who are alreaay deciaed in tavour of the 
course which a true regara tor Protestant interests requires will thus 
be encouraged; the hesitating may be led to aeciae in the right way 
ana those inclinea the opposite way may be inducea to change their 
course or at best, if they will not vote as we would wish, to abstain 
from voting·. (The examples paton gives of Bills on which Orangemen 
ought to petition are themselves revealing, being the type ot robust 
'Protestant issue' belovea of orainary Orangemen. l-4ewaegate's 
convent inspection measure and the Prison Ministers Bill permitting 
convicts Roman Catholic chaplains). 
~lectoral activity too was vital. School board and municipal 
elections were worthy of ·constant attention to secure the election of 
3b8 
'men of the right principles ana views'.8 As for parliamentary 
elections, Orangemen shoulo put forth their utmost efforts -to secure 
the return of members of souna Protestant opinions. let us renounce 
. t· . t· t f P t t t· _ (b5) minor cons~aera ~ons ana un~ e ~n suppor 0 ro es an ~sm •••• 
(Author's emphasis). 
Finally, it is important to analyse how this conception ot Orange 
support functionea on a practical level. A useful instance here is 
the home Rule issue. For frequently in 'commonsense' narratives 
Orangeism ana Conservatism assume a close iaentity of interest ana 
expression on this. Hom a close examination of the Irish crisis in 
the early lbb6's, however, it becomes apparent that once again the 
Conservative worla view, as in the lb3u's, encounter eo among many 
Orangemen another picture of reality basea on 'Anti-popish 
principles'. 'I-his in turn encouragea trom the Loages a separate 
articulation of elements of the prevailing iaeology. ~lor eov er, in 
that this articulation came most frequently from !i1cLeoa, ~lack lin ana 
the more 'politically' orientatea ~rana Loage figures, the Home kule 
case also indicates that even here incorporation in Conservatism coula 
not be total. 
Some conservatives, the more flexible ana intelligent sections of 
the Party as representea by Ranoolph Churchill, as noteo above, 
aoopted a fairly !I1achiavellian attitude to the issue of home Rule in 
the ear ly lbbus. For the vast majority though - ana this eventually 
incluaea Churchill ana &alisbury after Glaostone's aetermination 8to 
ao something tor Irelana8 became pUblic at the ena of lbb5 -
opposition was total ana entrenched. 
As in the case of the ultra ~ories of the early lbJO's, 
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understanaing of the Protestant ascenaancy in Ireland haa profound 
political rather than religious overtones ana was very clearly rootea 
along class lines. Thus the behaviour ot Irish Nationalists ana Land 
Leaguers (and Liberal remedial measures in Glaastone's first and 
secona aaministrations) were seen not only to undermine the rights of 
property in Ireland but to threaten these rights in the whole of the 
Unitea Idngdom. As Somervell of Sorn stated, -it is not a question 
_ (b6) 
ot religions, it is a question of measures •••• Couplea with 
this, Irish Nationalist opinions ran contrary to the growing sense of 
British national pride and urge for imperial consolidation, fostered 
by the Conservatives from the 1870's. ~his viewed Ireland as merely 
an integral part of a great nation, as Somervell again expressea it 
-the brightest jewel in the imperial crown-. ~ationalism, then, 
coula be aismissea otten with strongly racist overtones as the 
artificial agitation by ambitious politicians among an ignorant 
peasantry. 
-The Celtic people haa no senses- explained Mr. Keown 
Boyd, high Sheriff of County Down, -the way to treat them was by the 
(87) 
strong arm of patient government-. 
For the Orangemen, however, while opposition to home Rule was 
equally intense, the interpretation underlying it had the familiar 
religious emphasis. This was now given a certain sense of immediacy 
and aesperation from the fact that the site of struggle with the 010 
enemy haa again shifted to Irelana, where many expatriate Orangemen 
haa left frienas and relations. Their fears are neatly capturea in 
col. waring, DGM of Ireland's evocation of -the smoke of burning 
. (Bb) homesteaas ••• seen from Galloway to luntyre-. 
~he leaaership ably echoed these tears and resulting 
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frustrations. In this way, besiaes Gladstone's government 
'practically placing a parliamentary value on outrage, violence ana 
(69) 
murder', the real root of Ireland's crisis was in the Roman 
Catholicism of the mass of her people and the hola over them enjoyea 
by the 'popish priesthood', rather than political agitators. koman 
Catholic priests, the Rev. Dr. Kane a Belfast Orangeman believed, 
stooa behind the agitators in the belief ·any ola stick will ao to 
beat a aog with· using the Lana League to knock the Protestant 
(9lJ) 
church. For the kev. Thomson priests were ·the curse of 
Ireland· ana would do well ·to take and marry some farmers' aaughters 
and enligrate to the far west of America ••• (~l) 
Similarly, Paton demandea of his audience ·~hat is the cause of the 
evils that affect Irelana? - popery! If the Bible were better known 
(92) 
and reaa there, ther would be fewer outrages·. hisewhere he 
elaborated, specifying the list of concessions that haa been made to 
the Irish Catholics, Emancipation, aisestablishment, ~Iaynooth, Lana 
Acts ••• ·each concession maae in the hope that ••• it woula satisfy the 
papists ana make Ireland peaceful. And what haa been the result? 
(Muraer) • Peacefulness, loyalty, contentment? ~o! but louder ana 
still louaer the cry of the daughters of the horseleech 'Give, Give'. 
'l'he truth must be spoken the British government and legislature haa not 
been faithful to the Protestant Constitution of Britain ••• It behovea 
all true Protestants to set themselves with all their might to the 
resistance of further popish aggressions·. (93) (Author's emphasis). 
In concluaing this chapter, it would be false to argue that these 
aiffering political and religious analyses resulted in anything like 
open conflict between the LOI ana the Conservatives at this point. 
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'l'hey coula inaeed be sometimes combinea in a single resolution. -'l'he 
present state of lrelana simply proves the chronic aisloyalty of 
papists ana that the Orange Oraer is the only effective aefence of life 
(~4) 
and property in that unhappy country·. Also some Conservatives 
like J.~. cuthbertson tended to approximate more closely to the Orange 
position than to that of their fellow party men~ers. 
however, given that the Conservative picture of reality did have to 
co-exist here with a aifferent picture, formed largely through many 
orainary orangemen's 'lived experience' of what was regaraed as a papal 
onslaught from the late lb60's, this inaicatea that the potential for 
aisjuncture was present - again negating the 'natural' ana 'tixea' 
quality of their relations. 
while threatening Liberal governments were in power and especially 
when home Rule was on the horizon this potential was unfulfilled ana 
orange/Tory links were relatively prosperous. when, however, the 
conservatives tormeo a government ana the Irish crisis temporarily 
subsided, Orange ana Conservative demanas might not be so harmoniously 
combinea. At this pOint, the Tories recora as the party which 
'upholds the Revolutionary settlement, prefers nobility to nihilism, 
ana goes in tor a Protestant government ana constitution, a house of 
Loras ana tor the established national religion' came unaer 
closer Orange scrutiny. 
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CHAP'l'ER 12. 
·TRUCKLI~G TO POPER~· AND ·PROTESTANTS FIRST·. 
The next fifteen year period is important in that it witnessed a 
decisive realignment of political forces, with the division of the 
Liberal party over home Rule. In this chapter the effects on Orange 
political practice will be assessed, examining in turn: relations 
with the Liberal Unionist grouping; continuing ana aeveloping links 
with the Conservatives (whom it will be illustrated became much less 
abashed by their Orange taint); ana most significantly the flowering 
of the conditionality implicit in the LOI's political alliances 
towards the ena of the period. Finally, the Orangemen's involvement 
in politics in Scotland will be put in a broader context, using 
comparative examples to isolate some general factors in the Scottish 
social formation, besides immediate political contingencies, which 
influencea the nature and extent of this involvement. 
Political Relationships Outlined 
Chapter 11 employed case studies to illustrate at the outset basic 
variations in Orange/Tory relations ana to examine critically the 
analyses of smith and Hutchison. here where there is even less 
secondary source material to consiaer, a more general overview can be 
offeree from Orange electoral activity ana participation on political 
committees. The series of by-elections after l&bb in Scotland also 
ofter useful vignettes of local relationships. First, though, some 
background is essential, the rather haphazara emergence of political 
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strategies here again suggesting the error in attributing a unitary 
subjectivity to parties. 
Thus, Glaastone and the more advanced sections of the Liberals' 
eventual conversion to Home Rule for Irelana and their attempts to 
introduce a Bill to effect this in lb86 shattered the Liberals' 
fragile unity with the secession ot those committed to the Union. It 
also ended Conservative overtures tor the Irish Nationalist vote and 
Salisbury's parliamentary alliance with the Parnellites. In these 
circumstances the Tory press rapidly urged an electoral pact with the 
"
b 1 . . , (1) h h t 11 C t' new Ll era Unlonlsts, t oug no a onserva lves were 
without reservations, recalling the disappointing performance of 
Liberal Churchmen in the 1885 elections. Co-operation then, as Levy 
aetails, proceedea fruitfully albeit with ·some currents of mutual 
. . ..• (2) tenslon and SUsplclon • 
In Scotland what resulted from these developments was a more 
distinct polarisation in political ideologies ana a more explicit 
class basis for party politics. The business and professional 
fraction of the bourgeoisie, whose support, as suggested, the 
Conservatives in Glasgow had courtea from the mid-1870's, now formed 
the backbone of the Liberal Unionists (LU). heanwhile the Liberal 
party itself, as McCaffrey notes, became more politically cohesive ana 
more consciously alignea with the radical left in Irish electoral 
associations, the Scottish Lana Restoration League, etc. (3) For 
their part, the Conservatives benefitted from the Liberal schism, as 
Liberal Unionist votes promoted their political ascenaancy for the 
next sixteen years till 1902 and buttressed their resultant status as 
the ·great national party of rational and moaerate progress at home 
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ana a patriotic foreign policy-. 
1886* 
The first test of L.U. strength at the polls was, of course, the 
Ib86 election. In this highly charged campaign, while the Liberals 
dwelt on Glaastonian 'masses over classes' rhetoric, the Conservatives 
ana LU'S sought to give total preceaence to the Irish question ana 
make the election a referendum on the home Rule propositions. (It 
was at this point, for example, that Randolph Churchill in contrast to 
his earlier pOSitions embarked on his epic tour of Ulster to rally 
" "t t" t) (4) Un10n1S sen 1men • 
At such a critical juncture it is interesting to fino a aownturn 
in an absolute sense in Orange electoral work. Even more significant 
though the main contributory factor here is not the nature of their 
participation in constituencies where a Conservative stooa - for here 
indeea links were maintainea ana even strengthenea - but in those 
where the LU had been selected, whom previous Conservative voters were 
instructea to support. AS the table below indicates this happened on 
numerous occasions in the west of Scot lana. 
TABLE 2: Canaiaates in west of Scot lana Constituencies 1886 Election (5) 
Blackfriars 61 Hutcheson~~IICiJ" L.U. Govan Con paisley L.U. 
st. Rollox L.U. N.w. Lanarkshire Con Greenock L.U. 
Traaeston L.U. Partick L.U. 
Central Con s.w. Lanarkshire Con 
College L.U. East Renfrewshire con 
Camlachie L.U. west Renfrewshire Con 
Briageton Con. 
* won by the Unionist coalition. 
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clearly from this many former areas of Orange political strength 
such as Blackfriars, Camlachie, Tradeston and paisley, where Orangemen 
had nurtured local Conservative Associations and had even had a role 
in choosing candidates in l8ij5, now had the new political party at the 
helm. In Blackfriars this meant supporting the sitting ~.P., ~ichael 
benry, who had soundly defeated their own favourite, w.c. ~aughan, at 
the previous contest. 
In such cases while it is very probable that orangemen provided 
vote support tor the LUs (in Blackfriars Maughan himself was in the 
forefront in passing the motion that Conservatives' support kr. Henry 
since -he haa voted a9ainst Mr. Glaastone's Bill and his conduct 
towaras Glasgow had been of the most cordial description-), (b) the 
level of public activity on the part of the LOI is much diminishea 
both in terms of platform appearances and electoral work arouna 
polling day. Neither the L.U. 'berald' or the radical 'Mail' mention 
the latter. (7) This, however, is contrasted in Bridgeton where a 
Conservative candidate, MacKenzie, was selected, here local Orange 
worthies MCKimmon, J. and c. summers and william young, later ~wGM, 
had a very high profile. (&) 
Regardless of the extent of the LOI's public participation, 
however, the stren9th of anti-Borne Rule ana anti-Irish feeling in 
Glasgow and the west of Scotland generally, ensured a Unionist 
victory, the L.U.s winning Traaeston, st. Rollox, Partick, Greenock, 
Ayr, North alld South Ayrshire, the Conservatives Glasgow central, East 
Renfrewshire ana Lanark of which seats eight remained Unionist till 
1910. (9) 
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by-Elections 
A further opportunity to supplement these gains was presented by 
the various by-elections of Ib86, ana here again the pattern ot Orange 
involvement above is reproduced. 
The first was Bridgeton in 1887, now contested by an L.U., the 
Hon. Evelyn Ashley. The 'Mail' was in no doubt of the centrality of 
Orange participation here, with 'orange rowdyism' seemingly airecting 
the tactics of the Unionist side. They furnishea an example. 
-Arrangements of T.P. O'Connor and Parnell to get 
the full Irish vote out has aisturbed the peace of 
mind of the Orangemen, and some member of the pious 
brotherhooa has safely delivered after suffering the 
pains of partuition the following 'To the Irish 
electors ot Bridgeton and fellow countrymen, you 
cannot vote for Trevelyan (the Liberal) who has 
proved our bitter enemy in the past' ending '~od 
save Ireland'. This is the prOduct ot the 
capacious febrile brain of some Orangeman inspired 
by the Conservatives and it is postea allover the 
aistrict. The electors should not forget the 
Orangeman has no politics in the ordinary sense of 
the word. The religious element is the motive 
which colours and underlies all his actions. 
Persecution of the catholic i.e. the glorious 
prospect of hearing their bones 'crunch' in the sack 
is the one aim ot the urangeman's religious and 
political existence.- (10) 
In fact consiaerable caution is needea here. For as a radical 
organ the 'Mail' regaraea the LU's as traitors to the Liberal cause, 
ana one of the most effective tactics to belittle their canaiaate was 
not only to refer to his 'catwittea' aaaress but to brana him as the 
orangemen's canaidate, with the riaicule and approbrium this might 
incur. ~hus in looking more soberly at the 'Mail's' strident 
accusations one finas firstly that the term 'Orange' is usea 
inaiscriminately to reter to, tor e~ample, the impromptu protestant 
orators of Glasgow Green, like w. Alexanaer Godwin, secretary of the 
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Protestant Confederation and patriotic Union, who haa no connection 
, ff' , 1 (11) w\th the 0 \c\a LuI. Secondly, it becomes apparent that the 
involvement of the latter body was in fact rather marginalisea, 
compared with previous contests. 
The 'Mail' is more accurate when it describes the backbone of 
Ashley's public support as -those minor satellites ••• the peripatetic 
band of Grahame, Jackson, Cross ana Co. (limited)-, in other words the 
prominent LUs of the city who were successful at the lb8b election. 
For Orangemen figure on his platforms only when and where they are 
calculated to be of the maximum benefit and minimum en~arrassment. 
In Daln,arnock, for example, a working class section of the division 
ana territory of ~o. 44 district of the LOI, James MCManus, then 
secretary of the Orange district, is present at a Unionist meeting in 
(12) 
the local parish churches. when ~eorge MCLeOd is invitea on 
the platform at the Bridgeton Temperance ball his presence is balancea 
by the presence of prominent eX-Liberals. (13) 
A rather similar siutation prevailed when Ashley, again 
unsuccessfully, contested the Ayr burghs seat the following year. 
orange District Master william kCCormick then, does have an important 
role at Irvine where the urder had some weight but in the rest of the 
constituency Ashley seems more comfortable in the support of 'the 
peripatetic band' of LU's including Cameron Corbett MP, and of notable 
Ulster Orange figures such as Col. saunaerson and Mr. hillsmore rather 
than local LOI luminaries. (14) 
The next two by-elections, Govan in Ib89 and Par tick lb90, have L~ 
candidates, Sir John Penaer ana J. Parker Smith. Again in the first 
case the 'Mail' was swift to highlight gleefully the candidate's 
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'orange' links. • ••• a considerable number of Orangemen of Govan 
incluaing the chairman (a kr. william Coulter) ana from as far away as 
st. Rollox were present at a meeting of supporters ana cheerea wilaly 
at the various speakers. One of them, an agea inaiviaual, rose and 
sana, 'we are the boys, the ~ory boys.'· In its editorial it stated, 
·It is rather singular that a gentleman who has so much gush for 
working men should spend such an amount of valuable time, aadressing 
hole in the corner meetings consisting mostly of Orangemen, instead of 
getting face to face with the working men without aelay. Last nights 
meeting was largely composed of Orangemen importea from other 
districts of the city. ~ven the chairman was by his own admission 
an ulster orangeman. what can the Scotch working men of ~ovan 
(15) think·. 
Mr. coulter himself, though, capturea the real extent of Orange 
involvement behind the 'kail's' taunts, • ••• it haa been stated that 
the working men's committee was composed solely of Orangemen and that 
its chairman was an Ulster orangeman. 'l'he committee consistea of 3B(J 
ana any unprejudicea inaividual going over the list would not fino the 
name of half a dozen Orangemen. It was solely composed ot working 
men, speaking to himself he was not ashamed to admit he was an 
ulsterman but he haa not the honour of belonging to an Orange 
Institution.· (lb) (Author's emphasis). Likewise in Partick 
Orangemen remainea peripheral to Parker Smith's campaign in which 
visits from local LU'S, leading national figures like Austen 
Chamberlain ana Ulster Unionists like w.B. Mccarthy were most 
prominent. here in fact the 'herald' felt able to comment that, ·all 
the same it has been a good thing both for the electors ana the 
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candidates ••• that ••• so little of the Irish fury has been introaucea 
into the Partick contest- and else~here that it had been -less 
troublea in the incursions voluntary ana involuntary ot strangers that 
, (17) has too often been the case in by-elect tons of late years.-
A final by-election shoula be noted, though. This took place at 
paisley in 1891 ~ith ~aj. ~cKerrel again as the Conservative 
candiaate. Compared ~ith the Govan and Partick examples, Orange 
involvement is fairly impressive, the District ~aster here, Robert 
Farmer, being energetic in his campaigning for lilcKerrel, and 'I'homas 
Graham among those nominating his candiaature. Yet recalling the 
dominance of the PCA in its inception in HOb by the orangemen, it is 
particularly Significant to note that the Orange boay no~ constitutes 
more of a special 'interest group' among the broader unionist 
forces. Thus it holdS its o~n pre-election meeting in the to~n's 
~annahill ball ~here James hc~anus, representing the Grana Loage, 
officially enaorses hr. kcKerrel ana urges those present to -ao all in 
their power to secure his return- and ~here -it ~as unanimously agreed 
that the brethren should give their unitea support in the interests of 
the Unionist candidate.- (18) In 1880, tor example, this support 
had been 'automatic' from the local Orange leaaership's participation 
in the main Conservative boay. 
1892.* 
Moving on to the next general election, again this ~as fiercel~ 
contestea with Irelana in the prinCipal issue, though the conservatives 
* A Liberal Victory. 
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ana LU's also broadened their platform pointed to Lord Salisbury's 
social legislation, the need for local government and land reform ana 
the extension of employers' liability. Here particularly noteworthy 
is not so much Orange/LU aistance as the strengthening of public links 
between the Oraer and the Conservatives. 
In bridgeton, for example, the Conservative candidate was the 
Ubiquitous w.c. Maughan who had ·offered himself spontaneously· for 
(19) the contest. (Maughan was never afraid to beat the anti-papal 
drum and at a meeting of working men conaemned Gladstone as, ·a 
statesman who had truckled to Rome and simultaneously courted the 
• ) (20) pope • James McManus, now a Grand Loage official, was again 
particularly active in the Unionist interest, but occupying a more 
central place in this campaign than in 1887. 
particularly significant though is the public recognition that 
such co-operation now receives from many Tories. Again this confirms 
the impression taken from the paisley by-election that the loages 
increasingly constitute a formidable interest bloc in their own right, 
whose support was by no means guaranteea. Thus J.s. Maxwell, 
Conservative Candidate for college division willingly addressea a 
meeting of Cowcaadens district of the LOI - the first time a 
parliamentary candidate haa done such a thing in scotlana. his 
speech, moreover, was highly flattering. 
·He was glad to recognise in the quality of their 
enthusiasm, something different from that meeting in the 
theatre over the way. ([ Liberal meeting addressed by 
<:;laastone]. 'lhere was spontaneous enthusiasm. 'l'he 
chairman had said it was not usual for a canaiaate to 
aaaress an Orange loage. (why not?). He agreed with 
the gentleman - why not? (Cheers). It had certainly 
never occurrea to him to refuse the invitation 
(cheers). There might have been in the past some 
3b6 
neglect of the Orangemen by the Conservatives, but he 
thought that probably arose from the tact that the 
conservatives were sure of the Orange vote.· (~2) 
~ow conservatives also shrunk less from 12th plattorms ana 
acknowledging Orange support there. In the aftermath of the 192 
election then C. Bine kenshaw, successtul Conservative candidate for 
hest Renfrewshire, who was unable to attena sent a warm letter of 
apology, he ·woula have been glaa to have haa the opportunity of 
thanking them for the loyal ana hearty way he haa been supportea at 
the poll (loua cheers) •••• , he wished to carry grateful thanks for the 
manner they had all worked •• (23) (A preceaent tor this haa 
alreaay been set in Ayrshire in 1&90 when the Conservative agents for 
north ana south of the county, haa appearea at the 12th aemo in 
(~4 ) Kilmarnock). 
The lb92 election also gave the LOI its first 'Orange' MP in the 
person of william Whitelaw, who haa been extremely lucky to win Perth 
after a split Liberal vote. be aia not dissemble over his Orange 
creaentials but saia ·he haa the honour to belong to the bOdy of 
scotch Orangemen (sic) ana there was no better organisation on the 
unionist side-. (25) bubsequently Whitelaw's brother Alex, 
candiaate tor ~orth East Lanarkshire, was also seen on public 
platforms of the LuI at harthill in lb92, for example, where he 
proposed a resolution in opposition to home kule. (2b) 
lb95 and l~(j(j* 
The results of the lij92 elections were disappointing for Scottish 
* Both unionist victories. 
3&7 
Liberals, with the Unionist coalition successfully stemming the 
~ational Liberal tiae, particularly in ~lasgow where they won three 
additional seats. 'I'h is momentum inCieea con t inuea at the next 
election in Ib95, fought over Home Rule, the house of Loros ana 
Temperance and labour questions, where they won five out ot seven 
~lasgow seats and also the Partick ano ~reenock contests. 
here too the momentum of Orange/Tory rapport ~as maintained. 
This is again particularly noticeable in Bridgeton where the 
conservative Scott Dickson was candiaate ana Young ana McManus were 
frequent platform visitors. (27) The closest Orange links though 
are with the Conservative canaidate for Blackfriars, Alex stuart of 
Blairhill, stirling. stuart appears at the 12th celebrations at 
Falkirk eagerly courting the Orange vote ana has T.R. stewart and 
Peter ~orrison, as well as speakers from Ulster in attenaance at his 
meetings. One of these, Rev. 'I'homson, provea particularly unsuitable 
ana ·when the meeting was not taking ~r. Thomson's Orange harangue 
seriously, ~r. Stuart deemea it necessary to pull the orator's 
(2b) 
coat-tails.· 
stuart's campaigning generally in Blackfriars met with little 
success ano his Liberal opponent, Provand, was returnea with a 448 
maJority. The seat, though, was finally won by a Unionist, later to 
become P.~., Anarew Bonar Law, at the 1900 election, when the 
coalition swept the boara of Glasgow seats. This was the 'Khaki 
election' fought on the key issue of the South African war, with the 
Unionist appealing emotively to electors to support them to show 
britain united, and fielding local men as canaiaates - in Glasgow four 
(29) 
conservatives and three LUs. 
3bb 
At this point it is possible to trace some faltering in Orange 
involvement with the Conservatives. The orange presence is still 
significant at Bridgeton where Dickson is again candidate with young 
(3u) 
and MCManus in support. At Blackfriars, though, although the 
veteran T.b. stewart is prominent, presiaing over one of Bonar Law's 
meetings, the canaidate aoes not make a comparable effort to his 
preaecessor, stuart's, to woo the Orange electorate, publicly stating 
his support for a Catholic University of Irelana 'under proper 
conaitions'. (31) In College, J.S. Maxwell, who at the previous 
contest, as notea, had aadressed local Orangemen, now responaed 
negatively to the perennial question of Convent Inspection. 
-I aon't 
think any case has been made out yet for interfering with the 
. (32) nunner~es-. In the LU seats Tradeston, Camlachie and st. 
kollox the distance from the LOI which had characterisea the Party 
from its outset was maintainea. 
Committees ana Councils 
lo complete this assessment of the period's political 
relationships we must consider Orange involvement in the internal 
structures of the parties. 
hot surprisingly, in the case of the Liberal Unionists no 
prominent Orangemen are found either in the original west of 5cotland 
branch of the Liberal Committee for the Maintenance of the Legislative 
Union between Great Britain ana Ireland, or in the later west of 
Scotland Liberal Unionist Association, or the Glasgow Liberal Unionist 
council. (3J) 
In the Conservative case the eviaence balances to some extent the 
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Orangemen's high public profile at election time. 'l'hus in Glasgow, 
tor example, the strongly localised pattern ot Orange/~ory links notea 
for the 18b5-8~ perioa, in fact, persists. ~riageton boastea the 
most signiticant Orange involvement with as many as five known Orange 
vice presidents. (34) These, of course, torm only a small minority 
of total VP's (49 in 1895) though in this aivision Orangemen also 
manage to achieve more influential executive positions - ~c~anus is 
vice chairmen in 1888, heriot Longmuir ana william young aelegates to 
the central boay, the GCA, in 1889. 
In Camlachie the pattern is similar where hDG~, J.E. Fairlie, was 
particularly active in representing the Division in the GCA in 1&87, 
and in 1899 an Orangeman, ~.b. Gilmour, actually became paia 
organising secretary for the area. (35) In Traaeston three to four 
Orange vice presidents (VPs) are regularly fauna again constituting a 
small maJority though one, Morrison, was aelegate to the GCA in lbbb 
ana T.b. stewart became hone Secretary in 189~. A few Orange VPs can 
also be iaentitiea for blackfriars, incluaing Macklin, ana stewart 
betore moving to Tradeston was its GCA delegate in 189&. (36) 
Even in those 'working men's aivisions then, by no means aia 
Orangemen numerically dominate their committees. In the more 
prosperous constituencies of central ana College their representation 
was even less significant, though College's greatly extendea list of 
VPs in the early '90's aoes allow some of the Cowcaaaens 0rangemen to 
. (37) 
appear, S. Juage, for example, tn 1893. Peter hutcheson, a 
shipbuilaer, who had been a member of the Grana Loage in the 187U's, 
aoes rise to prominence in Central division becoming chairman in 188b, 
but he had relinquishea his Orange office by then, ana aoes not appear 
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to have been publicly involvea with the Lodges. 
Finally, this varying strength at constituency level was 
reproducea in the new western Divisional Council (wDC) createa in l8~3 
to manage all central work for the divisions in its area, and to 
enable aivisional associations indirectly to contribute to the 
contribution of the Central Conservative Council. 'l'he co-opt ing of 
Orange officials, notea by Urwin, probably aid not take place till the 
early 2Uth century ana at this stage the only Orangeman who can be 
identifiea is william young in his capacity as aelegate for briageton 
in 1893-4. Much more numerous anlong aelegates were local 
Conservative notables ana sitting MPs and it was certainly these 
figures who dominated the WDC's representation on the Central 
. (3~) Councl.l. 
some Determinants of Political Relationships 
having examined the empirical material here, we can now turn to 
the aynamics unaerpinning the political parties' links with the LOI, 
ana finally analyse the increasing autonomy ana conditionality in the 
Orange political attituae. 
The Liberal Unionists: As the preceding discussion suggests there 
were no institutional links between this party ana the Orangemen, nor 
much of an interchange of personalities on public plattorms. Yet to 
claim with Smith that there was ~ association whatever between them 
(39 ) is probably inaccurate. Signiticantly, for example, in the 
Glasgow aivisions which the LUis contested as a new party in lbbb 
Camlachie, Blackfriars, etc., they woula have encounter eo the Orange 
vote as one solia for the Union, ana the local Loages as well 
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establishea local boaies, with their own valuable lines of 
communication, and canvassing experience. what we have to explain 
then, is not an antagonistic relationship but an unwillingness to 
acknowleage grass roots co-operation - what has been described above 
as the maintenance of a 'public aistance'. 
In fact the explanation here is to be founa in the LU's 
iaeological anteceaants ana the circumstances of their tounaation, ana 
how these interacted with the specific conditions ot constituencies 
ana candidates. 
Thus, in the first place, the major leaders and supporters of the 
LUs were, as suggested, largely arawn from the business ana 
professional sections of the Scottish bourgeoisie, alarmea by the 
threat to imperial unity and the access to foreign markets on which 
much of their prosperity aepenaed. As such they were, of course, 
liable to the long stanaing preJudices ot that class against what they 
perceivea as the rowdy, ignorant and populist overtones of the LOI. 
unlike their Tory allies, whose Orange links were now of fairly 
long standing, their recent experience as Liberals in successive 
elections haa by no means mitigated such impressions and may have 
prompted some to give credence to a typical anecdote, circulating 
around the LU constituency of partick in the lb90's of an illiterate 
Orangeman who was said to have mistaken the polling booth, with 
curtain, for a photographic studio. (40) 
kore pragmatic considerations also intervened. At the time of 
their secession, as hutchison suggests, the permanency ot this 
manoeuvre was not immediately obvious to the actual participants, and 
in the very tluia situation arouna lbb6 it was imperative for the LUs 
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not to fuse with the Tories but to maintain a spear ate iaentity ana 
oppose home Rule as Liberals - a particularly valia position in 
scot lana given the Tories historically poor performance since Ib32. 
An inaepenaent 'Liberal' stance, however, woula haroly be assisteo by 
a high profile on LU platforms from leading Orangemen, who were 
perceived by the Liberal press as the most extreme adjuncts of 'True 
Blue' Conservatism. Even in their absence the ~ail gleefully pointea 
to the 'whig-Tory-Orange' as in the Briageton by-election, or 
, "t 'k (41) Tory-Orange dlrty rlC s. 
A genuine antipathy towards the LOI was also likely from the more 
radical Chamberlainite tendencies in L~ party, which in the lbbO's and 
~u's attempteo to retain Liberal credibility by a 'constructive social 
l ' , (42) po lCY • 
A further necessity, though, also imposea itself on the L~S from 
the outset, namely to win over Glaastonian Liberals uneasy over home 
Rule ana as Levy suggests, to persuade wavering LUs to leap the 
psychological barrier not only to vote against Glaastone, but in some 
aivisions to vote for a Conservative candiaate. (43) here again, 
given the aelicacy of the situation, the public assistance of their 
conservative allies, not to mention forceful Orange participation was 
unwelcome to many LU candidates. The Conservative 'Scottish ~ews' 
was tactfully aware of this and suggestea that Ashley, the Briageton 
candiaate in 1887, -might if he had chosen had his platforms fi11ea 
with the leaders of Glasgow Toryism ••• but he has not aesired these 
aias. he holas, we presume, that such aia might tarnish his 
reputation as a Liberal ana might prevent weak-kneed Liberals from 
. h t" 'th th '1' (44 ) supportlng one w 0 seemed 00 lntlmate Wl e 'OIles. 
Advice along similar lines directed at Orange involvement was 
given to the Partick candidate in lb90 Parker smith from a sitting 
LU M.P., b.T. Anstruther. -I should advise you not to have the 
Irish Loyalist lectures; they mean very well by their offers 
and ••• might keep your Orangemen in good heart; but if ••• it is to 'be 
an electors' battle make it so, and call in everyone to your aia who 
will give a little time ana trouble amongst them personally ana 
'influence' them:1 (45) 
Parker &mith seems to have accepted this aavice and, as noted 
above, the contest placed little emphasis on Irish issues or 
personalities. be also diplomatically declined an invitation from 
the Orange partisan, Revn ~uintin Johnstone of whiteinch, to visit 
his church. Johnstone, though, was most understanding on the 
matter. -I think the fact that you will not come to our church in 
the present circumstances only furnishes an additional proof of your 
struggle to represent the Partick division of Lanarkshire. when you 
can write 'M.P.' at your name we shall be glad to see you in church 
any day you see fit to come.- Meanwhile, he was -working quietly 
for him in the hope of getting a few votes.- (46) 
There were exception to this pattern. In the 1895 election, for 
example, a deputation of Orangemen was brought over from Belfast in 
f th - . - t E . th G . .. ( 47 ) support 0 e LU canatda e, 'ergusson, tn eovan atvtston, 
and it is in such cases that the candidates personal predelictions 
ana specific local factors come into play. In Govan attempts were 
also maae to win the Rechabite vote and the candidate may have 
favourably calculatea the viability of a Temperance/Orange/working 
man-type coalition against a wavering Liberal/Gladstonian 
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Liberal/Irish hationalist one. 
Generally speaking, however, strong ana lasting links between the 
LU's and LOI could not be secured until the former's pre-occupation 
with a distinctive iaentity was in abeyance ana the 'Unionist' vote 
had become a more solid reality. Such aevelopments ao not take 
place until after the period of study, for it is only from HOIJ that 
the L~ position begins to be eroaea by doubts over the 1902 South 
African Peace Settlement ana over 'l'aritf Reform, ana as the 
Conservatives increasingly become senior partners in the alliance, 
independent of the LU's for their parliamentary majority. A arift 
towaras Conservative/LU fusion then began in the constituencies and 
was eventually effected in 19l~. (4&) 
'l'he conservatives: Turning to the conservatives, it was emphasisea 
that hutchison's conception of a pre-l8bb 'cul de sac' reached by the 
Glasgow party, greatly underestimates the range of political 
alliances open to them ana elsewhere in the west of Scotland. In 
particular it was argued that those consiaered with right-wing 
Liberals and Irish Nationalists were vital in conditioning the level 
of 'l'ory involvement with the LOI. These points can now be further 
reinforcea. 
'l'hus for Hutchison it was the emergence of the LU grouping which 
proviaea an escape route for the Tories from their circumscribiny 
orange liaison. In such circumstances one might expect Orange/Tory 
links subsequently to aiminish. However, as the material above 
inaicates, a contrary trend was prominent after 1&&6, a central 
explanation being precisely that following the Liberals' conversion 
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to horne Rule the die was cast regaraing both sets ot alternative 
alliances. First, for example, there was no longer any prospect of 
an electoral agreement with the Irish ~ationalists, such as occurrea 
at the 1&b5 general election, or in the various Greenock by-elections. 
This situation was bound to prevail ana did, at least up to lB95, 
as long as the Liberals remainea committea to borne Rule ana as long 
as issues deemea important by their ecclesiastical authorities did 
not cleave the Irish from Liberal support by appealing to their Roman 
Catholicism. Secondly, and more positively though, by lbbb whiggish 
Liberal assistance for the Conservatives was alreaay a 'tait 
accompli', not by direct participation in the party, but through the 
electoral coalition with the LU's. Being at one stage removed, as 
it were, this assistance was now less likely to be jeopardized by 
Tory/Orange ties. 
such ties were also helped by the fact that a new generation of 
Conservatives was corning to prominence from the late lbbO's/early 
90's, who iaentifiea less with the pejorative reputation of Orangeism 
ana more with its increasingly important role in the periOd as an 
effective popular bulwark in Ireland for the maintenance of the 
Unionist establishment. (49) 'the whitelaw family prove an 
excellent example. Alex whitelaw, MP for Glasgow in 1&74, was a 
staunch Protestant, a supporter of the ~stablished Church and 'Use 
ana wont', yet he never publicly courtea the LOI much less appeared 
on a 12th platform. Of his sons though, as indicatea, william, MP 
tor perth, was actually a member while Grahame ana Alexanaer haa 
close links, granting the Order use of their land for demonstrations 
and at times themselves speaking in support of resolutions preparea 
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· (50) by the Grana Loage. 
while these general oevelopments promotea an increase of Orange 
involvement on a local scale in Conservative associations such as 
Bridgeton, they were not, as suggested above, sufficient to extend 
its involvement significantly to Divisions like Central or College, 
or in the case of Greenock (51) - nor aid they alter the real 
extent of the LOr's influence on aecision making or policy 
formulation, as indicatea in the brief hDC survey. Here it is 
important to remember that the higher public visibility the Tories 
granted their Orange connections took place in the context of the 
party's general expansion and growth in confidence. In lb95, for 
example, it gained a parliamentary majority inaepenaent of the LUs. 
Thus, objectively, the very size and success of the party, now 
moderatea the extent ana importance of Orange influence - a quite 
aifferent situation from the late lSbO's when the West of Scotland 
Tories haa been a most aowncast ana peripheral group, among whom an 
energetic and vociferous Orange presence was bound to bulk large. 
Finally, though, more specific factors lay behina the lower 
profile enjoyea by Orangemen in the 1900 Tory election campaign, and 
we return here to a familiar pattern in Tory/Orange relations. Most 
important here was the renewed hope held out to the Conservatives of 
Irish Roman Catholic electoral support, on this occasion over 
educational issues, with A.J. Balfour's scheme for establishing a 
'Catholic' University in Ireland ana debates over the position of 
aenominational schools. 
In the latter case, the Conservative government haa already 
pleagea to relieve the position of these establishments which were 
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then receiving state grants, while only Boara Schools coulo receive 
aia from the local rates. ~hile this was most germane to England, 
where the ~onconformist sects greatly resented rate aia for Church of 
England schools, in Scotland it was also seen to be of particular 
benefit to Roman Catholic schools ana the Bishops accordingly 
instructed their flocks to support the Conservatives as 'clerical' 
candidates. (52) The '~lasgow Observer' resisted this aavice and 
continuea to support Liberal candidates, but given the general 
situation the local Tories had to proceed cautiously not to alienate 
the Irish vote. 
In this way they were compelled, even C.S. Dickson in Bridgeton, 
to support government policy on the voluntary schools, (53) though 
the catholic University iaea provoked a wider range of response. 
J.S. Maxwell gave -unqualified oissent ••• having consiaered the iaea 
without prejudice he felt perfectly certain that there was no 
obligation upon a Protestant country to endow a Roman Catholic 
university.- (54) Rather more adroit was Bonar Law, when asked if 
he was in favour, he -had no hesitation in saying that this was one 
of those questions which he had just as soon it haa not been 
necessary to face, because he might possibly lose votes which would 
otherwise have been given him. He was in favour of granting a 
catholic University under proper conditions. These were first that 
the Bill would seem to hold out a good promise of providing a 
University which COUld compare favourably with other Universities of 
the country, and another condition it would be taken aavantage of by 
Roman Catholics ana Protestants, then he believed it would no more be 
(55) 
a catholic University than Glasgow was a presbyterian one.-
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The effect ot the education issue on the Roman Catholic Irish 
vote and the contribution of this to the seven Unionist victories in 
Glasgo~, for instance, is aifficult to assess - the 'boer or Briton' 
appeal ~as also vital in ~inning widespreaa support tor the 
Unionists. At least in Blackfriars though, where the I~L also 
instructed its supporters to vote against the sitting member, 
Provana, ~ho they consiaerea not sufficiently committea to home Rule, 
the Irish Liberal vote crumbled and Bonar Law ~as, of course, 
returnea. (~6) 
As will be demonstrated, however, such developments also 
profoundly jaundicea the Orangemen's perceptions ot their 
Conservative allies. 
The Orangemen 
It is to these perceptions we now turn, analysing further the 
independent and conditional support offerea by the LOI ana their 
consequent resilience to strategies of control. Again, though, as 
in the l~65-85 period conditionality is not immeoiately apparent from 
public pronouncements. 
The official attitude to the LU!Conservative electoral pact ~as 
one of approval, as C.I. Paton enlphasised in l&b6, -the present Union 
between Liberals and Conservatives must in the interests ot the 
Empire be maintaineo-. (57) This approval, moreover, over-rode 
minor irritations such as the adherence of some LUs like Patrick 
Sellars to the Disestablishment cause, and the next ten years 
witnessea a flowering of spiritea resolutions, -declaring ••• unabashed 
confidence in the Unionist policy of Her Majesty's ministers 
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and ••• determination in supporting them in refusing Irish ~ationalists 
a separate parliament.- (58) 
Although the 'armour of coercion' may have corne into play in the 
workplace or through the agency of Orange 'street captains', the main 
dynamics of Orange political allegiance have alreaay been located in 
both the practical adequacy of Conservatives' claims to be -the 
working men's friends·, ana the orangemen's experience of a 'papal 
onslaught' by force and stealth from the late lbbO's. 
These dynamics were equally telling after 188b. First the 
Unionist grouping, with the impetus from the LUs, developea more 
constructive elements in their prograrnnle focusing on social and 
labour questions. The '~rue blue' ~.C. Maughan, for example, 
aeclared his ·support for measures tenaing to elevate the working 
classes·, pledging his vote, ·in aia of objects for promoting 
temperance, thrift and prosperity at horne and abroad· and for -any 
well devisea plan for affording support to the aeserving poor in Old 
• (59) 
age • Sir John Pender, -a gentleman with the interests of 
the working man at heart·, followed a similar tack, • ••• he was one of 
themselves. be had been a working man. be servea an 
apprenticeship on the Clyde and by his own industry and perseverance 
. (60) haa raisea himself to the position he now occuptea.· 
secondly, the threat of Irish Horne Rule, which the Orangemen 
regaraed with almost apocalyptic dread, haa by no means subsiaea - on 
the contrary it received further emphasis with the return of a 
Liberal government in 1892. This point, however, is significant not 
only for promoting orange/Unionist links but also for further 
aisplaying that independent quality in Orange political relations. 
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For crucially throughout the 1886-1900 period, on the home Rule issue 
there is still not a complete identity of opposition between the 
Unionists and the LOI. And, as seen in the preceding decade, that 
ot the latter Institution is rooted in its own anti-papal picture of 
reality, which ensures an extremely distinctiVe and partial 
articulation ot the dominant ideology. Indeed if anything, the 
contrasts are ~ pronounced in the respective worla views of the 
situation. 
Paramount for the Conservatives was still the threat of Home Rule 
to law ana order and the general rights of property ana also to the 
Imperial connection. Typically Archibald Campbell claimed not to 
-shrink from giving local self-government to any portion ot the U.K. 
but he was opposed to any measure to confer home Rule of a character 
calculatea to impair the authority of the Imperial parliament or to 
promote the aisintegration of the British Empire.- (H) E'or the 
LUs, Levy suggests, the emphasis was slightly different, focusing on 
the cost of the scheme and the need to give parity to all part of the 
UK, as indicated in Cameron Corbett's 1886 aadress. (62) with 
strong representation from the business sections of the Scottish 
bourgeoisie, the commercial implications and consequences for foreign 
markets in particular, also weighed heavily. There were attempts 
too by LUs to present Horne Rule as a working man's question. 
penaer, for instance, pointea out that, -the relation between Clyde 
industries and the maintenance of the Union ••• is strikingly 
intimate. The maintenance of the empire is vital, on it depends 
commerce. 'l'he unity of the country is desirable for the entire 
(b3) 
community ana particularly for the worKing classes.-
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On the Orangemen's part, however, while the rhetoric ot the 
British Empire in danger was not absent, this was more usually 
outweighed by concern for 'The Protestant Religion' in danger. For 
the main thrust ot the Oroer's position is still grounoea firmly in 
traditional 'No Popery', in turn linkeo to perceptions of papal 
encroachment. This was stated forcibly and aramatically in 
}llacklin's speech at the 12th demonstration of 18b6. 
·Year after year it had become more apparent that 
times of trouble were approaching for them - times to 
test the sincerity of their attachment to their 
principles ••• (hear hear). Now it seemed that the 
crises had also come ana that they were being 
irresistably hurlea in rapias towaras the inevitable 
Niagara. ~r. Gladstone's Home Rule scheme (groans) 
woulo serve the purpose of the Roman Curio (sic) 
admitting and gratifying the aesires of all the 
ultramontanes on the world by breaking aown the power 
of Great Britain. And would it not be such a triumph 
for the papists such as they never had in England 
since the Battle of the Boyne (cheers), if Irelana 
were put into the hands of a papal government ana 
legislature so that it should no longer be habitable 
tor Protestants ••• unless by the bleSSing of Goa the 
Protestants of Ulster shoula be able to hola their own 
(cheers) as their forefathers dia at Enniskillen and 
Londonderry. ~r. Gladstone was not aeparting from 
previous ~olicy here. It was consistently dictatea 
from the vatican: as if he had received it through 
Mr. Errington* from Cardinal Jacobini (hisses ana 
shame). The actions of ~r. Glaastone's ministry on 
the matter was dishonourable ••• it was contrary to the 
spirit if not the letter of British law, inconsistent 
with Protestantism and degraaing to the honour of the 
British name •••• • (64) 
In short, the object of the papacy was the overthrow of the Protestant 
faith in the three ~ingdoms to use the Irish Jesuits to govern 
Irelana, in turn responsible to their masters the Jesuits in Rome 
-the papacy was now glozing (sic) like a serpent in the house ot 
* british emissary at the Vatican. 
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commons hissing at all that was British.- (65) 
In these circumstances the spectre increasingly conjurea up by the 
LOI from 188& is one of armea struggle - in which the Scottish 
Orangemen would assist their Irish counterparts. Macklin, for 
example, haa concluaed his 1886 speech by stressing his beliet that, 
-the Bill woula bear fruit, whatever its outcome in parliament.-
Irelana would not settle into real tranquility. 
-The Protestants of connaught, Leinster ana kunster 
were too likely soon to need the help of their 
brethren in Ulster to protect them from ruthless 
aaversaries who believed the very slaughter of them 
was a religious duty. here they to look calmly on 
while the poor protestants of Dingle, Veutry, Achil 
and Connemara suffered violence (~O!) not if it 
were possible for the urangemen of this country to 
help them. They must make common casue with their 
Ulster brethren. Their chief duty as Orangemen 
aemanded it-
At this stage, though, he was rather circumspect about the form of 
assistance. -He aid not say how help was to be given, for he coula 
not say in what form it was likely to be needed. But given it must 
be, ano given it should be, and if their adversaries shoula take up 
arms let them assure their brethren in Ulster, that there were 
Orangemen in Scotland ready to help aefena the homes and lives of 
their Irish fellow Christians (loud cheers).- (66) 
By 1893 and the second Home Rule bill he was less hesitant 
pleaging the meeting -to assist by every means in its power, our 
brethren in Ireland in the campaign they are now waging against the 
forces of rapine, aisorder and aisloyalty •••• Shoula the traitors 
impose on the north the dire necessity of civil ware, he continued, 
·Ulster would muster his sons and the Orangemen of Scot lana woula 
Join them and the watchword from rank to rank ••• would be I~O 
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Surrender'. (b 7 ) (Author's emphasis). 
Again it is significant here that these warlike sentiments are 
voiced by the Grand Lodge leadership. Given their fastidious 
attituae towaras Orange involvement in street violence, sketched in 
Chapter B, one might speculate how they woula have reacted if several 
of their more robust and rowdy followers had actually heedea their call 
to arms. This call was most likely some judicious sabre-rattling, 
turther inaicating the Grana Loage's increasea responsiveness to rank 
and file sentiments. (Though at other times some leading Orangemen, 
like T.b. Gilmour, were more cautious. 
-Orangemen should do their 
utmost with votes to kill the policy of the present government and by 
(68) 
using votes they would save bullets.-). 
Remaining with the Grand Lodge for the moment - and with the 
general theme of the Order's inaependence - it is important to note 
that Thomas !'lacklin, quoted above, was in tact one ot the lola guard' 
in the leadership after lbbb. Increasingly though in the lb90's, as 
in the conservative case notea above, it is a new generation of 
orangemen best representea by william Young, James MCManus, ana inaeed 
'I'.b. Gilmour, which aominate. Although these figures were closely 
involved in Conservative organisations, unlike wetherall or MCLeod in 
Glasgow or Farmer and Pollock in Paisley, they had not personally 
nursea Conservatism in its early stages of growth but instead had come 
to politics when Orangemen, as aescribed, had alreaay become something 
of an autonomous pressure group in the conservative camp. In these 
circumstances they were surely more likely to countenance the more 
independent stance towards their Tory and LU allies expressea, for 
example, in the publication of separate election manifestos in Ib92 
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ana 95, albeit binding the Scottish Orangemen to ·thro~ themselves 
heart ana soul into this momentous contest [18951 and place their 
(b9) 
active services at the disposal of Unionist candiaates. 
Also indicative of a more self reliant attitude, is McManus's 
aecision to stand as a candidate for ~o. 1 ward, Briageton, in the 
municipal elections in lb96. This was something never attempted by 
wetherall ana McLeod even at the height of their influence. 
Religious issues, however, were still considered inappropriate in 
these contests and McManus seems to have met with great difficulty in 
running a credible campaign when forced to expound on the subjects of 
'the improvement trust, sewerage ••• and the improvement of streets in 
the waras.· There is no evidence of widespread enthusiasm or 
involvement from ordinary Orangemen, though he gainea 824 votes. (70) 
The tensions implicit here in the Order's resilient 'No Popery', 
ana in its increasing capacity for autonomous action for the promotion 
of 'Protestant Issues' were, of course, effectively mitigated when 
Home Rule 'Nas a live issue. From 1895, however, 'Nhen a Unionist 
government is returned to pO'Ner 'Nith a resounding majority, 
constitutional change is no longer on the agenda, ana no'N the full 
potential for aisjuncture in Orange/Tory relations, notea in the 
preceaing chapter, is realised. 
This aisjuncture had a number of more specific sources. First, 
tor example, the Unionist aaministration trom 1895 had continuea to 
pursue a policy of conciliation in Ireland, 'Killing Home Rule by 
Kinaness'. This haa been salisbury's policy in his first two 
aaministrations and was eagerly embracea by Chamberlain ana the LU's 
who also aavanced an extensive programme of public ~orks. 'l'ypica 1 
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here was the Ib96 Land Act and also Balfour's scheme, notea above, to 
establish a university in Ireland open to Roman Catholics and funded 
from the treasury and existing educational endowments - a compromise 
with the long standing demandS of Roman Catholic Bishops for better 
educational facilities. Secondly, and also indicated above, the 
Unionists promoted reform in the financing of voluntary schools, in 
effect providing rate support for Roman Catholic and Nonconformist 
establishments. Thirdly was the vexed issue of Ritualism, quasi 
Roman Catholic ceremonial and sacramental practices in the Church ot 
Bngland. 
To extirpate such practices the Church Discipline Bill was 
introducea in 1897 banning the ~ass and Confessional in the Anglican 
Church. This was enthusiastically advocatea by the anti-Ritualist 
Church Association and also received strong support from Sir william 
Harcourt, leaaer of the Liberals. Crucially though the Unionist 
government was not particularly enthusiastic in its efforts to see the 
Bill passed, and put to a free vote it was unsuccesstul. (71) 
such general developments raisea opposition from some traditional 
areas of Conservative support. Leading Irish Unionist lanoowners 
such as the Duke of Abercorn protested vigorously on what they viewed 
as the steady erosion of landloras' rights, and twice in 1&99 and 1900 
Irish Tories ensured the defeat of the government in the house of 
Loros. (n) 
For the Orangemen of scotland, the government's initiatives, or 
laCK ot then in the case of Ritualism, appeared both as a betrayal of 
the electoral support the Oraer had consistently offereo them, and as 
a running aown of the Conservatives traditional stanoaro of 'true blUe 
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protestantism' on which this support had depended. ~ow in the 1890's 
their wrath ~as swiftly ana effectively voiced - again by the Grand 
. (73) Lodge leadersh1p. 
Thus william young presiding at the 1897 12th Celebrations now 
emphasised, 
·Orangemen would only support a Conservative candiaate 
where they supported Orange principles. In the last 
election Orangemen were the means in the west of 
Scotland of returning a great nun~er ot Unionist 
candidates and expected great things of a Unionist 
government. In the name of the Orangemen of Scot lana 
he begged to inform the Unionist government that they 
would not receive their support if they attemptea to 
pass a bill for the benefit of Roman Catholics in 
Irelana. It they tried to take money from the 
Emerson Smith Endowment·, left by a Protestant for the 
promotion ot Protestant principles, the Orangemen 
would do all in their power to put them out and return 
a gooa Protestant government in their place.· (74) 
(Author's emphasis). 
The following year protests were even more forceful. The Rev. 
Townsend, in supporting a resolution, • ••• thanking God for the 
protestant Constitution from which all benefits flow· drew his 
auaience's attention to ·the terrible pro-Roman Catholic 
anti-Protestant conspiracy ~hich was going on. The press toaay,· he 
continuea, ·is setting forth Romanism in a good and favourable light 
but throws all the cola water it could on Protestantism. Not only 
that but the enemies of protestantism were also at work in parliament. 
where were the Glasgow MFs ouring the Benefices' Bill (an anti-high 
Church measure). • Their voices were not heard against sacerdotalism 
~hich was eating the vitals out of the Church of ~ngland ••• Glasgow MFs 
coulo come to their Orange soirees and talk a lot of amiable nonsense 
*A proJected source of finance for the new Irish university. 
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but when protestantism was at stake they sat like a lot of dumb 
dogs. ~r. Balfour had taken under his wing a set of unfaithful 
bishops and perjured priests and said that he did not see that 
sacerdotalism was making advances in the Church of England. He would 
be better advised to retire from the helm and make himself better 
acquainted with those religious subjects he had been so disastrously 
tampering with of late. ~r. Balfour and other Unionists were smiling 
now on rebels and traitors ••• while they insultea the Orangemen ana 
those who placed them in power. Their thanks that day were due to 
~r. william Harcourt ana ~r. Smith as defenders of Protestantism. 
Let them as Orangemen be neither Conservatives or Liberals in the 
future but protestants first and foremost. (Author's emphasis). 
The following resolution of Bro. Yuill reinforced this -regretting 
that the conservatives had for some time truckled to Popery and 
trifled with Protestant constitutional interests both in church and 
state and calling on ~s to make it clear to Lora Salisbury ana the 
government that by their pro-Romanism policy they are alienating the 
(75) protestant vote in the country.-
At this stage, however, the alienation of the Scottish Orangemen 
was only temporary, for by HOO another general election loomea ana 
with it the prospect of another bome Rule Bill if the Liberals were 
returned. The Boer war haa also intervened, consiaerably boosting 
Unionist prestige as the ~ational and Patriotic party, and moreover 
halting the Liberal anti-Ritualist campaign. For now harcourt and 
his associates whom the Orangemen had applauded in Ib98, were firmly 
branaed as 'Pro Boer' opponents of British policy in South Atrica -
thus confirming the Institution's previous conceptions of the Liberal 
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party as 'treasonable' and 'disloyal'. 
In these extreme circumstances the Grand Lodge's position 
shiftea. As young again explainea, 
·Since last July there have been great events in 
the country •••• The people of the country should be 
grateful that in such a crisis they haa a strong 
government in power (applause) a government which 
had the honour of the country at heart and was not 
like to make the mistakes of the government of 
l88l* •••• AS they knew the Orangemen had always 
support the Conservatives and were thankful they 
haa supported that party when they took account of 
South Africa. he counselled his audience 
therefore to support that party which he was 
convinced had the best interests of the country at 
heart.· (76) 
Such sentiments, though, do not indicate a general retreat from 
'Protestant Issues' by the LOI, and at another large demonstration in 
190u resolutions were passed pledging 'loyal devotion to the 
Unionists', but also further condemning the Roman Catholic university 
. . 1 d (77) proJect ~n Ire an • For the ordinary Orangemen then the 
'National threat' may not have completely driven from their minds the 
threat posed to the 'protestant Religion' by Salisbury's and Balfour's 
'pro Romish' policy. Again evidence is scanty here. There aoes not 
seem to have been open conflict with their leadership, but it may be 
significant how frequently at public meetings in the 1900 election 
campaign, potentially embarrassing questions on the Catholic 
university, voluntary schools and ritualism are put to Unionist 
canaiaates 'from the back of the hall' • So unsatisfactory did Bonar 
Law's replies prove that the Orangemen were exhorted in an anonymous 
letter to • ••• see to it that Mr. Provand (the Liberal) gets their 
* A reterence to the Liberal's handling of a previous south African 
campaign 
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vote, as it WOUld be contrary to the principles of Orangeism to 
support any candiaate of whatever Party who acts contrary to 
Protestant sentiment and practice. Mr. Provand is sound on Imperial 
. "h" - 1 • (78) questl0ns and as dropped home RU e. 
It is extremely difficult to estimate the effect of such 
reservations on the part of Lodge members, whether they resultea in 
votes against specific Unionists, or more likely in abstentions. 
with more certainty though, one can suggest that the acrimony which 
arose in orange/Unionist relations from 1895-1900, re-emphasised the 
basically conditional nature of orange political involvement, and in 
practice set a precedent for an even more independent attitude once, 
in the early 19UO's, the Home Rule bogey was again aiminishea. 
comparative Issues 
AS the preceding discussion indicates the Scottish Orangemen seem 
to have enjoyed a Blore positive impact in their political practice 
than, for example, in their relations with the Scottish churches or 
state agencies. Yet it is vital in this final section to widen the 
scope of the analysis to include some comparative cases. This 
exercise inaicates in particular the variety of Orange political 
practice on an international scale. political relationships in the 
orange centres of Ulster, Canada ana Liverpool will each be given a 
brief discussion. 
lrelana: In stark contrast to Scotland, shortly after the movement's 
inception in Irelana in the 1790's, its potential as a 
semi-aisciplinea military force in the face of the ~r09ress ot the 
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republican united Irishmen attracted not only support, but also 
significant affiliation from the Irish Tories, local gentry and 
magistrates. Subsequently a gentlemen's Looge in Dublin was founaea, 
drawing heavily on this group. The Grand Lodge of Ulster had similar 
strong support from Tory lanaowners such as the Verner family. (79) 
AS aetailea in Chapter 3, in the '98 rebellion and subsequent 
uprisings in the early 19th century the Institution rewarded those 
attentions as an enthusiastic counter-revolutionary torce, acting as 
irregular auxiliaries to government forces. The organisation of the 
Catholic peasantry in the emancipation movement in the 1820's allo~ea 
the Lodges to retain their influence ana further outgrow their humble 
foundations by attracting more positive gentry support. 
Its political significance, however, received a greater impetus 
with the historic reorientation of the presbyterian bourgeoisie in 
ulster away from the lingering United Irishmen tradition of '98 ana 
towaras a pro-Crown and Union stance. This can be traced from the 
1860's and the Fenian rising, but developed more surely in the wake of 
the Home Rule crisis from the early '80's. Formerly regarded by the 
bourgeoisie as a high Tory, Lanalord body with a highly aisreputable 
farm labouring and poor artisan following, now, as Dewar notes, the 
Order became regardeo as a most useful instrument for maintaining the 
British connection and the 'Protestant Religion'. 
From the outset then the anti-Home Rule campaign ana the 
Conservatism ~hich underpinned it had Orangeism as a central binding 
factor. And it is here one witnesses a true interpenetration in the 
respective leaderships, with the Grand Lodge attracting Unionist -men 
of consequence such as the Earl of Enniskillen, the Earl ot Erne, Sir 
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James stronge, ~.h. Lyons ano Sir Edward Archdale-. (80) Such 
developments have often lea to an exclusive stress on the integrative 
political function of the Oraer. Becket suggests that the tradition 
of fraternal equality between members tendea to blur class 
aistinctions and helped reconcile the Protestant proletariat to the 
leadership of landloras and big business. (81) ~he Order did have 
this function but, as already argued, this must not obscure the 
potential for class conflict also existeo within the Unionist bloc. 
And paradoxically it is not only in terms of its extraordinary weight 
in the political establishment that Ulster Orangeism differed from its 
scottish offshoot but also in the greater degree of indepenaence in 
its support for Conservatism and Unionism. 
significantly this was airected not by the Irish Grano Lodge but 
by dissident organisations like the OP~A with bases in the Orange rank 
and file, ana eventually by the breakaway Independent Orange Order. 
The critique of oligarchic Tory leadership ana the implication of 
their own Grand Lodge in this, also promoted, as Patterson notes, 
certain 'limited forms' of class consciousness from the proletarian 
orangemen (again much more evident than in &cotlano) which proved a 
severe embarrassment to local Conservatives. however, the stress on 
common Protestantism and fear of the 'backwardness' of the Roman 
Catholic south ultimately containea them within the Unionist 
iaeological framework. 
canada: Turning to the less familiar example of Canada, rather 
similar contrasts with scotland in the extent of Orange political 
impact and the degree of independence ana self-assertion in the 
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Institution's political alliances are evident. 
The Order in Canada in the 182U's, introauced by Irish Orangemen 
who were then migrating to British America in large numbers, rapidly 
flourished as Senior suggests, -Because Orangeism was basea on religion 
and monarchy rather than race and geography, it provided a patriotism 
eminently suited to the neeas of a colonial society.- (b2) By l~30, 
much earlier than in Scotland, it was already emerging as a political 
force. Some backgrouna is important here. 
The period between lb30-4l in Canada was dominated by the struggle 
between 'reformers' on one hand such as w.L. MacKenzie, and on the 
other the Tories and particularly the 'Family Compact' - the name 
coineo by reformers to refer to the leading families who administered 
the affairs of the province by retaining the confioence of successive 
governors. 'I'hey were arawn from the same class as the 'reform 
families' differing only in their control of government ana political 
ph ilosophy. The balance between these groups was upset by further 
massive immigration which gave rise to an -immigrant democracy- (see 
below) challenging both Reformers and Family Compact. The Order's 
political response in this situation further belies the 'naturalness' 
of an orange alliance with conservative groups. 
'I'hus there was a temporary liaison with the Family Compact in l83b 
but the latter strongly distrusted popular movements of any kina and 
was unwilling to accept the Orange leaders as equal partners. !:;ven 
more importantly, since the main political issue was reform not 
religion there coulo not be a simple bloc orange vote in favour at 
'protestant candiaates'. consequently, since Orangemen were 
politically dividea, some were Tories but others as in Britain in the 
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1832 reform crisis, were 'staunchest among the reformers' and helped 
~acKenzie in his election of ~ayor ot Toronto in 1834. (83) 
Two developments did increasingly promote unity though. First was 
the increasing direction and cohesion such as the Grand Lodge received 
from the arrival of the prominent Irish Orangeman, Ogre R. Gowan, an 
. (84) 
extremely able f~gure. From now in Canada as in &cotland it is 
this leaaing body which provides the main initiatives tor the conduct 
of political alliances. Secondly the Reformers, mostly native born 
Canadians, were becoming more committed to 'Jacksonian Democracy', 
which was hostile to all European connections and to those immigrants 
which upheld them. In this way a direct threat was posed to the Crown 
and the British links most prized by the orangemen. 
Again the Order's reaction here is complex ana aeties their 
reauction to adjuncts of the Tory/Family Compact grouping. Rather 
they became an independent force and one, as Senior suggests, 'seeking 
a place' in the still rather malleable conditions of Canaaian society 
and politics. This was achieved by combining the platform planks of 
'reform' ana 'loyalty', challenging the radical-liberal monopoly of the 
former and the 'Family Compacts' of the latter. 
consequently, in one of the most 'progressive' episodes in Orange 
history, the lodges became champions of immigrant democracy, best 
summarised by Gowan himself as 'the protection of immigrant rights with 
loyalty to the old country'. This even involveo alliances with Irish 
catholic immigrants and the formation of 'Union LOdges' to include this 
group. In hastings and ~orthumberland orangemen also helpeo elect 
catholic candidates and in Durham catholics in turn supportea 
(85) 
As the major force loyal to the British Crown in orangemen. 
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Canada alliances also had to be renewed with the Tories, notably in 
lb36, but except in cases where their canaidates were also Orangemen 
only very conditional backing was offered. 
such attempts to establish an inllTligrant party and broad loyalist 
alliance provea, however, short lived and rather over-ambitious ana 
finally foundered as the crisis inspired by an eventual radical revolt 
subsided in 1838. ~evertheless the indepenoent spirit of the Canaaian 
Orangemen in their political dealings persisted. The Lodges began to 
secure a powerful influence in local politics in the lb40's attracting 
the younger sons of the Family compact, including the rising 'lory 
politicians, John A. ~acdonalo. The Grand Lodge subsequently formed 
an association with ~acdonald, which was to keep the Orange vote tiea 
to the 'Liberal-Conservative' Party for the next forty years - with the 
Party in turn usually inclUding two Orangemen in its cabinet. 
Yet even here the Orangemen were not Tory satellites, and were 
themselves again divided over various religious and education issues. 
It is perhaps best to describe their position as one of 'critical 
support'. At the time of kacdonala's death in lb9l moreover, as 
Senior notes, there was -neither an outstanaing Conservative leaaer who 
could capture the imagination of Orangemen nor an Orangeman who could 
effectively oefend within the looges the Tory policy of co-operation 
with the Catholic French Canadians.- Orange Conservatives were, for 
example, placea in a very embarrassing situation in 1894 when Sir John 
'I'hompson, a Roman Catholic convert, became Feaeral Prime ~linister. 
'I'hough an even greater aifticulty presented itself in the elections two 
years later when the Conservative government under P.M. MacKenzie 
Bowell, himself Orange Grand Master, took oppositional measures against 
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the decision of Manitoba province to revoke the rights of Roman 
catholic schools. 
By this date the Grand Lodge had already become increasingly 
responsive to militant 'Protestants First' type sentiments at large 
among canadian Orangemen, with Grand Master N. Clark wallace publicly 
pledging himself to conservative legislation on the kanitoba Schools 
question (he had himself been a controller of customs in the Liberal 
conservative cabinet) orange/Conservative compromise ended accordingly 
and all Orangemen were reminded of their duty at the election to oppose 
candiaates favouring remedial legislation on Manitoba and a ae facto 
withdrawal of support for the Conservative party resulted. Orangemen 
running on Conservative tickets then either had to reject Party policy 
or run as independents, while in some areas large numbers of the Order 
votea Liberal contributing to the return of a Liberal administration, 
rather ironically under the French Roman Catholic, Laurier. (86) 
Liverpool: Turning finally to the case of Liverpool, as early as the 
1830's, -The whigs apparent Irish Catholic sympathies-, waller 
suggests, -inspired a Tory-protestant alliance-. (87) AS in 
Glasgow, protestantism was subsequently to become an 'electoral charm' 
for the Tories assisting thenl to dominate both par liamentary ana 
municipal elections. 
The orange Loages which had first formed in the city around 1807-8 
probably did have an important role here - the real creator of 
Liverpool conservatism, for example, was reckoned to be an Ulster 
Parson Hugh MCNeile - but their involvement is not at aU well 
aocumentea at this stage. It is more certain that the Conservatives 
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fully played 'the protestant Card' at the 1&68 election on Irish 
disestablishment and Ritualism, when the 'Orange element' was reckoned 
to be strong. By 1876 the Conservative leader, Edwara Whitley, could 
thank the Orangenlen for their support, -without which no man could leaa 
the Conservative party in Liverpool- (88) - indeed a much more 
unreserved compliment than the LOI ever received from the notables of 
Glasgo~ Conservatism. 
This support was sustained at the next two elections ana 
particularly in the midst of the Home Rule crisis. Yet also from this 
per iod Orange dissent becomes increasingly apparent, as the 'l'or ies were 
perceived to be patronising in an opportunistic manner only the 
political identity of the Lodges at the neglect of the religious. 
Evidence tor this was found, for instance, in Conservative leaders' 
absence from the 12th Celebrations which followed the Ib86 election, 
and more generally in their failure to maintain a true 'Protestant 
position' on the issues of Sabbatarianism, Temperance and in particular 
Ritualism. 
Dissent ripened into open revolt in 1888. Now Orangemen, as in 
scotland, under their leadership's direction challenged the leading 
'I'ory body, the Liverpool constitutional Association (LCA). Thus the 
Orange provincial Grand secretary, James Lincoln, formally intimated to 
the conservatives that his members were withdrawing from the LCA and 
accused the Tory leaders, in familiar vein, of -truckling to Catholics 
and Ritualists, failing to support an Orangeman, Harry Thomas, in the 
School Board elections, and ignoring the celebration of the 
tercentenary of the defeat of the Spanish Armada.- The follo~ing year 
they again assertea their independence by nominating Thomas for the 
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scotland electoral ward, against an official Conservative candidate. 
For the Deputy Orange Grand Master, as waller notes, this contest 
prefigures a national protest and campaign. Thomas, though, came 
bottom of the poll, beaten soundly by the ~ory, Adam, and his followers 
were left pondering ·Conservatism is popery of the deepest strain when 
it is 'ritualistic' in the church •• (89) 
Relations improved to some extent over the next few years - in 1&95 
the Orangemen again formed a committee to take an independent part in 
the election if necessary but this was not employed. however, while 
as in Scotland 'the Union in danger' provided the impetus for renewed 
links, it did not diminish the centrality of the ritualism issue or the 
general impression of Tory capitulation to Popery. Again in 1903 the 
Orangemen were apparently considering a withdrawal from the LCA in 
protest against the Education Act, the Prison Ministers Bill and the 
Duke of Norfolk. 
Increasingly though, the main direction in the campaign against 
ritualism was coming not from the LOI's own leadership but from 
independent Protestant militants such as George Wise and John Kensit. 
lhese figures, moreover, adopted a certain populist stance, calling for 
a rejuvenated working class orange Order free from aristocratic 
shackles and advancing both progressive social policies and Protestant 
rights - a transmutation, Waller suggests, of lory democracy into 
protestant democracy. Finally, in 1903 an independent Protestant 
party emerged, the National Protestant Electoral Federation. Under an 
Orange chairman but with a much wider base in militant protestantism, 
it was intended to harmonise the Protestant bloc and put 
'Protestantism before party'. Fairly rapidly though intra-protestant 
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splits blighted its fortunes and with several Orange Loages 
criticising Wise's encouragement of rowayism and 'street politics', it 
(90) failed to prosper. 
The scottish context 
These sketches raise a number of questions for the political 
progress of Scottish orangeism: why, for example, during the general 
period of study was this progress in terms of alliances with 
established forces, and impact on the general political structure 
rather than circumscribed when compared, not only to Ulster, but to 
other major importations of the order? How does one account tor the 
fact that in Scotland, although significant, its independent pOSition 
in political relationships was less assertively articulated and 
implemented? ~hy was independence and conditionality in the Scottish 
case not spearheaded as in Ulster or, latterly, in Liverpool by 
dissiaent Orange groups or charismatic individuals? 
The latter issue has, of course, already been examined 
particularly in the chapter dealing with Leadership/rank ana file 
relations. Here it was argued that for much of the period the 
Scottish Grand Lodge free from any significant patrician element was 
able to combine, rather dexterously, political initiatives with their 
members' traditional religious motivations. 
lliore aifficult, though, is the preceding point on the level of 
conditionality. One factor here was that electoral conditions in 
Liverpool etc., were more conducive to strains in Orange political 
allegiances - in that provincial, local and municipal elections 
contestee there along party lines, ana in which sectarian issues were 
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prominent, simply offered more opportunities to test allies' practical 
commitment to 'Protestant issues'. The fortuitous timing of national 
elections could also intervene, as in Canada in 1&96, to convert 
dissident rhetoric from the leadership into action. (It is 
interesting to speculate how the Scottish Orangemen's discontent with 
the Tories and their threats of independent action over voluntary 
schools and ecclesiastical disputes would have been realised if a 
general election had fallen in the UK in 1896 or 97). 
A further contributory factor, though, was precisely the 
availability and intensity of such issues in Scotland. As regards 
eaucation, for example, the Canadian Orangenlen were forced to defend 
'protestant legislation' already enacted by ~anitoba Province from a 
conservative administration, while for their Scottish counterparts the 
issues tended to be less clearly defined arouna threats of 'Rome on 
the rates' or a 'popish University'. 
Similarly, although the threat of ritualism was deeply felt by the 
scottish Grand Lodge leadership, it remained at one stage removed, 
being essentially a problem for the Church of England and without a 
real material basis in Scotland. For here, as previously indicated, 
the High Church movement representeo in the Scottish Church society 
concentratea more subtly on matters of doctrine than on ceremon~ or 
vestments. It is useful to contrast this situation with Liverpool 
where the issue haa a commanding presence. Accoraing to the 
bvangelical Church Society investigation of ritualist bodies the 
diocese was comparatively less effected than elsewhere in England, but 
it still containea 34 clerical members of the 'English Church Union', 
9 of the 'confraternity of the Blessed Sacrament' and 4 members of the 
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'Holy cr oss ' • 63 clergymen used the eastwards position in services, 
35 the mixeo chalice, 3 useo incense, 12 usee vestments ana 24 altar 
lights in their churches. (91) These practices, moreover, 
frequently outraged popular feeling in the city. At st. Johns 
Toxteth, where the vicar, R.F. Herring, belongea to the ~CU, services 
were fairly conventional but he faced eastwaros ouring the confession 
of the Apostles Creea. In the face of this 'abomination', waller 
notes, protesters either faced west or withdrew from the church, and, 
-early in 1887 a crisis was reached when church waroens jostleo the 
vicar and extinguished an altar candle to prevent the church becoming 
(!H) 
a 'house of Baal'.-
scotlana. 
Such scenes were largely unknown in 
In the final instance, though, in consiaering the level of 
Scottish conditionality, one must clearly return to the relatively 
marginaliseo position of the Scottish Orangeism in the counsels of 
their Tory allies. For, aespite bola claims to be 'the mainspring of 
conservatism', the reality of their limitations was detrimental to 
that degree of self confidence, eviaent in Liverpool and canada, which 
was a prerequisite to a more consistantly independent attitude. 
AS regards the explanation of this more limited political role, 
obviously important were the familiar 'internal' characteristics of 
the &cottish LOI. There was, for example, the Oroer's lesser 
numerical progress here. AS noted, arouna 25-30,000 members were 
estimateo towaras the turn of the century, While, as regards its other 
major importations, Liverpool alone haa 17,000 Orangemen around 1880, 
ana in Canada the Order haa made particularly rapid strioes growing 
from 13,000 members in 183b to 40,000 by 1850 and 100,000 by the 
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HOO's. (92) Also interacting with this was the unsavoury 
reputation scottish Orangeism haa gained for violence and general 
rowdiness, from as early as the 1820's - which it was suggested helpea 
shape LU relations with the LOl and often lay behind Conservative 
perceptions of their allies. 
Yet for a really satisfactory explanation here, as argued in 
dealing with the LOl's relative weakness generally in Scotland, some 
broader 'external' features of the Scottish social formation most also 
be taken into account. After all the Liverpool orangemen had 
suffered similar handicaps from unfavourable subjective judgements and 
even in Ulster the rhetorical query 'who would be an Orangemen1' still 
. (93) had currenc~ lnto the 1870's and 80's. 
TwO central points stand out. First it is important to stress 
that for a large part of the period unoer stud~ the political force 
which the LOl chose to support - the conservative party was itself 
marginalised in most of Scotland. As noted, for example, Alex 
whitelaw in 1874 was Glasgow's first Tory MP since the 1832 Reform 
Act, ana it was not until the 1880's that the Tories begin to gain 
real prominence in the west of Scotland. This is in strong contrast 
to Liverpool where they were the dominant party in parliamentary and 
municipal elections from 1841, and also differs from Canada where the 
Tories held office from 1840-96. 
fo1oreover, when in Scotland the commercial sections of the Scottish 
bourgeoisie dia decisively desert the Liberal standard after 1886, it 
was not to the Tories they turned as in Ulster but to their own 
Liberal Unionist party - on whose electoral co-operation, as 
suggestea, the Tories were dependent on success until the closing 
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years of the century. 
AS for the scottish working class and petty bourgeoisie - again 
unlike Liverpool where local Conservatives with Tory democratic 
leanings successfully cultivated a mass basis of support - the 
Liberals still remained the Party of the majority even after 1886. 
Although in the 1890
'
s, as Dickson notes, links with the Liberals 
began to break down as the party's ambivalent attitude towards its 
working class support became clearer and internal divisions over the 
direction of British imperialism grew, it was the need for 
independently based working class representation which became 
increasingly recognised in Scotland - eventually finding expression 
. (94) 
notably ln the lLP. 
These points suggest an important but rather indirect role of 
smith's Liberal commonsense I in checking Scottish Orangemen's adVance 
- namely as a bulwark against full-blown working class Toryism which 
might have given the LOl access into the mainstream of Scottish 
political life. This seems more plausible to the notion of a Labour 
movement/orange dichotomy, already attacked above, where the latter is 
won over by the transmission of the former's neutralising, progressive 
ana anti-sectarian ideas. 
Finally, in analysing the LOlls political impact a suggestion of 
. (95) Gallacher's lS also useful. Examining the lesser extent of 
linter ethnic conflict ' generally in Scotlana, he suggests one 
possible reason may be that the scope of Scottish based movements was 
limitea, owing to the fact that most political decision making took 
place outsiae the country. ~ot wishing to delve into the aebate over 
the character of the Scottish Iproto state l this does seem relevant to 
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the Scottish Orangemen. 
Thus, even when they did throw their weight behind parliamentary 
candidates like C.B. Renshaw and J.G.A. Baira or where one ot their 
own number stooa like hilliam Whitelaw, they had little subsequent 
control over them, for once returned to Westminster, these figures 
were bouna by national party demands ana the realities of these most 
frequently outweighed platform pledges to support convent inspection, 
the repeal of the catholic emancipation. It is possible to capture 
some ot the orangemen's resulting frustration in the Rev. Townseno's 
remarks above on Glasgow ~s in 1898. Ulster Orangemen, too, may 
have sharea this frustration at times but crucially, as indicated 
above, their scottish brethren did not even have the compensation of 
local and municipal elections at which such issues COUld be 
legitimately raised. In this situation there is indeed something 
rather plaintive in the frequent memorials ana petitions dispatchea 
earnestly but without effect to Beaconsfield and other Conservative 
leaoers in Lonaon, praising their stand on ecclesiastical patronage or 
condemning the restoration of the papal hierarchy in Scotland. 
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orangeism ana Political Practice: Summary 
'1'0 sum up these sections on Orange political practice, a 
consistent aim throughout has been to dissolve commensense and 
anecdotal assumptions on this subject, which tend to depict Orange 
support for the Conservative party as a natural and almost mystical 
phenomenon. Insteaa the real dynamics for this support have been 
locatea in fairly coercive strategies to bring Orangemen to the polls, 
but more surely in this group's perceptions of the Tories as guardians 
of their best economic interests and in their fears of the 'Protestant 
religion in danger'. Above, these economic ana religious motivations 
have been kept analytically separate, though doubtless in practice 
they intertwined - significantly, for example, the recurrent Home Rule 
. . - . th . . th B . t' h ( 1 ) crises co~nc~aea w~ cr~ses ~n e r~ ~s economy. 
In these circumstances a further intention was to emphasise the 
relative autonomy of the LOI as a movement whose practices ana 
beliefs, rootea in the conditions of existence of its working class 
members, could bring it into serious conflict with the Scottish 
conservatives - the sense in which for Patterson the Belfast Order was 
not simple 'on tap' for Unionist strategies. The Home Rule issue 
served to mitigate these conflicts but even in this context competing 
definitions of the situation were evident. 
These points seem particularly relevant in understanding the 
oscillation in the fortunes of the Orange/Tory relationship in the 
early 20th century. Thus as previously indicatea, in 1904, once 
again in the face of the Unionists' unwillingness to check Ritualism 
ana ~r. Balfour's 'popery Bills' on education, the Grand LOdge 
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attemptea to organise an independent Protestant organisation 
'unfettered by party ties'. The renewed crisis in Ireland, though 
drove the Orange leaaership back into the Conservative fold in 1913, 
when the then orange Grand Master, Rev. David Ness, was co-opted by 
the Scottish Unionist ~hip on to the executive committee of the 
western Divisional council (this may be the incident referred to by 
unwin). (2) Discontent with the projected settlement in Ireland 
provoked yet another split, when on January 11th 1922 the secretary of 
the ~DC read a letter which had been received from the Grand Lodge of 
Scotland to the effect that they wished to discontinue their 
connection with the Unionist party and that their representations 
would cease attending meetings of the WDC. (3) 
Hostility to the commonsense views of Orangemen as Tory 
auxiliaries and the emphasis on the historically contingent and 
conditional nature of their political involvement, also help a 
realisation of how once in the 1920's Ireland haa decisively 
aiminished as a political issue and official Orange ties with 
conservatism had been broken, some more 'progressive' sections 01 the 
orange membership, as in the villages of Harthill and Larkhall, COUld 
turn, not to their old enemies the Liberals, who were firmly 
identified with Home Rule and Ultramontane conspiracy but to a new 
political force - namely the emerging ILP. Characteristically 
allegiances here were not unqualified and Labour's selection of Roman 
Catholic candidates and sympathy with the new Dublin government were 
sources of friction, (4) but in this way the LOI was at last 
confronted with manifest loyalties among its membership, which in turn 
rendered impractical that united Orange political front which haa 
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characterised much of the 19th century. Increasingly from the 1930's 
and 40's then a 'no politics' rule at many Lodges seemed to have 
(5) 
operated. 
This historical background in the 20th century would clearly repay 
further research, but even as it stands it again militates against the 
treatment of Orangeism and the Labour movement as hermetically sealed 
opposites, ana indicates finally that there is little surprising in 
Grand secretary Adam's comment in the 1960's that the modern LOI 
• ••• is a religious organisation which numbers among its members Labour 
and Independent councillors. Indeed many of the loyal brethren I 
h 11 b d . t ~ Labour men •• (6) S a e aa resslng o~ay are 
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Notes 
1. Buckland, op cit (1973), p.214. 
2. The Development of the Conservative party in Scotland till 1912 
(1965), NO. 138. The typescript he refers to is no longer in 
existence, Scottish unionist Association, western Office ~inute 
Book NO.1, 5/3/1913. 
3. wDC Minute Book, 11/1/1922. 
4. see MCDonagh 1971, op cit for Lanarkshire. 
5. Interview, J. McFarland, 5/6/1985. 
6. The scotsman, 9/7/1966. 
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CliAPTt.R 13 
~E~t.RAL ~O~CLUSIO~S 
orangeism, as a supremely 'ioeological ' movement, is problematic 
tor the various theories of working class sectionalism, which envisage 
some form of aetermination from economic forms such as labour markets 
or wage aifferentials. Its elaborate religious culture, tor exam~le, 
is not reaucible in any meaningful sense to the exigencies of economic 
competition between Protestant ana Catholic. 
'l'he preceaing oiscussion, inaeeo, has emphasisea the neea tor a 
new approach to sectionalism. It was also suggestea that this shoulu 
be a ~arxist approach. For although the analysis ot Orangeism, with 
its promotion of cross-class allegiances, warrants an assumption of 
working class heterogeneity, instances were also acknowleagea when 
sectional barriers were broken oown ana the structural potential ot 
un ity realisea. Furthermore, ~arxist conceptions ot uneven 
development and labour migration playea an important role in the 
thesis, assisting interpretation of the Movementls rise ana progress. 
liowever, for a new Marxist theory to be fully applicaole, 
particularly to such elliptical phenomena as the LOI, it was argued 
that a number of issues must be confrontea. ~otably, some 
phenomenological aimension seems vital, emphasising iaentities forgea 
both insiae ana outside the workplace, The rough/respectable 
aistinction was shown to be particularly signiticant in the internal 
political ot the oraer. Also, emerging from consiaeration ot the 
LOlls relative weakness in scotlana, is the importance of an awareness 
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of the cultural and political specificity of social formations. 
Finally, although an objective theory of iaeology is extensively 
employed above, the reciprocitx of control and consent is also 
stressea, once any aegree of sophistication is given to the fornler. 
'I'he thesi.s also points to potential lines of research. 1o'ir st, 
while arguing that orange ana labour ideologies need not have operatea 
in practice as hermetically sealea forces, one coula give more 
attention to attempts which ~ maae by the organisea labour movement 
.' (l) to resist sectarlanlsm. This woulo be particularly important 
in analysing the early ~~th century perioa when the &cottish labour 
movement was itself becoming increasingly secularisea ana raaicaliseo 
in the workplace, drawing on a unity of organisation ana an increase 
in numbers. ~ven here, though, the extent to which the sentiments of 
the leaaership in Unions and Traaes Councils were reproauced in the 
practice of their rank and file must remain open to aoubt - the Orange 
Grano Loage, of course, experienced Blarked ai.tficulties in this 
respect. 
&econaly, Section 'l'hree emphasisea the active process ot 
construction ana negotiation that Orange/conservative relations 
entailea, ana the extent to which the LOlls incorporation here coulo 
not be total. An underlying intention was also to clarity the 
process of secularisation at the political level in l~th century 
scotland - a process which increasingly isolateo the LOl. l-Iore 
research, however, is requireo on the aitterent economic pressure 
groups within the bourgeoisie, which founa their expression in the 
conservative ana Liberal parties, ana their competing policies of 
imperial expansion ana limitea oecolonialisation. Although rather 
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beyona the scope of a aiscussion whose primary focus is on Orange 
political practice, the~e might offer a fuller perspective from ~hich 
to consiaer the insertion of Orange iaeology into party politics. 
It remains finally, to araw more contemporary implications from the 
~receaing material. ~iven the LOI's preaominately petty bourgeois 
leaaership; the large component of unskillea ana casual workers in its 
membership in some areas; the predilection for 'street t-0litics' among 
'rough' elements of the Orange rank ana tile; and above all, the 
conspiracy theory ana militant populism ~hich tormea the cornerstones 
of the Institution's ideol09Y; a useful parallel can be arawn between 
the 19th century LOI ana 20th century Fascist movements. Inaeea, it 
is tempting to regara Orangeism as something of a proto-Fascist boay, 
in terms of its structural and iaeological characteristics. (~) ~he 
close corresponaence bet~een these two movements might inaeea have 
grave consequences, as one witnesses current attem},-ts by F'ascist groups 
to promote the racialisation of Scottish politics. The LOI toaay, it 
was suggesteu, has some ::SO,{JOO members here, ana the british l'lational 
Party (bl'lP), in particular, has been eager to mobilise this impressive 
force, linking the battlecries of racism ana sectarianism 'Keep Britain 
(3 ) white~ Smash the IRA!'. 
A number of factors, however, mitigate against the inevitability ot 
this 'worst-case scenario'. In the tirst t-lace, it is a compelling 
fact that the iaeologies of orangeism ana E'ascisDI are actually in 
vpposition to each other. 'l:he reason is simple. Pointing to the Roman 
Catholic origins ot leaaing Fascists in history, hitler, Mussolini, 
Franco, ana of many British Fascists, such as hartin webster, Fascism 
itselt is aismissea as a Jesuit-inspirea plot. ~his is reintorcea by 
reference to the historical instances of clerical support tor Fascism 
in rtaly ana Spain, or to the '&lueshirt' movement in ~ire in the 
1930's. 'l'he LOr's present periodical ''I'he Orange 'I'orch' is replete 
with examples. 'I'he following passage is character ist ic: 
• ••• in the BBC's programme on ~artin Luther slick 
attempts were maae to equate Luther's anti-semitism -
a proouct of his Romanist upbringing ••• - with 
Protestantism ana German Protestantism with ~azism! 
'I'hat the programme's producers reckonea that they 
cou16 get away with this, shows how ignorant the 
public are about the papist origins ot Fascism 
(incluoing hazism) everywhere. (4) (Author's 
emphasis) • 
So all embracing is the Orange conspiracy theory that l"ascism' s 
anti-Semitic version appears stunteo in comparison. lnaeeo, 
traaitional religious pre)uoices, such as those tosterea by the L01, 
may themselves have actea as a diversionary channel tor bigotry in 
scotlana, to sonle el'.tent 6etelcting hostility trom Asian ana Chinese 
migrants. Unlike the Ib7U-1900 perioo, though, the Lor shows a 
markeo reluctance to mobilise these preJuoices in a political 
airection. 
'l'here is, of course, no guarantee that the alienation ot the LUI 
trom fascist politics will continue. while the ~rano Looge 
leaaership may repulse Fascist overtures, the 'Ulster is British' 
stance of groups like the &l'll', british l<loVement, ana ~ational nont 
coulo prove attractive to some members in the rank ana tile, 
especially the younger 'rough' element. Also, given the Order's 
'democratic' structure, stressea throughout, it is possible tor an 
unresponsive leaoership to be challengea. 'l'he ioeal conoitions for 
this to occur have a familiar resonance. For these will exist, 
precisely when events in ulster reach a crisis point, possibly with a 
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Loyalist backlash, ana when in these circumstances the ~rana Loage -
still, as in the 19th century, legitimatea by action - is ~erceivea by 
ordinary Orangemen as aeserting its 'True Blue' Protestant stanaara. 
r"ailing an internal challenge, aisaffectea LuI members i.n bcotlana 
may simply choose to move outsiae the confines of the Oruer to aeteno 
'Protestant rights', either setting up another indepenaent urange bOdi 
as i.n lYU3, or, much more likely, turning to existing Protestant 
traternal societies such as the Apprentice Boys of Derry, or even to 
Ulster paramilitary groups like the Ulster Volunteer Force. (5) 
Bither course, however, schism or reforgea Irish links, seems liable 
to reinforce Orangeism's isolation from the mainstream of Scottish 
society. 
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Notes 
1. The inaepenaent socialist paper 'rorw~ra' seems to have playea an 
important role in this respect, with James Connolly a not~ble 
:G. 
contr ibutor. (his comments on 12th July processions are quoteu 
in Chapter ~). 
see ~. ~alker, 'l'he National Front (1~77); ana C.T. 
hational Front a Response to crisis', New Soceity, 
pp.403-~. Both suggest a 'lumpen' rank and file, 
argues this i.s an oversi.mplificati.on. lo'asci.sts: 
psychologi.cal View (1~77). 
husbanCi, ''l:he 
1~7~, 3:G, 
but Billi.g 
A Social 
3. 'haci.st 'I'hr eat casts Doubt on Scottish harmony', 'I'he Scotsman, 
30/11/1985. 
4. 'l'he Orange 'l'orch n.d. (probably c.19b3). Other copies ot ''l'he 
chi.el' column from the paper are in the author's possession. 
5. This process has been underway in Ulster itself from the late 
l~bO's and early 1970's, as the Ulster Defence Associ.ation has 
strugglea to present itself as the authenti.c mouthpiece ot the 
Loyalist community. See J. Bugler, ''I'he house ot Orange', New 
society, 12, 19bb, pp.90~-b. 
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APP~NDIX A: Excerpt from the Rl1UAL Of ONANGb IN1kODUC1IOh [&eltast no) 
RITUAJ~ 
or TIJr. 
'1'1,,, IIrl.l.ir.tln' ~~I/IH I", inlr~lI<:rd I.~~"'·"....n Ioi.' lwo ~rn.n~or.: nnmr.ly. Ihe IIr('lhrcn ""llf' rrnlul~cel lend ~,.. 
:".'11.1,.,1. III" :1I11I1I'",,"'n; t:llrr.\'",;! II, ,, 1>,1,1('111 1".1".,,,,1.. \\'1111 lI,r Iloo~ of H,~I('. ?ud 1t('~"luljon~ "lur.l .. 1 II'NCII,o. 
1\\'(1 I.rull .. ' r •• 111,11 I'rN~I',lr Iolln -{I" I", ,'olr'ln;: 1111' room. II ell/ll,lalll . II "resl'''1., or ill 'Ii~ III,scut:c /I 
1t,,,,I,·,,, 1I1'1".illl,',1 1,," 11,1' r.11L<lN. ~I,oll <:';0' lloe ,dlule or "art of \\'1001 fullcm" : ' 
.. 0 I ",rll (jod (,lour FullleT'. 1111 nol ThOll God in 1",;I\'cn i' AnJ rull'sl nrll Tl'lIu /l\'N ull the l:inj:,lo"" of Ihe 
1"'alltl'lI? A .. d ill Illilll' h:lnJ j"t1I('1(' fIOll '(/\\'rrllnJ OIi;:lIl. soill/,t nonei~nhle I'J willl'l:JlltJILec? :.! CArMI . U:. 5, 
.. \YI,I) i, li"clIlIl" TII('c, 0 !Ar.I, nlll(lO~ II ... ;:I.J, ~ '\")10 i~ like TI., .... ~Iolri",,~ i .. Iiolil\(,~~. (, ·nrf .. 1 ill/,rui_ 
,11';11;; ~· ('I"lcr. i' Thou in Illy l'll',e~' h:l ~ t I~d fo,tI~ Ille 11C~"le wlliell TI,oll Ila,1 rl,declI1cd; 'fLou 1t ... ~1 r,uiJc.i 
11" ' 111 10 tit,\' "trclI::III IInto thy holy h:-.I'ltnllon. 1~,t ' (Jdll." );1\' . I I, IJ, 
.. / ,tlltl, ThOll will orlloin peace (or u~ ; fnr Thou ":L~t ",rou!!ht 1111 our wttll;< in lIS. () Lorel Ollr Cod. ('l"~r 
L(1r.I~ I,u\'o had dflluinion O\'cr u~ : I,ul I,." 1""'<' orol." · ... ·jll wc lIIa\;(' rn"nlion ()f tI,.,· n"ml:. /$11;11/; x xiv. I:! •• :1 . 
.. \\'I,,·r,·f(o(', bl(Jrif~' yr tllc Lortl iu till' (jrc~ : ('\'clIl"(' n~rnc of Ihe /;)rJ (; "J ,.f 'srud ill till' i~lc~ of tile 00Cb . " 
J(.i.l x).il' . 15. 
Il)urin~ th(' rC:Il)in~ of tht'sc, tll(, Cond;,blc !>llnll n.'lnd ot lilt' foo! of tIll' bblc; \hc Brethren all !>1.andin" 
:.1"0 in lll('ir rbt:t'S, nnll ~ricl1~' !;i\('nt.) D 
Tltt' Ma~lcr.~l/f111 thtn sn.'1-Friclld, whol .Jn~llhnllelc~irc in this :\1 cctillg- of true Oran""c-Men ? 
A"t! 'he Gwrditlolc $"nll arull'cr.-or nl~' OWII free ",ill ane) accord J desire atlll1i~OIl into 
YOllr IO)"lllllstillltioll, 
MfI!~t(·r .- 'Vho will vouch for this frien~l Ihal he i,,:\ true Prolc"Ianl antllorat fiUbjccI, alld 
has taken the oaths reqlllre() by law, and hy tlte Rulcs of tillS Socicl Y '~ 
! TlICr. tllC :-\l'on501'l'1011ll11 lIo\\,' to thc ?oloster. nnd ~i:;nir)' tll(' ~amc. each lIlenliolliuri hi~ OWII I1l1lOl •• J 
:U{/~t('r .-'Vhat (10 YOII carr.v ill your IIIIIIO? 
C,IiIlZidalc .-Tllc Word of Gon. 
Mo •• ·ter ,-Uutler Ihe assurallce of rlICS.:! worlhy Brntllcr.-., we will trll~t tbl you ;llso carr~' 
it ill ,"our h(·art. Wllal i .. Illat otllf!r Book Y 
(AI/J(!idllh.-T"~ nool~ of your Hulc!- :tilt! nl';!,lIbtioIlS , 
Jf(l.~tc·r.-V/ll.J(·r the: like assur:UH:C. " 'l' will fmlltl!!' tru~t that YOII /a:,,'c ~IlIclicl] tlll!rn \V(.II, 
nm) thnt \'OU will obc~' them·i,. all la\\'(ul lIIallci':-" Tllcrcfurc we '~alll" 
receive you illlo tlli~ Order. Or;Lll~c.~lclI, IJrill~ to IItC our frielld. t') • 
I TI,e LII"lid"l!' ~III,lI tl .. , .. I .. · l.rou~llt I'~' Iii, ~I'0n ;.or , Ilc(u(( ' Uti· ~I:i,<lrT; lilt' tWII IlroUIC,fl f;l.lI.n,lill~ III l '''''!' 
,;.1., tI,e CI'I,lrt · 01 llil ' \.:,\,il·. J 
lJuri/l!l'],;'~. tI,t' C/Wp/U;II OT /1/'{/lh('r n)l)ICJintcd shall $n!l-
.. r.~"I1'· .1.:1111 .. , 1,,,rilit',1 :.,,,1 ma,I,· " 'i".,. lI .. d tri,·,I; 1'111 ll ... ~' irkl: ol ,,111,11 .10 wid'c,lIy. "nil none or Ule wicl:t',1 
'11:,lIl1u.I;'r~thl"l : 1'111 ll ... wi .. , ~ llall undc",\.;.ollfl. I :t,· ...... 1 i .. I., · lllill " .. uil.cllJ. III1J COli/CUI teo til" tlloulIAnd tlerl" ~ 
IlIu"lwli lu"l tI,irt." d:,~'. . JI'II J!" 1111111 tI,y WilY, ulIlillll(' "1It1 I •• ·: (01 tllOu ~"ull rl.'!'l. und liland ill lhy 10l a\lUIU 
I'IHI or lilt' 11/1\'~ .' /J"ltir/);ii. JII I:? 1:.1. 
. 1'1'1,,· (:I.IHoiillah' .IH,ii 11,, '1, jWl .. :1 "I! I,:~ ri~lll knl,(, : ond tll(, ~lll'tcr ~11I111 ill\· t·~ t Lilli \\;01 tlw dccOrtlliOIi or tlo" 
(),d",-:,r. (lfUll~' Sa., •. \ _ 
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APPUdJIJ<. B: 
Number 
1 
2 
3 
4 
!:> 
0 
7 
b 
9 
III 
11 
li-
13 
14 
15 
10 
17 
lb 
19 
:W 
21 
i-2 
2:S 
24 
2!:> 
20 
27 
21;; 
29 
~lJ 
31 
~2 
33 
District LoageS' ~umbers ana Locations clb7b 
Location 
Airdrie 
Glasgow 
Glasgow 
fIIaybole 
Greenock/Port Glasgow 
paisley 
Unknown (hereafter inaicatea by *) 
be11shill 
Kilwinning, North Ayrshire 
* (1) 
Irvine 
* 
kenfrew 
Irvine ana Dalry 
Partick 
wishaw 
c,lasgow, calton 
Johnstone, Renfrew 
Port c,lasgow 
kutherglen 
c,lasgow, Parkheaa 
coatbriage (foundea lb03) 
stevenson (foundea 18(4) 
c,lasgow, Canaleri9gs 
* 
Airarie 
* 
'lhornliebank 
Kilmarnock 
c,reenock 
Briageton 
~lammannan 
* 
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Appendix B (Continuea) 
34 
35 
37 
38 
3~ 
40 
41 
4~ 
43 
44 
45 
4b 
47 
48 
49 
5lJ 
51 
c.reenock 
* 
Falkirk 
Glasgow, Calton 
c.lasgow, Cowcaddens 
* 
Cumnock 
Glasgow, Anaerston (Later c.reenock) 
Glasgow, Govan 
Dalry and Glengarnock, ~orth Ayrshire 
c.lasgow, briageton/Dalmarnock 
c.lasgow 
Partick/whiteinch 
* 
west Lothian 
fIlotherwell 
Glasgow, c.orbals (founaea lbbO) 
c.lasgow, Anaerston. 
com~ilea chi.etly from 'lhe c.lasgow ~ews, 'l:he (,lasyow herala, 
The ('reenock Telegraph, The Glasgow 5enti.nal. 
(1) The aistricts which coulo not be ~ositively iaentifiea were 
probably in South Ayrshire, wigtown, Dumtries ana west 
Lothians. 
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APPh~DIA C: LOcal Loages' ~umbers, Titles ana Locations cl67b-l~UU 
tiumber 
lU 
1 
3 
4 
5 
b 
7 
b 
~ 
IlJ 
II 
l:t. 
13 
14 
l~ 
Ib 
17 
Ib 
l~ 
~o 
:t.3 
'L7 
:t.b 
30 
:':'1 
'litle 
l".other LOclge 
unknown (hereafter indicated by *) 
* 
Royal Oak 
Duc ae Schomberg 
Victoria 
Drumgellock 
~uel::n Victoria 
* 
* 
* 
MountJOY 
* 
* 
* 
~uel::n E.lizabeth 
True blues 
'l'he Dianlona (lat~r hnnisk i llen' s 
'lrue blues) 
Cromwell 
* 
* 
~illiam's Trusty Blues 
'l:rue blue 
* 
\A4estern star 
Johnstone's Invincibles 
Scarlet Line 
Royal Inniskilleners 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Lora uerby's 'lrue blues 
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Location 
haybol~, founaea l~~~] 
Moodiesburn (lb3~) 
~hryston (lb35) 
~aisley 
l'aisley 
c"lasgo'N 
Airarie (lb3~) 
paisle}, 
c"artsherrie (lb35) 
bhotts 
* l 1 ) 
<>reenock 
kutherglen 
\A4igto'Nn 
(probably Dumfries) 
lia is ley 
Port c"lasgow 
Pa is ley 
paisley 
Airarie (lb:<:4) 
Slammannan 
Carluke 
Paisley 
kenfrew 
Dumbarton 
Armbank 
Johnstone 
Paisley 
Partick/Anaerston 
C;oatbriage 
Greenock 
coatbriog€: 
Ayr 
Appenaix C (continued) 
~3-3~ * * 
30 * liarthil1 
37 * l'lewarthi11 
3ts-'*U * * 
41 * Bo'ness 
4~ * * 
43 The Chosen Partick 
44-~ * * 
46 'lrue Blue Ayr 
47 raith Defencer Patna, Ayrshire 
48 * ~est Lothian 
49 * Parkhead 
~o * * 
~1 * be11shi11 
!:>~ 'lrue Blue Eoainburyh 
~~ * * 
54 * Broxburn 
!:>!:l * * 
~o CalUbusnethan ~ishaw 
!:l7 * be11shil1 
~& * * 
5~ Partick hising star particK 
60 ~es1eyan Glasgow, calton 
61 * * 
6~ 'l'he Masonic (Later Blue Banner of Port t.lasgow 
bcotlana 
03 * J:<.. i lbirn ie 
0'* * broxburn 
65 * * 
06 * ~ishaw 
67 * * 
O() * l'lotherwell 
69 * * 
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Appenaix C (Continuea) 
7U * Airari.e 
71 George fllcLeoa ~:rue Blue Glasgow 
n * * 
73 * Rutherglen 
74 prince of Orange paisley 
7':> * Armaaale 
70 * * 
77 * Glasgow, Calton 
71J * Airarie 
79 Shamrock ana 'l.'histle Greenock 
bU purple Star C"reenock 
81 * Armaaale 
b2 * ('reenock 
bj * Patna 
84-bb * * 
b~ * ('lasgow 
~U Albert Greenock 
91-2 * * 
93 * Irvine 
94 * Airorie 
9~ * t-4orth Ayrshire 
90 * Rentrew 
97 Bly theswooa • s purple heroes Rentrew 
9b-99 * * 
100 Glengarnock c"lengarnock, l'lth Ayrshire 
lU 1 Banks o' Doon Dalmellington 
III 2 John Knox PaislE::Y 
lUJ ('iaeCH kentrew 
104 * * 
lU~ campsie <::.lasgow 
1116 Brunswick 'l:he first <::.lasgow Looge 
established June ltiU 
llJ7 * ('reenock 
lUb * GreE::nock 
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Appenaix C (Continuea) 
l(J~ * Coatbriage 
11u * * 
111 * Armaaale 
11~ Rising sons ot william kenfrewshire 
113 'Iemple of Loyalty <:'lasgow south 
114 * &lammannan 
115 * <:.reenock 
116 * Ale~anaria 
117 * bolness 
11ti * bolness 
119 Sons of Aughrim <:'lasgow 
l~lJ * F'alk ir k 
IH * Newarthill 
l~~ * holy town 
1~3 * * 
l~4 * <:.lasgow 
12!> * Airarie 
126 * pai.sley 
U7 Kinn ing Park <:'lasgow 
1~b-31 * * 
132 * Greenock 
13:' -!> * * 
136 * Greenock 
137 * filotherwell 
13b * * 
13~ partick Loyal 'I'rue blue Glasgow 
140 * Dumbarton 
141 * Glasgow 
14~ * * 
14:' * <:.lasgow 
144 * Slammannan 
145 * * 
146 * Glasgow, Parkheaa 
Appenaix C (Continued) 
147 * * 
14b l\i llyman 'l'rue Blue l'artick 
14~-!;) 1 * * 
15~ * wishaw 
153-55 * * 
150 * <:.lasgow, Calton 
157 william of l-iassau Glasgow 
15& * * 
15~ * west caloer 
100 * * 
101 * CoatbriagE! 
lo~ George Phair <:.lasgow, COwcaadens 
103 * Rentrewshire 
104 Guiding star 'l:hor n 1 i ebank 
105-b * * 
Ib7 Auchenairn Volunteers Glasgow, 'l'ownheaa 
lbb-7~ * * 
173 * c.reenock 
174 * Bo'ness 
175 * <:.lasgow 
17b * l'aisley 
177 * Glasgow, Calton 
17~ hanover l'ort <:.lasgow 
179 Ballykillbeg c.lasgow 
Iflll * Glasgow, l'arkheaa 
1&1 * Airurie 
Ib~ * wh itburn 
Us::' * Glasgow, Calton 
lb4 * C.lasgow 
lb5-~ * * 
HO btar of hope Lanark 
Hl * * 
19~ * Bellshill 
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Ap~enoix C (Continueo) 
1!:t3-~ * * 
190 Renfrew 'lrue blue Johnstone 
197 * <.lasgow 
198 * * 
199 Greengars Slammannan 
2UU * lJoaingston 
2Ul * harthi 11 
~U~ * Dalmelli.ngton 
2113 * * 
2U4 bpringbank 'l:rue Blues <.lasgow, ~~ri.ngburn 
205 * Glasgow, barn,u lloch 
2l1b * * 
2.lI7 * Coatbri.oge 
2Ub-9 * * 
~ III Joshua's Chosen r'ew <.lasgow, briogeton 
dl * wishaw 
d2 Carmichael carluke 
~U-o * * 
d7 harthill 'l'emper ance Lanarkshire: 
db * * 
a9 l'oassau Johnstone 
~~lI * <.Iasgow 
:al-3 * * 
~24 John Knox <.reenock 
~2.5 * * 
2.20 * <.reenock 
227 * * 
22.b * S Iamrllannan 
229 * Ai.rori.e 
23U * lrvi.ne 
231-4 * * 
235 * Dumbarton 
230-4U * * 
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~4l 
:;;42 
243 
244-5U 
251 
25:;; 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
25d 
:;;5~-62 
263 
:;;b4 
265-6 
267 
26&-9 
27u 
:;;71 
271. 
273 
274 
275 
276-!; 
2bO 
2&1 
2b2-6 
2b7 
2bb 
2b!; 
2~U-2 
2~3 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Loyal sons of ~iaeon 
Crossfora's ~rusty ~rue Blues 
'~o surrender' True Blue 
* 
* 
* 
scotia 
* 
* 
* 
ulasgow Bible Protection bociety 
* 
* 
* 
Albion heroes 
Thistle 'lops 
* 
nhithorn 'l'rue Blues 
* 
* 
* 
Loage Lochgelly 
&ons of Levi 
* 
* 
COOk'S Invincibles 
Derry Maiaen Li~ht 
* 
* 
Motherwell 
Bellshill 
Uaaingston 
* 
Glasgow, briageton 
car luke 
Glasgow, Cowcaadens 
Glasgow, Cowlairs 
Glasgow 
Pollockshaws 
~reenock 
'l'horn 1 iebank 
* 
~hornliebank 
ulasgow 
* 
l.)umbarton 
* 
Greenock 
Greenock 
* 
nhithorn 
* 
Slammannan 
* 
Glasgow, canaleriggs 
t'ort bglington 
* 
Glasgow 
ulasgow, briageton 
ulasgow 
* 
fiJotherwe 11 
Appenaix C (Continuea) 
~~4 
~95 
~~6 
2n-9 
30U 
3U1 
303-b 
309 
.HO-~ 
313 
314 
315-6 
317 
31b 
319 
32u 
3a-7 
nb 
329 
33u 
331 
332-3 
334 
335 
336 
337 
33b 
33~ 
34U 
341 
34~ 
343 
* 
* 
hanovarian 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
BenburD purple ~uaras 
Plantation 
* 
* 
* 
* 
scotia Loyal 
* 
* 
* 
* 
walker's Detenaers 
* 
victoria 
* 
Britannia 
<:ireenock heroes 
Luther's heroes 
'lrue Blues 
010 boys 
* 
* 
Covenant ot Peace 
45 (j 
Coatbriage 
* 
<:ilasgow (Founaea 1b46) 
* 
lJreghorn 
* 
wishaw 
* 
Coatbriage 
* 
Benburb 
Glasgow 
* 
~'a1k irk 
Bel1shill 
* 
~reenock 
* 
l"lotherwe11 
* 
Irvi.ne 
~reenock 
* 
~reenock 
~reenock 
<.:.reenock 
Greenock 
Greenock 
Greenock 
~reenock 
briage of wei.r 
* 
Port <.:.lasgow (aetunct 
lbn) 
Appenaix C (Continuea) 
344 
34!:1 
346-7 
348 
34~-!:I~ 
3bO 
3bl-5 
3bb 
367-77 
378 
371J-b7 
3b8 
38~-~4 
395 
396 
3~7 
3~b-419 
4 ~(j 
4~1-37 
43b 
439 
44LJ 
441 
44~ 
443-b9 
490 
491-5LJ4 
5U5 
t>lJb-~7 
5~b 
5~9-43 
544 
!;)45-b~4 
* 
~othesay irue Blue 
* 
Royal urange 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
"Ir ue Blues 
* 
* 
* 
Clutha's True Blue 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
hO Surrenaer 'I'otal Abstainers 
* 
Sons ot william 
* 
* 
* 
bt. John's Defenaers 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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* 
bute 
* 
Port Glasgow 
* 
Irvine 
* 
Airarie 
* 
Greenock 
* 
Johnstone 
* 
Glasgow 
* 
Glasgow, Canaleriggs 
* 
l"lotherwell 
* 
Glasgow 
* 
Glasgow, Gallowgate 
Glasgow 
Glasgow, ~aryhill 
* 
* 
"reenock 
* 
'lhornliebanK 
* 
Coatbriage 
* 
Appenaix C (Continuea) 
6~5 Crimson star Govan 
b~6-o:' * * 
664 * Coatbriage 
b65-8 * * 
b69 * Motherwell 
670 * I'lotherwell 
b71-9 * * 
6bU Royal 'l'rue Slues Glasgow, Ga llowgate 
6bl-~ * * 
b90 beaconsfiela's l'urple Guaras Glasgow 
b!tl * * 
on * Govan 
693-b * * 
b99 Chosen Few <..reenock 
700 * Coatbriage 
7lJl * Coatbriage 
7lJ~-1l * * 
7l~ * I'lotherwell 
(1) both title ana location are not known in this case, but it is also 
imI;ortant to note that not all available numbers 1-712 were given 
out by the Grana Lodge, thus there may have been .!!.£ Loyal Orange 
Loage LOL. ho. bb~, for example, in the perioa unaer stuay. 
This list has been compilea mainly from: ihe Glasgow hews, ihe 
G lasgo'N her a la, The Gr eenock 'l'elegr aph, 'l'he Pa is ley ~xpr eSB, 
rowlers paisley ana Greenock DirectOries. Although incomplete it 
aoes give a tair inaication ot the LOI's geogra~hical aittusion 
and the orangemen's selt-perceptions. 
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APPL~DIA D: ureenock Orangemen: Occupational breakdown lb79-bb. 
James barclay 
J. Boaen 
Alex. braalei' 
Johnathan burns 
Joseph CaIfLpbell 
~illialli Chan~ers 
~illiam Chaf.'man 
hobert Chestnut 
Anarew Craig 
'l'homas cur r i e 
h.b. Dignum 
J. lJobbin 
hobert Farrel 
h. r'orlJes 
J. Fulton 
Rober t ~anlb Ie 
h. ~emmel 
P. Goroon 
James Gray 
h. hallioay 
Aaam bunter 
hobert Hutcheson 
hilliam butcheson 
~i 11 ianl byoe 
J. Jackson 
It. Juhnston 
~illiam Lee 
James Leslie 
James Lynn 
John Lyon 
!tobert l'laoill 
OCCUPA'l:lO .... 
Joiner 
Pansman 
Seaman 
Labourer 
Ironworker 
Labourer 
Seaman 
~ine & spirit Merchant 
Baker 
Labourer 
Clergyman 
Labourer 
"rocer 
E..ngineer 
'l'runkmaker 
Labourer 
Labourer 
Labourer 
Joiner 
Gatekeeper 
Engineer 
Labourer 
Labourer 
Labourer 
l'louloer 
Labourer 
Labourer 
Boilermaker 
'l'enter 
Brass r'ounoer 
Coal ana hoOd Merchant 
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Ingleston Street 
'1:r afa 19ar Str eet 
Drumtrochar !toaa 
Cathcart street 
crescent Street 
John Street 
Cathcart Street 
Cathcart street 
Sir Michael Street 
lJrunltrochar hoao 
* 
Prospecthill !toaa 
Main street 
Cathcart Street 
Market street 
belleville Street 
holmscrott street 
Ingleston street 
prospecthill hoaa 
crescent Street 
Ingleston street 
Ann Street 
Roxburyh street 
Drumfrochar hoao 
Crescent street 
Drumtrochar hoaa 
Drumtrochar Fwaa 
John btreet 
urumtrochar !toao 
Baker Street 
captain street 
Appendix u (continuea) 
Alex hartin 
S.h. l"li 11er 
wi 11 iam Mi ller 
A. I'loleseea 
John l'1oriss 
It.M. l"lCCauchy 
Arthur Macfarlane 
A. 1'1cGowan 
hilHam McInnes 
w.J.l"lackenzie 
h. l"lCl'laugh 
Archibald Mcl'leU 
wi 11 iam filc<.uoia 
James l'lixon 
James kattray 
'1:. It06S 
w. koss 
Alex steel 
b. Sloan 
Anarew Swan 
hilliam Swan 
Labourer 
wine & Spirit Merchant 
Fitter 
Painter 
Salesman 
Sugar Sampler 
Veterinary Surgeon 
broker 
cooper 
lronmonger 
Labourer 
woolsorter 
cartwright 
Joiner 
Missionary (formerly 
Boilermaker) 
):ardsman 
Labourer 
Foreman, J. Poynter, 
l"lanufacturing Chemists 
Labourer 
Slater 
SaUmaker 
Bruce Street 
~elson Street 
East Crawfora Street 
west Blackhall street 
~icholson street 
Ann Street 
l\elly street 
Shaw Street 
l\elly Street 
Shaw Street 
west blackhall street 
Frospecthill Roaa 
Mount ~leasant Roaa 
t-Iar k et btr eet 
Dempster Street 
hest blackhall Street 
baker street 
Dellingburn Street 
wellington Street 
~'innar t b tr eet 
Regent street 
Compi lea from ('reenock 'l'elegraph, Greenock Post ott ice Directory, 
Fowler's ('reenock Directory 
4~4 
APPEol'cDl2'. Eo: <.reenock Qrangemen: Occuk'ational breakdown lb~2 
R.J. Allan 
James Ba 11ant~ne 
~. barnes 
h. bell 
Safuuel bell 
k. Berryman 
henry braine 
A. brymer 
~HHam carson 
J .T. clark 
J. Craig 
h. t;amble + 
willianl <.illauaers 
P. t;oraon 
william Halliaay 
w. hill 
~. byae + 
kobert Johnstone 
~. Kerr 
'1. Kyle 
James Leith 
Jafues Lynn + 
Janles Magee 
J. filar sha 11 
Alex !Ilartin 
Hugh !Ilatheson 
J. Mounttora 
k. Murk'hy 
D. McAllister 
Labourer 
Labourer 
Labourer 
~atchman 
c.rocer 
Labourer 
Labourer 
blacksmith 
E'ireman 
carter 
smith 
Labourer 
!Ilashman 
Labourer 
Labourer 
policeman 
Labourer 
Labourer 
plumber 
Joiner 
Grocer 
'I'enter 
O(;CUPA'I'lOl'c 
I:.ngineer 
patternmaker 
Joiner 
hollsorter 
r'itter 
Curator, !Ilechanics 
Institute 
Marine store Dealer 
Janitor 
AlJlJRI:.SS 
~efuybs bay street 
serf'entine ~alk 
crescent street 
Ingleston street 
st. Lawrence street 
bearhof'e street 
Defupster street 
Mount pleasant street 
Dempster street 
Drumfrochar koaa 
Ann street 
belleville street 
Inverkip street 
belleville street 
Drumfrochar koaa 
~ellington street 
Drumfrochar Roaa 
Drumfrochar hoaa 
Drumfrochar koaa 
belleville street 
Mearns street 
Drumtrochar hoaa 
CarwOoa street 
Ingelston &treet 
~ellin9ton street 
Dempster street 
010 hi llena 
* 
* 
Glebe public School, 
crawtura street 
Appenaix ~ (~ontinuea) 
James fwlcEachran 
f'lalcolm fwlcLean 
w. 1\oss + 
w. 1\oss 
James Spense 
Alex steel + 
henry walk.er 
'1'. wilton 
S~irit Dealer 
Joiner 
Labourer 
Grocer 
Idvetter 
F'orernan 
Insurance Agent 
carpenter 
Lawrence street 
holrnscrott street 
baker Street 
Drurntrochar 1\oaa 
hill Street 
Dellingburn street 
Belleville btreet 
John btreet 
<.:om~i lea trorn C:.reenock '1'elegraph ana F'owlers Directory 'Loyal urange 
Institution' entry, ~p.~9-1UU. 
+ Also in lb7U-bb list. 
APPE.;hDIX f': paisley urangemen: Occupational Breakdown lb6b-b6 
henry Archer 
r.illiam barbour 
w.J. bell 
Robert blair 
A. brisbane 
James Browne 
1:'. burt 
Jas. Burton 
J. Clark 
hamilton coats 
w. Cockburn 
h. E;nterkin 
Robert l'armer 
J. l'air 
R. f'isher 
Alex Fraser 
T. Eraser 
k. ('a lbraith 
A.h. Garoner 
J. hair 
(,. hair 
J. Johnstone 
'1. tr'iuir 
Davia }/lacbr},oe 
P. filcCluskie 
James t,..uinn 
A. rar lane 
k. Patterson 
OCCIJPA'l'lOh 
Thatcher 
clerk, BanK ot Scotlana 
ham curer ana Provision 
fotlerchant 
'l'a i lor 
cowteeaer 
Clerk, John Lines 
Ra i.lw a}' 
Draper 
Labourer 
Shu tt lenlaker 
Church Otticer 
Clerk, caleaonian 
Rai.lwai 
cutter 
coal Merchant 
Labourer 
DraiJer 
':I.'enter 
wine & Spirit Merchant 
Chemist 
I:'rinter 
lJoctor 
Boot ana Shoe Makers 
as above 
F'ishmonger 
Insurance Agent 
patternmaker 
sawyer 
Labourer 
printer 
('rocer 
4~7 
high Street 
Causeysiae 
Calsiae 
George street 
cotton street 
IJnaerwooa koaa 
Calsiae 
* 
causeysiae 
cotton Street 
wararop Street 
c.auze Street 
westmarch 
* 
~ew street 
water brae 
tiew Sneaaon street 
(,auze Street 
I:;ast Greenlaw 
Garthlana Place 
Canal Street 
George Street 
Castleheaa 
Barcla), Street 
* 
Thread Street 
C.ilmour street 
('eorge Street 
AoRo Pollock Drysalters Firm <.>reenhill 
(propr ietor) 
wo Robinson t-linister, Primitive AlJbt:y Close 
hethoaist Church 
E.o Schollan Spir it I'lerchant 1'10SS strt:et 
f/lr 0 Smellie Gentleman ~allowhill 
Do sloan F'euar ("jueen btreet 
bugh '1:homson Brewery worker high Street 
AP~~hDI~ ~: biographical Inaex 
John Aaamson: BHlposter, treasurer of LOL. hOe 44~, !<laryh i 11. 
James Allen: Deputy ~aster, LOL. hOe 340, Greenock IbbO-4. 
Archibala Allison: 
w.J. Anaerson: 
wU 1 iam Angus: 
James bain: 
k. baxter: 
l:.amuna bell: 
James browne: 
John brown: 
Jonathon Burns: 
n. caaman: 
Archibala campbell: 
?:ory ~heritf of Lanarkshire Ib30's. Prominent 
freemason but hostile to urangemen. Antiquary 
ana author of 'Some Account of ~y Lite ana 
~ritings'. obituary, Black~ooa's ~agazine, 
hay Ibb7. 
Joiner and cabinet maker. Glasgo~ Orange 
official Ib70's on, G.P.~., L0L. hOe ~3~, hSuM 
1&&3. 
~oulder, Pk, LOL. hOe 44~, Maryhill. Active 
in Maryhill Conservative Association from its 
inception in Ibb5. Diea 1~13. 
Ironmaster, Lora Provost of Glasgo~, 
conservative canaiaate IbbO Glasgow election. 
An ambitious politician, eventually ~.P. tor 
whitehaven. See Baillie ~o. b ana 3b7 tor 
portrait ana '~he Lora Provosts ot ulas~ow 
Ib33-&3'. 
hngineer, secretary of hOe 44 Partick uistrict, 
lb& 1. 
Ofticebearer, Orange Institution ot Great 
britain IbbO's ana 70's in Partick District. 
Agent tor scottish and District kail~ay company. 
District kaster, paisley. 
RaHway 18&5. 
Clerk, Joint Lines 
Secretary, hOe 31 (briageton) uistrict, Ibb4. 
Labourer, P.M. LOL. hOe 344, Greenock, wk L0L. 
hOe 97, 'blyths~ooa's purple heroes', lbbO's. 
Leather ~erchant, Park Place, Glasgow. 
Instrumental in setting up Glasgow working 
Men's conservative Association. Chairman bth 
wara conservative election committee Ib74. 
Appearea on orange platform, Johnstone Ib71. 
(Lora Blythswooa) born ~~/~/lb37. Servea in 
Crimea. Ib73-4 representea west kenfrew&hire 
as ~.P. ana from Ibb~-lb~~. Become a Peer 
Ib~~. ADC to ~ueen Victoria. Presiaea over 
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Appenoix G (Continueo) 
~ev. J.h. Campbell: 
~homas caultielo: 
kev. h. Charleton: 
Robert Chestnut: 
kobert clements: 
hamilton coats: 
Rev. G.M. college: 
Laurence Craigie: 
J.~. cuthbertson: 
kev. ~.h. Dignum: 
James ))uageon: 
various paisley Orange soirees. Obituary, 
Glasgow herald, &/7/l~Ub, see also Prominent 
profiles, J.k. hamilton (l~U2), baillie hOe ~~, 
l/!;/llj73. 
kinister of Augustine hstablisheo ~hurch 
!'lission, <:.reenock, ana former U.P. clergyman. 
Greenock School Boaro lb73 on. Active 
'convert' to Orangeism lb7~ on. 
~M LOL. hOe b&O, Royal ~rue blues, <:'lasgo~, 
lbb5. 
·one of the finest ministers in the Irish 
presbyterian church. Callea to <:.reenock, 
wellpark Church of &cotlana (the Irish 
protestant 'orange Church'), Ib7b. Calleo 
later to stranraer. Active in Orange public 
events Ib70's ana bOIs (see Chapter 7). 
wine ana Spirit kerchant. ~reasurer, LOL. hOe 
336, Greenock. Canoioate in School boaro 
elections. 
First Deputy <:'rana kaster of Scotlana, in 
effective control lb~5-lb60's. Surgeon, 
residing at Gallowgate, Glasgow. 
Prominent paisley Orangeism IbbU's. 
Officer. 
wesleyan kethoaist <:.reenock. Orange 
supporter, on Ib74 soiree platform. 
Church 
Lawyer, highly unstable. 
Goraon Loage, <:.lasgow. 
secretary of Royal 
IJiea Ib3,*. 
kerchant in chemical prooucts. ~onservative 
politician, contestea st. kollox <:'lasgow 
unsuccessfully Ibb5 ana 6. Orange sympathies 
though remainea outsiae the lnstitution. ~ee 
Baillie l8/2/bU for portrait. 
Chaplain to Greenock Orangemen lb7U's. 
ulsterman. lid.nister of well(Jark Church of 
scotlana, calleo to partick congregation, Ib70. 
Bating house keeper. Otficebearer LOL. ~o. '*4, 
thO Surrenoer', Glasgow. 
4bU 
Appenaix u (Continuea) 
w. E.ll is: 
harl of E.nniskillen: 
J .1:;. E'ai.rHe: 
Rober t E'armer: 
Rev. w. Fraser: 
Rev. A. Fullerton: 
J. Ga llolllay: 
Rev. Robert Gault: 
bamuel Geaaes: 
Allan Gilnlour: 
of E.aglesham 
'I'.h. Gilmour: 
boot and shoe manufacturer, briageton. 
Treasurer U~96. 
urana 
william willoughby Cole 1807-b6, Grand ~aster 
of Scotland, 1835-lb60's. 
surgeon, hDE.~, Glasgolll. 
lIIara committee. 
~ory, Chairman ot 2na 
coal merchant, District ~aster ~aisley Ib80's. 
strong 'I'ory ana Orange partisan, though not an 
LOl member. ~inister, Free ~iaole Church, 
paisley. -~horough constitutionalist- in his 
political opinions he lIIas opposea to 
disestablishment ana an ar~ent pamphleter. 
~ember of paisley Philosophical ~ociety ana 
aaoressea 'Social ~cience' meeting in Ib61. 
paisley E.xpress 23/~/79, ~9/9/79 for obituar~ 
and funeral. 
~inister, Cartsburn Church ot ~cotlana, 
Greenock, -his catholicy ot spirit Lilias) so 
remarkably extreme as to make him e~ually at 
home on papal ana Orange platforms-. ureenock 
~elegraph, 16/11/78. 
Labourer, secretary 01 No. 38 COlllcaaaens 
(Glasgolll) District, Ib84. 
Ulsterman, one of the first ministers in 
Scotland to embrace Orangeism. Grana Chaplain 
to the Order in the 1b6U's. ~inister ot 
Kingston free Church, 'moderate Conservative' 
active in GCA ana on A. whitelalll's (q.v.) 
election con~ittee 1874. Author of 
prize-Illinning essay 'Popery, ~an of bin ana ~on 
of Per6ition' (lb~3). Superintenaent ot free 
Church Anti-Popish ~ission. 
Traveller. ~aster ot LOL. NO. 69U partick, 
lobl. hDG~, 1883. 
Tory lanaowner, increasingl~ notea on urange 
platforms IbbO's. hDG~ lOb3. Cambriage 
eaucated Barriste~-at-Lalll. burkes ~eerage, 
1079. 
Agent, Royal Liver Frienaly Society, bul"l 
1894. Promi.nent conservative, vice chairman 
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Appenaix ~ (Continuea) 
Duke of (,oraon: 
J. Gritten: 
J. l1aaoock: 
kev. J.C. halliday: 
Z.C. Hawkes: 
F.Y. henderson: 
kev. J.C. hoagekinson: 
h. houston: 
w. hunter: 
camlachie Conservative Association lbb4. 
~ory organiser in Camlachie District l~UO. 
Paio 
George ('oroon, ~th Duke, ~i.nsman of Lord George 
('ordon the anti-koman Catholic agitator, but 
forbears 1st ana 2na Dukes were leading Roman 
catholic magistrates in Scotlana. 
Distinguishea military career raisea luuth 
(later 92na) Goraon highlanoers from his 
estates, regiment saw service in '~b rebellion 
at wexford. 180b became ~P tor Bye, tmterea 
bouse of Loros lbU7/ Ultra-~ory tigureheaa ot 
Scottish Orange Loages 183u's but confinea 
activi.ties to meetings of ~rana Looge in 
Lonaon. Diea 28th ~ay 1830. 
&ee Sir George Bell's 'Rough ~otes ot Ola 
Solaier', ii.39. Anaerson's &cottish ~ation 
ii319-20, cannon's historical Recoro of the 
92na Highlanaers, ~p.1-20, l27-b. 
Fishmonger, Glasgow. 
1875. 
Grana Loage official 
spirit dealer, Gallowgate. 
~o. 5 'Victoria', Glasgow. 
Ofticebearer, LOL. 
Labourer, w~ LOL. ~o. 442 (~aryhill). 
I:.vangeli.st in charge of I:.mn,anua 1 I:.pisco~a 1 
Church, Glasgow. Grand Chaplain to Orangemen, 
1899. 
Leaaing GCA member. 'l:ea ana wine merchant. 
On orange platforms 1881 on. Ubituary, 
(,lasgow ~ews, 21/1/83. 
Accountant. Treasurer Grand Loage, Ibbl on. 
Secretary of Glasgow General builoing 
society. Active in Scottish Protestant 
All iance. 
Minister, Emmanuel Church, Glasgow. 
Chaplain to the orangemen, Ib92. 
Grana 
Clothing manufacturer, briogeton, Glasgow. 
wM, LOL. ~o. 5 'Victoria'. 
Tobacconist. D~ Parkheaa ~o. 21 District, 
1878. ASG~ 1892. 
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Appendix G (Continued) 
P. Hutcheson: 
Rev. ~uintin Johnstone: 
william Kerr: 
Dr. John Leech: 
h.A. Long: 
Isaac LO~: 
1<..(,. Lownaes: 
'l:homas f1ack 1 in: 
W.C. f1aughan: 
Rev. J.V. ~itchell: 
Steamship Agent. GSb Grand Loage, lij7~, but 
little subsequent involvement. Director, west 
ot scot lana protestant Association. t:hairman 
of central Conservative Association, Glasgow, 
1&&5-99. councillor Ib9b. Died 1~99. 
~inister, whiteinch Parish Church. ~een 
Orange partisan and active in anti-home 1<.ule 
cause 1&80 on. 
Pruaential Insurance Agent. secretary of ~o. 
15. Partick District LOI 1884. Gbb 1&84. 
secretary of Partick Conservative Association. 
('rana Master ot Orange Association, 18b~-June 
1&6~. Physician, 5th Portlana street, Glasgow. 
Barly experience as cavalry solaier, later -a 
champion ot the ~rotestant cause and an 
eaucationalist-. working man's missionary in 
the Saltmarket, Glasgow. A frequent aebator 
on Glasgow Green, he was attenaea ~y a 
bodyguard of Orangemen as ~ersonal ~rotection, 
-his bigoted and uncompromising Calvinism was 
not of the soor-facea variety for it dia not 
cloua his happy optimism-. 
see S. f1avor, ~emories of People ana Places, 
Sail ie 9/7/1&73, 29/4/85. 
Plumber ana gastitter. 
1975. 
Grana Loage official 
Partner in power loom muslin manufacturers. 
Official LOI 'l'hornliebank. 
Protessor ot Classics, Anaersonian University, 
Glasgow. Free Churchman. U Isterman. Grana 
secretary LuI Scot lana Ibb4-91. Conservative 
election committee 1874. 
Accountant. honorary treasurer, GCA. '~rue 
blue' 'l'ory. Prominent S.P.A. l.msuccessfully 
contestea blacktriars and hutchesonstown ana 
Bridgeton constituencies 1&b5, 92 ana 95. 
'Orange' candiaate 1892 School boara 
elections. Obituary GCAAR, 1915. 
Ulsterman. ~inister ot ~e~ Congregational 
Church, 1885. Grana Chaplain, LOI. Ib9b-l~uu. 
4b3 
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D.S. Mitchell: 
hobert Mitchell: 
1'. Morrison: 
~illiam hotherwell: 
n. Mullen: 
Gilbert R. Murray: 
A. l<!cAll ister: 
hugh McGuire: 
n. Mchaft ie: 
Dr. ~. hac~night: 
<..eorge hcLeoa: 
Shipping Insurance Agent. 
Anderston District. 
OM, ~o. 41, 
Shipping haster and emigration agent, 
Ibb5-70. Agent for Anchor Line steamers 
Ib7U-bO. Member ot Orange Institution ot 
Great Britain, and their candidate in 187b 
School Boara elections. 
Jeweller, Argyle Arcade c..lasgow. prominent 
Orangeman ana active in Traaeston Conservative 
Association. c..CA representative lbbb. 
1797-1835, Poet and journalist. Son ot an 
ironmonger, aescenaea trom an 010 stirlingshire 
family. AS a youth haa radical opinions but 
relations with reformers turnea him into 
zealous Tory. Trooper in Rentrewshire 
~eomanry. norks: 1819 'harp ot 
henfrewshire', lb~4 'Rentrewshire Characters 
ana scenery', 1827 'Minstrelsy Ancient ana 
MOdern'. A collaborator with James hoyg in an 
eaition of Burns poems. ~aitor ot Glasgo~ 
courier 1832. Identifiea himselt activel~ 
with orangeism, examinea by parliamentary 
committee, completely broke down ana aiea ot 
apoplexy c..lasgow, 1st November Ib3~. 
Black~ooa's xxxiii b70, Portrait ana Bust in 
~ational portrait Gallery, ~Qinburgh. 
Boilermaker. 
District. 
secretary ot No. 41 (Anaerston) 
DM, Galloway; DPGM, Scot lana lb7~. 
Engineer. OM, Partick District LOI. 
plasterer. GS, Grana Loage, lb7~. 
~PGM, Black Chapter 1876. Committee 1877, 
GCA. Representative from Tradeston to <..CA 1887. 
Physician. County DGM Ayrshire. Active Tory 
ana anti-Voluntaryist (see Chapter 7). 
~incey ana tartan manufacturer, Glasgow. h"c..~1 
ot Orange Institution 18b9-74. Active in <"CA 
ana Scott ish Reformat ion Society. ~'ounaing 
member ot ~lasgow Athenaeum (cultural 
society). Also involvea in Commercial 
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Appendix u (Continuea) 
James hchanus: 
1<.. l'Ichish: 
w. f'lcwi 11 ialus: 
1<.ev. Davia hess: 
Chalmers Izatt paton: 
kev. f.w. Patrick: 
George Phair: 
A.R. POllOCK: 
T. Richara: 
vanles 1<.attray: 
w. Richnlono: 
Travellers' Society ana Sabbath protection 
League. see Glasgow hews, 12/12/74, 
10/10/74, for Athenaeum ainner in his honour. 
Insurance collector. Secretary ot hOe 44 
Bridgeton/Dalmarnock District. Later ueputy 
Grand kaster of Scot lana ana very active in the 
Grana Loage in the late IbbO's. Vice 
president of bridgeton Conservative Association 
18b~-1~07. Representative to western 
Divisional Council, 1898. 
Local gentry Glasgow area. 
1880's but not active. 
J oinea LvI in 
printer. 
lbb~. 
Dfli, LOL. hOe 080 Gallowgate, <.:.las90W 
Minister, whiteinch Parish Church. hwul'l, 
Orange Institution 1900 on. Also prominent 
Freemason. See Partick star, o/7/189~. 
head of hugh Paton and Sons, Carvers ana 
Gilaers, Bdinburgh, -hela no insigniticant 
place in art circles-. l'Iwul'l, Ib74-94, urange 
Institution. Diea 7th October 1889. 
Obituary, Glasgow Berala, 9/10/1bb9. 
congregationalist l'Iinister, Rutherglen. 
Ulsterman and active Orangeman. See Glasgow 
hews, 12/9/1bbl. 
Rai lway signal maker. !liaster hOe 3b 
(Cowcaddens) District. Vice Chairman 10th 
Conservative wara Committee. 
Partner ot Jas. Pollock ana co., Drysalters 
coy, paisley. District l'Iaster, Paisley 
LOI.1870's on. Convenor of Antiquities, 
paisley Philosophical Society. Instrumental 
in setting up paisley Conservative Association. 
Accounts clerk. 
District. 
haster, hOe 31 lbriageton) 
Boilermaker, later tul1 time missionary tor the 
Protestant Missionary SOCiety. Prominent 
Greenock urangeman, 1800's, 70's. 
contectioner ana fruiterer, Glasgow. l"irst 
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Appenaix ~ (Continued_ 
James kice: 
kev. wi 11 ian • .Robinson: 
~awara J. Saunoerson: 
Jas. ~omerwell of Sorn: 
Dugala Ste~art: 
h. Stewart of ~earholm: 
A. 'l'homson: 
kev. Rober t 'l:hompson: 
w.b. webster: 
~homas wetherall: 
Grand Secretary ot the Orange Association in 
scotlana, 1&35-59. 
bouse painter, Glasgow. Grana Secretary ot 
Orange Institution in Scotland, 1&91 on. 
primitive Methodist, paisley. 
1&37-1906. 
frlember of LuI 
Irish politician, aroent Protestant ana 
orangeman, with absolute faith in oivine 
guidance. Commanoer of Caven militia Ib91-~. 
Lanaowner ana whig aomirer of Lora Palmerston, 
he became the most conspicuous opponent of bome 
Rule in the bouse of Commons as ~p for ~orth 
Armagh. County Grana frlaster ot Belfast urange 
Looges, KwGM Scot lana 1&89-95 - resigning oue 
to pressure of parliamentary duties. bee k. 
Lucas, Memoir of Col. Saunaerson kP (19UO). 
Ayrshire landowner, born 1845, eaucation 
Loretto, harrow, Oxford. Conservative 
candidate for Glasgow, aaoptea 1883. See 
Glasgow hews 7/3/&4, Bail ie hose &&4, 909. 
wright and Builaer. 
Glasgow 1875. 
Grana Loage Official, 
Landowner. MhGfrl, county Grana Loage, 
Ayrshire, 1870's. 
Money Lender, Calton, Glasgow. DGfrl, Orange 
Institution of Great britain, 1874. 
'Rubbart', highly eccentric frlinister ot 
Laoywell Church of Scot lana, Glasgow. See 
bail ie, 18/7/1877, 31/10/83, 14/5/b4. 
Grocer, South ~iae, Glasgow. 
Marshal, LOI, 1880. 
~rocession 
Born hatertord 18u9. Came to Glasgow 1&00, 
actea as manager to a cutler ana surgical 
instrument maker ana eventually purchaseo a 
share in the business. Depty Gfrl, LOl 
Scotland, 1874 and active in GCA. ~reasurer, 
Glasgow Debating Society ana chairman of the 
working frlen's ~vangelical MiSsion. Died April 
3ro, 1883. For obituary, Glasgow hews, 5/4/83. 
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APpenaix G (Continued) 
Alex whitela~: 
william whitelaw: 
kev. w. winter: 
James wyllie: 
Samuel young: 
wiLliam Young: 
william Yuille: 
partner in w. Baird ana Co., lronmasters. 
Conservative !olP for Glasgow, U~74. Chairman 
of first Glasgow School board. strongly 
committed to Church of Scotland. Diea 1st 
July, Ib79. See lllustratea Lonaon ~ews, ixvi 
14& (1875); The Graphic, xi 174 (lb7~) tor 
portrait. 
'I'hira son ot the above, born Ib&b, eaucatea 
~ton, barrow, 'l.'rinity College. !olember LO!. 
Ib92, aged ~4, won Perth tor the Conservatives 
after a split in the Liberal vote. Defeateo 
Ib9~ an6 l~~~. Became airector ot highlana 
Railway Company. contested Bantf 
unsuccesstully in 19U7 ana Stirling buryhs, 
also unsuccessfully, 19U7. See baillie, 
~7/5/19U7, for portrait. 
Episcopal Clergyman, Glasgo~. 
Or angemen , Ib9&. 
~C of 
Ulster Protestant. School teacher Free bt. 
George's School. Orange SG!ol 1874, also active 
in GCA. See Annua 1 Repor ts Ib 7 4, ~ etc. ~'or 
speech to GCA, Glasgow ~e~s ~1/3/1b74. Vice 
Chairman 11th ward Committee (conservative), 
1884. 
blater. Ofticebearer in Cowcaaaens LOl, Ib9~, 
DG!ol, 19~O. 
Tailor, bridgeton, Glasgow. Secretary ot ~o. 
44 (Baltic street) District, LOI, but climbea 
laaaer rapialy reaching ueputy Grana Master tor 
col. Saunderson (q.v.) ana lVlwGh in Ib~o atter 
his resignation. Also active 'l.'ory, Vice 
presiaent briageton aivision Ibb~-1~U4, 
representative to western Divisional Committee 
l891;j. 
henIDer of OA of S Grana Loage, early 187U's, 
but in Ib70 began to publicly criticise this 
b06y tor its laCK of indepenaent action in 
~ursuit of 'Protestant Issues'. Subsequently 
arops out ot reported Grana Loage activity. 
(~ossible the same Yuille, a storeman, who haa 
servea on a conservative election committee in 
Ib 74) • 
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~Pb~DIX h: Clergymen ~ith orange Links lbb5-l9uu 
* hugh park 
n .b. 'lurnbull 
James Doacs 
*+ R.B. Dignum 
* A. Walker 
* Rober t 'l'hompson 
A. Leiper 
Rev. J. Mc~aught 
P. MCLaughlin 
R. pryde 
J. hay 
* ~uintin Johnstone 
James Bryce 
w. hutcheson 
* J • h.. campbe 11 
'1'. h.ay 
*+ w. wilson 
*+ h. Charleton 
A. ~'ullerton 
J. fllcpher son 
J. potter 
Rev. lJouglas 
h. Ramsay 
J. wilson 
william hcDermott 
* Rev. Lorraine 
Rev. J. (,unson 
+ J. Mccann 
w. Williams 
* J. boagekinson 
DENO~l~A'l'lO~ 
Church ot Scot lana 
ditto 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
bpisopalian 
• 
• 
4bb 
LOCA'1'l<.Jt-4 
CUmbernaula 
'lo~nheaa, Glas90~ 
st Georges, ~laago~ 
Greenock 
A'lrar'le 
Laaywell, ~las90~ 
Gorbals 
Glasgow 
ALbotafora, Glasgow 
~ot known 
• 
Wh'lteinch, ~lasgo~ 
Cro~n ~t., Glas90~ 
Not kno~n 
Port ~las90~ 
~reenock 
Greenock 
~reenock 
Greenock 
Gaelic Church, 
('reenock 
Not known 
stranraer 
Baill'leston 
l<.entrew 
Johnstone 
!lalry 
Greenock 
Glasgow 
st. Juaes, ~las90~ 
Emmanual Church, 
Glasgow 
Appenoix h (Continuea) 
* h. hinter • Glasgow 
h.E. Braashaw • Glasgow 
* J.C. hallioay • Glasgow 
* wU 1 iam Robinson Primitive kethooist Paisley 
Rev. Jenkinson • 'I'ownh ead, Glasgow 
Rev. Havers • 'I'ollcross, Glasgow 
Emerson Phillipson • Sutfolk St. Glasgow 
Rev. boulton kethoaist Crreenock 
li.k. College • lireenock 
*+ Robert Gault Free Church l\1.ngston, Glasgow 
kev. Dr. F'raser • pa1.sle:,-
*+ J.V. kitchell Indepenoent congregationalist Partick 
*+ 'I'.w. Patrick • i(utherglen 
* Denotes a member of the LOI. 
+ Denotes of Irish, or more commonly, Ulster or1.g1.n 
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BIBLIOGRAPIiY 
Synopsis: A. primary sources 
I Manuscript and Archival fIlaterial 
1. Personal Papers 
2. Institutional Recoras 
3. Le9al ~aterial 
II Printed Material 
1. pamphlets 
2. parliamentary Debates ana keports 
III books and Articles (including Histories and 
biographical material). 
IV ~e~spapers and Periodicals. 
B. Secondary 50urces 
1 Moaern Histories 
II General: Referenced in 
1. scottish Labour and Political histories 
2. Irish Migration Studies 
3. Local History. 
by ~ay ot introauction to this biographical account, two general 
observations should be made. First, one shoula be a~are that as 
befits the contentious subject of orangeism, the primary sources 
available are soundly partisan ana shoulo therefore be approached with 
caution. 'l'his is very much the case with contemporary histories of 
the l~th century movement which as a rule are the ~ork of Orange 
supporters or their opponents and which, although containing important 
'raw material ' , have as their main concern the simple assertion or 
denial of charges against Orangemen, rather than any real analYSis ot 
their influence and development. Secondly, it seems rather a paraoox 
that aespite the LOlls otten high public profile in the west of 
scotlana, no seconaary material directly and exclusively on the topic 
exists. probably since much of Orange history appears rather too 
peripheral or 'obscure ' to be investi9atea by commentators whose 
primary obJect is other aspects of Scottish or british history, one is 
left with a series ot isolated - though sometimes illuminating _ 
references but little in the way of analysis or explanation. 
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As regaras the primary sources, it is regrettable that most ot the 
leading scottish Orangemen of the 19th century, MCLeoa, Paton, ~oung 
etc., left no personal papers, or none of any significance. (A 
marriage trust for peter Hutcheson's daughter survives ana H.A. Long 
characteristically bequeathed his press cuttings and a marble bust ot 
himself, now in Glasgow People's Palace Museum). Similarly, the poet 
Motherwell left a fairly large amount of corresponoence in the 
Robertson MSS. collection G.U.L., but mostly on literary subjects, for 
it is likely that the most sensitive documents pertaining to Orangeism 
were destroyea in the wake of the 183~ aebacle. ~he honorific Mn~M ot 
the movement from l89~-9~, the Irish lanaowner Col. Saunaerson, has 
also left voluminous papers and correspondence but again these reflect 
the overwhelming concern with wiaer political issues and parliamentar~ 
business, which eventually prompted him to reSign his otfice in Scot lana. 
conservative and Liberal Unionist politicians whose names were 
linked with Orangeism provide another potential line of research. J. 
Parker Smith's correspondence in the smith of Jordanhill Collection ~kA 
is most useful on the practical conduct of a by-election campaign in 
the late 19th century, and Alex whitelaw's extant papers are further 
instructive on the Scottish Disestablishment issue. Apart from this, 
Allan Gilmour and J. &tirling Maxwell left only estate ana bUSiness 
archives, while James Bain, W.C. Maugham, Lora. Blythswooo, C.b. 
Renshaw and Alex stuart left no personal papers. Inaeeo, on the whole 
leading Tories seenl to have been much less conscientious in this 
respect than their Liberal counterparts such as James Moir. 
The secona major boay of manuscript material is fornlea by 
institutional records. ~he reports of proceeaings MaY-Decen~er 18b4 
ana December Ib67 of the ~rand Lodge of the Orange Institution ot 
Irelana are aepositeo in the Linen Hall Library, Belfast, ana, in tact, 
in lrelana a special 'Loage of Research' LOL. ~o. lO~O has been 
establishea for the specific purpose of collecting historical materials. 
It soon became apparent that in Scotland, however, there were 
problems not only of access but of basic availability. I was informea 
that the Grana Lodge here has only begun comparatively recently to take 
a serious interest in the Movement's history, and thgt in the past 
recoras of membership, minute books etc., seem to have been retginea by 
local loages. In these circumstances material has often not 
survivea. Most of the records of Glengarnock LOL. ~o. 100 were usea 
to stoke a boiler in the Orange 8all during fuel shortages in l~74, 
though 1 was permitted to examine the remaining ephemera such as 
membership certificates for the LOI (ana a local Black perceptory, ~o. 
79~), Looge Masters creoentials and transfer certificates, some of 
these aating from the 1&70's. 
~et this want of internal recoras was not a serious obstacle - it 
is ooubtful whether questions of class affiliation, motivation gna 
political practice could have been satisfactorily answered from such 
official sources anyway. In fact, on such topics the manuscript 
material trom other institutions relevant to the progress of l~th 
century Orangeism provea an extremely effective alternative. ~he 
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archives ot the conservative and Liberal Unionist parties in Scot lana 
are one such resource; in ~articular the Glasgow Conservative Operative 
Association Annual Reports and !'linute Books 1839-41, the 1893 Annual 
Report of the National Union of Conservative Associations of Scotland 
and !'linute Books 1893-1902. The detaileo membership records containea 
here permittea an account of Orange involvement in Conservative ana 
Unionist politics from local ward committees to constituency 
associations ano executive bodies. 
Also as a usetul point of reference for the LOI's more general 
standing in Scottish society the annual reports of other militant 
Protestant booies in Glasgow ana the west can also be examined. 'l:hese 
incluae Glasgow Protestant Layman's Association Annual Report 1879, the 
Glasgow Protestant !'lissionary society Annual Reports 1879-8U ana the---
Glasgow working !'lan's Evangelistic society 1879-83. 
Other institutional recoros consulted were those of frienaly 
societies such as the 'patna Loyal Orange and Protestant Friendly 
Society', deposited under the various Friendly Society Acts ana now 
held at the SRO. These are important in grasping the extent of 
material provisions offereo by Orangeism. 
A final source of manuscript material which should be noted is the 
collection ot Lord Advocates' papers also in the SRO. hotably this 
includes witnesses precognitions and the reports of local sheriffs 
relating to Orange aisturbances and riots in the 1840's ana ~O's. 
Further compensating the lack of official Orange recoras is the 
wealth of primary printeo material producea by the Loages. 'l:his 
incluaes, for example, a printed ritual of introduction as copies of 
orange Laws ana Orainances from 1800, 1830, 1828, 1830, 184b, 1849, 
1860, 1886 and 1899. (These pertain directly to the Irish body but, as 
suggestea, practices in scotland were very similar. 
Also important here were the many ballads, polemical pamphlets and 
recoroeO lecturers which were provided tor internal consumption by the 
scottish ana British organisations. Of special interest is one of the 
earliest pamphlets The Orange Institution a Slight Sketch (1813) which 
actually contains recruitment advertisements tor the Looges as well as 
reproducing rules ana regulations, and also A Report of the Protestant 
and Orange soiree Hela in paisley on 5th November (1856) which otfers a 
detaileo account of probably the first Orange soiree held in 
scotland. As for the later period from the 1860's various leading 
Or angemen such as Gault, 1-lack lin and paton, as noted in Chapter One, 
producea 'eaucational' material - knowledge of Paton's 'Catechism of 
the principles of Protestantism- (1879) was a prerequisite tor passing 
to the purple Degree. particularly prolific here was h.A. Long who 
wrote tracts, for example, on Transubstantiation 18b4, In partibus 
Infiaelum or three evenings among the Glasgow Eclectics (nd), 'l'he 
Glasgow School Boara Elections (nd) as well as The Orangeman's---
Anti-papal Tract (no). 
ot course, there are also pamphlets from hostile sources such as 
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The Orange Bogey (lb&t» producea by the Irish l-lational League and 
popular broaasiaes, one of these, in hyllie Collection GUL, An Account 
of the Proceeaings of Orange procession ••• describes the first public 
12th July celebration in Glasgow in 1822. 
The most vital printed sources for the early part of Orange 
history, though, are the UK parliamentary debates and reports of the 
parliamentary select committee on Orange lOdges, established in 1835 
unaer pressure from raaical ana Irish ~s. The former proviae an 
excellent recora of the speeches of leaaing Irish Orangemen like Verner 
ana ~owan ana act as a useful inaex of the prominence of Orangeism from 
1&00-35. Consultation of the four huge select committee reports of 
over 4,500 pages is even more profitable, containing appenaices with 
aetails of financial statements, minutes, membership lists, 
correspondence of officers of the Movement, etc. 'l:he first three 
reports deal only with the Irish institution and contain no conclusion 
or summary of eviaence. 'l'he fourth, though, concerns the British and 
military Loages ana contains an abundance of Scottish material, 
incluain9 proceeaings of the Royal ~oraon Loage. A summary, not a 
particularly balanced appraisal, is provided designea to suggest that 
there was a aangerous conspiracy. 
'l'his parliamentary material shoula also be supplementea by 
consiaeration of autobiographies ana contemporary Orange Histories, 
Some Account MY Life and hritings (188&) by Archibala Alison, Sheriff 
of Lanarkshire in the 1&30's, is useful though the histories tena to 
centre mainly on the Irish Movement. Of these, O.R. Gowan's Annals 
ana Defence ot the Loyal Orange Institution of Ireland (18~5) ana 
Orangeism: its Origin ana History (1&59) are most worthy of note as 
'official' histories (Gowan tostered the canaaian ~ovement) ana as 
bases on which accounts such as Sibbet's have estensively drawn. 
Similarly important in this respect is Cusack's Orangeism: its 
principles, its purposes, its kelation to society Defenaea (1875) ana 
Rodgers 'Ihe Revolution of 10&& ana the History of the Orange 
Association of Englana ana Ireland (1881). Useful to balance these is 
Fr. clearly's The Orange Society (1&~7), published by the Catholic 
'I'ruth Society. 
'I'he final set of primary sources are newspapers and perioaicals. 
The most interesting early paper is the Glasgow Courier aaaressea to a 
Glasgow ana west of Scot lana working class readership and cast ~y its 
opponents as an 'orange' paper. ~otherwell was its eaitor in the 
early 1830's ana it displays some spirited defenses of the MOVement. 
Bven more central to research on 19th century Orangeism though, is 
the Glasgow ~ews 1873-80 (thereafter the Scottish News). Again it was 
sponsorea by leaaing conservatives but was not at all warmly disposeo 
towaras the scottish Orangemen. Its standard of reports was, however, 
e~cellent ana it carries lengthy verbatim reports Of speeches at 12th 
celebrations, orange soirees, and Grand Loage biennial meetings. It 
also has much inciaental material on ordinary loage meetings, Orange 
funerals, Grana Looge memorials and resolutions, and for this reason a 
oay by aay examination of the 'News' was essential - a strate9Y which 
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also proviaea much aetailea backgrouna on social, religious and 
political aevelopments in late 19th century Glasgow. 
For a fully rounaed analysis of how Orangeism was received in 
scotland also consulted for 12th and soiree reports ana election 
coverage were the Radical Liberal horth British Daily Mail ana whiggish 
Liberal (later Liberal Unionist) Glasgow Herald. Local newspapers, 
too, notably the Greenock Telegraph and Paisley Express were also 
examined. 
As for the perioaicals, the 19th century Grand Lodge aoes not seem 
to have had its own journal li.ke the current 'Orange Torch' ('l'he 
scottish Patriot may have had this role but no surviving copies-coulo 
be located). 'l'he Protestant, edited by h.A. Long, is strongly 
representative of the Orange worla view though, and again for the sake 
of comparison there are various other Protestant magazines The Scottish 
protestant, 'l'he Glasgow Protestant watchman, for example. Some 
biographical insights can also be gained from The Bailie, an 
illustrated Tory publication specialising in laborious satire. 
In the case of the secondary material three more moaern stuaies 
merit attention. First, R.M. sibbet's Orangeism in Ireland and 
Throughout the Empire is again an official history, written by an 
Orangeman with Grand Lodge approval. It first appeared in serial form 
in Belfast weekly hews during the home Rule agitation to wwI and was 
first publishea in book form in 1915. The first edition of the two 
volume work carries the history ot the Movement to Ib30 whi.1e the 
second eoition is revised by 'an anonymous member of the Order' ana 
incluaes the latter period ot Orangeism with more relevant Scottish 
material. Sibbet's narrative, however, is extremely turgid ana 
rambling, with a peculiar mixture of folklore ana original aocuments to 
the exclusion of any inconvenient evidence. From a similar official 
viewpoint is Clougley's very sketchy 'history' of Orangeism in 
scot land, again ser iali.sea in the Belfast weekly News in 1929. Such 
vices are by no means reproduced in h. Senior's Orangeism in Irelana 
and Britain l795-lb35 but this solid factual narrative contains only a 
few Scottish references. 
Most other recent works have done little to buila on Sibbet and 
Senior's contributions. Orangeism: A hew historical Approach (1967) 
by Dewer et aI, for example, is basically a very partisan rehash of 
earlier histories for popular consumption; while T. Gray's 'l'he Orange 
Order (1972) is Journalistic and anecdotal in style. In strong 
contrast though is b. Patterson's work on aissicient Orangeism ana the 
Inaependent Orange urder in Belfast - Independent Orangeism and Class 
Conflict in ~awaraian Belfast (19bO) ana class Conflict and 
Sectarianism: 'lhe protestant working Class ana the Belfast Labour 
Movement Ibbb-1920 (1981) which employ original research and a moaern 
Marxist approach for a class analysis of Orange activity. 
Beyond th is, information on Orangeisnl in seconaary sources is 
limitea to brief ana tangential references. A. Campbell's The 
Lanarkshire Miners: A social history of their Trade Unions 1775-1974 
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ana A. ~cDona9h's Irish Immigrants and Labour ~ovements in Coatbridge 
and Airarie l~81-193l (B.A. dissertation 197 ) are useful here, as is 
D. Urwin's The Development of the Conservative Party in Scotlano till 
~ (SHR, hOe 138, 19b5). 
written from a different perspective, J.E. Hanoley's work is also 
an im~ortant source of reference. 'l'he Irish in Scotland 1945 and 'l'he 
Irish in Modern Scotland 1947 contain descriptions of Orange ---
disturbances Which are not found in other secondary works, ana also 
stress the importance of Orangeism as a manifestation of splits within 
Irish immigrants. 
Finally, there are occasional mentions of Orangelsm in local 
histories such as J. Strawthorn's Ayrshire story of a County (l~76) ana 
The hew History of Cumnock (19&6); but other local authors like J. 
MCLellan, Larkha1l (1979), are anxious to present their subject in its 
best light and apparently this does not include drawing attention to 
its Orange Lodges. 
'1'0 sum, up these notes indicate the dearth ot secOndary material on 
Orangeism generally ana its Scottish version in particular. 'l'his in 
turn emphasises the centrality of primary sources, both manuscript and 
printed, which are potentially fruitful, though often diSplay, as 
inaicated, a factional spirit which pressed a judicious hanaling. 
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I. MMltJSCRIP'I' AND AkChlVAL AA'l'ERIAL 
i) Personal Papers 
J.~. Airlie, Collected papers, NLS. 
Robertson MSS., GUL, Special Collections (for hotherwel1 
mater tal) • 
E.J. &aunderson papers, PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE h.I. ('1'.2996) 
&mith of Joraanhill Collection, &trathclyde Regional Archives. 
whitelaw Correspondence, GLASGOw U~IVERSITY bUSI~bSS ARCHIVES. 
ti) Institutional kecoras 
conservative party ~iscellaneous Papers 1885-1912, 
Conservative Offices, Bainburgh. 
Glasgow Church of Scotland Presbytery ~inute 8ooks, SRO. 
Glasgow Conservative Association (Formerly Gw~CA) Annual 
Reports, lb7~-1900. 
Glasgow conservative Operatives Association, Minute Book, 
1837-43 
Glasgow Orange Union Funeral Society, RULES AND REGULATIONS, 
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